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FOREWORD 

The papers presented here have been derived primarily from 
speakers' summaries of talks presented at the Flight 
Mechanics/Estimation Theory Symposium held May 16-18, 1995 
at the Goddard Space Flight Center. For completeness, 
abstracts are included for those papers which were presented 
but unavailable at the time of printing. Papers included in 
this document are presented as received from the authors 
with little or no editing. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines filter tuning techniques for a sequential orbit determination (OD) covariance analysis. Recently, there 
has been a renewed interest in sequential OD, primarily due to the successful flight qualification of the Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Onboard Navigation System (TONS) using Doppler data extracted onboard the Extreme 
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) spacecraft. TONS computes highly accurate orbit solutions onboard the spacecraft in realtime 
using a sequential filter. As the result of the successful TONS-EUVE flight qualification experiment, the Earth Observing 
System (EOS) AM-1 Project has selected TONS as the prime navigation system. In addition, sequential OD methods can be 
used successfully for ground OD. Whether data are processed onboard or on the ground, a sequential OD procedure is 
generally favored over a batch technique when a realtime automated OD system is desired. 

Recently, OD covariance analyses were performed for the TONS-EUVE and TONS-EOS missions using the sequential 
processing options of the Orbit Determination Error Analysis System (ODEAS). ODEAS is the primary covariance analysis 
system used by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD). The results of these analyses 
revealed a high sensitivity of the OD solutions to the state process noise filter tuning parameters. The covariance analysis 
results show that the state estimate error contributions from measurement-related error sources, especially those due to the 
random noise and satellite-to-satellite ionospheric refraction correction errors, increase rapidly as the state process noise 
increases. These results prompted an in-depth investigation of the role of the filter tuning parameters in sequential OD 
covariance analysis. 

This paper analyzes how the spacecraft state estimate errors due to dynamic and measurement-related error sources are 
affected by the process noise level used. This information is then used to establish guidelines for determining optimal filter 
tuning parameters in a given sequential OD scenario for both covariance analysis and actual OD. Comparisons are also 
made with corresponding definitive OD results available from the TONS-EUVE analysis. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents the results of a study to examine the sensitivity of sequential orbit determination (OD) errors to the filter 
tuning parameters. The results are obtained primarily from covariance analyses performed to assess the navigation 
performance of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) System (TDRSS) Onboard Navigation System (TONS) for two 
spacecraft missions-the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) and the Earth Observing System (EOS). TONS i s  a 
sequential OD system based on the extended Kalman filter. I t  i s  capable of computing highly accurate orbit solutions onboard 
the spacecraft in  realtime and processing TDRSS forward-link one-way Doppler measurements. The feasibility of the TONS 
navigation method was successfully demonstrated on the flight qualification experiment performed in conjunction with the 
EUVE mission (Reference 1). As a result of this success, the EOS Project has selected TONS as the prime navigation system 
for the EOS AM-I mission. 

A sequential OD system using a Kalman filter i s  normally tuned to prevent i t  from diverging. Filter divergence can occur 
when the terms in  the covariance matrix approach zero, which in  turn causes the computed Kalman gain to approach zero. 
Since the Kalman gain determines how much emphasis to place on the measurements in  updating the filtered state, the filter 
wil l ignore any new measurement as the Kalman gain approaches zero, resulting in  filter divergence. One way of preventing 
the filter from diverging i s  to add a certain level of process noise to the system model to account for the unmodeled error 
contributions. The addition of process noise prevents the covariance matrix terms from approaching zero, thereby preventing 

* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), 
Greenbelt. Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



the Kalman gain from approaching zero. The choice of the appropriate level of process noise is largely heuristic and depends 
to a large extent on what is known about the unmodeled state parameters. More detailed information about filter tuning can 
be found in Reference 2. Generally, the larger the process noise levels added to the covariance matrix, the larger the Kalman 
gain will become, thus placing more emphasis on the measurement information than on the dynamic state model in updating 
the filtered state. One consequence of this approach is that, as the applied process noise level increases, the contribution 
from any measurement-related error is likely to be magnified while the contribution from the dynamic error sources is likely 
to decrease. The choice of optimum filter tuning parameters therefore involves selecting optimum process noise levels in 
such a way that the combined contribution of the dynamic and measurement-related error sources to the OD errors is 
minimized. 

The covariance analysis results are obtained using the Orbit Determination Error Analysis System (ODEAS) (Reference 3). 
ODEAS is a general-purpose linear error analysis tool used at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamic 
Division (FDD) to support various missions. On the basis of a tracking scenario and the expected accuracies of the orbital 
dynamic models and measurement process, ODEAS provides the magnitudes and characteristics of the errors that can be 
expected in an OD process. In this study, such covariance analysis results are used to identify those error sources that are 
most sensitive to the process noise level variation and to illustrate how the optimum OD solutions are achieved by controlling 
the process noise level within the ODEAS framework. 

Section 2 of this paper describes the analysis methods used in this study and details the results obtained; Section 3 gives a 
summary of the study and summarizes the conclusions. 

2. Analysis Methods and Results 

Covariance analyses were performed for the EUVE and EOS PM-1 spacecraft. In both cases, sequential error analysis 
simulations were performed by processing 2 days worth of tracking data. The E W E  spacecraft is in a near-circular orbit at a 
nominal altitude of 520 kilometers and an inclination of 28.5 degrees. The tracking data distribution used for the EUVE 
study is taken from the actual tracking data around January 17, 1993. The tracking data consisted of 23 tracking passes of 
one-way forward-link TDRSS Doppler data with pass lengths ranging from 2 to 40 minutes distributed over the 2-day 
timespan. The EOS PM-I spacecraft will be in a near-circular frozen orbit at a nominal altitude of 705 kilometers, with an 
inclination of 98.2 degrees. The tracking data consist of 20 minutes of one-way forward-link TDRSS Doppler data per EOS 
orbit, which amounts to 29 tracking passes during the 2-day timespan. The EOS PM-I spacecraft was selected for study 
rather than EOS AM-1 because previous error analysis results (Reference 4) indicated that the OD error contributions from 
the ionospheric refraction effects were found to be larger for EOS PM-1 than for EOS AM-1. 

Two types of error analysis simulations were performed. In the first case, the orbital state of the TDRSS-user spacecraft 
(EUVE or EOS) is estimated together with the frequency bias of the ultrastable oscillator (USO) used for onboard frequency 
reference and the atmospheric drag coefficient. In the second case, the drag coefficient is treated as a considered error source 
instead of being estimated. 

Throughout this study, the sequential filter was tuned using a process noise algorithm based on a linear variance growth 
model. In this model the process noise variance is assumed to grow linearly with time elapsed between measurements 
(Reference 3). The process noise computed is added to the propagated error covariance, which is used in computing the 
Kalman gain matrix. Brief descriptions of the ODEAS gain matrix computation and the time and measurement update 
algorithm for the covariance matrices are presented below. Using the notations of Reference 3, the time-updated covariance 
matrix, P(t.-) , and the measurement updated covariance matrix, P(ti), at a measurement time t i ,  are given by 

1 



where$(ti,tj-,) denotes the state transition function and Ki the Kalman gain matrix. The gain matrix, Ki, is defined i n  

terms of R,  the measurement noise variance (MNV), Ri, the measurement partial derivative matrix, and P ( t , - ) ,  the time 

updated covariance matrix, as follows: 

The matrix Qi on the right-hand side of Equation (1) represents the process noise. The ODEAS linear growth process noise 
model defines Qi as follows: 

The quantity D in the above equation is a diagonal matrix with the variance growth rate of solve-for parameters as diagonal 
elements. For the nonorbital solve-for parameters such as the clock drift, an additional restriction is imposed such that the 
computed process noise level, Qi, does not exceed the respective a priori variance. In the present study, D is assumed to be of 
a special form in which the only nonzero elements are those associated with the user s'pacecraft velocity components and the 
clock drift parameter. It is further assumed that the three velocity variance growth rates are the same: that is, a single 
variance growth rate parameter, designated here as Qdot. is assigned for all three velocity components. The characteristic 
behavior of the state estimate errors due to major error sources are investigated when the process noise level is varied by 
specifying different values for the velocity variance growth rate and the MNV parameters. In this paper, the name Qdot will 
be used to denote the velocity variance growth rate. The value of MNV is obtained by squaring the measurement noise 
standard deviation (MNSD) specified for the tracking measurements. The variance growth rates for the estimated clock drift 
(frequency bias) and the drag coefficient (when the drag is estimated) are not varied. 

Given below is a description of the methods and results of the EUVE and EOS PM- I studies, followed by a brief comparison 
of the EUVE and EOS filter tuning results and a description of the covariance analysis versus the actual OD results. 

2.1 EUVE Study 

The methods and results of the EUVE filter tuning analysis are presented below. 

EUVE Methods 

The major error sources included in the EUVE covariance analysis are summarized in Table 1. The measurement-related 
error sources included are the measurement noise specified by the MNSD, TDRS ephemeris errors, and satellite-to-satellite 
tracking (SST) ionospheric refraction errors. The major dynamic error sources included are the atmospheric drag and gravity 
errors. Orbital errors due to the gravity model uncertainties are computed using the Goddard Earth Model-T3 (GEM-T3) 
standard errors in the ODEAS uncorrelated error model approach (UEMA) (Reference 2). The EUVE results presented here 
are based on solutions in which the drag coefficient error is included as a considered error source. 

Table I .  Major Error Sources included in the EUVE Analysis 

Error Sources 

Measurement noise 

TDRS ephemeris errors 

Ionospheric refraction errors 

Drag coefficient error 

Geopotential errors 
1 

30 Errors 

0.001 meterlsecond and 
0.01 meterlsecond 

5 meters, 30 meters, 40 meters in the 
radial, cross-track, and along-track 
(HCL) directions 

100°/o of measurement delay 

30% (when considered) 

GEM-T3 30 x 30 sigmas 

Notes 

TDRS one-way range-rate measurements 

For both TDRS-East and TDRS-West 

Bent ionospheric model 

Harrirs-Priester model with Flo7 =I22 x 10-22 
watlslmeter3/hertz 

ODEAS UEMA model 



The sensitivities of the solution errors to the process noise level applied are studied with two groups of error analysis 
solutions, referred to as the Group A and Group B solutions and defined as follows: 

r Group A solutions are obtained using an MNSD of 0.001 meterlsecond, while the Qdot value is varied from zero to 1.0 x 
meter3/second2 (a total of six solutions obtained using six different Qdot values given by 0.0, 1.0 x 10-13, 1.0 x 

10-12, 1.0 x10-", 1.0 x 10-lo, and 1.0 x meter3/second2). 

Group B solutions are obtained using an MNSD of 0.01 meterlsecond and the same set of Qdot values used for the 
Group A solutions. Note that the MNSD values used in Group B solutions are 10 times that of Group A solutions. 

EUVE Results 

The variation of the covariance analysis solutions with respect to the process noise levels may be better characterized in terms 
of their statistical properties. The root-mean-square (RMS) position errors and their standard deviations (SDs) are 
summarized in Table 2, together with their maximum and minimum values. The proportionality of the error magnitudes to 
the Qdot values used is clearly demonstrated in this table. This table also suggests two simple relations that hold between the 
Group A and Group B solutions. The first relation is that for solutions obtained without filter tuning, the RMS values and 
standard deviations are proportional to the MNSD values used (see the last column of Table 1). Note that the Group B results 
are 10 times the corresponding Group A results, which is the same ratio as the ratio of the MNSD values used for the two 
groups of solutions. This relation is expected because normally the orbital errors due to the random noise in the steady state 
period are almost entirely due to the measurement noise. 

Table 2. Random Noise Contributions to EUVE Position Errors 

A close examination of Table 2 suggests a second relation between the Group A and Group B solutions obtained using finite 
Qdot values. This relation indicates that the orbital error statistics associated with a Group B solution are approximately 10 
times those of the Group A solution that is obtained with a Qdot value that is 100 times smaller than the one used for the 
Group B solution. For example, the RMS and SD values of the Group B solution obtained using a Qdot value of 1 .O x 10-I' 
are 10 times those of the Group A solution obtained using a Qdot value of 1.0 x 10-13. These two solutions can be 
characterized as having the same Qdot-to-MNV ratio. The MNV value is obtained by squaring the MNSD value. The 
Group A solutions used an MNV of 1.0 x meter21second2, whereas the Group B solutions used an MNV value of 1.0 x 
lo4 meter2/sec2. This gives a Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 1.0 x (in units of llsecond) in the case of the two sample solutions. 
The first relation described above can be considered as a special case of this second relation because the solutions obtained 
without filter tuning can be characterized as having a zero Qdot-to MNV ratio. Thus, Group B solutions can be obtained 
from Group A solutions obtained using the same Qdot-to-MNV ratios (by multiplying the latter with the ratio of the MNSD 
values used). This second relation is not as obvious as the first one, but it too can be verified using the ODEAS filter tuning 
algorithm described earlier. 

Error 
Statistics 

Velocity Filter Tuning Parameter (Qdot) ( meter?llsec3) 

I.OX~O-~ I 1.0x10-~~ ( 1 . 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  ( 1.0x10-~* I 1 . 0 ~ 1 8 ~ ~  I 0.0 

Group A Solution Statistics (meters) MNSD = 0.001 meterlsecond 

0.4387 

0.071 9 

0.6270 

0.2841 

0.7462 

0.2756 

1.9792 

0.3591 

Group B Solution Statistics (meters) MNSD = 0.01 meterlsecond 

3.6452 

2.4453 

14.8740 

0.9985 

2.3136 

1.5499 

11.2404 

0.5951 

RMS 

SD 

Maximum 
Minimum 

1.2901 

0.7336 

5.2263 

0.4437 

5.8936 

3.9215 

24.61 85 

1.5354 

4.3873 

0.7191 

6.2699 

2.8409 

RMS 

SD 

Maximum 
Minimum 

5.2429 

1.0732 

8.1712 

3.2023 

4.5294 

0.7302 

6.2792 

2.9438 

7.4623 

2.7562 

19.791 5 

3.5907 

23.1428 

15.5054 

1 12.4479 

5.9508 

12.9020 

7.3367 

52.271 8 

4.4371 



The very structure of Equations (1) through (3) implies two things in the steady-state region: 

The matrix defined as the covariance matrix divided by MNV is determined by the Qdot-to-MNV ratio only. 
The Kalman gain matrix is determined only by the Qdot-to-MNV ratio as well. 

Since the random noise conributions are derived fmm the covariance matrix, the results summarized in Table 2 are totally 
consistent with the first of these two asserions. The second property states that the gain matrix is entirely determined by the 
Qdot-to-MNV ratio only. Figure 2 verifies this assertion numerically. This figure shows the x-components of two gain 
matrices obtained using the same Qdot-to-MNV ratio in the steady-state region. The vertical axis represents the 
x-components of the gain matrices expressed in units of meters/(meters/second). Both gain matrices were obtained using a 
Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 1.0 x The x-components of the two gain matrices are seen to be almost identical. Since the error 
budgets due to systematic error sources are determined by the gain matrix only, this implies that all orbital error contributions 
from the measurement-related and dynamic error sources will be determined only by the Qdot-to-MNV ratio as well. As 
such an example of the dynarnical error contributions, the EUVE position errors due to the atmospheric drag error are 
summarized in Table 3. Similar behavior is observed for position error contributions from the other systematic error sources 
considered. 

The results summarized in Tables 2 and 3 show that, as the process level (or equivalently, the Qdot-to-MNV ratio) increases, 
the orbital errors due to the measurement-related error sources generally increase while those due to the dynamical error 
sources decrease. These features are expected from the theoretical considerations mentioned earlier. It should be noted that 
the SDs of these orbital errors have similar trends. The orbital errors due to the SST ionospheric refraction errors and those 
due to the atmospheric drag errors were found to be most sensitive to the process noise level changes. The gravity model 
uncertainty is usually one of the major dynarnical error sources, contributing approximately 25 meters to the position errors 
for the EUVE OD solutions examined here. However, as discussed earlier, the orbital errors due to the gravity model 
uncertainties were found to be relatively insensitive to the Qdot-to-MNV ratio. 

Time From Epoch (minutes) 

Figure 2. Behavior of x-Components of Gain Matrices 



- 

Table 3. Atmospheric Drag Error Contributions to EUVE Position Errors 

The RMS position errors discussed above without the contribution from the gravity model uncertainty are summarized in 
Table 4. This table shows that Case 3 which uses the Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 1.0 x gives the optimum solution for both 
Group A and Group B solutions. The random noise contribution does not play a significant role in either group of solutions. 
The consider error contributions, especially those due to the SST ionospheric refraction and the drag model uncertainties, 
determine the optimum filter tuning parameters in the EUVE results presented here. 

Error 
statistics 

Table 4. EUVE RMS Position Errors Versus Qdot-to-MNV Ratio 

Velocity Filter Tuning Parameter (Qdot) (mete?lsecond3) 

1.oxio-Q ( I.OXIO-10 ( I.OXIO-11 ( i.oxio-12 I 1.0~10-13 I 0.0 

Group A Solution Statistics (meters) MNSD = 0.001 meterlsecond 

b: These results are obtained from the corresponding Group B solutions. 

- - 

6 

7 

8 

c: These results are obtained from the corresponding Group A solutions. 

Group B Solutions 
(MNSD = 0.01 meterlsecond) Cases Studied 

To see the influence of the ionospheric refraction and drag errors in determining the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio, four series 
of solutions were constructed in which different magnitudes of the ionospheric refraction and drag errors were assumed. The 
total RMS position errors based on the Group B solutions are shown in Figure 3. The x-axis of the graph indicates the case 
number defined in the first column of Table 4. The solid curve represents the results given in the last column of Table 4. 

1.3643 

2.8581 

22.0163 

0.0666 

RMS 
SD 
Maximum 

Minimum 

considera 
Errors 

Group A Solutions 
(MNSD = 0.001 meterlsecond) 

Case 
N~ 

a: Consider columns: These columns include systematic error contributions from TDRS ephemeris errors, SST 
ionospheric refraction errors (loo%), gravity errors, and the drag emrs (30% of C ). Consider contributions for 
Case 1 are mostly from the drag errors, and those for Case 8 are mostly from the  ST ionospheric refraction errors. 

- 

1 .OXIO-~ 

1 .ox1 o - ~  
1 .ox1 o - ~  

The solution curves split into two groups at each end of the graph. The splits at the right-hand side of the graph are due to 
the different ionospheric refraction errors assumed, and those at the left-hand side of the graph are due to the different 

1.2681 

2.5499 

21.6648 

0.1824 

1.9223 

3.801 7 

27.8274 

0.2418 

Group B Solution Statistics (meters) MNSD = 0.01 meter/second 

considera 
Errors 

Qdot-to- 
MNV Rntin 

6.5251 

6.8147 

45.1 079 

0.9928 

3.4975 

4.7522 

36.81 09 

0.6395 

Random 
Noise 

127.41 91 

203.2214 

310.2432 

137.8619 

67.5221 

275.8270 

20.1 890 

137.8630 

67.5224 

275.8284 
20.1 892 

Total Random 
Nnise 

30.5039 

15.9932 

76.9703 
9.6304 

Total 

2.31 36 

3.6452 

5.8936 

RMS 

SD 
Maximum 
Minimum 

6.5251 

6.8147 

45.1 079 
0.9928 

127.4401 

203.2541 

31 0.2992 

12.6430 

9.991 0 

52.7269 
1.5085 

1.9223 

3.801 7 

27.8273 
0.241 8 

3.4975 

4.7522 

36.81 09 
0.6395 

127.4037 

203.2214C 

31 0.2432C 

23.1428 

36.4523C 

58.9364C 

1 29.4886 

206.4647 

31 5.791 6 



amount of drag errors assumed. Note that high SST ionospheric refraction errors and low drag errors increase the optimum 
value of the Qdot-to-MNV ratio. The optimum value for the Qdot-to-MNV ratio remains at 1.0 x (Case 3) for three of 
the solution series, and it changed to 1.0 x 10.' (Case 4) for the solutions represented by the broken line, which were obtained 
assuming high drag errors (30 percent) and more moderate ionospheric refraction errors (50 percent). Given the error 
sources and their relative strengths, the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratios lie somewhere between 1.0 x 10.' and 1.0 x 
(Cases 2, 3, and 4). Since different spacecraft missions will have different relative magnitudes of the measurement-related 
errors (especially the SST ionospheric refraction errors) and the dynamical errors (especially the drag errors), this range of 
optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratios will vary from spacecraft mission to spacecraft mission. It should also be noted that, in the 
case of the results presented above for EUVE, the range of the optimum values of the Qdot-to-MNV ratio may have been 
somewhat underestimated because the gravity error contributions are not included. Inclusion of the gravity error 
contributions will increase the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio, especially when the SST ionospheric refraction errors are small. 

Note: Four series of solutions are 
shown in this graph. The case number 
(x-axis) indicates the Qdot-to-MNV ratio 
used as defined in Table 4. All four 
series of soiutions were obtained using 
an MNSD of 0.01 and assuming differ- 
ent amounts of the atmospheric drag 
and ionospheric refraction errors on the 
SST links. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 

C a a  Number 

Figure 3, Influence of Drag and SST Ionospheric Refraction 
Errors on the Determination of Optimum Filter Tuning 

Parameters 

When the drag coefficient is estimated, it practically eliminates the drag-related errors. Although solar flux uncertainties will 
still contribute to the drag error, the drag estimation process absorbs most of the solar flux errors, leaving only a small 
residual effect as the drag-related error contribution to the orbital error. This may be due to the limited nature of the ODEAS 
drag error modeling, which, for example, could not take the atmospheric effects associated with the geomagnetic storms into 
account. Assuming a 30-percent solar flux error, this residual solar flux uncertainty contributes less than 5 meters (3.5 
meters RMS) to the orbital position errors. This drag contribution is reduced by using a finite Qdot-to-MNV ratio, but the 
effect is too small to counteract the sizable increase in the measurement-related error contributions, especially those due to the 
SST ionospheric refraction errors. Thus, it is not surprising to see that the minimum total position error was achieved with 
no filter tuning when the drag coefficient is estimated. This means that the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio for the EUVE OD 
scenario studied here will be smaller than the smallest finite ratio (1.0 x included in the study. 



2.2 EOS PM-1 Study 

The methods and results of the EOS PM-I filter tuning analysis are presented below. 

EOS PM- 1 ~ t h o d s  

The major error sources included for the EOS PM-1 analysis are shown in Table 5. These error models are somewhat 
different from those used for the E W E  analysis. In particular, the TDRS ephemeris errors and the daily solar flux levels 
used for the EOS PM-1 analysis are much higher than than those used for the EUVE analysis. The EOS errror models were 
selected to simulate a different physical and operational environments. 

Table 5. Major Error Sources Included in the EOS PM-1 Analysis 

Table 6 provides a description of two series of error analysis solutions. In the first series, designated as Series C, the EOS 
spacecraft state was estimated together with the US0 frequency bias used for the onboard frequency reference. The 
atmospheric drag coefficient error was treated as a considered error source, together with the TDRS ephemeris uncertainties, 
gravitational potential uncertainties, and other standard error sources. The filter was tuned by applying process noise on the 
spacecraft velocity and the US0 frequency bias. To assess how filter tuning affects the OD errors, various velocity process 
noise levels were applied in terms of velocity variance growth rates ranging from 5 x 10-l5 meter2/second3 to 5 x 
meter2/second3. This corresponds to Qdot-to-MNV ratios ranging from 5.0 x to 5.0 x In all simulations, the US0 
frequency bias process noise level was set at a variance growth rate of 1.0 x 1 0 ' ~  nanosecond2/second3. 

Table 6. Two Series of Covariance Analysis Simulations 

Notes 

TDRS one-way range-rate measurements 

For both TDRS-East and TDRS-West 

Bent ionospheric model 

Harris-Priester model with FI0., = 250 x 10-22 
watts/meter2/hertz 

ODEAS UEMA model 

Error Sources 

Measurement noise 

TDRS ephemeris errors 

Ionospheric refraction errors 

Drag coefficient error 

Geopotential errors 

30 Errors 

0.001 18 meterlsecond 

66 meters, 60 meters, and 120 
meters in the HCL directions 

100% of measurement corrrection 

30% (when considered) 

GEM-T3 30 x 30 sigmas 

Velocity Variance Growth 
Rate for Filter Tuning 

5 x lo+ 
5 x 10-'3 

5 x 10-11 

5 x 10-9 

0.0 

5 x lo-15 
5 x lo-13 
5 x 1 0 - l ~  

5 x lo-g 

Qdot-to- 
MNV Ratio 

5 x lo+ 

5 x 10-7 

5 x 10-5 

5 x 103 

0.0 

5 x lo-g 

5 x l oJ  
5 x lo-s 
5 x lo-3 

Case 

C1 

c 2  

c 3  

c4 

D l  

02 

D3 

D4 

D5 

solve-for Parameters 

EOS State, US0 Bias 

EOS state, US0 bias, 
and drag coefficient 



In the second series, designated as Series D, the EOS spacecraft state was estimated together with the US0 frequency bias 
and the drag coefficient. Again, to assess the effects of filter tuning on the OD errors, various velocity process noise levels 
were employed with variance growth rates ranging from 0.0 (for no filter tuning) to 5 x 1 0 ' ~  meter2/second3. This 
corresponds to Qdot-to-MNV ratios ranging from 0.0 to 5.0 x No process noise was applied to the drag coefficient or 
the US0 frequency bias. 

A daily F10 solar flux level of 250 x watts/meter2/hertz was assumed for the Harris-Priester atmospheric density 
calculations throughout the analysis. Note that for Series C the drag coefficient was treated as a considered error source with 
an a priori uncertainty of 30 percent, and the effect of the daily solar flux uncertainty was not modeled. In Series D, the drag 
coefficient was solved for together with the EOS state, thereby eliminating the direct contribution of this error source on the 
OD error. However, to account for the residual effect of atmospheric-drag-related error contribution on the OD error, an 
a priori uncertainty of 30 percent in the daily solar flux was assumed. In all error analysis simulations, tracking schedules 
with favorable TDRSS tracking geometries were selected. A favorable TDRSS tracking geometry is realized by selecting 
tracking passes with high rates of change in the Doppler data during a tracking pass. This can be achieved when the orbit 
orientations of TDRS and EOS PM-1 are such that the angle between the TDRS vector and the EOS PM-1 orbit normal 
vector is close to 90 degrees. The maximum Doppler rate is achieved when this angle is 90 degrees. 

EOS PM-1 Results 

Table 7 summarizes the error analysis results obtained for simulation Series C. The results include the maximum and RMS 
position error contributions from various error sources after 1 day of tracking. The maximum position errors range from 
66 meters to 604 meters (30), and the RMS position errors range from 32 meters to 378 meters (30), depending on the 
process noise levels used. The results show that the EOS total position error reaches a minimum for simulation C3, which 
uses a process noise level of 5.0 x lo-" meter2/second3 (corresponding to a Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 5.0 x Major error 
sources include the ionospheric refraction from TDRS to EOS tracking links, the atmospheric drag, the TDRS ephemeris 
uncertainties, and the gravity potential uncertainties. 

Table 7. RMS Position Error Contributions From Various Error Sources 
After 1 Day of Tracking 

Statistical Simulation TDRS Ionospheric Ionospheric 1 Quantity I Case 1 Total 1 Drag / Gravity 1 Ephemeris 1 Effect via 1 Effect via 1 Noise 1 
TORS-5 TDRS-4 

I I 

Filter does not stabilize within 2 days of tracking . . 
Filter stabilizes after 1 day of tracking 

30 Position Errors (meters) I 

Again, as was observed with the EUVE results, Table 7 shows that as the process noise level increases the RMS position 
errors resulting from the dynamic error sources (such as gravity and atmospheric drag uncertainties) decrease, while those 
due to measurement-related error sources (such as ionospheric refraction, TDRS ephemeris uncertainties, and measurement 
noise) increase. In simulation C1, using a velocity process noise level of 5 x meter2/second3, the atmospheric drag 
uncertainty was a major error source, causing the EOS position error to increase to 604 meters after 1 day of tracking. 
However, with an increased velocity process noise level of 5 x lo-'] meter2/second3, as in simulation C3, the contribution 



from the atmospheric drag uncertainty was substantially reduced, causing the EOS position errors to stabilize at less than 
50 meters (30) after about 1.5 days of tracking. However, in this case, the OD error contribution from SST ionospheric 
refraction was magnified, causing it to become one of the major error sources. 

Table 8 summarizes the error analysis results obtained for simulation Series D. In this series, the atmospheric drag 
coefficient is estimated, not considered. The results include the maximum and RMS position error contributions from various 
error sources after 1 day of tracking. The maximum position errors range from 36 meters to 140 meters, and the RMS 
position errors range from 22 meters to 57 meters, depending on the filter-tuning approach used. The results show that the 
total posi!ion error reaches a minimum for simulation Case D2 (i.e., using a velocity variance growth rate of 5 x 
meter2/second3, corresponding to a Qdot-to-MNV value of 5 x Major error sources include the gravity potential, the 
ionospheric refraction effect on the TDRS-5 to EOS tracking link, and the TDRS ephemeris uncertainties. 

Table 8. Maximum and RMS Position Errors Contributed From Various Error Sources 
After 1 Day of Tracking 

I I I 30 Posltlon Errors (meters) 

Statlstlcal Slmulation Solar TDRS lonospherice Ionospheric I Quantity I Case I Total I Gravity I ., I Ephemeds 1 Effect via I Effect via I Noise I 
TDRS-5 TDRS-4 

Again, looking at the RMS values, the EOS position errors resulting from the dynamic error sources, such as the gravity 
potential, decrease as the process noise level increases. The reverse trend is true for measurement-related error sources, such 
as the ionospheric refraction. An exception is the EOS position error contribution from TDRS ephemeris uncertainties when 
filter tuning is not applied (simulation Dl). The RMS position error contributed by this error parameter is found to be larger 
in simulation case Dl,  where no process noise is applied, than those obtained in cases D2, D3, or D4, where certain process 
noise levels are applied. The exact cause for the result obtained in case Dl is not known and will require additional analysis. 
The other simulation cases, D2 through D5, followed the expected trend. 

Maximum 

RMS 

In case D l ,  where no process noise is applied, the position error stabilizes at less than 60 meters after 1 day of tracking. With 
some amount of process noise (Case B2 with a process noise level of 5 x 10-l5 meter2/second3), the position error further 
decreases to less than 40 meters. However, any further increase in process noise levels causes the EOS position error to 
increase once again. For Case D5, the EOS position error does not reach a steady-state condition within 2 days of tracking. 
This is due to the fact that by using a relatively large process noise level, the filter behavior is now controlled primarily by 
the information provided by each measurement rather than by the cumulative memory provided by the filtered state, causing 
the orbital error to fluctuate with measurement information. 

The EOS PM-1 results summarized above demonstrate that the process noise applied for filter tuning can significantly affect 
the orbit determination error contributions from various error sources in different ways. It was shown that, in general, the 
EOS position errors resulting from dynamic error sources, such as gravity potential and atmospheric drag, decrease as the 
process noise level increases. The reverse trend was found to be true for measurement-related error sources, such as 
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.* 
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ionospheric refraction and TDRS ephemeris uncertainty. These findings are consistent with the theoretically expected trend 
noted earlier. 

For Series C, the maximum position errors ranged from 67 to 604 meters, and the corresponding RMS position errors ranged 
from 32 meters to 378 meters, depending on the filter-tuning approach used. Optimum filter tuning was achieved using a 
Qdot value of 5.0 x 10-l1 meter2/second3 (corresponding to a Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 5.0 x 1 0 9  Major error sources include 
ionospheric refraction from the TDRS-5 to EOS tracking link, atmospheric drag, solar flux, and TDRS ephemeris and gravity 
potential uncertainties. For Series D, the maximum position errors ranged from 36 meters to 140 meters, and the RMS 
position errors ranged from 22 meters to 57 meters, depending on the filter-tuning approach used. Optimum filter tuning was 
achieved using a Qdot value of 5.0 x meter2/second3 (corresponding to a Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 5.0 x Optimum 
process noise levels were found to be smaller than those used in Series C because of the smaller dynamic error contributions 
in this series. Major error sources include gravity, ionospheric refraction effect on the TDRS-5 to EOS tracking link, and 
TDRS ephemeris uncertainties. 

2.3 Comparison of EUVE and EOS Filter Tuning Results 

The optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratios found for EOS are larger than those found for EUVE solutions by approximately two 
orders of magnitude. For EUVE, the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio ranged from 1.0 x lo-' to 1.0 x 10-"hen the drag 
coefficient was not estimated. The corresponding value for the EOS solutions was 5.0 x lo-? This is, of course, due to the 
significantly different conditions under which EOS and EUVE solutions were obtained, especially the different relative error 
magnitudes of the atmospheric drag and the SST ionospheric refraction uncertainties assumed for the two cases. The EOS 
solutions were obtained with relatively small SST ionospheric refraction errors and large drag errors, whereas the EUVE 
solutions were obtained with large SST ionospheric refraction errors and moderate drag errors. This can be seen from 
Table 4 (EUVE summary) and Table 7 (EOS Series C summary). In addition, the omission of the gravity error contributions 
and large irregular gaps i n  the tracking schedule will also cause the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratios to move toward a smaller 
value in the case of the EUVE OD scenarios examined here. 

2.4 Covariance Analysis Versus Actual Orbit Determination Results 

Some actual sequential OD results are available from a recent TONS-EUVE OD analysis report (Reference 1). The solutions 
presented in that study were obtained using an MNSD value of 0.1 hertz, which corresponds to approximately 
0.015 metertsecond (in range-rate units). The process noise model used by the TONS sequential OD system is the so-called 
physically connected process noise model (References 5 and 6), which differs i n  many respects from the linear growth model 
used in the present study. The value of 0.1 hertz (= 0.015 metertsecond) used for MNSD appears to be somewhat high, i.e., 
one-tenth of this value would be more realistic. However, attempts to use a smaller MNSD value and a proportionately 
smaller process noise level led to solutions in which good measurements were edited out, probably because such an OD 
process generates less filter-predicted measurement noise variance, the square-root of which is used for the measurement 
editing. Therefore, for real OD solutions, i t  may be acceptable and even desirable to use MNSD values larger than those 
used in a covariance analysis. 

In general, covariance analysis cannot properly address the question of measurement editing. However, an order-of- 
magnitude estimate of the MNSD value to be used for actual OD solutions may be obtained by computing the prefit root-sum- 
square (RSS) contributions to the measurement residuals due to all measurement-related error sources. The RMS error of the 
range-rate measurements due to these error sources may be used for this purpose. For example, in the case of the EUVE OD 
arc studied here, the ionospheric refraction errors and the TDRS ephemeris errors are the major measurement-related error 
sources. The RMS values of the measurement errors due to these error sources are found to be 0.01 1 and 
0.0055 metertsecond, respectively. These values were obtained after excluding approximately 7 percent of the measurements 
for which the ionospheric refraction corrections exceeded 0.0505 metertsecond. The RSS of these two values and a realistic 
MNSD value of 0.0014 meterlsecond give an adjusted MNSD of 0.012 metertsecond, which is very close to the MNSD of 
0.1 hertz (= 0.015 metertsecond) used in the actual EUVE OD solutions. The final results for such an MNSD value will 
depend on other measurement-related error contributions not considered in this example. 

A direct application of the results obtained using the ODEAS filter tuning process to the TONS sequential OD solutions is not 
possible, because in TONS the process noise model used is the physically connected process noise model, which is rather 



different from the linear growth model implemented in ODEAS. However, an achievable OD accuracy predicted using the 
ODEAS model can still be compared to some extent with the corresponding solutions obtained using the TONS model. In the 
case of E W E ,  Group B solutions presented in Table 4 can be used for this purpose. The E W E  total RMS position accuracy 
achievable is approximately 35 meters (see Group B Case 3 results in Table 4). However, a number of small adjustments are 
needed for this. First, the random noise contribution has to be adjusted, because the EUVE actual OD solutions were obtained 
using an MNSD of 0.015 meterlsecond instead of 0.01 meterlsecond that was used for the Group B solutions in Table 4. 
Second, the Group B solutions summarized in Table 4 were obtained with the atmospheric drag error considered, whereas the 
TONS OD solutions for E W E  were obtained with the drag coefficient solved. Assuming that contributions from other error 
contributions remain approximately the same when the drag is estimated, the adjusted total RMS error remains approximately 
the same as 35 meters. As a measure of the TONS-EUVE OD accuracy, Reference 1 reports an RMS total position difference 
of 30 to 35 meters between the TONS-EWE OD solutions and the definitive EUVE solutions obtained using the Goddard 
Trajectory Determination System (GTDS) (Reference 1, Figure 5-3). 

The results for EOS PM-1 presented earlier can be similarly adjusted to be applicable to actual OD solutions. It is reasonable 
to assume that the EOS-TONS OD solutions will be obtained by solving for the drag coefficient and using an MNSD of 
0.015 metedsecond (0.1 hertz) as was done in the EUVE TONS OD experiment. Then, the results of EOS PM-1 simulation 
Series D (Table 8) can be used, with adjusted random noise contribution. As discussed earlier, the scale factor for adjustment 
can be obtained as the ratio of the MNSD values used in actual OD and covariance analysis. This scale factor is computed to 
be 12.7 (i.e., 0.015/0.00118). The adjusted RMS random noise contributions are 2.42, 20.84, 21.10, and 29.87 meters, 
respectively, for Cases Dl through D4. Combining these with systematic error contributions, the adjusted total RMS (30) 
positions errors for Cases Dl through D4 are given by 30.58, 29.98, 30.36, and 40.39 meters, respectively. As a result, the 
first three simulation results are all very close to each other, but simulation D2 remains the optimum case. 

3. Summary and Conclusions 

A study of filter tuning techniques has been performed using the ODEAS sequential analysis capabilities. The E W E  and 
EOS results presented in this paper are based on processing 2 days of tracking data. The tracking data distribution for EUVE 
was taken from the actual EUVE tracking near January 17, 1993; for the EOS tracking data distribution, approximately 
20 minutes of tracking per EOS orbit was assumed, In most of the simulation cases, the filter solutions were found to reach 
steady-state solutions after approximately 1 day of measurement processing. The filter tuning process was based on the 
ODEAS linear growth model in which the velocity variance growth rate was used to specify the process noise level. 

The results demonstrated that the process noise applied for filter tuning can significantly affect the orbit determination errors 
contributed from various error sources in different ways. It was shown that, in general, the spacecraft position errors 
contributed from dynamic error sources, such as gravity and atmospheric drag uncertainties, decrease as the process noise 
level increases. The reverse trend was found to be true for measurement-related error sources, such as satellite-to-satellite 
ionospheric refraction correction uncertainties, TDRS ephemeris uncertainties, and random noise effects. The choice of 
optimum filter-tuning parameters, therefore, involves selecting the process noise variance growth rates in such a way that the 
combined contribution of the dynamic and measurement-related error sources to the OD errors is minimized. It was found 
that a parameter formed by taking the ratio of the Qdot value to the MNV is convenient for characterizing the statistical 
properties of the state estimate errors, where Qdot is the velocity variance growth rate used to specify the process noise level. 
MNV is the square of the MNSD specified for the tracking measurements. This parameter is referred to as the Qdot-to-MNV 
ratio. 

OD solutions obtained using different filter tuning parameters can be characterized in terms of the Qdot-to-MNV ratio and 
the MNSD value used for each filter tuning simulation case. Characteristic properties of these solutions in terms of the filter 
tuning parameters are as follows: 

After the filter reaches steady state, state estimate errors due to all systematic (measurement-related and dynamic) error 
sources are essentially determined by the Qdot-to-MNV ratio only and are independent of the MNSD value used. Steady- 
state random noise contributions obtained using the same Qdot-to-MNV ratio and different MNSD values are 
proportional to the MNSD values used. 

Measurement-related error contributions increase and dynamic error contributions decrease as the Qdot-to-MNV ratio 
increases. 



Magnitudes of the SST ionospheric refraction correction errors and the atmospheric drag-errors were found to play 
important roles in determing the optimum filter tuning parameters. This means that the larger the magnitudes of the 
SST ionospheric refraction correction errors, the smaller the optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio becomes; and the larger the 
magnitudes of the atmospheric drag-related errors, the larger the optimum ratio becomes. 

An estimated position accuracy of approximately 34 meters can be achieved for EUVE by solving for the drag coefficient, 
using an MNSD value of 0.015 meter, and setting the Qdot-to-MNV ratio to a value less than 1.0 x When the drag 
coefficient error is considered, a similar minimum position error can be achieved by using the same MNSD value and a 
Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 1.0 x 1 o - ~  . 

For the EOS OD scenario, in which the drag coefficient is estimated and an MNSD of 0.015 meters is used, a total 
position accuracy of approximately 30 meters is achievable using a Qdot-to-MNV ratio of 5.0 x When the drag 
coefficient error is considered, a position accuracy of approximately 42 meters is achievable using a Qdot-to-MNV ratio 
of 5.0 x 

The optimum Qdot-to-MNV ratio varies with the spacecraft orbital characteristics, tracking scenarios, and estimation 
parameter set selected. The properties summarized above can be used to reduce the number of simulation cases required for 
sequential error analysis, as there is no need to vary both Qdot and MNSD values. It is sufficient to generate one series of 
solutions using different Qdot-to-MNV ratios with a fixed MNSD value. Then, results based on a different MNSD value can 
easily be obtained from those already available by appropriately scaling the random noise contributions. 
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Abstract 

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-8 experienced a series of orbital perturbations from 
autonomous attitude control thrusting before perigee raising maneuvers. These perturbations influenced differential correction 
orbital state solutions determined by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Goddard Trajectory Determination System 
(GTDS). The maneuvers induced significant variations in the converged state vector for solutions using increasingly longer 
tracking data spans. These solutions were used for planning perigee maneuvers as well as initial estimates for orbit solutions 
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the perigee raising maneuvers. 

This paper discusses models for the incorporation of attitude thrust effects into the orbit determination process. Results from 
definitive attitude solutions are modeled as impulsive thrusts in orbit determination solutions created for GOES-8 mission 
support. Due to the attitude orientation of GOES-8, analysis results are presented that attempt to absorb the effects of attitude 
thrusting by including a solution for the coefficient of reflectivity, C,. Models to represent the attitude maneuvers are tested 
against orbit determination solutions generated during real-time support of the GOES-8 mission. 

The modeling techniques discussed in this investigation offer benefits to the remaining missions in the GOES NEXT series. 
Similar missions with large autonomous attitude control thrusting, such as the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) 
spacecraft and the INTELSAT series, may also benefit from these results. 

Introduction 

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-8 spacecraft was launched on April 13, 1994, at 06:04:02 
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). The nominal maneuver plan called for a series of six orbital maneuvers to place the 
spacecraft on-station in geosynchronous orbit. The first three of these maneuvers were designed to place the spacecraft in its 
approximate geosynchronous orbit by increasing the perigee height. Each maneuver, scheduled to be performed at apogee, are 
called apogee motor firings (AMF). The remaining three maneuvers, the apogee adjust maneuver (AAM) and dual trim motor 
firings (TMF), produced final corrections to circularize the orbit and place GOES-8 at its assigned longitude. 

Actual mission support deviated from the intended nominal maneuver plan. During AMF-I, a maneuver abort was called 
because o f  excessive flange temperatures on the main satellite thruster (MST). Subsequently, a new sequence of 5 AMF 
maneuvers was developed for the transfer phase. The only difficulty with this scenario occurred during AMF-3, when a 
premaneuver abort was called due to problems with the Attitude and Orbital Control Electronics (AOCE) system, a subsystem 
responsible for the autonomous control of the attitude. 

The MST used for AMF thrusting i s  part o f  the GOES Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS). The AOCS includes 12 
attitude control thrusters, paired throughout the spacecraft, to provide maneuverability in the pitch, roll, and yaw directions. 
Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the attitude control thruster locations. The attitude thrusters in Figure 1 
represent thruster pairs designed to rotate the spacecraft around a specific body axis (213, yaw; 415, pitch; 617, roll). 

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



Figure 1. GOES4 AOCS Attitude 
Thruster Configuration 

In the GOES-8 ascent phase, closed-loop attitude control is performed exclusively with thrusters as actuators. Attitude control 
is monitored through gyro and sensor output. A particular attitude maneuver is accomplished by an uplink command with 
unbalanced outputs; the AOCS responds to these offsets by initiating attitude thrust control to match the offset configuration. 
Once the GOES-8 spacecraft arrived on-station, control of these processes converted from thruster control to momentum wheel 
control. 

Before each AMF maneuver during the ascent phase, attitude control thrusting was completed to configure the spacecraft for 
the subsequent maneuver. This control thrusting served a number of purposes, most important to 3-axis stabilize the spacecraft 
and orient the MST for proper delta-V placement during orbit maneuvers. These attitude maneuvers were performed at much 
smaller thrust levels than the AMF series of maneuvers. Ideally, these maneuvers would incur no net effects on the orbital 
trajectory, provided thruster pairs operated with balanced force levels and exact alignment. In reality, however, the thrusters 
are not perfectly balanced, and some misalignment occurs, producing orbital perturbations. This paper describes the best 
method to treat these autonomous maneuvers for the GOES-8 spacecraft. 

The attitude "control box" is defined as the closed-loop tolerance for autonomous attitude control enlisted for a particular 
orientation. The size of the control box is dependent on the particular mode of attitude control and the requirements for certain 
sensors. For GOES-8, the control box size was considered large; in fact, real-time support encountered error margins within 
the same order of magnitude as the size of the control box. In Table 1, the control box sizes are presented referenced to the 
orientation of the body axes. 

Table 1. GOES-8 Attitude Control Box Limits 

The results from real-time orbit determination support of the GOES-8 mission indicate that low-thrust forces did exist due to 
autonomous attitude control. These perturbations affected orbital state solutions and induced variations in the predicted 
spacecraft ephemerides for a sequence of solutions that were generated as the satellite approached the next orbit maneuver. 
The effects of autonomous attitude control are inherently difficult to model, given the imprecise nature of the timeline of 
events. The concepts included in this analysis evolve into separate topics to discuss possible models: (1) the dynamic 
representation of these effects by solving for the coefficient of solar radiation pressure and (2) the representation of discrete 
attitude maneuvers with impulsive thrusts. 

Yaw (deg) 
+/- 3.00 
+/- 3.00 
+/- 1 .OO 
+/- 0.25 

Attitude Mode 
Sun Acquisition 

Roll Earth Acquisition 
Pitch Earth Acquisition 
Stationkeeping Mode 

Pitch (deg) 
+I- 3.00 
+/- 3.00 
+I- 1 .OO 
+/- 0.25 

Roll (deg) 

+/- 0.50 
+I- 0.50 
+/- 0.25 



Nominal Orbit Determination Results 

Orbit determination support for the GOES-8 mission was provided by the Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) at Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC). The nominal support scenario for the transfer phase called for a series of the Goddard Trajectory 
Determination System (GTDS) batch least squares differential correction (DC) solutions to be generated before and following 
AMF maneuver. Each solution solved only for the epoch state vector. In the hour before an AMF maneuver was to begin, a 
DC solution termed the best estimated trajectory (BET) was completed to determine the most accurate orbital state before 
AMF bum ignition. The BET is used as an a priori for AMF thrust estimation solutions (discussed in detail later in this paper) 
immediately following a maneuver. The methodology involving thrust estimation yields the best available initial state estimate 
for postmaneuver recovery solutions. The BET solution is also employed as a tool for postmaneuver recalibration of maneuver 
planning products generated for each orbit maneuver. With these applications in mind, the BET accuracy is considered vital to 
the general support provided around orbit maneuvers. The orbital states created with the BET are also expected to have 
stabilized before AMF ignition. This stabilization did not occur during actual mission support; orbital state solutions leading 
up to a particular AMF maneuver showed significant variations approaching the formulation of the BET. It was theorized that 
the attitude maneuvers were the cause for this condition. 

To illustrate this premise, orbit determination solutions for two premaneuver AMF cases were generated using range and 
Doppler observations from several tracking stations. The first case, AMF-2, was chosen due to the increase in premaneuver 
attitude activity prompted by the AMF- 1 abort. The second case, AMF-4, was selected because this maneuver had the largest 
delta-V bum magnitude. In periods before these AMF maneuvers, successive orbital state solutions were completed to furnish 
updated vectors for acquisition data in support of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Deep Space 
Network (DSN) antennae and to provide the foundation for maneuver planning. These series of orbital state solutions 
exhibited the trends suggesting an increase in attitude control thrusting activity. 

The noticeable trends relating to the possibility of attitude control thrusting include increases in solve-for semimajor axis 
(SMA) values and large differences in ephemeris comparisons for overlapping definitive solutions. In Table 2, both 
parameters are presented for AMF-2 and AMF-4. The epochs for all solutions were placed near the end of the tracking data 
span of the specific solution. The designations for solutions (i.e., A8, P15) represent the naming conventions for each segment 
of the GOES mission; "A" represents the segment before AMF-2 ignition, and " P  represents the phasing orbit segment before 
AMF-4 ignition. The numerical va l~es  represent successive updates in the orbital state determination as a function of time. 

Table 2. GOES-8 AMF Premaneuver Orbital State Solution Characteristics 

For both AMF-2 and AMF-4, the solution characteristics for the SMA and ephemeris comparisons do not stabilize as the 
tracking data spans approach the ignition time. Instead, AMF-2 delta SMA values at the epochs vary by as much as 300 
meters (m), while maintaining a maximum definitive ephemeris consistency of 3,700 to 5,700 m. The same is true for AMF-4, 
as delta SMA values increase with solutions approaching bum ignition and definitive ephemeris comparisons range from 2,800 
to 5,000 m. The consistent rise in SMA is counterintuitive to the effects of normal perturbative forces (i.e., atmospheric drag, 
solar radiation pressure), prompting the notion that an unmodeled perturbative force was influencing the solution quality. The 

Solution 
Name 

ASMA (m) 
at epoch 

Epoch 

AMF-2 

Stan. Dev. of 
solved-for SMA (m) 

Maximum ephemeris 
comparison difference (m) 

A8 

A9 

BET 

298.7 

-17.5 

80.3 

94041 8 : 0400 

94041 8 : 1600 

940418 : 2220 
AMF4 

0.1492 

0.4336 

0.2768 

5,635.3 

3,723.3 

PI5 

P17 

PI9 

BET 

0.3810 

0.2708 

0.5038 

2.3481 

940422 : 1900 

940423 : 0800 

940423 : 1439 

940423 : 1708 

5,032.3 

3,742.2 

2,824.9 

-6.9 

35.4 

213.5 

272.9 



random nature of delta SMA values for AMF-2 and the ephemeris comparisons for AMF-4 implies that the perturbative force 
varied in magnitude throughout the timespans represented in the solutions, leading to the idea that autonomous attitude control 
thrusting is the possible source for these irregular trends. 

To c o n f m  the effects of attitude control thrusting, a definitive outline of AMF-2 premaneuver attitude control events was 
compiled. Attitude events were culled from mission support for the 6-hour period leading up to AMF-2 ignition and including 
the initial period following the completion of the maneuver. In Table 3, the largest attitude control events are listed, noting the 
orientation affected and the purpose of the maneuver. 

Table 3. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-2 Attitude Control Maneuvers 

Maneuver I Time (UTC) 1 Description 
1 1 4/18/94, 18:08:00 1 DSS Pitch Bias : Capture Earth while 

1 maintaining sun sensor coverage 
2 1 4/18/94, 18:53:00 1 DSS Yaw Bias Command : Cool MST thruster 

I I flange temperatures 
3 1 4/18/94, 19:55:00 1 DSS Pitch Bias Command : Maintain Earth 

I I 1 correct direction I 

4 
5 

I I acquisition mode I 
DSS = digital Sun 

411 8/94, 20:39:00 
411 8/94. 22:06:00 

6 

sensor 

The attitude control thrusting outlined in Table 3 reflects possible events that could influence orbital state solutions. While 
only discrete events are listed, the effects of stationkeeping within a 0.25 deg control box cannot be neglected. To enhance the 
representation of the events listed in Table 3, Figure 2 depicts the relative position of these events in the GOES orbital plane, 
based on true anomaly. This figure also shows the orientation of the Sun and spacecraft. The -X axis is generally in the 
direction of the Sun and the +Z axis is generally in the direction of the Earth. The event designations correlate with the listing 
provided in Table 3. 

coverage through calibrations 
Pitch Earth acquisition 
Yaw Reorientation : Ensure AMF-2 delta-V in 

Figure 2. Representation of GOES-8 Attitude Maneuvers 
Within the Orbital Plane Frame of Reference 

4/18/94, 22:34:00 

The discrete events listed in Table 3 should be visible through the examination of residuals from the DC process. These 
residuals would reflect instantaneous perturbative effects fiom range andlor range rate tracking system measurements, ruling 
out equipment anomalies. The strongest indication of attitude control events came from range rate residuals generated within 

- -  -. - - ~  ~ 

Stationkeeping Mode : High thruster activity 
AMF-2 commences 
Sun Acquisition : Return to normal Sun 



the BET solution. In Figure 3, the residuals for the final iteration of the BET definitive period before AMF-2 are presented for 
range rate tracking data measurements from the DS61 (Madrid) 34-meter DSN site. The a priori vector for this DC solution 
was provided by the A9 solution, created less than 2 hours before the BET. Figure 3 represents only a portion of the tracking 
data included for the BET solution. Additional tracking data were received from other sites, but this portion was chosen due to 
the clear representation of attitude effects. 

8  _ - - -- - -- _- - -- - 
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Figure 3. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-2 Final Iteration Range Rate Residuals 
From Madrid (Nominal Solution) 

Within the timeframe provided by the DS61 tracking data pass, the distinct effects of three attitude control maneuvers are 
recognized. Each residual disturbance apparent in Figure 3 correlates to an attitude control maneuver as outlined in Table 3. 
The first maneuver, the DSS Earth Acquisition, is a series of small bums performed to stabilize the spacecraft in 3-axis mode 
through Earth acquisition, hence the periodic motion of the residuals as the spacecrafi oscillates in pitch. The last two 
maneuvers, the DSS Yaw Bias and the DSS Pitch Bias, perform secular rotations for the purposes summarized in Table 3. 
Because of the lack of tracking data over the period encompassing the remaining maneuvers, no residuals were generated for 
these events. A similar timespan of tracking was simultaneously received from the tracking station at Wallops Island, Virginia. 
The residuals generated from this tracking data directly correlate to events displayed in Figure 3, ruling out possible anomalies 
in equipment at the respective tracking stations. 

With the results from AMF-2 in mind, a similar procedure was completed for the period before AMF-4. Figure 4 depicts the 
pre-AMF-4 residual region for the same relative time period as AMF-2. Comparable regions of residual disturbances exist 
between Figures 4 and 3. 
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Figure 4. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-4 Final Iteration Range Rate Residuals 
From Madrid (Nominal Solution) 



The residual disturbances found in Figure 4 can be traced to a listing of the confirmed attitude events before AMF-4. Table 4 
lists the discrete attitude events that correlate to the occurrences presented in Figure 4. These results establish the constant 
scenario of attitude control thrusting that has been confirmed for each AMF maneuver. 

Table 4. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-4 Attitude Control Maneuvers 

The attitude control events presented in Tables 3 and 4 are not the only contributing elements to the overall autonomous 
attitude control effect. As mentioned previously, the tight attitude control box in place during stationkeeping mode elicits a 
high degree of attitude thrusting activity. The effects of attitude control are also not limited to the period of time immediately 
before an AMF maneuver. While not at the same magnitude as pre-AMF activity, attitude thrust control effects were 
experienced throughout the mission. The effects subsided with the conversion of attitude control to momentum wheels. 

With the recognition of autonomous attitude control effects on orbital state solutions comes the question concerning the 
modeling of these effects. For this analysis, two approaches are assessed: dynamic solar radiation pressure modeling (i.e., 
solving for C,) and impulsive thrust modeling. 

Orbit Determination Results That Include a Solution for C, 

One possible approach to modeling the perturbative effects of the attitude thrust control is using dynamic solar radiation 
pressure force modeling. This modeling approach is appropriate for this investigation because GOES-8 attitude is Sun- 
referenced (Figure 2) and most residual delta-V will be applied along the Sun or anti-Sun pointing vector. The GTDS software 
includes the capability to solve for C, in the DC process. The mathematical equation governing the relationship between C, 
and the acceleration due to solar radiation pressure is as follows: 

where IdT - - acceleration due to solar radiation pressure 
SR 

v - - Eclipse factor (0 < v < 1) 
p, 

- - Constant (solar flux at 1 AU 1 speed of light) 
- 

A ~ e f  Spacecraft cross-sectional area 
m - - Spacecraft mass 

%"" - - Earth - Sun vector 

%" - - GOES-8 - Sun vector 

The solar radiation pressure force acts along the Sun-spacecraft vector. The physical limitations of C, range from 0 to 2 (with 
0 representing a body with no momentum transfer due to photons and 2 representing a completely reflective body ). During 
the early phases of the GOES-8 mission, solving for CR was avoided due to the relatively high eccentricity of the orbit [e = 

0.738 (pre-AMF-2)] and the smaller values of SMA. The high eccentricity requires the satellite to travel within two separate 
regions in which different perturbative forces are significant; at perigee, the satellite experiences a higher magnitude of 
atmospheric drag, while at apogee, solar radiation pressure is significant. This method does, however, have some advantages. 
Without the benefit of other solve-for parameters, a solve-for C, corrects for any and all existing perturbations on the 
spacecraft that have similar characteristics to that of the force due to solar radiation pressure. 



During real-time orbit determination support, modeling of solar radiation pressure was limited to the use of a nominal value of 
C, in the integration of the satellite equations of motion. For the GOES mission, this value was determined to be 1.5 
(Reference 1). Testing of C, solve-for solutions commenced with analysis of the AMF-4 premaneuver scenario. The solution 
scenario presented through results in Table 2 were reevaluated through dynamic solar radiation modeling. In each case, the 
coeficient of reflectivity was solved for in addition to the orbital state. The resulting ephemeris was then compared to the 
corresponding nominal ephemeris from mission support as well as common intervals of the prior ephemeris, which solved for 
C,. These results appear below in Table 5. 

Table 5. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-4 CR Solve-for Results 

From the results in Table 5, the influence of indeterminate perturbative forces outside of solar radiation pressure can be 
established. The solve-for values of C, range far above the nominal value of 1.5 and exceed the constraints that define the 
physical application of the solar radiation effects. To quantify the exact perturbative acceleration attributed to solar radiation 
pressure, the relationship presented in Equation (I)  can be used. Table 6 presents accelerations that were generated using the 
solve-for values of C, outlined in Table 5 in conjunction with Equation (1). 

, 

Table 6. GOES-8 Accelerations Due to Solar Radiation 
Pressure for Pre-AMF-4 Solutions 

Solution 

PI5 

P I  7 

PI9  

BET , 

The nominal range of accelerations attributed to solar radiation pressure lies between 5.0e-08 to 5.0e-09 m/s2 (Reference 2), 
taken from a random distribution of satellite missions previously launched into orbit. The results obtained from solutions 
created for GOES-8 are at least one full order of magnitude greater than the nominal range. This discrepancy indicates that 
solving for C, is compensating for perturbations beyond solar radiation pressure. This is substantiated by premission 
covariance analysis, in which attitude thrusting was modeled with an acceleration magnitude of approximately 1.45e-06 m/s2 
(Reference 1). This value, with nominal solar radiation pressure effects included, corresponds to within 20 to 30 percent of the 
solve-for values for solar radiation pressure force acceleration from real-time mission support. Given the large disparity 
between predicted and actual values for solar radiation accelerations, the conclusion that attitude effects are distinctly 
perturbing the orbital trajectory can be established. 

Solution 

P15 
P I  7 
PI9 
BET 

A counterpoint to the notion that attitude effects are the primary reason for the large solve-for values of C, lies in the possible 
effects of atmospheric drag. Inspection of the orbital elements for the pre-AMF-4 period suggests that drag will not influence 
the use of C,. In this phase of the GOES-8 mission, the apogee height was approximately 49,000 km, and the perigee height 
13,660 km. Within this region, drag effects are presumed minimal. This assumption was reinforced through tests that solved 
for the effects of drag. 

Epoch 

4/22/94 : 1900 

4/23/94 : 0800 

4/23/94 : 1200 

4/23/94 : 1708 , 

Beyond the recognition of distinct perturbative effects, the introduction of C, as a modeling tool for attitude control effects 
stabilized the results of the DC process in orbit determination solutions. The DC process generates a number of statistics 
regarding the convergence quality of an orbital state solution. One set of these statistics involves the tracking data residual 

Solve-for value 
of C, 

28.049 
30.190 
22.440 
-25.824 

CR 

28.049 

30.190 

22.440 

-25.824 

Acceleration from C, 
model (m/s2) 

9.99e-07 
1.07e-06 
8.00e-07 
9.20e-07 

CR Stan Dev 

0.0144 

0.0276 

0.1280 

0.0670 

Maximum Ephemeris Position 
Difference (m) 

CR and Nominal 
Solutions 
2,564.6 

588.6 

632,5 

4,108.9 

Successive C, 
Solutions 

3,506.7 

251.9 

13.771.5 



quality. For GOES-8, the two major tracking data types were Universal Ranging (URAN) and Universal Range Doppler 
Format (URDF). In analyzing the standard deviation, a, and the root-mean-square (RMS) of these residuals, the quality of the 
respective tracking data fits can be interpreted. In Table 7, the residual standard deviations are presented for the nominal 
solutions and those that solve for CR. 

Table 7. GOES-8 Tracking Data Residual Standard Deviations for Pre-AMF-4 Orbital State Solutions 

From the results in Table 7, initial conclusions can be drawn concerning the positive effects of solving for C,. In each 
solution, there is a substantial reduction in the standard deviation for the residuals of the respective data types. Standard 
deviation values for URAN tracking decrease by an average of 60 percent, while the URDF standard deviation values fall by 
an average of 80 percent. In addition to this study of residual tracking results, some insight can be gained through the analysis 
of the final orbital state correction produced in the DC process. For each solution leading up to AMF-4 ignition, the difference 
in the converged orbital state (Cartesian position) between the C,-modeled and nominal solution increases. These state 
corrections range in magnitude from 424.3 m for the P15 solution to 4,863.8 m for the BET solution. This suggests an 
increase in the perturbative effects modeled through the C, solve-for method. In addition, standard deviation results from the 
orbit determination solutions reveal improved tracking data fits produced with the C, solve-for method. Table 8 displays these 
results for pre-AMF-4 orbit determination solutions. 

Table 8. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-4 Orbital State Statistics 

The results in Table 8 again indicate that a perturbing force is inducing effects on DC solutions. With the assistance of 
dynamic C, modeling, the solutions appear to produce a better representation of the observations. Similar results were 
generated for pre-AMF-2 solutions. 

These DC process results can also be analyzed through representation of the tracking data residuals. In Figure 5, the residuals 
from a dynamic C,-modeled solution are displayed over approximately the same timespan as Figure 3. As with the nominal 
orbit determination solutions, only Doppler residuals are presented because they are more sensitive to the attitude maneuvers. 
One interesting characteristic of Figure 5 is the instantaneous variations that exist in the residuals, most notably during the roll 
Earth acquisition sequence. 

Reduction in Average 
Standard deviation (%) 

71.731 
40.487 
35.484 
50.500 

Solution 

P I 5  
P I  7 
P I  9 

L BET 

Standard Deviation of Total Posrtion (m) 
Nominal Solution 

03.633 
01.787 
03.226 
27.327 

Solve-for C, Solution 
01.027 
01.063 
02.081 
13.527 
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Figure 5. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-2 BET Final Iteration Range Rate Residuals 
From Madrid (C, Modeled Solution) 

The overall use of dynamic solar radiation pressure modeling has proven to be effective in mitigating the effects of 
autonomous attitude thrust control for GOES-8. One of the most convincing arguments for its use appeared after the 
autonomous attitude thruster control ceased. In orbital state solutions following the transition of momentum control to wheels, 
C, values stabilized from the 20 to 30 range to steady values in the 1.2 to 1.4 range. These values are comparable to predicted 
estimates generated during premission analysis (Reference 1). 

Orbit Determination Results that Model Attitude Maneuvers as Impulsive Thrusts 

Impulsive thrust modeling presents a second possible method for approximating the effects of attitude control thrusting. In this 
method, discrete events in the series of attitude control maneuvers before the AMF bums are treated as impulsive maneuvers. 
The impulsive thrust model (ITM) used in GTDS requires the user to define one or more impulsive delta-Vs that are added to 
the state vector calculated at the maneuver epoch. This process requires knowledge of the attitude of the spacecraft and the 
orientation of the attitude thrusters relative to the body centered coordinate system shown in Figure 1. 

The first test of modeling the attitude maneuvers as impulsive thrusts involved a procedure that simply propagated the state 
vector from the BET of the nominal solution. This propagation process included adding the impulsive delta-Vs at the 
appropriate times. This initial test did not involve orbit determination but simply propagation that includes impulsive thrusts to 
represent attitude maneuvers. This process allows an immediate evaluation of the effects of the approximated attitude 
maneuvers on the SMA. The delta SMA results from actual orbit determination solutions are presented in Table 2. 

This procedure was carried out for both AMF-2 and AMF-4 with the delta-Vs outlined in Tables 3 and 4, with the exception of 
the roll Earth acquisition sequence. The nature of this specific maneuver should involve modeling with a time history and is, 
therefore, not appropriately represented by an impulsive thrust. Table 9 presents the results of the changes in several of the 
Keplerian parameters due to the inclusion of the impulsive representation of the attitude control maneuvers. The values 
represent Keplerian parameters before the initial modeled attitude maneuver relative to the Keplerian parameters following the 
completion of the final modeled attitude maneuver. 

Table 9. Keplerian Element Variations Due to Impulsive Attitude Events for AMF-2 and AMF-4 

Impulse (mls) I ASMA (km) I ASMAISMA I Aecc 1 Aecclecc I Ainc (deg) I Ainclinc 
AMF-2 

10 
1 
. I  
.O1 

-0.0109 
-0.001 1 
-0.0001 

-3.73e-05 

273.61 79 
26.9363 
2.7235 
0.3067 

AMF4 

-0.0145 
-0.001 5 
-0.0002 

-5.06e-05 

0.0097 
0.0010 

9.66e-05 
1.09e-05 

10 
1 
. I  
.01 

-0.01 19 
0.0049 
0.0067 
0.0068 

-0.1239 
-0.01 34 
-0.0021 
-0.0010 

-0.0005 
0.0002 
0.0003 
0.0003 

377.371 4 
36.8620 
3.4763 
0.1443 

-0.01 11 
-0.0012 
-0.0002 

-8.74e-05 

0.0120 
0.0012 
0.0001 

4.61 e-06 

-0.01 44 
-0.001 5 
-0.0002 

-8.50e-05 

-0.0255 
-0.0026 
-0.0004 
-0.0002 



The changes in SMA noted in Table 9 indicate that the attitude control maneuvers produce an orbit-raising effect. This 
correlates to the information presented in Table 2 from real-time mission support. While the full complement of pre-AMF 
attitude control maneuvers is not included in the ephemeris created with the impulsive thrusts, the results lead to the conclusion 
that attitude thrusting can provide changes in the orbital parameters that are comparable to results generated during the GOES- 
8 mission. 

The implementation of this concept would best occur while the BET is being created. With possible attitude effects modeled 
in this solution, the most accurate orbital state before the orbit maneuver is achieved. However, the concept of autonomous 
thrust control promises difficulty with implementation of this scheme. As mentioned previously in this paper, the 
stationkeeping mode immediately before orbit bum ignition produces non-orbit neutral attitude effects that cannot be 
distinguished discretely. 

A better method of representing the attitude maneuvers is to include the impulsive thrusts in the generation of the trajectory 
that is used to estimate a best-fit orbit state as part of a DC solution. This procedure was applied to the pre-AMF-4 solution. 
The residuals associated with this solution are shown in Figure 5, over the same time period as presented in Figure 3. 

Figure 6. GOES-8 Pre-AMF-4 Final Iteration Range Rate Residuals 
From Madrid (Impulse Modeling) 

In Figure 6, positive effects from the introduction of impulse modeling can be distinguished. There is a clear reduction in the 
residual size when comparing the results from Figure 6 with those presented in Figure 4. While the unrnodeled roll Earth 
acquisition sequence remains in the same residual magnitude range, the residuals encompassing the modeled attitude 
maneuvers decrease. Given the use of batch least squares approximations in the DC process, the success of this methodology 
would appear as a general decrease in the residual magnitudes. 

The above discussion has indicated that the use of impulsive modeling can characterize the effects of attitude thrust control. 
The single drawback to using these methods of representing the attitude maneuvers results from the inability to model the high 
frequency of autonomous attitude thrusting occurring in the stationkeeping mode. 

Thrust Estimation 

With analysis completed on several treatments of attitude thrust control, these ideas were implemented for a real time orbit 
determination scenario. During mission support, one FDF requirement is to provide real-time postmaneuver orbit 
determination solutions as quickly as possible. Generally, the amount of tracking data available in the allotted period 
following a maneuver is insufficient to generate accurate orbital states. Two techniques are incorporated to overcome the 
limitations on the amount of tracking data and the time available to obtain a postmaneuver solution. First, constraints are 
placed on the a priori values of SMA and mean anomaly. This implies the need for the best possible estimate for the 
constrained parameters, hence the need for the BET. Second, the GTDS allows for the use of a maneuver thrust model (MTM) 



that patterns the ef'fects of an orbit maneuver. Instead of applying an impulsive delta-V, this model incorporates time- 
dependent nominal accelerations applied to the spacecraft by control thrusters throughout the execution of an orbit maneuver. 

During mission support, a General Maneuver Program (GMAN) file is created to represent the nominal thrust acceleration for 
each AMF maneuver. The GTDS solves for a spacecraft orbital state using tracking data before, during, and after the maneuver 
with the accelerations due to the maneuver read from the GMAN file. During operational support, the GMAN predicted 
acceleration file for a particular maneuver is created before the completion of the BET. Therefore, any discrepancies that exist 
between the BET and the orbital state used to create the GMAN bum file would possibly reflect on the accuracy of thrust 
estimation. 

To estimate differences in the nominal thrust model and that indicated by a solution from tracking data before. during, and 
after the maneuver period, a perturbative solve-for exists within GTDS modeling capabilities. The thrust coefficient, C.,, is a 
scaling factor for the nominal thrust model and compensates for disparities that exist between the GMAN burn file and the 
orbital state corrections reflected by tracking data. Table 10 presents results taken from thrust estimation solutions utilizing a 
priori vectors created with dynamic C, models and the nominal support case. 

Table 70. Thrust Coefficient Solve-for Values 
for AMF-2 a n d  AMF-4 

A Priori Vector 

The reduction in C, for AMF-2 and AMF-4 is 0.72 percent and 5.4 percent. In the process of completing thrust estimation, an 
ephemeris using the GMAN bum file is created that models the maneuver period. Comparisons were generated using the C, 
modeled thrust ephemeris and the nominal thrust ephemeris. For AMF-4, the delta-r value between the ephemerides before the 
maneuver was nearly constant at 4.1 km, which is approximate to the converged orbital state difference of 4.9 km exhibited 
between the C, and nominal DC solution. Postmaneuver comparisons, however, revealed that the delta-r values between the 
two ephemerides rose to 32 km after 12 hr, and 51 km after 24 hr. These comparisons were repeated for the AMF-2 maneuver 
scenario; the results revealed a constant premaneuver comparison of 2.5 km, along the same order as the 2.4-km comparison 
generated in C, BET testing. The postmaneuver comparisons for AMF-2 reached a magnitude of 6.0 km after 24 hr. These 
results reveal the effects that small discrepancies in C, can produce given large-scale delta-v values for AMF maneuvers. 

Thrust Coefficient (C,) 
AMF-2 I AMF-4 

Nominal I -0.01 387 
c R -0.01377 

Summary 

-0.006439 
-0.006088 

This paper has analyzed the effect of autonomous attitude control maneuvers on orbit determination of the GOES-8 spacecraft 
during the early orbit phase of the mission. Neglecting these attitude maneuvers can lead to relatively poor orbit determination 
results, while attempting to model them is inherently difficult due to the unknown characteristics of many of the individual 
maneuvers. 

The design of the spacecraft and mission resulted in delta-v from attitude maneuvers to lie mostly on the Sun-to GOES-3 
vector. This specific feature permits a simplified procedure for modeling the autonomous maneuvers by solving for the 
coefficient of radiation pressure to help absorb the accelerations due to the maneuvers. 

The analysis has been divided into four cases. First, "nominal" orbit solutions have been obtained by ignoring all maneuvers 
and generating an orbit solution from range and Doppler tracking data from the Madrid, Wallops Island, and Canberra ground 
sites. Second, orbit solutions have been created from the same tracking data but these include a solution for the coefficient of 
radiation pressure to help absorb the effects of the attitude maneuvers. Third, orbit solutions have been generated that model 
most of the autonomous maneuvers as impulsive thrusts. Finally, solutions were generated that assume a finite bum period 
with a nominal magnitude and direction for a perigee raising maneuver, but they estimate a scale factor for the magnitude of 
the maneuver. 



Conclusions 

Attitude maneuvers for the early orbit phase of GOES-8 produced a significant effect on the real-time mission orbit 
determination solutions. The analysis in this investigation has shown the following characteristics. 

Case 1. Solutions that do not model attitude maneuvers (nominal solutions) 

a. A series of solutions leading up to the BET indicate an increase in the converged SMA of the GOES-8 orbit. 
This suggest the existence of an unmodeled perturbation. 

b. The trends in the residual patterns of these solutions also indicate the existence of an unmodeled perturbation. 

Case 2. Solutions that solve for the coefficient of radiation pressure 

c. These solutions produced solved-for values of C, (20 to 30) that greatly exceed the nominal limits for this 
parameter (0 to 2). This further substantiates the existence of an unrnodeled perturbation. 

d. The standard deviation of the residuals for solutions that solve for C ,  are nearly an order of magnitude smaller 
than for the corresponding nominal solutions in Case 1. 

e. The RMS for the solved-for orbital state components are substantially smaller than those of the nominal 
solutions. 

Case 3. Solutions that model attitude maneuvers as impulsive thrusts 

f. Modeling attitude maneuvers as impulsive thrusts and adding the corresponding instantaneous velocity 
increments to an orbit propagation (not an orbit determination solution) produced increases in the SMA of the 
GOES-8 orbit. This further substantiates the idea that the attitude maneuvers produced unmodeled perturbations 
in the nominal solutions. 

g. Orbit determination solutions that include a modeling of the attitude maneuvers as impulsive thrusts produce 
the smallest RMS and standard deviation of residuals with no significant deviation from a zero mean. 

Case 4. Solutions that solve for the magnitude of the perigee raising maneuver 

h. Comparing thrust-modeled ephemerides based on varying a priori vectors (nominal, C,) produced sizable 
position differences that correlated with orbital state correction discrepancies. 

i. Small changes in C, produced by using C,-modeled a priori vectors created substantial postmaneuver 
differences in ephemeris comparisons with nominal thrust solutions. 

Recommendations 

The results of this investigation suggest that a decision will need to made concerning which methodology should be endorsed 
to model autonomous attitude maneuvers for spacecraft with similar characteristics to GOES-8. The best fit to the tracking 
data results from solutions that model the attitude maneuvers in the orbit determination process. If, however, impulsive thrust 
modeling is not a software option, then solving for C, produces a distinct improvement in the orbit solutions for spacecraft 
with an attitude orientation similar to that of GOES-8. Both techniques render superior orbit fits to solutions that ignore the 
existence of the attitude maneuvers. 
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Abstract 

The Differenced Range (DR) Versus Integrated Doppler (ID) (DRVID) method exploits the opposition of high-frequency 
signal versus phase retardation by plasma media to obtain information about the plasma's corruption of simultaneous 
range and Doppler spacecraft tracking measurements. Thus, DR Plus ID (DRPID) is an observable independent of 
plasma refraction, while actual DRVID (DR minus ID) measures the time variation of the path electron content 
independently of spacecraft motion. 

The DRVID principle has been known since 1961. It has been used to observe interplanetary plasmas, is implemented in 
Deep Space Network tracking hardware, and has recently been applied to single-frequency Global Positioning System 
user navigation. This paper discusses exploration at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division 
(FDD) of DRVlD synthesized from simultaneous two-way range and Doppler tracking for low Earth-orbiting missions 
supported by the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). 

The paper presents comparisons of actual DR and ID residuals and relates those comparisons to predictions of the Bent 
model. The complications due to the pilot tone influence on relayed Doppler measurements are considered. Further use 
of DRVID to evaluate ionospheric models is discussed, as is use of DRPID in reducing dependence on ionospheric 
modeling in orbit determination. 

Introduction 

This paper describes preliminary investigations of the Differenced Range (DR) Versus Integrated Doppler (ID) (DRVIL)) 
technique. DRVID uses the bandwidth of the coherent ranging signal to extract information about ionospheric delays from 
the comparison of simultaneous range and nondestruct Doppler observations, much as dual-frequency tracking compares two 
range or two Doppler observations. The idea is not new (Reference I ) ,  but its application in the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) is. This investigation explores the quality and other properties of DRVID 
comparisons made using Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) System (TDRSS) and Ground Network (GN) tracking 
data available at the GSFC Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF). 

The paper i s  organized i n  sections that describe, respectively, the physical basis of DRVID, the analysis techniques, the 
results, and the conclusions of the investigation. 

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)IGoddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), 
Greenbelt. Maryland. under Contract NAS 5-31500. 



DRVlD Background 

The TDRSS or Unified S-Band (USB) two-way range observation is given by 

where 

RL = long path length, i.e., the round-trip distance to the user (a spacecraft or a ground transponder of the 
Bilateration Ranging Transponder System (BRTS)) and back via a relaying TDRS (if using TDRSS). 

IL, TL, DL = respective biasing effects of ionospheric, tropospheric, and residual transponder delays on signal 
propagation. DL is constant during a tracking contact; any actual time variation in system delays is 
classified as belonging to EL, below. 

EL = effect of other measurement errors, such as extraction error and noise (including unbiased effects of 
ionospheric scintillation). 

R = total observation obtained by multiplying a measured round-trip time by the velocity of light, dividing by 2, 
and subtracting nominal user-transponder delay effects. 

Successive range measurements can be differenced to synthesize the differenced range (DR) 

where A in Equation (2) and throughout this paper signifies differencing across the Doppler count interval corresponding to a 
contemporaneous Doppler observation. 

Coherent nondestruct two-way Doppler observations measure finite differences of RL by comparing the number of carrier 
wave fronts arriving in a Doppler count interval, AT, with the number transmitted in the same time span. If the Integrated 
Doppler (ID) is defined as 

where c is the velocity of light, A is the user-transmit frequency, D is the nondestruct Doppler observation, and AT is the 
Doppler count interval; then ID is a differenced observation 

of the phase-measured range 

The quantities on the right-hand side of Equation (5) are defined as follows: 

The constant C, is arbitrary, because r can only be defined by partial summation of Ar; summed integrated Doppler (SID) 
observations measure r within a constant. 

The quantity DL is the transponder phase delay effect (a constant, by definition, so that AilL = 0). In principle, this may 
differ from DL in Equation (1) due to frequency dependence in the transponder delays. Any difference is time 
independent and is subsumed into the integration constant C,. 

The error eL is the phase-measurement error, differing from EL because the Doppler extraction hardware is distinct from 
the range extraction hardware. The noise components within eL and EL are presumed independent. 

The quantities subscripted S correspond to those subscripted L but apply to the short path, or the return-link pilot round- 
trip loop of TDRSS observations rather than to the long relay round-trip. The short path goes from the receiving 
terminal to the TDRS and directly back, arriving simultaneously with the relayed signal. These quantities appear 
because the frequency translations applied to the signal by the relay are derived from the Doppler-shifted pilot tone 
broadcast by the receiving station. 



The quantity b is the ratio of the pilot frequency, B, to A. This ratio, constant for any given tracking contact, is about 5 
for S-band single-access (SA) observations, about -1 for multiple-access (MA) observations, and 0 for non-TDRSS 
observations. 

The negative sign before IL and Is in Equation (5) is a consequence of the inverse-square frequency dependence of the signal 
delays caused by the free-electron plasma of the ionosphere. This is in contrast to the nearly frequency-independent delays TL 
and Ts caused by the bound electrons of the neutral troposphere. Because the frequencies of the links between the TDRS and 
the ground terminal are K-band (1 1 to 15 gigahertz), Is is negligible compared with IL, and the latter is dominated by the 
contribution of the S-band legs connecting the user to the TDRS. 

Ground Network (GN) 

For nonrelay tracking, the pilot term is absent. It is then possible to synthesize from simultaneous range and Doppler 
tracking the two data types (setting b=0): 

The first of these is ionospherically unbiased, and the second is spacecraft independent. Note that the DRPID measurement 
set is equivalent to the measurement set obtained by calculating AIL from Equation (7) and applying it to either DR or ID. 

The DRPID dataset may be free of ionospheric bias but otherwise combines the worst features of the range and Doppler 
datasets. It has the noise of the range differences, yet shares with the Doppler data their lack of range zero-set information. 
The former problem can be ameliorated by summing the DRPID data, which filters the noise. This summed DRPID data 
(SDRPID) has about half as much noise as the original range data but still lacks zero-set information for each pass. This is 
crucial for orbit determination of a geosynchronous spacecraft, such as a TDRS, which requires unbiased range information to 
determine the east-west position. For a low Earth-orbiting (LEO) spacecraft, the necessity of solving for a range bias for each 
pass is not necessarily a heavy burden. 

Orbit determination using the SDRPID data, discarding the SDRVID, avoids ionospheric error but may increase total error 
(see the above paragraph). It has been suggested (Reference 2) to reuse the original low-noise, approximately ionospherically 
corrected Doppler dataset together with SDRPID. This makes sense if the original Doppler frequencies are not summed. The 
white frequency-noise ionospheric error model implicit in this Doppler treatment corresponds to a random-walk error model 
for IL. This is more realistic than white IL noise given the correlated nature of error in modeling IL. The sensitivity of orbit 
estimation using uncorrelated-error assumptions to the ionospheric frequency shift may thus be less than that to the 
corresponding range error. 

DRVID (Equation (7)) data are themselves of no direct use for orbit determination, but they contain information about the 
ionospheric biases. Spacecraft and tropospheric effects, as well as other systematic errors common to pulse-delay and phase- 
delay measurement, cancel in the DRVID subtraction. DRVID is a measurement (with error from (EL - eL)) of the 
ionospheric Doppler correction. Summed DRVID data (SDRVID) measures the range correction (modulo an arbitrary 
constant bias for each pass). DRVID information can help validate ionospheric correction algorithms and models of 
ionospheric error. 

The summed form of DR f ID is most useful for the current purposes. The noise of DR f ID measurements is dominated by 
that of the DR component, with correlations implied by its origin as successive differences of independent range 
measurements. Summing removes the effect of these correlations, if the resulting sequence is treated as biased. The 
correlation induced by summing the Doppler component is much smaller. In fact, the Dopplers may be less correlated in 
summed form, since the Doppler count is a coherent phase measurement (Reference 3). In addition, the Bent model for the 
ionospheric correction (used in the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS)) provides IL. from which AIL is 
calculated for Doppler correction. The comparison between real and modeled ionospheric corrections is thus more 
straightforward in summed DRVID than in the unsummed form. 

Orbit determination accuracy benefits passively from the DRVID principle, since estimation processes implicitly compare the 
range and Doppler data. The sign opposition of the IL terms in Equations (1) and (5) is effective whether or not the user 
deliberately exploits it. Under certain idealized conditions of symmetry in the treatment of the range and Doppler 



measurement streams, there is automatically no effect of the ionosphere on orbit determination (except as it may affect data 
selection). These conditions are the following: 

1 .  The ranges are converted into DR or the Dopplers are partially summed to SID. 
2. If the latter, both a range bias and a Doppler-sum bias are solved for. 
3. The weights of the range and SID (or DR and ID) are equal in the diagonal weight matrix 
4. The range- and Doppler-derived measurements are accepted and edited in matched pairs. 

Under these conditions, a formal transformation of the range- and Doppler-derived measurements into their sum and 
difference (DR + ID or their partial sums) leaves their covariance matrix diagonal. (This formal transformation is only a 
device of mathematical proof and need not be implemented in the numerical solution methods.) Equations (6) and (7) show 
that the normal equations then decouple into ionospheric and spacecraft sectors. Not only would ionospheric error have no 
effect on the orbit determination, but a large number of ionospheric variables (potentially as many as the number of 
observation pairs) may be solved for without impact, except possibly through editing, on the orbit determination sector. 
Enforcing conditions 1 through 4 is a way of achieving DRPID-only (or SDRPID-only) orbit estimation passively. 

The above conditions (particularly the first) are not those under which orbit determination is normally performed (although 
the second alternative in condition 1 should be the norm if Doppler phase noise dominates frequency noise). Nor are these 
conditions optimal, because range noise is far greater than Doppler noise, even when the latter is summed. Furthermore, it 
may not be desirable to discard the range zero-set information by differencing or bias-solution. However, the above theorem 
shows that the measurement information already existing in standard two-way range and Doppler measurements is adequate 
to support the solution for multiple parameters of a flexible ionospheric model. If the DRPID data are considered to be the 
result of correcting the Doppler measurement ionospherically using a noisy DRVID-measured correction, then estimating a 
multiparameter ionospheric model in each pass is one way of smoothing out the intluence of the range noise on the Doppler 
correction. The advantage of this is its seamless integration with existing estimation methodologies and its potential 
applicability to real-world nonsymmetric estimation. 

TDRSS User 

For TDRSS (including BRTS) applications, the pilot effects on the Doppler observation complicate the picture: 

The pilot term (the term on the right-hand side of these equations that is multiplied by bn) plays no different role in Equation (8) 
than in Equation (4) (with Equation (5)). TDRSS maqurement analysis has always required a relay trajectory model. Orbit 
determination with DRPID measurements is qualitatively the same as with Doppler measurements, except that the ionospheric 
correction is unneeded, the noise is greater, and the pilot coefficient is half as big. DRPID (or SDRPID) orbit determination can still 
be implemented passively by enforcing conditions I through 4 (see above) for symmetric treatment of range and Doppler 
measurements; however, the following fifth condition must be added: 

5. The variables affecting Rs (e.g., the TDRS state) are excluded from the state vector; otherwise orbit variables will be 
influenced by the (purely formal) DRVID sector (Equation (9)). 

The use of DRVID as an ionospheric measurement is affected by the presence in the DRVID Equation (9) of the relay spacecraft 
degrees of freedom absent in Equation (7). For LEO DRVID, the time scales for variation of the ionospheric terms (10- 
1000 seconds) are much shorter that those of the pilot terms (fractions of a day). With a model of the TDRS trajectory, 
correction can be made for the effect of the pilot terms on what may still be regarded as an ionospheric measurement (with a 
new error source). Equations (1) through (9) apply to observed measurements (0).  calculated measurements (C), and 
observed-minus-corrected (0-C) residuals in an estimation process. In GTDS differential correction (DC) processing, 
calculated TDRSS measurements take account of the pilot term using a relay trajectory model. The 0-C version of Equation 
(9) has a pilot term coming only from errors in the relay trajectory and pilot models. DRVID analysis of 0 -C  residuals is a 
convenient way of taking advantage of the pilot-loop modeling that is part of the DC processing of TDRSS observations. 

The error in modeling the pilot term depends on the accuracy of the TDRS orbit model and the tropospheric delay model. Only the 
changing part of the error is significant. For LEO user passes that are not too long, an error estimate as an average range rate is 
appropriate, since these TDRS-associated quantities change slowly. The "wet" component (the most variable part) of the one-way 



tropospheric delay can change as much as 5 centimeters in an hour (Reference 4) at zenith. Therefore, for a tracking contact of 
length T, the buildup of tropospheric error in SDRVID is 

$ST, <$ (0.05 rnetedhour).~ . (sin E)-' . 2  = z . (0.14 meter/hour) ( 10) 

at elevations, E, around 10 degrees. The TDRS orbit uncertainty is dominated by the along-track and cross-track 
components, but the effect of these is reduced geometrically by a factor of the ratio of the TDRSS orbital radius to the Earth 
radius, making the effect of radial uncertainty comparable. Assuming a 50-meter uncertainty, the peak error is approximately 

T RE $SR, = +. (50 meters). 27t - . - . 2  . 2  - z . ( 2  meters/hour) ( 1  1) 
z r  RT 

where TT is the TDRS orbital period ( 1  day), RE is the Earth radius (6400 kilometers), and RT is the TDRS orbital radius 
(42000 kilometers). One factor of 2 accounts for the addition of the radial error to the contribution of along-track and cross-track 
error and the other accounts for the round-trip. A somewhat smaller estimate is obtained from typical rmt-mean-square (RMS) 
BRTS residuals of less than 10 meters in the TDRS orbit solutions (e.g., Reference 51, 

T 
46Rs <$ . (10 meters). 27t --5 z . (0.7 meterlhour) (12) 

z, 
Perhaps much of the orbit error in Equation (1 1) is in the direction to which Rs is insensitive. This is reasonable since local 
BRTS measurements (those for which the BRTS transponder is near the ground terminal antenna) account for half of the 
observations in the TDRS orbit estimation process. Thus, Equation (12) provides the more realistic error estimate, despite its 
inclusion of the S-band ionospheric error that should be nearly absent from the K-band pilot error. These error estimates 
must be multiplied by h to gauge their impact on measuring 1,/2. This brings the SA error to 3 meters per hour. 

Bilateration Ranging Transponder System (BRTS) 

A somewhat different analysis is required for DRVID analysis of BRTS tracking. Here, nothing is gained by eliminating the user 
degrees of freedom while leaving the relay degrees of freedom to be mcdele&+he two are the same. Using Equation (9) to 
investigate f,, is no better than using Equation ( I ) .  The accuracy of both analyses is limited by knowledge of TDRS-to-terminal 
nonionospheric delays, Rs,,., TSL, and ESL. Modeling of the short and long loops is a single problem. Remote BRTS transponder 
tracking is not useful for DRVID analysis without simultaneous Incal-transponder or direct observations (through the K-:>and 
Telemetry, Tracking and Command ('IT&C) channel at the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT)) to supply the TDRS-to- 
terminal range information. 

Local BRTS measurements, however, present new possibilities for DRVID analysis with less pilot-loop error than TDRSS-user 
DRVID. The proximity of the tracked BRTS transponder to the ground terminal antenna guarantees that Rs and Ts are close to half 
of their long-path counterparts. Redefining ID for this case as 

yields 

ID, = At-, 

with a revised phase-range, r~ , (ignoring the short-path K-band ionospheric effect, Is , )  given by 

This reformulated phase range, as with the original user phase range, differs from the range measurement of Equation ( I )  by the 
constant multiplying the ionospheric effect, instrumental differences (eL versus EL), and a pilot term that now includes only the 
differences between the short path and half the long path. 



DRVID is also redefined for this case so as to extract the one-way ionospheric effect fiom comparison of DR and IDB as follows: 

DRPID does not benefit from or need any reformulation for local or remote BRTS tracking, but it does, of course, have a relationship 
to different fiom that to ID: 

DRPID = +[DR+ (1 + f b)IZIB] (17) 

Pilot error for 0-C analysis of DRVID for local BRTS tracking comes kom lack of knowledge of the difference between the short 
path and half the long path. This is nonzero both because of the separation, h8, between the ground terminal and the BRTS 
transponder and because of the slight difference between the forward- and return-link portions of the long path. The former 
contribution is proportional to the TDRS angular uncertainty as seen from the ground site, 

50 meters 
$ 6 ( ~ ,  - + R , )  5 +. .6xB $25  0.006 meter 

R T  

h e r e  the upper bound applies even for the 5-kilometer separation between the STGT (not used in the present work) and the BRTS 
site at the original White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT). (Since there is no geometrical limitation to BRTS pass lengths, the 
assumption of short tracking contacts is inapplicable; therefore, the factor 2 n d ~ ~  in Equations (10) through (12) is absent for 
calculation of the total variation over a TDRS orbit.) The latter effect is negligible (-lo4 meter) if typical RMS BRTS Dop- 
pler residuals (-0.010 hertz) are at all representative of knowledge of the TDRS orbit. The tropospheric refractive delay, per 
passage through the atmosphere, must be essentially the same for the long and short loops when the receive/transmit antenna 
and the BRTS transponder are as close together (0.6 kilometer (km)) as WSGT and the local BRTS site, WHSJ. For STGT 
and WHSJ, the possibility of meteorological differentials between the two sites exists. If, for example, the TDRS-to-BRTS 
legs pass through a spherical cloud of water vapor at 20°C (that the other legs miss) with a 1-inch peak rain capacity, the 
following DRVID error results: 

+&(T, - $ ~ , ) 5  0.15 meter (19) 

based on a water-vapor refractivity of 87x10.~ and density of l~~rams/meter%t, for example, a 20-millibar partial pressure 
(86-percent humidity) (Reference 6). This entails about 3 hours worth of the zenith delay change, cited as a "not unusual" 
maximum rate by Reference 4, and so is presumably quite infrequent. These error estimates must be multiplied by [4bl(2+b)] 
(about 0.7 for MA and 1.1 for SA) to gauge their impact on IJ2. 

Analysis Techniques 

The 0-C residuals were collected for a variety of tracking systems (USB (30-foot dish) and TDRSS), spacecraft (LEO and 
geosynchronous), and time periods, primarily in the last solar maximum timeframe (as shown in Table 1 given on the next 
page). All the TDRSS observations used WSGT. Residuals were calculated both without and with (except for TOPEX) 
ionospheric corrections derived from the Bent model with historical solar flux measurements. Tropospheric corrections were 
always applied. Doppler residuals were converted to ID (Equation (3)) and summed (to SID, i.e., the summed integrated 
Doppler). (The initial value of the partial sum was chosen so that the mean over each pass matched the mean range residual.) 
Comparison of the range residuals with the SID residuals was carried out graphically, for both ionospherically corrected and 
uncorrected residuals, and by subtraction as SDRVID. 

Tracking data were obtained from archives of the FDF primary operational 60-byte database in the form of range (converted 
from raw light-delay time) and Doppler (converted from raw Doppler count) observations. Residuals against observation and 
trajectory models of a GTDS 0-C run on the FDF IBM mainframe computers were captured to full 8-byte floating-point 
precision. Data on 0 ,  C, 0-C, time, ionospheric correction, and validity flagging were downloaded to a DOS personal 
computer (PC), where they were analyzed and graphed using commercial plotting software, principally MATLAB. Full- 
precision capture was necessary (and sufficient) to reduce to insignificance the truncation error involved in summing long 
series of ID values. Some raw Doppler count data were analyzed to check that this procedure was accurate (to lo-' cycles) for 
even the longest passes (5000 seconds). 



Only standard operational techniques were employed for trajectory and observation modeling (except for the addition of 
ionospheric corrections). The desire was only to obtain residuals that were small enough to make interesting features visible 
in a plot, at the level of a few centimeters, without hiding physically interesting phenomena or introducing artifacts. The user 
spacecraft trajectory and observation modeling errors appear equally in range (R) and SID residuals and do not affect the 
comparison. This is not so for the TDRS degrees of freedom, because of their effect on the short pilot path. It would have 
been desirable to use special methods and solutions for the relay modeling, but this was not done due to time limitations. All 
relay orbits for TDRSS-user analysis were obtained from operational Permanent TDRS Orbit Files (PTOFs), except in the 
case of TOPEX, for which special orbit files were available (Reference 7). The pilot-tone error estimates given in the 
previous section reflect this decision. 

Ionospheric corrections included the spacecraft-to-spacecraft legs (TDRSS-user tracking) and the S-band ground-to-space 
legs (BRTS and GN). These were calculated by a GTDS enhancement called GATFITR, which adds the calculation of the 
spacecraft-to-spacecraft legs using Gaussian integration, as described in Reference 8. 

The source of user spacecraft orbital elements varied in this study (see Table 1, column 7). The original intention was to use 
elements from operational solutions, and this was followed for those spacecraft for which Table 1 describes the elements 
source as Ops. In three cases (indicated by Corr DC in the Elements Source column of Table l), orbital elements were 
obtained from special DCs employing Bent-model ionospheric corrections. Special DC results (ionospherically uncorrected), 
which were already available for TOPEX (Reference 6), were used for this spacecraft, as noted in Table 1. 

Ideally, the definition of a tracking pass, for purposes of this analysis, should be a period of continuous coherency in two-way 
range and Doppler tracking. In general, therefore, the interval between two successive Doppler observations should be equal 
to the Doppler count interval of the latter, usually 10 seconds. However, interpolation of a few Doppler residuals to cover a 

Table 1. Spacecraft and Tracking Periods for DRVID Analysis 

ERBS = Earth Radiation Budget Satellite; HST = Hubble Space Telescope; GRO = Gamma Ray Obse~atory; 
TOPEX = Ocean Topography Experiment 

Spacecraft 

TDRS-1 

TDRS-1 

TDRS-3 

ERBS 

HST 

GRO 

TOPEX 

** Ops = Operational solution elements; Corr DC = ionospherically corrected DC elements; 
Uncr DC = ionospherically uncorrected DC elements 

brief period of loss of Doppler coherency was employed in a few cases. For the very shortest gaps (30 seconds or less, as in 
TOPEX passes 7 and 13 and in GRO pass 5) ,  residuals were simply zeroed. To cover gaps of 99 and 110 seconds in two long 
TDRS-1 passes, polynomials were fitted to residuals on either side of the gaps, and the fit values were used inside the gaps. 
In all cases, the number of interpolated residuals was sufficiently small that any error would have small visible impact on the 
SID residual plot for the pass. 

Results 

Tracking 

DRVID Pass Analysis 

Dates 

0511 5/89 

1 2/01 - 1 2/02/91 

1 010819 1 

1 0102/9 1 

1011 8/91 

10118191 

1011 3-1 011 5/92 

Table 2 summarizes the results for SDRVID residuals corrected (column 6) and uncorrected (column 7) by Bent-model 
ionospheric corrections. The correlation coefficient between the ionospherically uncorrected SDRVID residuals and the Bent 

Orbit 

Semimajor 
Axis (km) 

42164 

421 66 

42054 

6966 

6984 

681 6 

7721 

10.7-Centimeter Solar 
Flux 

wattslmete?/hertz) 

Source 

BRTS 

BRTS 

DS17146 

BDA3 

TDRSS 

TDRSS 

TDRSS 

365-Day 
Mean 

214 

193 

201 

201 

198 

198 

131 

Passes 

1 

3 

6 

1 

11 

8 

20 

Inclination 
(degrees) 

3.7 

5.9 

0.2 

57.0 

28.5 

28.5 

66.0 

Daily 
- 

183 

172 

179 

221 

158 

158 

106 

Elements 
Source ** 

Corr DC 

Ops 

Corr DC 

Corr DC 

Ops 

Ops 

Uncr DC 



model expectation (for IJ2)  is given in column 8. High-frequency noise amplitude is estimated for corrected SDRVID 
residuals by piecewise polynomial fitting using degrees up to 15 with two segments per pass (column 9). The Bent-model 
relief (column 10) is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the modeled IJ2. It is a 
measure of how distinctly the ionosphere is predicted to be visible in DRVID. 

Since reproducing 50 plots of R and SID and 50 of SDRVID in this paper is impractical, a Bent model score, subjectively 
summarizing the general agreement between the plots and the expectations of the Bent model, is assigned in the last column 
of this table. The meaning of these scores is as follows: 

A = reasonable success, qualitatively and quantitatively 
B = at least some features qualitatively reproduced 
C = success; of marginal significance (ionospheric behavior not strong) 
D = ionospheric behavior insignificant relative to uncertainties 
E = failure; of marginal significance (ionospheric behavior not strong) 
F = qualitative and quantitative failure of Bent model 

Figure 1 summarizes some of the results presented in Table 2. The difference between the RMSs of the uncorrected and 
corrected SDRVID residuals, respectively, is plotted against the Bent-model relief. The straight line shows the relationship 
between these two quantities that would hold for IL linear versus time. The success of the Bent model is mixed. The 
ionospheric model is more successful, in general, the stronger the ionospheric effect is expected to be. In 7 of 10 passes with 
2 meters or more of ionospheric relief, the Bent model improves SDRVID residuals, while i t  degrades them significantly in 
only one. 

The results for each spacecraft are discussed below. Figures 2 through 13 cited in these discussions are given at the end of 
this Results section. 

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Results 

The main emphasis in this work was on TDRSS-user tracking; the HST passes, which are MA with substantial ionospheric 
effects, give the best examples of this. Figures 2 and 3 show the DRVID comparisons for the fifth HST pass. The plot of R 
and SID residuals given in Figure 2 clearly shows the mirror image behavior expected from ionospheric transients, most 
strongly in the uncorrected data (compare range (+) with SID (solid line)). The persistence of a smaller amount of mirror 
image discrepancy in the corrected data (compare range (0) to SID (dashed line)) shows the imperfect effectiveness of Bent- 
model correction at removing ionospheric effects. Recall that the arbitrary constant in the definition of SID has been adjusted 
to null out the mean difference with R. The adjustment of the constant was performed independently for corrected and 
uncorrected data. The comparison of the uncorrected SDRVID residuals in Figure 3 (+) with the Bent-model for IJ2 (biased 
to zero mean for comparison with SDRVID and plotted as a solid line) displays this model's success until the end of the pass, 
where it plateaus spuriously and then fails to reproduce the largest effects. The differences between these two equal the 
corrected SDRVID residuals (shown as o in Figure 3), which are therefore not reduced quite to zero, especially near the end 
of the pass. This pass exemplifies the score of A for the Bent model--good, but not great, agreement. 

The third HST pass (Figures 4 and 5) exemplifies its B score. The Bent model agrees qualitatively with the uncorrected 
SDRVID residuals, correctly showing large increases at the wings, but undercorrects the beginning of the pass while 
overcorrecting the end. There is only a modest improvement in the RMS of the corrected SDRVID residuals. 

The zigzags (covering up to 2 meters and 300 seconds) in both sets of SDRVID residuals in Figure 5 are, of course, absent 
from the Bent model. Examination of Figure 4 shows that these zigzags are present only in the range data and not in the 
Doppler (down to about 3 percent of the expected magnitude). They are therefore not ionospheric phenomena, which would 
cause mirror-image features in both R and SID. Neither are they from user spacecraft motion or modeling, which would 
produce parallel features in both R and SID. Nor are they solely short-path effects, which would appear in Doppler 
measurements, not ranges. Since this is an MA pass, with the ratio b = -0.93, the common effects of the TDRS-to-ground- 
terminal range on the short and long paths cancel down to the 7-percent level in Doppler but not in range observations. A 
likely cause would be one that affects only the TDRS range to ground (although 3-percent rather than 7-percent, attenuation 
is needed). TDRS spacecraft motion would likely affect both the range to the ground and to the user. The zigzags are too 
large to be a tropospheric effect or a ground antenna motion effect. These zigzags are seen only in this pass and remain 
unexplained, but they are certainly not ionospheric in origin. 



Table 2. SDRVlD Analysis Results 
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Figure 1. Improvement in RMS Residuals of SDRVID Due to 
Ionospheric Correction by the Bent Model 

The first HST pass exemplifies its F score for the ionospheric model. Table 2 shows corrections tripling the RMS residual of 
SDRVID, despite a moderate amount of Bent-model relief. The SDRVID data of Figure 6 show why: the model ionospheric 
corrections decline by almost 2 meters while the measurements increase by almost a meter, for a 3-meter discrepancy. Pilot 
loop error can account for perhaps a tenth of this (Equation (12)). The Bent model is entirely wrong for this pass. (The plot 
of R and SID for this pass is omitted since it is unrevealing.) 

Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) Results 

Because the GRO passes are all SA, somewhat more caution is needed in interpreting them because potential pilot errors may 
exceed 3 meters per hour. For example, Figure 7 for the second GRO pass shows the expected mirror-image discrepancies 
between R and SID not to be at all ameliorated by ionospheric correction. The plot of SDRVID for the pass (Figure 8) 
displays measured ionospheric features that are present in the Bent model but not quantitatively reproduced. Pilot loop errors 
at the 3-meters-per-hour level, as indicated by Equation (12) for SA, would not remove the discrepancy, but 25 meters per 
hour (in the central section only) would help. This would require 24-hour TDRS orbit error levels in the vicinity of 
120 meters (along-track or cross-track) or 20 meters (radial), somewhat larger than typical. 

The first GRO pass (Figure 9), on the other hand, provides a significant success for the SDRVID method, as well as for the 
Bent model, which predicts the one-way ionospheric delay to vary from 3.7 meters to 27.9 meters during the pass. At least 
24.6 meters of delay at the end of the pass is confirmed by the SDRVID measurements, since the effect must be positive at the 
beginning of the pass. This includes TDRS line-of-sight elevations down to -3.6 degrees (relative to the local GRO 
horizontal plane). Even with a cutoff at +5 degrees elevation, 13.1 meters of delay are predicted at the end of the pass and at 
least 17.1 meters are observed. The RMS SDRVID residual is reduced from over 7 to under 3 meters, despite the model's 
imperfections in not ramping up soon enough or fast enough. This is one of few passes where unsurnrned DRVID 
measurements are significant and large. The average two-way Doppler ionospheric effect over a 200-second period (at the 
relatively high elevations of 15 to 26 degrees) is here measured at 0.58 f 0.08 hertz (3.8 f 0.5 centimeters per second). (The 
3 0  error estimates assume lo SDRVID noise of 0.25 meters.) Still higher rates are seen at negative elevations. 



Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) Results 

The TOPEX results are generally uninformative, given the low levels of variation in the ionospheric delay both expected and 
observed. TOPEX tracking at this time was evidently geometrically selected to avoid significant ionospheric effects, and solar 
activity had declined from its peak. The last pass shows a half-meter step function (rise time about one minute) in the range 
residuals accompanied by a coincident Doppler peak with no more that 10 percent of the expected magnitude. 

Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) Results 

The sole GN pass analyzed for a LEO spacecraft, ERBS, is another success (Figure 10) for the Bent model (this time applied 
to the ground-to-space line of sight). The fit of SDRVID to the model is excellent and the corrected residuals are uniformly 
small. As for all ground tracking of LEO spacecraft, the time variation of the correction is large1 y geometrically determined, 
while geophysical variation is often important in TDRSS passes for LEO users. A geometrical "cosec model", proportional to 
the cosecant of the elevation of the line of sight at the point where i t  attains 300 km altitude, is plotted in Figure 10 to 
illustrate this point. (The cosec model is normalized to the Bent model at their common minimum.) 

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) Results 

The success of the ERBS GN analysis makes the unsatisfactory results displayed (Figure 1 I )  for the fifth TDRS-3 pass 
puzzling, in contrast. The ionospheric correction for geosynchronous spacecraft varies chiefly due to change of the 
ionospheric state, not due to geometry as for LEO spacecraft. Long passes are therefore needed to demonstrate the DRVID 
effect. This is really the only geosynchronous spacecraft pass collected that was long enough (over 6 hours) to accumulate 
major ionospheric variation. Nine-point averages of SDRVID residuals are plotted to reduce clutter and noise. The Bent 
model correction is too variable by a factor of two in this pass. In fact, one-half of the Bent model (dashed line in Figure I I )  
is an excellent fit to the data, but this is apparently coincidental. Strenuous, but futile, efforts were made to locate a factor of 
2 error in our analysis of this pass. The Bent model implementation used here is, moreover, exactly the same one as produced 
the success for ERBS. 

Given the disappointing results for TDRS-3 above, it is not surprising that the analysis of the necessarily shorter BRTS passes 
was not a great success. Only a single pass was located as long as the 1.75-hour TDRS-I event in 1989 (Figure 12). Other 
shorter passes (see Table 2) did not display enough ionospheric variation for definitive analysis. Although the Bent model 
dictates that the 1989 pass should have participated in the steep morning (local time) increase i n  ionospheric effect (Figure 
13), the measurements suggest that the diurnal peak had already passed. 

Conclusions 

Mirror-image transients in range and SID residuals for LEO TDRSS users (e.g., Figures 2 and 7) are clearly related to the 
Bent model for the ionospheric effect (e.g., Figures 3 and 8) qualitatively and sometimes quantitatively. This demonstrates 
the existence of the DRVID effect in TDRSS tracking. More importantly, it demonstrates that quantitative measurements of 
ionospheric effects can be synthesized from ordinary TDRSS coherent tracking. The noise level for measurement of variation 
in one-way ionospheric range corruption is one-half the range noise, i.e., 6 to 14 centimeters for MA and 15 to 28 centimeters 
for SA (see Table 2). Systematic errors are 1 to 2 meters per hour of pass length (Equations ( I  I) and (12)) for MA and 
5 times that level for SA, but they can be reduced if special care is employed in TDRS orbit modeling. The potential utility in 
critical evaluation of existing and future ionospheric correction models is evident. 

To make full use of this potential, certain transient behaviors in range data that are not reflected in Doppler observations must 
be understood. These have been observed i n  the GRO and TOPEX MA ranges at time scales of 1 second to a few hundred 
seconds and amplitudes of 0.5 to 2 meters. They are caused neither by the ionosphere nor by user spacecraft motion. Even if 
these transients have a purely instrumental origin, a greater understanding of them will aid in the interpretation of DRVID 
comparisons. 

Comparison of R and SID residuals is also a potential tracking data quality evaluation tool. The range transients mentioned 
above, for example, are too small to have been considered significant without the SID comparison. 

Quite large ionospheric corruption of tracking measurements has been observed (not predicted or modeled) in this study to 
have occurred during the last solar maximum. Range effects were at least 24.6 meters, over 17 meters of which occurred 
above 5 degrees in TDRS elevation in a GRO pass. Average ionospheric frequency shifts of 0.6 hertz over a 200-second 
period at elevations above 15 degrees were also observed in this pass. 
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Ionospheric corrections for observations of geosynchronous spacecraft change slowly as does the ionosphere itself. Very long 
tracking passes are therefore required for significant observation of these changes using DRVID. In the only two passes (one 
a GN and one a BRTS pass) where obviously significant changes occurred, the Bent model performed poorly. It is puzzling 
how the same correction algorithm can produce accurate variations with geometry at a particular time of day (as the Bent 
model for USB tracking did for our ERBS pass) and yet overestimate by 100 percent the diurnal time variation at a particular 
geometry (as i t  did for the TDRS-3 pass), unless the former success is coincidental. 

It appears that useful DRVID analysis of TDRS spacecraft will require specially requested long tracking passes. One or a few 
24-hour White Sands BRTS passes (for each of TDRS-East and TDRS-West) would reveal much about ionospheric modeling 
of these crucial ground-to-space links. Since the night-time ionosphere is relatively quiescent, DRVID measurement of a 
complete cycle of the diurnal ionospheric delay variations translates into knowledge of the delay with relatively little bias 
uncertainty. Simultaneous continuous tracking of the remote transponders would permit the same sort of information to be 
extracted for those paths. The burden on the TDRSS, monopolizing one or even two (of only three) forward S-band services 
per TDRS for a whole day, would be considerable. 

DRPID data is unbiased by the ionosphere and presents possibilities for self-correcting orbit determination with little or no 
dependence on ionospheric modeling. Possible tracking selections for LEO user orbit determination include DRPID-only, 
SDRPID-only, and SDRPID + Doppler. The first of these is of interest primarily because it can be implemented very eaily in 
existing software systems for evaluation. TDRS orbit determination with TT&C tracking plus remote-transponder DRPID or 
SDRPID is a remote possibility that should also be evaluated. 

It is possible that the best way to use the DRVID principle in orbit estimation is to solve for several ionospheric correction 
parameters per pass while still using conventional range and Doppler observations. The influence of these parameters under 
least-squares minimization will tend to resolve the conflicts between range and Doppler information that are caused by the 
opposite signs of IL i n  Equations ( I )  and (4). Perhaps a set of phenomenological ionospheric correction models can be found 
that covers all the various geometrical relationships between the line of sight and the ionosphere (vertically moving, 
horizontally moving, and stationary). If the number of ionospheric parameters per pass can, with fidelity to the DR-ID data, 
be kept small relative to the number of observations, what is effectively DRPID or SDRPID orbit determination need not 
import overwhelming range-difference noise onto the Doppler dataset. If this set of models furthermore realistically 
correlates the time-dependent shape of the ionospheric correction with its zero point, as is possible for nonlinear models that 
(like the real ionosphere) yield positive-definite delays, then even some of the undifferenced absolute range information may 
be preserved. 
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Abstract 

Kepler's Equation is solved over the entire range of elliptic motion by a 
fifth-order refinement of the solution of a cubic equation. This method is not 
iterative, and requires only four transcendental function evaluations: a 
square root, a cube root, and two trigonometric functions. The maximum 
relative error of the algorithm is less than one part in 1018, exceeding the 
capability of double-precision computer arithmetic. Roundoff errors in 
double-precision implementation of the algorithm are addressed, and 
procedures to avoid them are developed. 

Introduction 

Numerical solution of the twc~body problem for orbital motion is heavily dependent on 
efficient solution of Kepler's Equation 

for the eccentric anomaly E in terms of the eccentricity e and mean anomaly M [I,  21. Most 
methods involve choosing a starting formula and then improving this using an iterative refinement 
method. Many of these methods have difficulties in the critical region where eccentricity is close to 
one and mean anomaly is close to zero; some iterative methods even fail to converge in this region 
[3]. There have been several comparisons of numerical methods for solving Kepler's Equation, 
with conflicting claims for the accuracy and efficiency of the various algorithms [3-81. 

This paper presents a new algorithm using a starting formula resulting from solution of a cubic 
equation based on a Pad6 approximation to the sine function. This starting formula has smaller 
errors than any previously considered [3-81. A single application of a fifth-order method is used to 
refine the starting estimate, rather than iteration of a lower-order method to satisfy a convergence 
criterion. The latter procedure would require at least two more trigonometric function evaluations, 
and perhaps many more. Odell and Gooding, among others, have emphasized the advantages of 
refinement using a fixed number of iterations [3]. As pointed out by Mikkola [7], such a method is 
not really iterative, but is actually a direct solution of Kepler's Equation to the desired accuracy. 

The method has errors that are less than the least significant bit of double-precision floating- 
point numbers over the entire range of elliptic motion, 0 I e I 1. The limit of unit eccentricity is not 
really elliptic motion, and the solution of Kepler's Equation is not useful there, but the eccentricity 
can be arbitrarily close to this limit. We present a derivation of the algorithm and display contour 
plots of its errors as functions of the eccentricity and eccentric anomaly. Numerical problems 
arising in double-precision implementation of the algorithm are also discussed and resolved. 



Starting Formula 

Our method starts with a Pad6 approximation for sin E, depending on a parameter a : 

6 a  - (a - 3 ) ~ ~  
sin E  = o(a, E) r E 

6 a + 3 ~ ~  

It is assumed that E and M  have been reduced by multiples of 2rr to have absolute value less than 
or equal to n. The Taylor series expansion of this approximation at E = 0 is 

This expansion is exact through terms of order E 3, which is crucial for good performance in the 
critical region with e  near unity and M near zero. The series is exact through terms of order E 5 for 

2 2 a= 10, and the approximation for sin E is exact at E = f xfor a = 3rr /(n - 6 )  = 7.65. The 
precise specification of the parameter a for our method will be considered below. 

Substitution of equation (2) into Kepler's Equation gives the cubic equation 

[3(1 - e ) +  a e ] ~ '   ME' +6a( l  -e)E -6aM = 0 .  
Defining 

d = 3 ( 1 - e ) + a e  
and 

z = d E  

and multiplying through by dL gives the standard form for the cubic equation [9] 

with 

and 

We define the auxiliary quantities 

q 1 ~ ~ / 3 - ~ $ / 9 = 2 a d ( l - e ) - ~ ~  
and 

r = (a1a2 - 3a0)/6 - a2127 = 3 d ( d  - 1 + e)M + M 3 

and note that equation (7) has a unique real root if q3 + r2 > 0. It is not difficult to see that this 



condition is satisfied for all positive a ,  which covers the range of interest, except in the case that 
e = I and M = 0, in which case the root z = 0 is threefold degenerate. In any case, the desired root 
of equation (7) is given by 

where 

and 

The accurate evaluation of equation (1 1) for small M requires cancellations between sl and s2. We 
avoid this numerical problem by employing a trick attributed to Karl Stumpff by Battin [2 ] .  Write 

We next multiply the numerator and denominator by 

and use the fact that sls2 = -q to simplify this expression. The absolute value of r is used in 
equation (14) to avoid cancellations of positive and negative quantities. Inserting the result into 
equation (1 1) and using equation (6) gives the first-order solution to Kepler's equation 

Since r is proportional to M as the latter quantity goes to zero, this expression does not depend on 
cancellations in that limit. The solution is singular when both e = 1 and M = 0 simultaneously, but 
this is not of concern since equation ( I )  shows that E = 0 whenever M = 0. Thus a numerical 
solution of Kepler's Equation is unnecessary in this case. 

This solution is the starting formula for our algorithms. It requires two transcendental function 
evaluations; the square root and cube root in equation (14). The cube root actually involves two 
transcendental function evaluations if it is implemented as a logarithm and an exponential. 



Specification of a 

The criterion for choosing a is the minimization of the relative errors in the starting formula. 
These errors are computed on a grid of 201 values of e between 0 and 1 and 25 1 values of E 
between 0 and n. The exact value of M is calculated at each grid point from equation (I), and then 
El is obtained from equation (15). The relative error at each p d  point is then 

error = (El  - E ) / E .  (16) 

These errors were computed using quadruple precision floating point numbers with 112 bits in the 
2 mantissa. The contours of constant errors for a = 10 and n = 3 n  /(n2 - 6) are shown in Figures 

1 and 2, respectively. The contours are linearly spaced with an increment of 0.001 between 
contours. The errors in Figure 1 are all negative, with a minimum value of - 0.040. The errors in 
Figure 2 are all positive and significantly smaller in magnitude, having a maximum value of 0.013. 
The errors in both figures are monotonically increasing functions of the eccentricity, which 
suggests that an optimal a could be found by minimizing the errors for eccentricity equal to unity. 

eccentric anomaly (degrees) 

Figure 1. Relative Errors in Starting Formula El for a = 10 
Equal-error contours with 0.001 linear contour spacing 



It is not necessary that a be a constant parameter; we can choose it to be a function of e and M. 
Equation (2 )  would be exact if a could be chosen to satisfy 

~ E ~ ( E  - sin E) 
= 

~ ~ - 6 ( ~ - s i n ~ )  ' 

This equation clearly not useful as it stands, since E is not known until Kepler's Equation has been 
solved. However, it is possible to find a usable function a ( e ,  M) that is a good approximation to 
equation (17). The right side of this equation is an even function of E, and so a ( e ,  M )  must be an 
even function of M. It is also useful to choose a form that takes the value a = 31r2/(lr2 - 6) when 
E = M = + 1r, since this will assure the continuity of the solutions over the extended range of these 
variables outside [ - z, XI. This is not really important, since we intend to refine the result to the 
fuU accuracy of machine arithmetic, but Figure 2 shows that this condition is likely to lead to a 
good starting formula. 
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Figure 2. Relative Errors in Starting Formula E l  for cr = 3a2/(a2 - 6) 
Equal-emor contours with 0.001 linear contour spacing 



As discussed above, it is most important to find an accurate form for a(e, M) on the boundary 
e = 1. Figure 3 shows aideal and the straight line fit 

where M is given by equation (1) with e = 1. This formula can be extended to all eccentricities by 
noting that equations (17) and (18) are functions of E and M, respectively. We obtain the correct 
dependence of the slope of the straight line at the right end point by making use of 

The resulting approximation for all eccentricities and mean anomalies is given by 

Figure 3. The Parameter aikd (solid curve) and Straight Line Fit (dotted line) 



Our starting formula is given by the solution of the cubic for this form of a. The error contours for 
this starting formula are shown in Figure 4, with linear contour spacing of 2 x 10 - 5 .  This is fifty 
times finer than the spacing of the contours in Figures 1 and 2. The values of these errors are 
between - 2.3 x 10 - 4  and 2.8 x 10 - 4, which are smaller than the errors of any other starting 
formula known to the author. The starting formula does involve a fair amount of computation, but 
Mikkola [7] has also proposed a starting formula that requires solution of a cubic equation and has 
maximum errors seven times as large as those of the method proposed here. 

Refinement 

The iterative refinements are based on finding roots of polynomial approximations of 

The aim of this paper is to find a computational method yielding errors are smaller than the least 
significant bit of double-precision floating point numbers with 52 bits in the mantissa, which is 
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Figure 4. Relative Errors in Starting Formula El for a Given by Equation (20) 
Equal-error contours with 2 x 10 - 5 linear contour spacing 



about 10 - 16. A fifth-order refinement of the starting formula is expected to have relative errors 
less of (2.8 x 10 -4)s = 1.7 x 10 - 18, which is adequate to achieve double-precision accuracy. 
The third-order (Halley) and higher-order corrections are given by 

and 

where the subscripts denote the order of the correction. The required partial derivatives are: 

ff'(E) = esin E. (26) 

and 
f"'(E)=ecosE = 1-  f'(E), 

f ""(E) = -esin E = - f "(E). 

where the second forms of equations (27) and (28) are used to avoid additional trigonometric 
function evaluations. The fifth-order refined estimate is given by 

The equal-error contours of Es are plotted in Figure 5 with logarithmic spacing of the contours, 
which is to say that the errors on adjacent contours differ by a factor of ten. The zero contour is not 
plotted because of numerical roundoff; this contour is not significant since the magnitude of the 
errors is more important than their sign. The magnitude of the relative errors is less than 10 -24 

over large areas of the figure, and the maximum error magnitude over the entire range of elliptic 
motion is 7.35 x 10 -19. This is about half the naive prediction based on the order of the correction 
employed. This method requires only two trigonometric function evaluations in addition to the 
transcendental function evaluations need to solve the cubic equation for the starting formula. 

Numerical Considerations 

The errors of our method are smaller than the least significant bit of double-precision floating 
point numbers. Special care must be taken when this method is actually implemented in double- 
precision arithmetic, however. A naive implementation yields unacceptably large errors exceeding 
5 x 10 -I4. Plotting error contours shows that all errors with magnitudes in excess of 5 x 10 -I6 

are in the region e > 0.75 and E < 45". This effect was discussed by Ode11 and Gooding [3], who 
attribute it to cancellations in the computation of f (E) and f '(E) by equations (2 1) and (25), 
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respectively. The solution to this problem is to modify the computation of these quantities. The 
revision to the first derivative computation is straightforward; equation (25)  is replaced by 

The fix to equation (2  1 )  is not so simple. The method employed here is to replace equation (2  1 )  by 
the equivalent form 

where 
f ( E )  = ~ * ( e ,  E )  - M .  

* 
M ( e , E ) =  E-esinE 

outside the range e > 0.5 and El < 1 radian. Inside this range, ~ * ( e ,  E) is given by the Pad6 
approxirnant: 

M * ( ~ . E )  - ( 1  - e ) E + e E  
3 numerator 

denominator ' 



with 

-6 6 -4 4 numerator r -1.7454287843856404 x 10 E  + 4.1584640418 18 1644 x 10 E - - (34a) 

and 
-8 8 6 6 denominator E 1.78043671 19519884 x 10 E  + 5.9727613731070647 x 10- E  

3 4 
(34b) 

+1.0652873476684142~10- E  +1.1426132130869317x10-IE~+~. 

The second derivative is computed as 

f " ( E )  = E  - ~ * ( e .  E )  (35) 

over the entire range of eccentricity and eccentric anomaly. The third and fourth derivatives are 
computed as usual. No additional transcendental function evaluations are required by these fixes, 
although the Pad6 approximant is probably more expensive to evaluate than the sine function. 

The resulting double precision implementation of the algorithm has relative errors less than 
4 x 10 -I6 over the entire range of elliptic motion. Inspection of a plot of the error contours 
revealed no systematic pattern, confirming that the errors are due solely to unavoidable machine 
arithmetic roundoff. 

Discussion 

The algorithm developed in this paper has been shown to have errors well within the inherent 
limitations of double-precision computer arithmetic, over the entire range of elliptic orbital motion. 
Among algorithms with this property, this method is at least as efficient as any proposed 
previously, requiring only four transcendental function evaluations: a square root, a cube root, and 
two trigonometric functions. The method is singular only when the eccentricity is unity and the 
mean anomaly is simultaneously zero. There are two reasons why it is never necessary to solve 
Kepler's Equation in this case: fist, unit eccentricity is not really elliptic motion, and second, the 
eccentric anomaly is known to be zero when the mean anomaly is zero, making numerical solution 
unnecessary. Special procedures to handle double-precision roundoff errors near this singular 
point have been developed and tested. The resulting algorithm is well suited for implementation in 
orbit propagation systems. 
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Abstract 

Tne National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has developed the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) 
System (TDRSS) for tracking and communications support of low Earth-orbiting satelljtes. TDRSS has the operational 
capability of providing 85-percent coverage for TDRSS-user spacecraft. TDRSS currently consists of five geosynchronous 
spacecraft and the White Sands Complex (WSC) at White Sands, New Mexico. The Bilateration Ranging Transponder System 
(BRTS) provides range and Doppler measurements for each TDRS. The ground-based BRTS transponders are tracked as if 
they were TDRSS-user spacecraft. Since the positions of the BRTS transponders are known, their radiometric tracking 
measurements can be used to provide a well-determined ephemeris for the TDRS spacecraft. 

For high-accuracy orbit determination of a TDRSS user, such as the Ocean Topography Experiment (T0PEX)IPoseidon 
spacecraft, high-accuracy TDRS orbits are required. This paper reports on successive refinements in improved techiiiques and 
procedures leading to more accurate TDRS orbit determination strategies using the Goddard Trajectory Determination System 
(GTDS). These strategies range from the standard operational solution using only the BRTS tracking measurements to a 
sophisticated iterative process involving several successive simultaneous solutions for multiple TDRSs and a TDRSS-user 
spacecraft. Results are presented for GTDS-generated TDRS ephemerides produced in simultaneous solutions with the 
TOPEXlPoseidon spacecraft. Strategies with different user spacecraft, as well as schemes for recovering accurate TDRS 
orbits following a TDRS maneuver, are also presented. In addition, a comprehensive assessment and evaluation of alternative 
strategies for TDRS orbit determination, excluding BRTS tracking measurements, are presented. 

1.0 Introduction 
This paper assesses the accuracy achievable using various techniques for performing Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
(TDRS) orbit determination using the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS), which i s  an operational batch least- 
squares orbit determination system, and the Orbit Determination Error Analysis System (ODEAS) covariance analysis system. 
both used within the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD). 

The TDRS System (TDRSS) i s  a geosynchronous relay satellite network, which currently consists o f  five geosynchronous 
spacecraft and the White Sands Complex (WSC) located at White Sands, New Mexico. Three o f  the five TDRSs (TDRS-East, 
TDRS-West, and TDRS-Spare, located at 41 degrees, 174 degrees, and 62 degrees west longitude, respectively) actively 
support tracking o f  TDRSS-user spacecraft. One o f  the remaining TDRSs (located at 275 degrees west longitude) i s  used only 
for satellite communications, while the other TDRS (located at 46 degrees west longitude) is being reserved for future use. 
TDRSS can provide 85- to 100-percent coverage, depending on spacecraft altitude. The Bilateration Ranging Transponder 
System (BRTS) provides range and Doppler tracking measurements of the TDRSs for TDRS orbit determination. 

Currently, the operational accuracy requirement for TDRS orbit determination i s  600 meters ( ~ c T ) ,  which i s  driven by Space 
Transportation System (STS) support. The TDRS orbit accuracy requirements for other currently supported FDD missions are 
less strict. Current operational procedures at FDD produce TDRS orbits accurate to 150 meters (30). For hture mission 
support, however, the TDRS orbit determination accuracy requirements wil l become more stringent. For example, the 
upcoming Earth Observing Satellite (EOS) AM-I  accuracy requirement for TDRS orbits i s  75 meters (30) ,  which i s  not met by 
current operational TDRS orbit determination solutions. This requirement raises the need to develop improved technical 
approaches and procedures. 

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland, under contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



Previous FDD precision orbit determination analysis results indicated that TDRS orbit determination errors are a significant 
error source in TDRSS-user orbit determination (Reference I). To obtain high-accuracy TDRSS-user orbits, new methods are 
needed that improve and refine TDRS orbit determination accuracy over the current operational support procedure. 

The current operational method for determining TDRS orbits uses the radiometric ranging measurements acquired through 
BRTS. For standard support, only the range measurements are used over 42-hour arcs to determine position, velocity, a solar 
pressure coefficient, and a range measurement bias in a separate solution for each TDRS. Previous analysis (Reference 2) 
demonstrated that a dramatic improvement in overlap consistencies, reducing them from the 40- to 50-meter level for a 
separate solution for TDRS to the 20- to 30-meter level, was possible by performing simultaneous TDRSslTDRSS-user orbit 
determination using a low-Earth orbiting TDRSS-user satellite. Since this earlier analysis in 1990, the force modeling used at 
the FDD has improved significantly, most notably after the launch of TOPEX. With better force modeling for a low-Earth 
orbiting TDRSS-user, which will reduce dynamic errors, it is expected that in a simultaneous solution the TDRS orbit accuracy 
can be improved compared to the earlier analysis. This concept is further developed and exploited in the current analysis. 

A variety of innovative techniques for enhancing TDRS orbit determination accuracy, most of which involve the generation of 
a series of simultaneous TDRSsITDRSS-user orbit solutions to calibrate the TDRSS range measurement biases, are developed 
and analyzed. In this study, the TDRSS users investigated are the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon, Earth 
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), and Landsat-4 spacecraft. It is important to note that, just as TDRS orbit accuracy affects 
TDRSS-user orbit determination accuracy, TDRSS-user accuracy also affects TDRS orbit accuracy when performing 
simultaneous TDRSITDRSS-user orbit determination. Since TDRSS-user orbit determination error is normally dominated by 
geopotential and atmospheric drag errors, higher altitude spacecraft such as TOPEX/Poseidon will significantly reduce these 
detrimental effects on TDRS orbit determination and provide more accurate estimates of the TDRS orbits. Therefore, the 
simultaneous TDRSITDRSS-user solutions using the lower-altitude ERBS and Landsat-4 spacecraft are not expected to 
provide as accurate TDRS orbits as those determined using TOPEX/Poseidon. For completeness, the accuracy of the current 
FDD TDRS operational orbit determination procedure is also assessed. Because of the future support load expected of each 
TDRS and the frequent TDRS maneuvers required to maintain stationkeeping, additional analysis is performed to develop 
methods for improving the accuracy of TDRS postmaneuver solutions using extremely short TDRS postmaneuver data spans. 

Because of the potential cost associated with replacing the aging BRTS transponders, analysis is also performed to create and 
assess a number of alternative techniques for performing TDRS orbit determination without the use of BRTS tracking 
measurements. These new, innovative methods utilize a variety of tracking sources, including the new Second TDRSS Ground 
Terminal (STGT) tracking, telemetry and command (TT&C) tracking measurements. Alternative TDRS orbit determination 
strategies, including those that make use of Global Positioning System (GPS) technology, are also addressed. For the 
strategies, an orbit determination accuracy assessment is not perfomled through data reduction, but estimates of the accuracy 
achievable for the TDRS orbit determination are obtained by covariance analysis error estimates using ODEAS. Estimates of 
the errors on the TDRS orbit states are generated using realistic error sources, and the results are evaluated. 

Based on the TDRS orbit determination solutions, short- and long-term orbit predictions are routinely generated by the FDD 
for use in planning and scheduling spacecraft activities. As the orbit determination accuracy requirements become more 
stringent, so too will the prediction accuracy requirements. However, the effects of the improved TDRS orbit determination 
techniques on orbit prediction, though important, are beyond the scope of this investigation and will not be addressed here. 

The GTDS batch least-squares orbit determination and ODEAS covariance analysis procedures and evaluation methods used 
are presented in Section 2.0. An accuracy assessment of the precision TDRS solutions using improved techniques in GTDS is 
contained in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 discusses the results c f  strategies for performing TDRS orbit determination that include 
BRTS tracking measurements and addresses the postmaneuver recovery of TDRS orbit solutions. Section 5.0 describes the 
results of TDRS orbit determination strategies that exclude BRTS tracking measurements. Section 6.0 provides the 
conclusions and recommendations of this study. 

2.0 Analysis Methodology 

This section describes the tracking measurements and analysis procedures used in this study and the methods for assessing the 
analysis results. 



2.1 Strategies and Tracking Measurements 

Table 1 summarizes the various TDRS orbit determination techniques analyzed and evaluated in this study. It also includes a 
general description of the tracking measurements used for each type of orbit determination solution. For some analyses, 
additional measurement types were added. These additional measurement types are described below. 

Table I .  Summary of TDRS Orbit Determination Strategies and Tracking Measurements 

Tracking measurements from a variety of sources were used in this study. TDRSS tracking measurements for the GTDS orbit 
determination solutions were obtained primarily from TDRS-4 and TDRS-5, though, for some analyses, tracking 
measurements from TDRS-6 were used. These measurements consist of two-way Doppler and range measurements of the user 
spacecraft via each TDRS, except when the user spacecraft was TOPEX, when one-way return Doppler measurements were 
also included. BRTS two-way range measurements were used for the TDRSs and, for the TDRS-4 postmaneuver recovery 
analysis, BRTS two-way Doppler and White Sands antenna azimuth-elevation angle measurements were also included. TT&C 
range measurements were used for some of the TDRS orbit determination covariance analyses. For GN tracking of the user 
spacecraft, two-way range and two-way range-rate measurements were used. 

Orbit Determination 
Solution Concept 

BRTS 
(Current Baseline) 
BRTS + User 

BRTS + K-band 

TDRS Ground 
Network (GN) 
K-band + user 

TDRS GN + User 

User GN + User 
TDRSS 

BRTS tracking coverage of each TDRS spacecraft typically consists of twelve to fifteen 5-minute passes per day. TT&C 
tracking of the TDRSs is nearly continuous. In covariance analysis, we used a tracking schedule comparable to that for BRTS. 
The TDRS tracking of the TOPEX spacecraft consisted of an average of 10 passes of one-way return Doppler measurements 
and I I passes of two-way range and Doppler measurements per day, with the average pass lasting 40 minutes. TDRSS 
tracking of the ERBS spacecraft typically consisted of 12 tracking passes per day, with each pass averaging 10 minutes in 
duration. The GN tracking of ERBS consisted of an average of two 10-minute passes per day. For Landsat-4, each TDRSS 
pass lasted 5 to 20 minutes, with approximately 6 to 7 passes per day. 

2.2 Orbit Determination Methods and Modeling 

Solution Description 
Using existing BRTS for TDRS-only orbit 
determination 
Using existing BRTS for simultaneous 
TDRS + user orbit determination 

Using STGT K-Band TT&C range measurements 
and remote BRTS for TDRS-only orbit 
determination 
Using GN tracking of TDRS for TDRS-only orbit 
determination 
Using STGT K-Band TT&C range measurements 
and simultaneous TDRS + user orbit 
determination 
Using GN tracking of TDRS and simultaneous 
TDRS + user orbit determination 

Using simultaneous TDRS + user orbit 
determination with GN and TDRSS tracking of 
user 

This section describes the orbit determination methods and modeling used to generate the batch least-squares GTDS solutions 
and the batch least-squares covariance analysis results. 

Tracking Measurement Description 
BRTS range measurements for TDRSs 

BRTS range measurements for TDRSs; 
TDRSS range and two-way Doppler for 
TDRSS-user 
BRTS and TT&C range measurements for 
TDRSs 

GN range and two-way range-rate 
measurements for TDRSs 
TT&C range measurements for TDRSs; 
TDRSS range and two-way Doppler 
measurements for TDRSS-user 
GN range and two-way range-rate 
measurements for TDRSs; TDRSS range 
and two-way Doppler for TDRSS-user 
--- 

GN range and two-way range-rate and 
TDRSS range and two-way Doppler 
measurements for TDRSS-user 

2.2.1 Orbit Determination 

Batch least-squares solutions were generated and analyzed for a number of TDRSS-supported spacecraft for the TOPEX Cycle 
5 and Cycle 21 timespans. Cycle 5 is the fifth 10-day TOPEX groundtrack repeat cycle and covers the period from 17:32 
hours universal time coordinated (UTC) on November I ,  1992, through 2 1 :33 hours UTC on November l I, 1992. Cycle 2 1 is 
the 2 1 " 10-day TOPEX groundtrack repeat cycle and covers the period from 09:08 hours UTC on April 9, 1993, through 1 1.06 
hours UTC on April 19, 1993. These periods were selected because they contained minimal TOPEX spacecraft attitude 
perturbations and minimal TDRS spacecraft orbit and attitude maneuvers. The batch least-squares estimation algorithm used 



by GTDS for this analysis i s  the same as that used for operational navigation support of the TDRSs by the GSFC FDF. The 
procedure used for operational support includes using the BRTS range measurements and solving for the TDRS spacecraft 
state, the solar radiation pressure coefficient, and the White Sands ground antenna range measurement bias. The modeling and 
state estimation parameters used for this analysis have been modified and enhanced to provide more accurate results and to 
take advantage of modeling and techniques not currently in operational use. The standard technique developed for obtaining 
more accurate TDRS orbit solutions using GTDS, referred to as the analytic calibration o f  biases (ACB) technique, involves 
performing a series o f  simultaneous TDRSsITDRSS-user solutions to calibrate a set of relative range measurement biases for 
each source o f  range measurement error in the TDRSS. Because this technique was developed using the TOPEXPoseidon 
spacecraft as the TDRSS-user, the ACB method will be presented in this section in terms of the TOPEX modeling and 
measurement types. For other TDRSS users, such as ERBS and Landsat-4, the modeling and measurement types will vary 
slightly, but the basic ACB technique i s  the same. The slight deviations in the standard ACB technique, as well as the 
deviations to the standard force modeling and parameters to suit other TDRSS users, wil l be described later in the results 
sections. The TOPEX and TDRS ACB standard force rnodeiing and parameters used in this study are provided in 'fable 7,. 

Any deviations for special runs are noted where applicable. 

Table 2. Standard Parameters and Options Used in the GTDS Solutions 

I I coefficient of solar radiation pressure ( pressure (C,), spacecraft transponder I 

Orbit Determination 
Parameter or Option 

Estimated ~arameters 

GTDS Values* 

TOPEX I TDRSs 
Orbital state, thrust coefficients, 1 Orbital state, coefficient of solar radiation 

Integration type 
Coordinate system of integration 
Integration step size (seconds) 
Tracking measurements 

Measurement span 
Data rate 
Differential correction (DC) convergence 
parameter 
Editing criterion 
Ionospheric editing criterion 

(C,), US0 bias and drift 

Cowell 12th order 
Mean-of-J2000.0 
60 seconds 
TDRSS two-way Doppler 
TDRSS one-way return Doppler 
TDRSS two-way range 
See text 
1 per minute 
0.00005 

Measurement weight sigmas 

Satellite area model 
Satellite mass 

Geopotential model 
Atmospheric density model 
Solar and lunar ephemerides 
Coefficient of drag (C,) 

delay, BRTS transponder delays 
Cowell 12th order 
Mean-of-J2000.0 
600seconds 
BRTS two-way range 

See text 
1 per 20 seconds 
0.00005 

30 
Central angle greater than 79.48 

- 
Ionospheric refraction correction 

Ground-to-spacecraft 
Spacecraft-to-spacecraft 

User-spacecraft antenna offset correction 

30 

degrees 
Doppler: 10 millihertz 
Range: 1.5 meters 
Variable mean area model 
241 7.2 kilograms 

70 x 70 JGM-2 
Jacchia-Roberts 
DE-200 
2.3 applied 

Tropospheric refraction correction 
Polar motion correction 
Solid Earth tides 
Ocean tides 
Plate motion 
Earth radiation pressure 

2 meters 

Constant, 40 meters2 
TDRS-5: 1973.1 kilograms 
TDRS-4: 1853.6 kilograms 
20 x 20 JGM-2 
NIA 
DE-200 
NIA 

Yes 
No (central angle edit instead) 
Constant radial, along-track, cross- 

Yes 
NIA 
NO 

'JGM = Joint Gravity Model; NIA = not applicable 

Yes 1 Yes 
Yes 1 Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 



The simultaneous TDRSITDRSS-user solution arcs used in this analysis were selected to avoid all TDRS maneuvers and 
angular momentum unloads, wherever possible, while maintaining the longest possible data spans. Previous analysis has 
shown that longer TDRS/TDRSS-user data arcs provide more accurate solutions. In addition, central angle editing was used to 
mitigate the effects of ionospheric refraction on the TDRS-to-TDRSS-user tracking link. All measurements with a central 
angle larger than 79.5 degrees were excluded to eliminate all measurements below the TDRSS-user local horizon. 

The ACB technique estimates, in a methodical manner, a set of relative range measurement biases for each source of range 
measurement error within the TDRSS. In the standard ACB technique, a total of six solutions are generated. The first five 
solutions are simultaneous TDRSsITDRSS-user solutions used to obtain the best possible TDRS trajectories. 'l'he final 
solution is a TDRSS-user-only solution that uses the best estimated TDRS trajectories determined from the previous 
simultaneous solutions. 

The first solution determines, through analysis of BRTS range residuals. which BRTS transponders have range b~ases relative 
to the TDRSS range measurements for the TDRSS-user. The second solution estimates a "pseudo" TDRSS-user transponder 
delay through the estimation and differencing of BRTS and TDRSS-user range measurement biases. The next three solutions 
determine the best possible TDRS orbits using the information obtained from the first two simultaneous solutions and 
iteratively estimating the BRTS, "pseudo" TDRSS-user and TDRSs transponder delays. The final solution is a TDRSS-user- 
only solution using the TDRSs' trajectories obtained from the final iterative simultaneous solution. 

The details of the standard ACB technique, using TOPEX as the TDRSS user, are described below: 

Solution (1): 

Purpose. Solution ( I )  determines which BRTS transponders appear to have biases in the range tracking 
measurements relative to the TDRSS range measurements of TOPEX, which is accon~plished 
through examination and analysis of the BRTS range residuals resulting from the solution. 
This information will be used in Solution (3). 

Solution Type: Simultaneous TOPEXITDRSs 

Tracking Measurements: BRTS range measurenients for the TDRSs and TDRSS range and two-way and one-way 
return Doppler for TOPEX 

Range-Measurement-Related Estimate range measurement biases on the TOPEX range measurements at the White Sands 
Parameters: ground antennas. 

Solution (2): 

Purpose: Solution (2) determines a "pseudo" TOPEX transponder delay. This information will bc uccd 

in Solution (3). 

Solution Type: Same as Solution (1) 

Tracking Measurements: Same as Solution ( I )  

Range Measurement-Related Estimate range measurement biases on the TOPEX range measurements at the White Sands 
Parameters: ground antennas. Estimate range measurement biases on the BRTS range measurements at the 

White Sands ground antennas. Determine the pseudo TOPEX transponder delay by 
differencing the BRTS range bias and the TOPEX range bias for each White Sands ground 
antenna, and then averaging these differences to obtain a single average White Sands ground 
antenna range bias. This average White Sands ground antenna bias serves as an 
approximation for the TOPEX transponder delay. 



Solution (3a): 

Purpose: 

Solution Type: 

Tracking Measurement: 

Range Measurement-Related 
Parameters: 

Solution (3b): 

Purpose: 

Solution Type: 

Tracking Measurements: 

Range Measurement-Related 
Parameters: 

Solution (3c): 

Purpose: 

Solution Type: 

Tracking Measurements: 

Range Measurement-Related 
Parameters: 

Solution (4): 

Purpose: 
Solution Type: 

Tracking Measurements: 

Range Measurement-Related 
Parameters: 

Solutions (3a), (3b), and (3c) use the information from Solution ( I )  and Solution (2) to obtain 
the best possible TDRS orbits for use in Solution (4). Solution (3a) is the first iteration for 
estimating the best possible TDRS orbits. 

Same as Solution ( I )  

Same as Solution (1) 

Estimate the BRTS transponder delays for the "biased" BRTS transponders identified in 
Solution (1). Apply the average White Sands ground antenna bias (pseudo TOPEX 
transponder delay) determined in Solution (2) to each White Sands ground antenna. Estimate 
the TDRS transponder delays far each TDRS. 

Solution (3b) is second step in the iterative process to obtain the best possible TDRS orbits. 

Same as Solution (1) 

Same as Solution (1) 

Apply the BICTS transponder delays determined in Solution (3a) to the corresponding "biased" 
BRTS transponders. Estimate the White Sands ground antenna biases (pseudo TOPEX 
transponder delay) for each White Sands ground antenna. Apply the TDRS transponder 
delays determined in Solution (3a) to the corresponding TDRS. 

Solution (3c) is the final step in the iterative process to obtain the best possible TDRS orbits. 

Same as Solution ( I )  

Same as Solution ( I )  

Same as Solution (3a), except apply the individual White Sands ground antenna biases 
(pseudo TOPEX transponder delay) determined in Solution (3b) to each corresponding White 
Sands ground antenna. 

Solution (4) uses the TDRS orbits obtained from Solution (3c) to determine the best possible 
TOPEX-Only 

TDRSs two-way and one-way return Doppler for TOPEX 

Not applicablt. Range measurements eliminated to minimize the effect of TOPEX range 
measurement bias modeling errors on the TOPEX trajectory 

The ACB procedure is schematically depicted in Figure 1 .  

2.2.2 Covariance Analysis 

Batch least-squares covariance analysis using ODEAS was performed to analyze the accuracy of a number of alternative 
TDRS orbit determination strategies. These strategies exclude the use of BRTS tracking measurements and utilize several 
other tracking measurements types. The force and error models used for the covariance analysis mimic the parameters that 
would typically be used for TDRS orbit determination and are provided in Table 3.  



Table 3. Landsat-4 and TDRS Error Sources and Associated 3a Uncertainties 

1 2% for each TDRS 
Solar Flux 15% for 0-24 hours and 15% for 24-34 

Parameter or Option 
GM (Earth) 
Earth Gravity Field 
Drag Coefficient for Landsat-4 
Solar Radiation Pressure Coefficient 

30 Uncertainty 
GMx(3xl0") 
300°h of (JGM2 - JGM2c1one) (70x70) 
Estimated 
30°h for Landsat-4 

Station Position 
Tropospheric Refraction 
Ionospheric Refraction 
Measurements -_-_---_----_-------------- 

Candsat-4 TDRSS two-way Range-Rate (meterslseci- 
Landsat-4 TDRSS two-way Range (meters) 
BRTS two-way Range (meters) 

u ~ s t l m a t e d  B R T ~  range 
range measurement measurement b~ases at 

b~ases at Wh~te Sands Wh~te Sands grounds 
ldent~fted "btased" ground antennas antenna 

hours 
3 meters each local tangent x, y, and z 
45% 
100% 

Noise-o Weight-o - - -__ Bias 
2 . 8 2 ~ 1 0 - ~ - ? . 2 7 6 5 ~ ? 0 ~ - - - - ~ - - -  

1.5 10 7 
1.5 30 7 

TTBC two-way Range (WHSK-TDRS) (meters) 
GN two-way Range for TDRS (meters) 
GN two-way Range for Landsat-4 (meters) 
GN two-way Range-Rate for Landsat-4 (meterslsec) 

BRTS transponders A' 
"Pseudo" TOPEX 

Solutlon 3(a) 
transponder delay 

Simultaneous 

1.5 30 3 
3 40 30 

1.5 20 15 
0.001 0.1 0 

Est~mated "b~ased" ~s t~mateb TDRSs 
BRTS transponder delays transponder delays 

NIA = not applicable 

1 
Estimated Whlte Sands 

antenna b~ases 

/ 

Solut~on 3(c) 
Best esttmated Solutlon 4 

TOPEX-only Best estimated 
TOPEX trajectory 

Figure 1. A Schematic of the ACB Procedure 



3.0 Precision TDRS Orbit Determination Results 
The accuracy of the TDRS orbit determination solutions generated in this study is assessed through comparisons with high- 
accuracy TDRS precision orbit ephemerides (POEs) generated by the Precision Orbit Determination (POD) team, using the 
Geodynamics (GEODYN) System, within the Space Geodesy Branch located at GSFC. The TDRS POEs are generated using 
the high-precision TOPEXffoseidon POEs as an input measurement type to the TDRS orbit determination process. The TDRS 
POEs are estimated to be accurate to within 3 meters in total position based on preliminary covariance analysis results as well 
as analysis results using the TOPEX POEs (Reference 3). The definitive orbit determination requirements for the 
TOPEXPoseidon POEs include a maximum 39xentimeter (30) radial position error. The availability of the independent orbit 
determination solutions generated by the Space Geodesy Branch provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the accuracy of the 
orbit determination systems used by the FDD for operational navigation and analysis support. 

Using the standard ACB method described in Section 2.2.1 with the TOPEX spacecraft as the TDRSS user, 5-day TOPEX, 
TDRS-4, and TDRS-5 orbit determination solutions were generated covering the period 00:OO hours UTC on November 7, 
1992, through 00:OO hours UTC on November 12, 1992, which corresponds to the latter portion of TOPEX Cycle 5 .  The 
TDRS ephemerides were compared at 10-minute intervals with the corresponding TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 POEs in orbit plane 
coordinates. 

The root-sum-square (RSS) position differences between the Cycle 5 TDRS-4 GTDS solution (3c) and the corresponding POE 
are shown in Figure 2. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the RSS position difference is 4.3 meters, with a maximum difference 
of 9.4 meters. The RMS difference: in the radial, along-track, and cross-track components are 1.2, 3.4, and 2.4 meters, 
respectively. The RSS position differences between the Cycle 5 TDRS-5 GTDS solution (3c) and the corresponding POE are 
shown in Figure 3. The RMS of the RSS position difference is 3.6 meters, with a maximum difference of 8.8 meters. The 
RMS differences in the radial, along-track, and cross-track components are 1.4, 2.8, and 1.9 meters, respectively. 

Additional TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 GTDS solutions using the ACB technique with TOPEX were generated within the Cycle 5 
timespan and compared with the corresponding TDRS POEs. TDRS-4, TDRS-5, and TOPEX solutions were generated for a 
5-day period extending from 00:OO hours UTC on November 4, 1992, through 00:OO hours UTC on November 9, 1992, 
corresponding to the middle portion of TOPEX Cycle 5 .  The RMS of the RSS position differences between the GTDS 
ephemerides and the TDRS POEs were 11.2 meters for TDRS-4 and 11.2 meters for TDRS-5, somewhat larger than the 
previous 5-day results. The reason for the degraded comparison results for TDRS-5 is the inclusion of tracking measurements 
following a TDRS-5 momentum unload, which were edited in the previous 5-day solution. Previous analysis shows that 
inclusion of the postmomentum wheel unload tracking measurements can degrade solution accuracy. The reason for the 
degraded TDRS-4 solution is still under investigation. 
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Figure 2. Position Differences Between TDRS4 
POE and GTDS TDRS-4 Ephemerides 

Figure 3. Position Difference Between TDRS-5 
POE and GTDS TDRS-5 Ephemerides 



Longer 7-day TDRS-4, TDRS-5, and TOPEX solutions were also generated for a period extending from 00:00 hours UTC on 
November 4, 1992, through 00:OO hours UTC on November 1 1, 1992. The RMS of the RSS position differences were 15.1 
meters for TDRS-4 and 11.3 meters for TDRS-5. It is believed that the cumulative effects of the TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 
momentum wheel unloads are the cause of the less favorable ephemeris comparison results compared with the 5-day solutions. 

4.0 Strategies for TDRS Orbit Determination Solutions 

This section discusses several strategies for obtaining high-accuracy TDRS trajectories from simultaneous solutions from the 
ERBS and Landsat-4 spacecraft. Section 4.1 presents the results for the ERBS and Landsat-4 spacecraft using the standard 
ACB method described in Section 2.2.1. The accuracy of these trajectories is assessed by parallel comparisons with high- 
accuracy TDRS POE trajectories described in Section 3.0. A "quick-look" approach for determining TDRS trajector~es using 
Landsat-4 is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes several scenarios for accurately detern~ining the postmaneuver 
trajectory of a TDRS spacecraft within 2 hours of its maneuver. 

4.1 ERBS and Landsat-4 Cycle 5 ACB Results 

The measurements for the ERBS and Landsat-4 spacecraft ACB runs came from a 6-day timespan from November 4, 1992, 
through November 10, 1992. These dates were chosen so that the solution arc overlaps with the TDRS POE solution arc. 
During this time, ERBS and Landsat-4 were being tracked by TDRS-4 and TDRS-5. This study uses the TDRSS two-way 
range and Doppler measurements, as well as the two-way BRTS range measurements. The comparison of the resulting TDRS 
trajectories with the TDRS POEs can be seen in Table 4. Also included in this table for comparison purposes are the results 
from the TOPEX analysis described in Section 3.0. Note that the TDRS-5 trajectory is consistently better than the TDRS-4 
tra.jectory. This is as expected. since the geometry of the three BRTS stations tracking TDRS-5 is better than the geometry of 
the two stations tracking TDRS-4. 

Table 4. Comparison of Various TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 Trajectories 
With the TDRS POEs 

4.2 Landsat-4 Cycle 5 "Quick-Look" Results 

Spacecraft 
TOPEX 5-day 

ERBS 
Landsat-4 

A "quick-look" solution would be very attractive for use in an operational environment as long as the accuracy of the resulting 
TDRS trajectories remained high. There is the added benefit of obtaining trajectories for several TDRSs at a time. The 
"quick-look" scenario is a pared down version of the standard ACB method. It consists of a single simultaneous solution with 
a user spacecraft and two TDRS spacecraft corresponding to step 3(a) of the standard ACPJ method. The first ACB step can be 
skipped by assuming that the same BRTS ground transponders are biased with respect to the TDRSS-user range measurement 
type; the transponder delay for each of these "biased" BRTS stations is estimated. The second ACB method step consists of 
finding the relative biases between the TDRSS-user range measurements and the BRTS range measurements. This step can be 
skipped by assuming there is a typical value for the relative bias and using that value in the single simultaneous solution. This 
section presents results from this quick-look scenario for the Landsat-4 spacecrafi. 

The Landsat-4 quick-look analysis covers the same timespan and uses the same measurement types as the ACB analysis. A 
value of 17.83 meters from a previous ACB solution with the ERBS is used as the relative bias between the TDRSS-user range 
and the BRTS range measurement types. The resulting TDRS-415 accuracies are 72.1 meters and 20.5 meters RMS. The 
ACB method yields relative bias values of 5.4 meters and 3.1 meters for TDRS-4 and TDRS-5, respectively; this generates a 
TDRS trajectory accuracy of 30.8 meters for TDRS-4 and 13.5 meters for TDRS-5. The difference between the ACB and 
quick-look trajectories is 53.5 meters for TDRS-4 and 12.9 meters for TDRS-5. Because of this sensitivity of the TDRS 
trajectories to the input relative bias, this quick-look method should be studied in greater detail before adopting it for routine 
use. 

TDRS-5 RMS in meters) 
3.6 

12.190 
13.476 

TDRS-4 (RMS in meters) 
4.3 

44.876 
30.810 



4.3 TORS4 Cycle 5 Postmaneuver Recovery Results 

Occasionally, it is necessary to maneuver a TDRS to ensure that it remains within its designed stationkeeping window. The 
goal is to develop methods and procedures using 2 hours of postmaneuver tracking measurements from the maneuvered TDRS 
to recover the trajectory of a maneuvered TDRS to better than 600 meters to satisfy current requirements and to better than 
75 meters (30) for future requirements. 

The analysis reported in this section focuses on the time immediately following a TDRS-4 maneuver on November 4, 1992. 
The tracking measurement span used is 01:OO to 03:OO UTC, where 01:OO UTC is just after the TDRS-4 maneuver burnout. 
The strategy is to try a variety of cases, concentrating on simultaneous solutions with a TDRSS-user spacecraft and a second, 
nonmaneuvering TDRS. Both spacecraft have good solutions, which will help constrain the solution for the maneuvering 
TDRS. There is the additional benefit of being able to use longer measurement arcs for these latter two spacecraft. 

This study uses TDRS-5 and TOPEX for the second TDRS and the TDRSS-user spacecraft, respectively. The various 
scenarios, the measurement types used, and the results of comparing the TDRS-4 trajectory with the high-accuracy TDRS-4 
POE are shown in Table 5. The 40-hour and 5-day timespans for TDRS-5 and TOPEX start earlier and end at the same time as 
the TDRS-4 arc. The 40-hour arc is used to approximate the arc length used in operational TDRS solutions, while a 5-day arc 
gives the best solutions in a standard ACB analysis with TOPEX. The BRTS-only TDRS-4 solution uses the setup for normal 
operational TDRS orbit determination. The remaining solutions were all generated in a single simultaneous solution that 
corresponds to solution 3(a) of the standard ACB procedure, treating TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 the same except for the length of 
the measurement arcs. The previous TOPEXJTDRSs simultaneous solution 1 and solution 2 analysis results were used as input 
to the solution 3(a) generated in the current analysis. Because none of the nominal cases were close to the 75-meter (30) goal, 
some "nonnominal" runs were investigated, where TDRS-5 and TDRS-4 were treated differently. TDRS-5 followed the 
normal procedure, while for TDRS-4, more types of measurements were added, and the parameter set estimated was different. 

Note that case D I (the first attempt at a nonnominal solution) is close to the 75-meter (30) goal. Several refinements improve 
the numbers slightly. Also note that excellent results can be obtained for the shorter timespans in case C1. An interesting note 
is that the estimated values for the TDRS-4 solar reflectivity coefficient (C,)  were generally between 3 and 9 for most of the 
nonnominal solutions, whereas, the expected value is around 1 to 1.5. Normally, this solution would be considered 
questionable, but the excellent agreement with the POE lends confidence to its accuracy. 

The results of this analysis show that it is possible to meet the 600-meter (30) goal using standard ACB methods and the 75 
meter (3a) goal using slightly modified ACB procedures. To further improve the accuracy of TDRS orbit determination 
solutions following a maneuver, it is recommended that a three-dimensional thrust scaling algorithm be implemented into 
GTDS. With this enhancement, both premaneuver and postmaneuver tracking measurements can be processed in a single orbit 
determination arc to scale an input nominal thrust profile in three separate components. 

5.0 Alternative TDRS Orbit Determination Strategies Without BRTS 

Section 5.1 presents a summary of the orbit determination and error analysis results for TDRS orbit determination strategies 
that exclude BRTS tracking measurements. Section 5.2 describes the details of orbit determination analysis using GN tracking 
measurements of the TDRSS-user spacecraft instead of BRTS tracking measurements for the TDRSs. Additional alternative 
TDRS orbit determination strategies described by other authors are presented in Section 5.3. 



Table 5. Summary of Postmaneuver Recovery Results 

5.1 TDRS Orbit Determination Error Analysis Results 

Case 

A 
B 

C 

C1 

D 

D l  

D2 

Orbit determination error analysis was undertaken to investigate and evaluate alternative TDRS orbit determination strategies 
without the use o f  BRTS tracking measurements. Table 6 summarizes the orbit determination error analysis results for TDRS 
orbit determination strategies that exclude BRTS tracking measurements. The table includes a brief description o f  the 
technique, the estimated 30  accuracy o f  the resulting solutions, and the major error sources associated with the estimated 
solution accuracy. For the error analysis, all simultaneous TDRSITDRSS-user solutions were 34-hours long and used 

Solution Type 

TDRS-4 only 
Standard ACE: 
TOPEXTTDRS-4TTDRS-5 
simultaneous 

Standard ACE: 
TOPEXTTDRS-4TTDRS-5 
simultaneous 

Same as C, except for 
TDRS-4: 
1. Estimate user range 

bias for White Sands 
antenna 

2. Do not estimate BRTS 
transponder delays 

3. Change integration 
stepsize from 600 to 
180 seconds 

Standard ACB: 
TOPEXITDRS-4ITDRS-5 
simultaneous 

Same as D, except for 
TDRS-4: 
1. Estimate user range 

bias for White Sands 
antenna 

2. Do not estimate BRTS 
transponder delays 

3. Change integration 
stepsize from 600 to 
180seconds 

Same as D l ,  except do not 
estimate TDRS-4 
transponder delay 

Measurement Types 

BRTS range for TDRS-4 
BRTS range for TDRS-4 and 
TDRS-5; 
TDRS-4 range and two-way 
Doppler for TOPEX; 
TDRS-5 range and two-way 
and one-way Doppler for 
TOPEX 
BRTS range for TDRS-4 and 
TDRS-5; 
TDRS-4 range and two-way 
Doppler for TOPEX; 
TDRS-5 range and two-way 
and one-way Doppler for 
TOPEX 
Same as C 

BRTS range for TDRS-4 and 
TDRS-5; 
TDRS-4 range and two-way 
Doppler for TOPEX; 
TDRS-5 range and two-way 
and one-way Doppler for 
TOPEX 
Same as D 

Same as D, except add White 
Sands azimuth-elevation angle 
tracking measurements 

Orbit 
Determination 
Arc Lengths 

2-hours 
TDRS-4: 2 hours 
TDRS-5: 2 hours 
TOPEX: 2 hours 

TDRS-4: 2 hours 
TDRS-5: 40 hours 
TOPEX: 40 hours 

Same as C 

TDRS-4: 2 hours 
TDRS-5: 5 days 
TOPEX: 5 days 

Same as D 

Same as D 

Total RMS (m) of 
compare with TDRS-4 

POE 
12102.08 
21 88.03 

258.05 

19.79 

149.18 

A 

27.54 

23.42 



Landsat-4 as the TDRSS user. The Landsat-4 tracking measurement distribution was the same as that currently used for 
operational support. The major error sources for both Landsatd and the TDRSs are provided in Table 3. The major strengths 
and weaknesses for practical application of each strategy in Table 6 have been discussed elsewhere (Reference 4). 

Table 6. Alternative Technical Approaches That Exclude BRTS 

Among the strategies that eliminate the BRTS tracking measurements, the "K-band + user" approach is the most attractive for 
meeting the future accuracy requirement of 75 meters (30). Figure 4 shows the dependence of the 10 TDRS orbit 
determination position error on the K-Band TT&C range uncertainty when using the K-band + user approach. The dominant 
error source in the TDRS position is tropospheric refraction, which is the leading contributor to the 16- to 17-meter error when 
there was no range data uncertainty. The additional position errors resulting from the range data uncertainty are linear in 
nature. An 18- to 19-meter two-way TT&C range data bias (9 to 9.5 meters one-way) will permit TDRS orbit determination 
accuracies of 150 meters (30). TDRS orbit determination accuracies of 75 meters ( 3 0 )  are possible if the two-way uncertainty 
is 7 to 7.5 meters (3.5 to 4 meters one-way). 

TDRS orbit determination analysis was performed using the available TT&C tracking measurements from December 1994 and 
January 1995. These results were not included since the quality of the tracking measurements during this period were not yet 
at expected operational support levels. 

., 
Primary Error 
Contributors 

Measurement biases: 
123 meters for TDRS-4; 
85  meters for TDRS-5 

Tropospheric refraction: 
35 meters for TDRS-4; 
38 meters for TDRS-5 

Measurement biases: 
38 meters for TDRS-4; 41 
meters for TDRS 

Measurement biases: 45 
meters for TDRS-4; 
44 meters for TDRS-5 

5.2 TDRSIUser-GN Orbit Determination Analysis Results 

Basis of Accuracy Statement 

Mean 3a  error from covariance analysis 
using 30 meter GN range bias assumed 
TDRS-4 tracked by Madrid and Ascension 
TDRS-5 tracked by Goldstone and Canberra 
Mean 30 error from covariance analysis of 
simultaneous Landsat-4 and TDRS orbit 
determination based on a 10 meter two-way 
range bias for K-Band TT&C 

Mean 30 error from covariance analysis 
using 30 meter GN range bias 
TDRS-4 tracked by Madrid and Ascension 
TDRS-5 tracked by Goldstone and Canberra 
Mean 30 error from covariance analysis 
No BRTS 
No direct tracking of TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 
are used 

This section reports on the orbit determination analysis undertaken to study the feasibility of using tracking of a TDRSS-user 
spacecraft from GN stations to replace BRTS measurements in determining TDRS orbits in simultaneous solutions. For this 
study, the user spacecraft was ERBS. The timespan covered is 22:OO hours UTC on April 10, 1993, through 22:OO hours UTC 
on April 15, 1993, during which there was good GN tracking of ERBS. This corresponds to the middle part of Cycle 21 for 
TOPEX. 

30 RSS 
Accuracy 

164 meters 
(TDRS-4) 
125 meters 
(TDRS-5) 
67 meters 
(TDRS-4) 
57 meters 
(TDRS-5) 

73 meters 
(TDRS-4) 
74 meters 
(TDRS-5) 
84 meters 
(TDRS-4) 
81 meters 
(TDRS-5) 

Technique 

TDRS GN 

K-band 
+ 
User 
TDRSS 

TDRS GN 
+ 
User 
TDRSS 
User GN 
+ 
User 
TDRSS 

The method used for generating the TDRSsIERBS simultaneous solutions using GN measurements is performed in three steps, 
analogous to the ACB method. The BRTS measurements are replaced by GN range and range-rate measurements from 
Wallops Island, Goldstone, and Merritt Island. Additionally, TDRSS two-way range and Doppler are used, but no TDRSS 
one-way Doppler. Furthermore, the GN measurements are downweighted 50 percent from nominal, i.e., the range 
measurement weight is increased from 20 to 30 meters while the range-rate measurement weight is changed from 10 to 15 
cmlsec. In the first step, the ground stations whose range measurements are biased relative to the TDRSS range measurements 
are identified. In the second step, the ERBS transponder delay is directly estimated, in contrast to the standard ACB case 
where the relative biases between different range types are determined. In the third step, the user transponder delay from step 
2 is applied, while the TDRS transponder delays are estimated (as they are in the standard ACB scenario). Nominally, only 

Description 

Use of GN tracking of 
TDRS for TDRS-only 
orbit determination 

Use of STGT K-Band 
TT&C range data and 
simultaneous 
TDRS+user orbit 
determination 
Use of GN tracking of 
TDRS and simultaneous 
TDRS+user orbit 
determination 
Use of simultaneous 
TDRS+user orbit 
determination with GN 
tracking of user 



those ground stations whose range measurements are biased relative to the TDRSS range measurement type (determined in 
step I) have their range biases estimated. However, more accurate results are obtained when the range biases for all the GN 
tracking stations are estimated. 
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Figure 4. TDRS Orbit Determination Error as a Function of the TTBC 
Two-Way Range Uncertainty 

Since there are no TDRS POEs for this time period, the quality of the TDRS trajectories produced using the GN method is 
assessed by comparing the trajectories with those produced from standard TDRS/TOPEX ACB solutions. The TDRS-4 GN 
trajectory differs from the TOPEX ACB trajectory by 69.486 meters RMS. For TDRS-5, the RMS value is 82.049 meters. 
These differences are comparable to the analysis error estimates of about 80 meters in Table 6. An additional indication of the 
TDRS accuracy can be obtained by using the TDRS trajectories as input for a TOPEX-only solution. The resulting TOPEX 
trajectory can be compared with the Cycle 21 TOPEX POE. Table 7 gives this result on the last line and also includes a 
sampling of TOPEX accuracies obtained through ACB methods over several time periods. 

Table 7. Comparison of TOPEX POEs with TOPEX Ephemerides Determined From 
Various Simultaneous TDRS Ephemerides 

Source of TDRS Orbit Files 

I GN tracking (no BRTS): 5 days, Cycle 21 1 

TOPEX Solution Compared With POE 

TOPEX ACB solution: 7 days, Cycle 5 
TOPEX ACB solution: 5 days, Cycle 6 
ERBS ACE solution: 6 days, Cycle 5 
TOPEX ACE solution: 5 days, Cycle 21 

These ERBS results suggest that using the modified ACB technique with GN tracking measurements in place of BRTS does 
not produce as accurate solutions as those that include the BRTS tracking measurements, which could result from several 

RYS (Radial RMSI in Meters . ... , ~- 

2.20 (0.28) . - - . - . -. I 
- 3.36 (0.30) I 

ERBS ACB solution: 5 days, Cycl~ 
ERBS simultaneous solution 1 



factors. First, the relatively sparse amount of GN tracking of the user may not be sufficient to eliminate the effects of GN data 
noise and provide an adequate link to the ground to determine the TDRS orbits. More dense GN tracking of the TDRSS-user 
spacecraft may eliminate the effects of noise and improve the TDRS orbits. Second, the modified ACB technique, developed 
to accommodate the replacement of the BRTS tracking with the GN tracking, may not be optimal. Further refinements to this 
modified ACB technique may also improve TDRS orbit determination accuracy. It is interesting to note that the BRTS- 
included results in Table 7 indicate that three of the five solutions meet the stringent 39-centimeter (30) precision orbit 
determination radial accuracy requirement, indicating the relative merits of the ACB technique. 

5.3 Other Strategies 

Other authors have performed analyses for TDRS orbit determination using Global Positioning System (GPS) technology 
(Reference 5) and TDRSS-user satellite laser ranging (SLR) tracking measurements (Reference 3). The attainable TDRS orbit 
determination accuracy using SLR tracking measurements is approximately 3 meters (lo), while the GPS method produces 
TDRS orbits estimated accurate to 50 meters (lo).  The major strengths and weaknesses for practical application of these 
strategies are discussed in Reference 4. 

6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
A number of orbit determination strategies have been analyzed and the achievable accuracy levels assessed. The primary goal 
of identifying technical approaches and procedures that meet the future TDRS orbit determination accuracy requirement of 
75 meters (30) with and without the use of BRTS was achievable. In addition, several schemes for recovering accurate TDRS 
orbits following a TDRS maneuver were examined. 

For performing high-accuracy TDRS orbit determination solutions with the use of BRTS tracking measurements, simultaneous 
solutions of the TDRS along with a well-chosen TDRSS-user are recommended. A detailed procedure for the analytical 
calibration of biases is outlined that significantly reduces the systematic errors arising from the biases in the range 
measurements. With simultaneous solutions of TDRS-4 and TDRS-5 with TOPEX, TDRS orbit determination solutions are 
obtained that are accurate to better than 15 meters. Simultaneous solutions with a TDRSS-user at a lower altitude, which 
experiences higher geopotential and atmospheric perturbation errors, will result in somewhat larger errors for TDRS solutions. 
Technical procedures are identified that can be good candidates for use in operations after further refinements. 

High-accuracy TDRS postmaneuver solutions have been determined within 2 hours after a TDRS stationkeeping maneuver by 
exploiting the tracking measurements and orbits of a TDRSS-user and another TDRS, the orbits of which were not perturbed 
by the orbit-adjust maneuver. Accuracies of better than 25 meters are demonstrated. However, for robust and reliable 
procedures for postmaneuver recovery, it is recommended that the TDRS thrust vector be estimated so that premaneuver 
tracking information for the perturbed TDRS can be gainfully utilized. 

A number of TDRS orbit determination strategies have been examined that exclude BRTS tracking measurements. The most 
attractive of these strategies is one that involves performing simultaneous solutions of the TDRSs with a TDRSS-user using the 
TDRSS tracking measurements for the user and the TT&C range measurements for the TDRS as the tie to the ground. 
Covariance analysis indicates that an accuracy of better than 25 meters ( la )  can be achieved provided that the TT&C range 
measurement uncertainty can be brought below about 7 meters. Once the actual measurements indicate that the uncertainties 
are below 7 meters, an orbit determination study is recommended to validate the covariance analysis results. 
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Abstract 

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) orbit determination and prediction are supported by the Flight Dynamics Facility 
(FDF) of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) TDRS System (TDRSS)-user satellites 
require predicted TDRS ephemerides that are up to 10 weeks in length. Previously, long-term ephemerides generated by the 
FDF included predictions from the White Sands Complex (WSC), which plans and executes TDRS maneuvers TDRSs 
typically have monthly stationkeeping maneuvers, and predicted postmaneuver state vectors are recelved from WSC up to a 
month in advance. This paper presents the results of an analysis performed in the FDF to investigate more accurate and 
economical long-term ephemerides for the TDRSs. 

As a result of this analysis, two new methods for generating long-term TDRS ephemeris predictions have been implemented 
by the FDF. The Center-of-Box (COB) method models a TDRS as fixed at the center of its stat~onkeeping box Using thls 
method, long-term ephemeris updates are made semiannually instead of weekly. The impulse method is used to model more 
maneuvers. The impulse method yields better short-term accuracy than the COB method, especially for larger stationkeeping 
boxes. The accuracy of the impulse method depends primarily on the accuracy of maneuver date forecasting. 

Introduction 

Thc Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) of thc Goddard Space Flight Ccntcr (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) providcs 
many Tracking Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) and TDRS System (TDRSS)-user ephemeris products, both short-term and long- 
term, every month to numerous users. Short-term products generally have spans of less than 2 wceks, while products greater 
than 2 weeks in length are considered long-term products. The recipients of these products include several spacecraft Payload 
Operations Control Centers (POCCs), the Space Network (SN), the Ground Network (GN), and thc scicnce community. 

The support provided by the FDF includes the TDRS planning and scheduling products for many TDRSS-user spacccrafi. 
Prior to the launch of the Hubblc Space Telescope (HST) in 1990, there were no strict accuracy requlremcnts for long-term 
TDRS products. Thc mergcd ephemeris method used at the time involved merging predicted ephcmcridcs gcnerated from 
FDF definitive solutions with thosc generated from the White Sands Complex (WSC) predicted postmaneuver vectors. WSC 
provides these predicted postmaneuver vectors about 30 days in advance, which was adequate for the long-term ephemerides 
generated at that time. With the launch of HST, however, the FDF was levied with its first tight long-term accuracy 
requirement (sce Reference 1). 

In response to these new requirements, the FDF performed an analysis to find an accurate, more cost-effective method to 
generate these long-term TDRS products. Two methods were identified: the Center-of-Box (COB) method and the impulse- 
modeled method. This paper gives an overview of the TDRS System, describes the two new methods for generating long- 
term TDRS ephemerides, and presents their applications to current and hture missions. 

* 'Ihis work was supported by the National Aeronatucs and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center ((;SI:C), 
(ircenbelt, Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500 



The TDRS System (TDRSS) 

TDRSS currently consists of a constellation of five TDRSs, a central command center in White Sands, New Mexico, called 
the White Sands Complex (WSC), and several auxiliary transponders. Five TDRSs in geostationary orbits have been 
deployed since 1983. Each TDRS actively tracks lower Earth-orbiting satellites and provides a primary link for their 
telemetry and command. The locations of the five TDRSs are distributed from 4 1 degrees west longitude to 275 degrees west 
longitude. TDRS-4 (TDRS-East) is currently in the eastern-most position at 41 degrees west longitude, TDRS-5 
(TDRS-West) is at 174 degrees west longitude, TDRS-6 (TDRS-Stored) is at 46degrees west longitude, TDRS-3 
(TDRS-Spare) is at 171 degrees west longitude, and TDRS-1 is at 275 degrees west longitude. TDRS-3 and TDRS-5 
mutually support and complement each other in the TDRS-West position, and TDRS-6 and TDRS-4 mutually support and 
complement each other in the TDRS-East position. These four TDRSs are all within direct view from WSC. TDRS-1 was 
moved to its 275-degrees-west location to provide additional real-time communications for the Compton Gamma Ray 
Observatory (GRO) spacecraft, which suffered a failure of its onboard tape recorders. This relocation allows 100-percent 
coverage for GRO in conjunction with TDRS-East and TDRS-West. A new ground terminal for the GRO Remote Terminal 
System (GRTS) was built for TDRS-1 at Canberra, Australia. 

Around 1989, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) entered upon a contract to provide C-band 
communication services for commercial satellites. The contract requires two TDRSs be maintained within + 0.1-degree 
limits in both latitude and longitude to assure that their signals do not interfere with other commercial satellites. Currently, 
TDRS-West and TDRS-East are maintained within these 0.1-degree stationkeeping boxes. TDRS-I, TDRS-3, and TDRS-6 
are maintained within + 0.5-degree stationkeeping boxes in longitude only. The 0. I-degree stationkeeping box corresponds to 
a + 70-kilometer box, with the half-diagonal of the box equal to 100 kilometers (see Figure 1). The 0.5-degree stationkeeping 
box corresponds to a + 370-kilometer longitudinal 'box" with no latitude constraint. The geopotential induces a longitudinal 
(east-west) drift that is dependent on the longitude of the TDRS relative to the geoidal stable points. Inclination changes are 
caused by the gravitational forces of the Moon and the Sun (see Reference 2). 

Figure 1. TORS 0-1-Degree Stationkeeping Box 

Each TDRS undergoes periodic stationkeeping maneuvers to maintain it in its individual stationkeeping box. The maneuver 
planning is the responsibility of WSC personnel, who rely on the FDF for daily and postmaneuver orbit determination 
support. North-south (NIS) stationkeeping maneuvers are required to maintain the orbit withn the latitudinal constraint, and 
east-west (EIW) stationkeeping maneuvers are required to meet the longitudinal constraint. The 0.1-degree boxes require 
frequent maneuvers, approximately every 15 to 40 days, while the 0.5-degree boxes require less frequent maneuvers, 
approximately every 70-90 days. Table 1 summarizes these characteristics for each TDRS. 



Table I .  Current Operational TDRSs (as of March, f995) 

COB Method 

The COB method refers to the satellite being modeled as fixed at the center of its stationkeeping box. This method is ideal 
for spacecraft that are maintained within a strict orbital constraint of a 0.1-degree stationkeeping box, such as TDRS-4 and 
TDRS-5. Such spacecraft may have their position approximated at the center of their stationkeeping bos. thereby alleviating 
the need to model maneuvers. The error associated with this method is strictly the box size. 

TDRS 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

COB-modeled ephemerides are proposed for long-term prcdictions of TDRS positions but In general were not intended to 
replace short-term ephemeris products needed for acquisition. Although the idea behind COB allows for the use of the same 
vector to estimate the TDRS position over time, most FDF customers require an ephemeris representation of a specific format. 
Due to ephemeris requirements, these ephemerides are currently generated by propagating the COB vector using a point-mass 
Earth model. Theoretically, COB ephemerides would never need updating. Within the FDF, these ephemerides are updated 
semiannually to limit file lengths. 

Location 

275" west 

171" west 

41" west 

174.3" west 

46" west 

Name 

Zone of exclusion 

Spare 

East 

West 

Stored 

Standard COB modcling includes no perturbation forces and maintains the same longitude over several months for 
geostationary orbits. The main perturbation forces neglected in the COB method are the nonspherical geopotential terms, the 
solar-lunar gravitational potentials, and solar radiation. 

Two variations of the standard COB method are the oflset COB method and the inclined COB method. The offset COB 
method is effectively the same as the COB method, except that an offset is applied to the position used to generate the COB 
ephemeris. The stationkeeping box stays the same, the position that is used is just offset from the official center of the box. 
This method could be used if a spacecraft were being maintained in an area offset from the oficial center of its nominal 
stationkeeping box. Although this scenario may not be known ahead of time, historical data would show if the comparisons 
of long-term ephemerides with definitive solutions were biased east or west of the nominal COB. In such cases. a long-term 
offset of COB would be recommended to reduce observed errors between the definitive solutions and the COB ephemerides. 

Inclination 
(degrees) 

8.2 

1.5 

< 0.1 

c 0.1 

1.5 

Temporary offsets may also be applied. If a TDRS maneuver were to exceed its box after a maneuver, a temporary offset 
could be applied. As the TDRS drifted back towards its center, this offset could then be removed. In practice, however, this 
offset can be applied until the next update of the ephemeris. For example, HST currently has a requirement to update the 
COB ephemeris when the definitive comparison exceeds 130 kilometers. In November 1994, the definitive comparison 
indicated that the TDRS had exceeded its stationkeeping box by a small amount. In this case, a temporary offset of 
0.0 1 degree east of its nominal center was applied. 

The inclined COB method is an alternative COB method for spacecraft that are not restricted in inclination. For example, the 
inclination of TDRS-1 is currently 8.2 degrees and will increase over time to a maximum inclination of 14 degrees, after 
which it will slowly decrease again (Reference 3).  This inclination growth is caused by solar and lunar gravitation. Use of 
the COB method in these situations requires the application of forces in addition to those due to a point-mass Earth. 
Modeling the solar and lunar gravity for inclination variation and the J2 (zonal) geopotential term for orbital precession 
increases the propagation accuracy. 

Stationkeeping Box Size 
(f degree) 

Longitude Latitude 

0.5 nla 

0.5 nla 

0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.1 

0.5 nla 

Figure 2 gives an example of the accuracy of an inclined COB ephemeris for a TDRS maintained in a 0.2-degree 
stationkeeping box. Although the boxes mentioned within this paper are restricted to an 0.1-degree and 0.5-degree box, the 

Days 
Between 

Maneuvers 

90 

70 

15 

15 

70 



example illustrates that the errors associated with the COB method are equal to the box size. In the case of an 0.2-degree 
box, the errors should not exceed 200 kilometers (km). 

Date 

Figure 2. TDRS-I Inclined COB for a 0.2-Degree Box 
(January 1, 1993, to April 30, 1993) 

Currently within the FDF, only the standard COB method has been implemented (for TDRS-East and TDRS-West). This has 
reduced the delivery schedule of TDRS-East and TDRS-West long-term product deliveries from a total of eight per week to 
eight evexy 6 months. The other three operational TDRSs have tighter accuracy requirements than COB modeling allows for 
their larger stationkeeping box size. For these TDRSs, the impulse method is used. 

Impulse Method 

Unlike the COB methods, the impulse method involves actually modeling TDRS maneuvers in the computation of 
ephemerides. For simplicity, these maneuvers are modeled impulsively rather than as finite burns. Using the standard 
geopotential model, the operational state vector is propagated with a AV applied on the maneuver dates predicted by the FDF 
after the last maneuver date announced by WSC. The instantaneous AV magnitudes are computed from the needed change in 
the drift rate, and the longitude drif? table assures that the TDRS remains within its box. This method should results in the 
TDRS drifting back and forth parabolically from one edge of its box to the other, without leaving the box (Reference 4). 

The impulse method is best suited for TDRSs that have infrequent maneuvers, such as those with a 0.5-degree stationkeeping 
box. Since NIS maneuvers are large and significantly disrupt E M  maneuver forecasts, an error of a few days in the 
maneuver forecast (which is hard to avoid with NIS maneuvers) would induce a 100-kilometer error for a 0.ldegree 
stationkeeping box. Therefore, impulse modeling is recommended only for E/W maneuvers in these large stationkeeping 
boxes. All TDRSs maintained within 0.5degree boxes are not subject to inclination restraints and, therefore, are not subject 
to NIS maneuvers. 

The impulse method is currently used for long-term modeling of ephemerides for TDRS-1, TDRS-3, and TDRS-6. These 
ephemerides are 14 weeks in length and are updated once per month in the FDF. On average, the errors associated with these 
ephemerides over a 7-week span are under 100 kilometers. The largest errors have occurred when changes to maneuver dates 
have occurred. For example, the FDF predicted maneuver date for a TDRS-1 maneuver in December of 1994 was within 
1 day of the first announced maneuver date. The announced date was then changed by 6 days, resulting in errors over 
200 kilometers. Figure 3 illustrates this example. The graph depicts the definitive comparisons of the TDRS-1 impulse- 
modeled ephemeris over a 14-week span. The 'lnaccurate"December maneuver was first modeled in the TDRS-1 long-term 
ephemeris generated in September and was subsequently modeled in the updates performed in October and November. The 
three spikes in Figure 3 represent the error associated with the original maneuver date as seen in the September, October, and 
November updates. The solid black line represents the TDRS-1 accuracy requirements of 40-kilometers between ephemeris 
updates (every 4 or 5 weeks) and 100-kilometers for the following 6 weeks. 
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Figure 3. TORS-I Long-Term Accuracy Using Impulse Method 
(August 11, 1994, to February 23, 1995) 

It should be noted that these results are based on only 6 months of operational data. Although the effects of m~smodeled 
maneuvers is noticeable, the number of maneuver date changes since August, 1994 may not accurately represent the true 
frequency of maneuver date changes. The new Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT) was undergoing testing with the 
TDRSs throughout the summer of 1994 and into the fall. In addition, the transition of TDRS control from the original White 
Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) to STGT was performed in December. These situations required adjustments to planned 
maneuver dates to minimize interference with the transition activities on the ground. It is expected that the mean error after 
3 weeks of prediction will decrease as more data become available. 

COB Application to Current and Future Missions 

Although the primary use of the COB method is for generating long-term predictions of TDRS positions, it can also be used 
for the short-term prediction by onboard computers (OBCs). 

TDRSS-user satellites need to know both their own position and the position of any TDRS that tracks them or with which 
they communicate, so they can pass information through them. Certain user satellites require files to be uplinked to provide 
this information. This information can be provided in numerous ways. Some older satellites, such as the Upper Atrtiosphere 
Research Satellite (UARS), have limited computing power and, therefore, require a compact representation of the ephemeris 
that can be uplinked to the satellite efficiently and can be easily converted back into a usable form. This compact 
representation is based on a truncated Fourier series plus residuals. Other satellites with more data storage could have actual 
ephemerides uplinked to the spacecraft. For those with more computing capabilities, such as the soon-to-be-launched X-Ray 
Timing Explorer (XTE), a state vector could bc uplinked to the spacecraft for propagation by the OBC. This method is the 
most efficient from an operations standpoint because only a vector is supplied, not an ephemeris or a Fourier representation. 
However, onboard propagation of the vector requires more extensive computing power. In the past, these methods typically 
were based on short-term ephemerides, requiring frequent updates. 

An alternative to these methods is the use of the COB modeling for the TDRS representation for those missions that don't 
require short-term accuracies of under 130 kilometers for TDRS-East and TDRS-West. Depending on the OBC 
configuration, either COB ephemerides or COB state vectors could be delivered to a spacecraft project. For those OBC's 
propagating an ephemeris, vectors would be uplinked to the spacecraft and propagated by the OBC. Both methods would 
reduce the number of products to be delivered to the project and the need for postmaneuver updates. Ephemerides would be 
updated semi-annually and the COB state vectors would require updates only if a TDRS were repositioned. 

As mentioned above, implementation of the use of COB in this manner is dependent on the spacecraft's required TDRS 
position accuracy. For example, the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) spacecraft, currently scheduled for 
launch in 1997, has tentatively agreed to a 0.5-degree requirement for absolute position accuracy for all TDRSs. The TRMM 



project will received standard COB ephemerides for TDRS-East and TDRS-West and inclined COB ephemerides for the other 
TDRSs. Vectors will be uplinked to the spacecraft and propagated for several hours by the OBC using a point-mass Earth 
model. The X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE) spacecraft, scheduled for launch later this summer, has not settled on a TDRS 
requirement. However, its OBC can have specific modeling for each TDRS. Therefore, COB ephemerides could be used for 
the 0. ldegree box TDRSs and the impulse method used for the 0.5-degree box TDRSs. The XTE project has been advised of 
the advantages with COB modeling, but their initial proposals were at the 47-kilometer level position accuracy at 14 days, 
which is too small for the COB method to satisfy. 

The HST provides a good illustration of the benefits of COB modeling. Unlike other spacecraft that use short-term 
ephemerides for their OBC uplinks and long-term ephemerides for planning, HST uses the long-term TDRS ephemerides for 
both functions. Shortly after HST was launched in April 1990, the 7-week TDRS ephemerides required for TDRS-East, 
TDRS-West, and TDRS-Spare were increased to 10 weeks in length. The TDRS position accuracy requirements at that time 
were 5 kilometers at 10 days, 100 kilometers at 3 weeks, and 3 10 kilometers at 10 weeks. Although the COB method would 
have satisfied the 3-week requirement, it would not have met the 10-day requirement. 

In an effort to move to COB modeling, two alternatives were proposed to the HST project: (1) relaxing the loday, 30 
requirement from 5 kilometers to 200 kilometers or (2) delivering two ephemerides instead of one. In the second option, an 
operational short-term ephemeris would be delivered in addition to the COB ephemeris. The advantages would have been 
improved long-term accuracy and easy generation of products. However, the disadvantages would have been additional 
transmissions (twice as many per TDRS) and reduced convenience. There would also have been increased short-term errors 
soon after TDRS maneuvers. 

Early discussions with the HST project indicated a preference for one ephemeris per TDRS. Further analysis by the HST 
project revealed that their total error would be smaller using a less accurate, smooth COB ephemeris compared with a more 
accurate merged ephemeris (see Reference 5). The discontinuities of merged-method ephemerides induced errors of up to 
200 kilometers in the HST project's adaptation of the FDF ephemerides. In contrast, the project's adaptation of a 
COB-ephemeris induced new errors of only 0.02 kilometer. Therefore, a 130-kilometer TDRS accuracy requirement was 
agreed upon for COB generated ephemerides. For TDRS-Spare, the impulse method was recommended, and its requirements 
became 100 kilometers for the first 6 weeks and 400 kilometers for the last 8 weeks. The COB method reduced the maximum 
onboard errors for HST from 200 kilometers for TDRS maneuvers to 130 kilometers over all spans. In addition, because 
there is less overlap in COB deliveries, total storage space was reduced by a factor of eight for the project's TDRS 
ephemerides. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This paper has presented two alternative methods for generating TDRS long-term ephemerides: the COB method and the 
impulse method. The COB method maintains the TDRS position within the center of its stationkeeping box with an error 
that is strictly the box size. The impulse method provides a potentially more accurate model of the TDRS position by 
modeling TDRS maneuvers in computing the long-term ephemerides. However, just a l day  error in maneuver forecasting 
can induce large errors in the ephemeris. 

Based on this analysis, the question arises as to how to determine which method to use in a particular situation. The primary 
consideration in this determination is that the maximum error of the COB method is equal to the functional stationkeeping 
box size for the spacecraft. For a 0. ldegree box, the nominal maximum error is equal to 100 kilometers. However, due to 
occasional excursion beyond the 0. ldegree box, the maximum error currently guaranteed by the FDF is 130 kilometers. It is 
recommended tnat spacecraft with TDRS position accuracy requirements less than 130 kilometers use another method. The 
nominal maximum error for a 0.5degree box is equal to 370 kilometers. In general, the COB method is recommended for 
0. ldegree stationkeeping boxes, because these satellites are more tightly controlled. For nonequatorial satellites, the inclined 
COB method is recommended. 

If more accuracy is required, the impulse modeling method has proven to be accurate because inQvidual maneuvers are 
modeled. However, changes to the maneuver schedule or off-nominal maneuvers require updates to these ephemerides. In 
addition, l d a y  errors in the modeling of large E/W maneuvers can induce errors of up to 70 kilometers. Since 0. ldegree 
stationkeeping boxes require NIS maneuvers, there is an even greater chance for large errors with this method. Therefore, the 
impulse modeling method is recommended for TDRSs with larger stationkeeping boxes that only perform E/W maneuvers. 



In conclusion, the methods presented in this paper are intended to provide cost savings and accuracy improvements for both 
future and current users. Careful consideration of long-term TDRS accuracy requirements and alternative methods of 
attaining these accuracies can open up possibilities for cost and resource savings. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a prototype PC-based system that uses measurements from a three-axis magnetometer 
(TAM) to estimate the state (three-axis attitude and rates) of a spacecraft given no a priori information other than 
the mass properties. The system uses two algorithms that estimate the spacecraft's state-a deterministic 
magnetic-field only algorithm and a Kalman filter for gyroless spacecraft. The algorithms are combined by invoking 
the deterministic algorithm to generate the spacecraft state at epoch using a small batch of data and then using 
this deterministic epoch solution as the initial condition for the Kalman filter during the production run. System 
input comprises processed data that includes TAM and reference magnetic field data. Additional information, such 
as control system data and measurements from line-of-sight sensors, can be input to the system if available. Test 
results are presented using in-flight data from two three-axis stabilized spacecraft: Solar, Anomalous, and 
Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) (gyroless, Sun-pointing) and Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) 
(gyro-based, Earth-pointing). The results show that, using as little as 700 sec of data, the system is capable of 
accuracies of 1.5 deg in attitude and 0.01 deglsec in rates; i.e., within SAMPEX mission requirements. 

1 lntroductlon 

The coarseness of the attitude information derived from the Earth's magnetic field, , limits the usefulness of magnetometers 
in attitude determination systems. However, magnetic field measurements offer two advantages: (1) measurements can be 

made at any time, regardless of the spacecraft's orientation, and (2) B usually changes direction rapidly enough to make 
computation of its time derivative possible. These changes made during the orbit are large enough to enable determination 
of all three Euler angles using only a three-axis magnetometer (TAM). The second feature suggests that the spacecraft's rates 
can be computed, in principle, by examining the time derivatives of B .  These advantages have prompted us to study 
contingency attitude algorithms which can use only TAM measurements. 

It should be emphasized that the problem is nontrivial: we want to reliably estimate both attitude and rates of the spacecraft 
using only TAM measurements and no a priori information. A successful algorithm can then accommodate a Sun-sensor 
failure on a gyroless spacecraft such as the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particles Explorer (SAMPEX), as well as 
for a gyro-based spacecraft such as the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) when the gyros are not functional. In fact, 
our work is partly motivated by a control anomaly on ERBS (Kronenwetter et al., 1988) during a thruster-induced yaw 
maneuver that resulted in the spacecraft tumbling with rates of more than 2 deglsec. As a result, both Sun and Earth sensor 
readings became unreliable and the gyro output was saturated. Similarly, control of the Relay Mirror Experiment (RME) 
satellite was lost after the failure of the Earth sensors (Natanson, 1992). In both the ERBS and RME cases, a TAM became 
the only functional attitude instrument. In addition to such contingencies, a TAM-only algorithm can also be of use during 
SunIEarth acquisition wherein the attitude and rate estimates will enable a more efficient maneuver. 

We present here a combined computational scheme invoking two different algorithms, deterministic attitude determination 
from magnetometer-only data (DADMOD) and the real-time sequential filter (RTSF), both of which have been successful in 
TAM-only situations. The DADMOD (Natanson et al., 1990 and 1991; Natanson, 1992) is an algorithm that relates the time 
derivatives of in inertial and spacecraft body coordinates to determine the attitude and the body rates. The DADMOD has 
been successfully tested for ERBS under normal conditions, as well as for RME after the aforementioned horizon sensor 

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC). Greenbelt, Maryland, Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



failure (Natanson, 1992). The RTSF (Challa, 1993; Challa et al., 1994) is a novel extended-Kalman filter, originally 
developed for SAMPEX, which estimates, in addition to the attitude, errors in rates propagated via Euler's equation. The 
RTSF can estimate rate errors as small as 0.0003 deg/sec (Natanson et a]., 1993). and this feature makes it a very robust and 
accurate real-time algorithm. In particular, it has been shown (Challa, 1993; Challa et al., 1994) that the RTSF converges 
successfully in TAM-only situations using "inertial" initial conditions (IIC); i.e.. the spacecraft is assumed at rest in the 
geocentric inertial coordinates (GCI) with its axes coinciding with the GCI axes. 

Both DADMOD and RTSF, although successful, have their own drawbacks when used independently. The DADMOD 
provides at least two solutions and there is no a priori way (using residuals, etc.) to determine which is correct. The RTSF's 
IIC, on the other hand, do not guarantee convergence, and even then the convergence times are long (nearly 2000 sec). The 
solution we have adopted to overcome these difficulties involves using the DADMOD solutions at epoch to initialize the 
RTSF, the RTSF's residuals and rate errors being used to identify the correct solution. These deterministic initial conditions 
(DIC) for the RTSF are determined by the DADMOD, using a small (100 sec) batch of TAM measurements. The DICs then 
ensure as well as speed up convergence. Results using SAMPEX in-flight data on the combined scheme (Natanson et al., 
1994) have demonstrated that accuracies of 1.5 deg in attitude and 0.01 deg/sec in the rates are possible even with an 
uncalibrated TAM. Remarkably, these accuracies are even within SAMPEX requirements under Sun-sensor-supported 
conditions. Encouraged by these preliminary results, we have developed a protoype PC-based system that automates this 
combined scheme; thus providing a tool for use in situations such as those mentioned earlier. The objective of this paper is to 
give an overview of the above system and to present additional results using SAMPEX and ERBS data. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the algorithms, Section 3 describes the system 
concepts and capabilities, Section 4 presents TAM-only results, and Section 5 provides conclusions and future directions. 

2 Overview of Algorithms 

2.1 Deterministic Attltude Determination From Magnetometer-Only Data 

The attitude can be determined via the tri-axis attitude determination (TRIAD) algorithm (Wertz, 1985) if the components of 
two independent vectors can be obtained in the reference and body frames. The DADMOD approaches the problem by 

specifying these vectors to be I? and its first time derivative. $. The components of these vectors are related via 

where A is the attitude matrix, (3 is the angular velocity vector, and superscripts R and A imply that the corresponding 
vectors are resolved in the reference and body frames, respectively. The crucial difficlllty in implementing the TRIAD 
algorithm is that (3 is unknown. 

As shown by Natanson et al. (1990), the problem can be cast in the form of transcendental equations as follows. Taking into 
account that the vector lengths must be the same in the different frames, the projection, G,, of (3 onto the plane 

perpendicular to i, can be expressed as a function of an unknown angle, 0, between the vectors A [iR x S R ]  and 

[ g A  x s A ]  . The attitude matrix A then depends only on the angle 0 , and the problem involves determining two unknowns: 

the angle 0 and the component, o, , of (3 in the direction of . These unknowns can be related by combining the kinematic 

relationship between the second derivatives, B A  and ZR, with the dynamics for the & given by Euler's equation. This 
results in the following schematic equation (Natanson et al., 1990 and 1992): 

- 
where A,, A,, and h, parametrically depend on the inertia tensor and control torques. Two coupled equations, quadratic 

in o, and transcendental in 0, are then obtained by projecting Equation (2) along two directions perpendicular to B . By 

expressing o, as a function of cb from one of the quadratic equations and substituting into the other, one obtains an equation 

transcendental in 0, which is then solved numerically. 



2.2 Real-Time Sequential Fllter 

The RTSF's state vector X comprises the four components of the attitude quaternion, q ,  and the three components of the - 
rate correction, b , to 6 A : 

- - 
The RTSF uses sensor data to estimate q as well as b , with b being estimated kinematically in the same manner as gyro 

biases for a gyro-based spacecraft; i. e., by attributing differences between the measured and propagated attitudes to errors in - 
G A  . The b estimates are then used to correct G A  , and these corrected rates are used as initial conditions to propagate - 
Euler's equation to the next measurement time. The propagation of b is modelled via a first-order Markov model: 

where qb is a white noise term, and .r is a finite time consrant. The novel feature of the RTSF is that, because b represents 

rate errors accumulated between measurements, a suitable value for z is the time between measurements: 5 seconds for the 
SAMPEX data and 8 seconds for the ERBS data used here. (In contrast, the same model, when used for gyro bias estimation, 
requires .r of several hours.) 

3 System Concepts and Description 

The system presently has only algorithmic capabilites; thus graphics are not currently included. System input and output are 
performed through ASCII files or the screen. The executable file for the system occupies roughly 260 kilobytes of memory on 
an IBM PC-compatible workstation. Input to the system consists of a dataset of processed spacecraft data with minimal 
requirements of timetags, and measured and reference magnetic fields. Control torques from momentum wheels and magnetic 
torquers are used when available, with the RTSF's rate-error estimates, 6, providing robustness against any missing control 
data when the rates are low. (See, for example, the ERBS nominal mode results in Section 4 where no control data were 
available.) The system can also use data from line-of-sight sensors (such as Sun-sensors) to utilize intermittently valid data 
from such sensors. 

Broadly, the system performs the following steps during a run: 

Use a batch of between 20 and 50 data records (1 to 4 min) to generate DADMOD solutions for the epoch. 

Use the RTSF to process a short batch of data records (20 to 50) to identify the correct DADMOD solution based on 
acceptance criteria for TAM residuals and rate errors. If no DADMOD solution is acceptable, use IIC. 

Make a production run using the available data. 

At the end of the run, optionally generate predicted attitude and rates for a user-specified time span 

4 Results 

4.1 SAMPEX Ecllpse Data of 11/15/92 

SAMPEX is the first of the Small Explorer satellites and has the following features: 

550 x 675 km orbit with 82 deg inclination 

Sun pointing of the pitch axis subject to a velocity-avoidance constraint that requires a minimum angular separation 
between the yaw axis and the spacecraft's velocity 

Nominal pitch rate of one rotation per orbit (RPO) 

Attitude accuracy requirements of 2 deg on each axis 

Attitude-determination hardware: fine Sun sensor (FSS) for roll/yaw and TAM for pitch 

Attitude-control hardware: momentum wheel for pitch and magnetic torquer assembly (MTA) for rolVyaw 



Attitude-control hardware: momentum wheel for pitch and magnetic torquer assembly (MTA) for rolUyaw 

The FSS and TAM measurements are used in a single-frame TRIAD algorithm on board the spacecraft for attitude 
determination (Frakes et a]., 1992). These TRIAD attitude solutions, together with rates obtained by differencing them, are 
used here as truth models. 

Two special situations should be noted: eclipses and Sun-magnetic field coalignments. During an eclipse, SAMPEX uses the 
last observed Sun vector along with the TAM measurements to generate TRIAD solutions. In addition, the MTA is turned off 
and attitude control is performed by the wheel only, under the assumption that the pitch axis remains directed along the Sun 
vector. It has been verified (Natanson et al., 1993) that, in the absence of maneuvers, the assumption of a constant Sun vector 
during an eclipse does not introduce serious attitude errors. The second situation, coalignment, is of particular interest 
because the pitch angle is not observable, which introduces large errors in the TRIAD solutions. Thus, onboard attitude 
determination and control are turned off during coalignment. These features of the SAMPEX control law are seen in the 
Figures 1 through 3, which span the duration of an eclipse on 11/15/92 and respectively present results using: (1) only the 
DADMOD; (2) only the RTSF (using IIC), and (3) the combined scheme (the RTSF using DIC). 

Figure l a  presents the DADMOD solutions for the 3-2-3 Euler angles parametrizing the GCI-to-body frame attitude, with 
the TRIAD solutions serving as the truth model. The first and second Euler angles here identify the orientation of the wheel 
axis and should be essentially constant because there are no control torques, and environmental torques acting on the 
spacecraft are negligible. This situation is clearly seen in the top plot of Figure l a  where, although at least two DADMOD 
solutions exist for any given time, the correct solution agrees with the truth model and remains essentially constant. The third 
Euler angle of this 2-3-2 scheme identifies rotations about the wheel axis and nominally varies at f 1 RPO. This situation is 
evident initially in the middle plot; during the period 1000-1800 sec, however, the velocity-avoidance constraint necessitated 
a wheel-induced maneuver away from Sun-pointing so that the third Euler angle remains constant during this period. 
Coalignment occurs briefly at about 450 sec into the eclipse and the large errors in the TRIAD solutions are clearly seen in 
the bottom plot of Figure la, which is an enlarged section of the middle plot. We see from Figure l a  that the DADMOD 
attitude estimates are accurate to within 5 deg. 

Figure lb  presents the DADMOD solutions for the spacecraft rates along the body axes, with the truth here being the RTSF 
solutions. We see from Figure l b  that the DADMOD rate estimates are accurate to within 0.01 deg/sec. 

Figure 2 presents RTSF results using IIC (i.e., with very large initial errors), the TRIAD results serving as truth models. In 
Figure 2a, roll and pitch represent the orientation of the body frame with respect to the nominal Sun frame, and the RTSF 
errors are defined as the deviations from the TRIAD solutions. We see that, although the initial attitude errors exceed 100 
deg, these errors fall below 1.5 deg in about 2000 sec. This is corroborated by the TAM residuals (bottom plot), which are 
very large initially, but drop to below 5 mG around 2000 sec. 

Figure 2b shows similar features with respect to the rates. The rates (top and middle plots) converge to within 0.01 deg/sec of 
the TRIAD solutions in about 1800 sec. The convergence of the RTSF rate estimates by 1800 sec agrees with the behavior of 
the rate-error estimates, which by then have fallen below 5 degfhour (note the units). Another noteworthy feature in this 
figure is the oscillation in the RTSF's yaw rate. These oscillations occur at the spacecraft's nutational period of 120 sec and 
arise from integrating Euler's equation with large transverse rates during the initial stages of the run. However, the RTSF's 
rate-error estimates correctly damp the amplitude to negligible values by about 1800 sec. 

Finally, Figure 3 presents results of the combined scheme (i.e., the RTSF using DIC). As can be see in Figure 3a, the results 
are vastly superior to those in Figure 2a (note the differences in scale), which is also indicated by the residuals. Note that, 
although the pitch errors appear to be substantial around coalignment, these errors are primarily due to the TRIAD estimates. 
The rate estimates also show a marked improvement, as also evidenced by the rate errors. Note the kink in the TRIAD pitch 
rate results during coalignment. This kink is entirely spurious and originates from differentiating the erroneous TRIAD 
attitude estimates (bottom plot of Figure la). Coalignment has no noticeable effect on the RTSF's estimates because the filter 
then relies on its propagated value of the unobservable pitch angle. See also Challa et al. (1994) for additional analysis of the 
RTSF's performance during a SAMPEX coalignment. 

4.2 ERBS Nominal Mode Data of 1/15/89 

The ERBS is a conventional scientific satellite and features (Nair et a]., 1982) the following: 

600 x 640 km orbit with inclination around 50 deg 
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Earth-pointing yaw axis 

Nominal pitch rate of 1 RPO 

Attitude accuracy requirements per axis of 0.25 deg; rate accuracy requirements per axis of 0.005 deglsec 

Attitude-determination hardware: FSS, Earth sensor assembly (ESA), and TAM 

Attitude-control hardware: pitch momentum wheel, MTA, gyros, and thrusters 

Although the spacecraft was functioning nominally during this data span, only TAM results were input to our system. In 
particular, no control data (wheel speed and magnetic torques) were made available; therefore, the system was run with the 
following limitations: 

The attitude truth model was generated by a batch estimator using data from the more accurate Sun sensor, Earth 
sensor, and gyro data. Gyro data serve as the truth model for the rates. 

No wheel data were input to the system. A constant, nominal wheel speed based on early prelaunch specifications 
was used. This is an incorrect assumption. 

No magnetic torquer data were input to the system and the magnetic control torques were set to zero. This is an 
incorrect assumption. 

Spacecraft inertia tensor and wheel parameters were based on early prelaunch specifications. The accuracies of these 
assumptions are unknown. 

Environmental torques were not computed. 

The RTSF's noise parameters were not tuned, other than setting the Markov time constant to the telemetry period of 
8 sec. 

The above limitations, together with the availability of accurate truth models, thus enable us to evaluate the robustness of the 
system as well as quantifying its performance. 

The results using the combined scheme are presented in Figures 4a and 4b, and we see accuracies of 2 deg in attitude and 
0.003 deglsec in the rates. The quick convergence of the RTSF's estimates is also in agreement with the TAM residuals 
(Figure 4a) as well as the rate-error estimates (Figure 4b), which are very small throughout the run. The power of the 
combined algorithm is strikingly evident when we note that, despite of the above data deficiencies, the RTSF's rate estimates 
are better than those from the gyros! 

5 Summary and Future Work 

We find that the system provides an effective and easy-to-use tool for use in TAM-only situations, yielding 3-0  accuracies 
around 1.5 deg in attitude and 0.01 deg/sec in the rates. The system is able to provide accurate estimates under varied 
conditions. Thus, tQe results using SAMPEX data involved a gyroless spacecraft's complex motion during an eclipse, 
maneuvers, and coalignment. The results with ERBS data, on the other hand, involved nominal motion of a gyro-based 
spacecraft and were generated despite missing control data and inaccurate spacecraft mass properties. Remarkably, the 
SAMPEX results were within nominal mission requirements and the ERBS rate estimates were superior to the gyro 
measurements. 

More studies are currently under way to further probe the effectiveness of the combined scheme and involve data from: (1) the 
ERBS tumble mentioned in Section 1, and (2) spinning spacecraft such as the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST). 

Although the system currently runs on IBM PC-compatible workstations, the source code is fairly generic FORTRAN and can 
be modified easily for use on other platforms such as mainframe computers. Also, although the system requires a small initial 
batch of data to generate and test the DADMOD solutions, this initialization is very fast so the system can be adapted for real- 
time use. A requirement, however, is that processed telemetry and reference data must be supplied in a specific format. 
However, it is not difficult to generate this processed dataset by developing small computer programs that use the outputs 
from existing ground software. 
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A direct match technique for star identification was developed for 
use with the star tracker on the SWAS spacecraft. In this 
technique, tracker searches are used in a two-step process for an 
implicit direct match star identification. A simulation of the star 
acquisition process was created and used in the preparation of guide 
star selection requirements. Flight software implementing this star 
acquisition technique has been developed and tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) is a three-axis stabilized stellar-pointing 
spacecraft set for launch in July 1995. This mission is the third to be developed under the Small 
Explorer (SMEX) program. The scientific instrument is a submillimeter wave detector coupled 
with a spectrometer. The 3 0  pointing requirements for this mission are 57 arcseconds about the 
X- and Y-axes and 28.5 arcminutes about the Z-axis. 

SWAS ACS MODES 

The SWAS Attitude Control System (ACS) must progress through other modes before star 
acquisition can begin. After separation from the Pegasus XL launch vehicle, analog electronics in 
the SWAS Attitude Control Electronics (ACE) Box will utilize a simple B-dot and precession 
controller to reduce body rates and point the solar panels at the Sun. After the flight computer 
has been activated and checked out, the ACS will be commanded to Digital Sun Pointing mode, a 
software version of the B-dot/precession controller. 

The next mode is Inertial Sun Pointing (ISP) in which attitude determination is accomplished 
using a magnetometer, sun sensor, gyroscopes, and a Kalman filter. During ISP, the spacecraft 



Z-axis is pointed at inertial targets near the North and South ecliptic poles. These targets ensure 
sufficient illumination of the solar panels in addition to satisfying instrument Earth limb avoidance 
requirements. When the spacecraft is North of the ecliptic plane, the North target is used; when 
South of the plane, the South target is used. 

ISP pointing prepares the ACS for transition into Auto-Stellar Acquisition (ASA), a Stellar 
Pointing submode. During ASA, the spacecraft z-axis is pointed at the same North and South 
ecliptic pole targets, but attitude determination is accomplished with the star tracker, gyroscopes, 
and Kalman filter. ASA serves two purposes: to ease the transition from ISP to Stellar Pointing 
and to provide an attitude hold knction when science targets have been missed. 

There are three types of observations available during Stellar Pointing: Fixed, Nodding, and 
Mapping. Fixed observations require the ACS to maintain pointing of the instr~ment on a target. 
Nodding observations require that the ACS slew the spacecraft between on-source and off-source 
attitudes in order to allow for instrument calibration; the maneuvers can be up to 3.0" and the 
spacecraft must be settled to within 20 arcseconds in 15 seconds. Nodding and Mapping 
observations are similar except that maps comprise several points in a two-dimensional pattern. 
The ACS incorporates an efficient nonlinear slewing controller for timely maneuvering of the 
spacecraft between observational targets. A scientific timeline of the targets is uploaded to the 
spacecraft and the slew controller computes the approapriate slew to the next target on board. 

SWAS STAR TRACKER 

The star tracker on the SWAS spacecraft is a Ball Aerospace CT-601 CCD-based device. This 
tracker has a field of view of approximately 8.0" by 8.0" and can track up to five stars at once. 
Stars with instrument magnitudes between 1.0 and 6.0 can be located; the device will track any 
star brighter than the magnitude specified for a search. The basic CT-601 includes a Full Field 
search that continuously scans for stars in the field of view and a Directed search that locates stars 
in small 8.0 arcminute square windows. The SWAS tracker also includes a Reduced Field of 
View (RFOV) search that finctions like the Full Field search but is of selectable size and location. 

The star tracker reports positions of stars in terms of two angles a and P from the boresight of the 
device. The ACS flight software uses star unit vectors, so the tracker angles are converted to 
vectors and unitized. The equation that relates the angles to a vector is 

where S is the star vector in the tracker frame, a and p are the tracker angles, and ijk are the unit 
vectors for the star tracker axes. Equations for computing tracker angles from a unit vector are 

where x, y, and z are the components of the unit vector. 



Testing of the star tracker and acquisition algorithms required equipment for stimulating the 
detector as well as simulating the tracker output. The CT-601 includes a small LED bonded in 
the optics that simulates a star; this device is under the control of the tracker microprocessor and 
is referred to as the Built-In Test Equipment (BITE) star. Ball also provided an external LED 
stimulator that fits over the tracker lightshade. Light from each of the five LEDs is focused by 
lenses to approximate point sources. Brightness of the five LEDs is controlled by an independent 
GSE computer. When dynamic simulator testing of the ACS is performed, a star tracker 
simulator is connected to the SWAS 1553 bus while the actual tracker is powered off The star 
tracker simulator receives attitude quaternions from the dynamic simulator and star tracker 
commands from the flight computer, computes which stars are tracked, and sends the simulated 
star tracker data to the flight computer via the 1553 bus. 

SWAS GUIDE STAR CATALOG 

The CT-601 star tracker is a new device, so a new star catalog with the appropriate instrumental 
magnitudes was developed by the SWAS principal investigator's institution [I]. Personnel at the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) converted the magnitudes in the Bright Star 
Catalog to CT-601 instrumental magnitudes to form the bulk of the SWAS star catalog. The 
magnitude conversion was developed by SAO based on test data from Ball. Stars from other 
catalogs were used to add dimmer visual stars that will appear bright enough to the CT-601 to be 
tracked. Those stars that were not suitable for use by the CT-601 (e.g., multiples) were flagged 
as unsuitable for use as guide stars. Locations for all stars were computed for 1996.5, 
approximately one year into the planned SWAS mission. As of early 1995, the SWAS star 
catalog contained approximately 4500 entries. 

The star catalog is not stored on the SWAS spacecraft. The five stars for the two ASA targets 
are contained in EEPROM and loaded into memory whenever the flight computer performs a cold 
start. A unit vector in the 52000 frame and a CT-601 instrumental magnitude for each of the two 
to five guide stars for a scientific target are inserted into the Fixed, Nodding, or Mapping 
command for observing that target. If instrument magnitude errors are found during the mission, 
the errors can be corrected in the SWAS catalog so that future uses of those guide stars will be 
successfbl. Early in the mission, the star tracker will be powered on during ISP to gather 
observations of stars that will be used to validate magnitude conversion before star acquisition is 
attempted. 

TWO-STEP STAR ACQUISITION 

There are two types of star acquisitions: Auto-Stellar from ISP and Stellar or Auto-Stellar from a 
previous target. An accurate attitude solution is available for each type, so a direct match star 
identification technique [2] was used. The acquisition sequence is completed in two steps. 

The first step in the star acquisition sequence is begun when the onboard attitude solution is 
within 100 arcseconds of the target attitude. The flight software formulates a RFOV search and 



sends a command to the tracker via the 1553 bus. This search is designed to find a relatively 
bright, isolated star that is referred to as the "base" star. Ideally, the base star is located near the 
center of the FOV and is the brightest guide star for that target. When the tracker begins tracking 
one or more stars, the flight computer attempts to match the base star by magnitude. The flight 
software computes the a and p offsets between the predicted and observed positions of the 
matched base star, essentially the attitude errors about the x and y axes of the tracker. The z 
attitude error is almost unobservable near the center of the FOV, so it is assumed to be zero. This 
assumption is made using the nature of the attitude errors and the geometry of the spacecraft; 
note that this technique is equivalent to improving the attitude estimate by using just one 
observation. 

The second step of the star acquisition sequence takes place after the base star is matched by 
magnitude. The a and P offsets are added to the predicted positions of the remaining "field" stars 
for the target. One Directed Search command for all field stars in the FOV is sent to the tracker 
with the improved position estimates based on the base star observation. The Directed Search 
windows are rather small (8.0 arcmin square) and only one star can be tracked in each. The finite 
size of these windows means that star can still be found if the z attitude error is nonzero (but still 
small). M e r  one or more field stars are acquired and matched by magnitude, Kalman filter 
updating of the onboard attitude quaternion is begun. 

Apart from magnitude matching, no explicit star identification is performed in this sequence. Star 
identification is implicit based upon the isolation of the base star and the small size of the Directed 
Search windows (see Figure 1). Magnitude matching is relatively loose because of the unknown 
nature of the CT-601 performance on orbit as well as the unproven SWAS guide star catalog. 
Early in the mission, search commands will be sent for stars 1.0 magnitude dimmer than expected 
and the magnitude matching range will be * 0.75. With experience on orbit, the matching range 
may be reduced to make guide star selection easier. 

GUIDE STAR SELECTION CRITERIA 

For a star acquisition to be successfil, the base star must be selected so that no other star within 
the magnitude matching range may appear in the RFOV window. Of course, the base star itself 
must be in the window. There are two valid approaches to choosing this window size: finding 
the largest window that the guide stars will support or setting the window larger than the 
expected attitude error at the beginning of the star acquisition. In addition to base star 
requirements, there are separation requirements for the field stars to ensure an accurate attitude 
solution. 

Consider a RFOV window of size 2R by 2R (see Figure 2). If the window is centered on the 
predicted position of a base star, the attitude solution can be in error by as much as the angle R. 
To determine the maximum exclusion angle, consider the worst case misidentification (see Figure 
3). If the base star is on the edge of the circle towards one corner, the farthest location in the 
search window from the base star is 2.414R away in the opposite corner. In the worst case, one 
star could be 0.75 magnitude brighter than predicted while another could be 0.75 dimmer, so the 
magnitude exclusion amount is 1.5 instrument magnitude. If a star within 1.5 magnitudes is an 
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angle E separated from the intended base star, the maximum allowable attitude error R is E/2.414 
and the maximum RFOV window size is 2R (El1.207). 

The star Altais in the constellation Draco (see Figure 4) was chosen as the base star for the North 
ASA field. Altais has a predicted instrument magnitude of 2.86 is approximately 7. 1" from the 
ecliptic pole [3]. Altais is the brightest star within 10" of the ecliptic pole. The nearest star of 
similar brightness is Epsilon Draconis with 3.69 instrument magnitude. The separation between 
the stars is 4.12", so the maximum allowable error is 4.12"/2.414 or 1.7". The largest allowable 
RFOV window is 3.4" square. 

The South ASA field is based on Alpha Pictoris (see Figure 5) ,  a relatively isolated star that is 
6.9" fiom the ecliptic pole [3]. This star has a predicted instrument magnitude of 3.49 and is the 
brightest catalog star within 12" of the ecliptic pole. A nearby star with magnitude 4.67 is 4.82" 
from Alpha Pictoris, so the maximum allowable error is 4.82'12.4 14 or 2.0". The RFOV window 
for this target can be no larger than 4.0" by 4.0". 

When the spacecraft slews between science targets, the attitude is propagated using the 
gyroscopes only. The gyroscopes have been tested, so approximate performance parameters 
(drift rate, scale factor error, bias error) are known. These parameters were used in the high- 
fidelity SWAS Integrated Simulation to predict attitude determination error at the end of slews. 
Several runs were made for each slew angle to find the largest attitude error R for that slew. The 
results (Table 1) were tabulated for mission planning purposes [4]. As before, the RFOV window 
is 2R by 2R, but the star catalog must now be checked to verify that no other stars will appear in 
the window and be misidentified. 

Table 1. Predicted Attitude Error as a Function of Slew Angle 

Slew Annle !de@ Attitude Error (deg) 

Guide stars for each science target are chosen by the planning scientist for the mission. Personnel 
at SAO developed planning software for this task [5]. The planning software checks for other 
mission constraints such as solar panel illumination and instrument Earth avoidance, then searches 
the SWAS catalog for an appropriate base star. The slew angle from the previous target is used 
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to find the attitude error and RFOV window size for that target. Once a suitable base star has 
been found, the catalog is examined for suitable field stars. Most SWAS targets will be in the 
galactic plane, so five guide stars (one base plus four field stars) should be in the FOV. SWAS 
Integrated Simulation results indicated that if only two stars are in the FOV, those two stars must 
be separated by at least 3.0" for the attitude solution to be sufficiently accurate. The planning 
software checks field star separation so that this condition is met for two or more stars. 

STAR ACQUISITION SIMULATION 

A MATLAB simulation of the star acquisition process was developed to test the concept before 
the start of ACS flight software development. In this script, guide star unit vectors are rotated 
into the star tracker frame, tracker angles are computed, and RFOV and Directed searches are 
simulated. The script was used to test the process and evaluate numerous candidate star fields. 

In the SWAS star acquisition process, guide star unit vectors in the inertial frame are rotated into 
the tracker frame using direction cosine matrices. In the MATLAB simulation, this rotation was 
accomplished with the matrix equation 

where Si is the star unit vector in the inertial frame and St is the vector in the tracker frame. Aib 
is the direction cosine matrix that transforms the vector from the inertial to the SWAS body 
frame; this matrix is extracted from the current attitude quaternion. The constant Abt is the body- 
to-tracker transformation matrix made necessary by the mounting of the star tracker -83" about 
the z axis from the body frame. A, is an error matrix that allows deliberate introduction of small 
attitude errors about the X, Y, and Z axes for testing purposes. 

Once the guide stars have been rotated into the tracker frame, the unit vectors are converted into 
tracker angles ct and P for use in CT-60 1 search commands. The RFOV search for the base star 
is simulated by searching through the guide star list for that target. Once the base star is located, 
a and f3 offsets are computed and simulated Directed searches are performed. If no stars are 
found in the RFOV window, the star acquisition is aborted. If no stars are found in the Directed 
search windows, the star acquisition is aborted. If at least one field star is located, the acquisition 
is complete. 

Numerous star fields and attitude error situations were examined with the completed star 
acquisition simulation. An important parameter is the amount of Z attitude error that will cause 
field stars to appear outside the Directed search windows. Runs with several different star fields 
showed that the Z error must be greater than 1.5' in order to cause difficulties; the expected Z 
error is typically 0.5", so the assumption of zero Z attitude error inherent in the star acquisition 
process is valid for this mission. 



Plots of the star tracker view are made by the MATLAB script. Figure 6 is a plot from a 
simulation of the North ASA field. The circles represent the predicted star locations while the 
target vector is the "+" symbol. The base star is shown by an asterisk while the field stars are 
shown by "x" symbols. Attitude errors of 0.25" about the X axis, 0.5" about the Y axis, and 0.25" 
about the Z axis were included in the simulation run portrayed by this plot. The use of the a and 
p offsets of the base to correct the locations of the Directed search windows for the field stars is 
rather clear in this plot. A plot from simulation run with the same errors for the South ASA field 
is shown in Figure 7. 

FLIGHT SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

After the star acquisition process was tested in simulation, the process was molded into an 
algorithm suited for coding in a real-time system [6 ] .  The overall structure is that of a state 
machine in which different actions are performed in the different states. Up to five stars 
numbered 0 (primary base star), 1 (backup base star), 2, 3, and 4 are taken from the observation 
command. Failure checking was implemented in a separate module to catch star acquisition 
problems. 

When the ACS software indicates that the spacecraft has neared the target and switched to the 
fine pointing controller, the first state "InitBaseStarAcq" is entered. In one 100 millisecond 
control cycle, the software formulates and sends the RFOV search for the base star. The next 
state is "AcsBaseStarSearch" in which the software examines the star tracker output in order to 
match the base star by magnitude. If the base star is not matched within a set time, the state 
switches the base index from 0 to 1 and restarts the star acquisition process. If the base star is 
matched by magnitude, the state computes the a and P offsets, predicts the positions of the field 
stars, and sends one Directed search command to the star tracker. 

During "AcsStarFieldSearch," the software waits for the results of the Directed search command. 
Field stars are matched by magnitude and a separation index is calculated. This index is simply 
the sum of the squares of the separation angles between the field stars and the base star. When 
the index reaches a sufficiently high value, enough separated stars are available for an accurate 
attitude solution and the process continues. Early in the mission, the index must be greater than 
16 square degrees, requiring a separation of 4" if there are just two guide stars for the target. 
After the index has exceeded the required value, updating of the Kalman filter attitude solution 
with star information can begin. 

The "AcsStarFieldSearchUpdate" state serves two purposes. For most star acquisitions, the 
beginning of Kalman filter updates means that the spacecraft will slew to settle accurately on the 
target. Once the state detects settling, it checks for any missing guide stars and sends Directed 
search commands to reacquire them. This state also allows for multiple chances at recovering 
stars during Nodding and Mapping Observations. Once settling on the target takes place, the 
"AcsTrackField" state remains in force until a new Nodding/Mapping point is commanded or a 
new target comes in the scientific timeline. If the slew is to a new target, all tracker searches are 
discontinued and the star acquisition process starts again with the new guide stars. 
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Figure 6. Simulation Plot of Nonh Ecliptic Pole Star Field 
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Figure 7. Simulation Plot of South Ecliptic Pole Star Field 



Overall star acquisition failure is checked in an independent Failure Detection and Handling 
module. When the spacecraft first begins a star acquisition at a new target, the FDH module 
starts a star acquisition timer. If the acquisition has not been completed with a set period of time 
(300 seconds at the beginning of the mission), the module clears the tracker searches, sends a Full 
Field search command, waits for 45 seconds so that some stars can be found for later analysis on 
the ground, then aborts that target. If the spacecraft aborts from a science target, the ACS will 
command a slew to either the North or South ecliptic pole star field and begin an Auto-Stellar 
Acquisition. If the spacecraft aborts from ASA, the ACS drops to ISP and the remainder of the 
scientific timeline for that day is lost. 

FLIGHT SOFTWARE TESTING 

A significant amount of testing was done on the tracker, simulators, and flight software to veri@ 
the proper functioning of the star acquisition process. 

The flight star tracker was shipped to Goddard about one year before final integration. Numerous 
tests were run on the tracker to characterize it for analysis, flight software, and star tracker 
simulator reasons. The internal BITE star, the GSE LEDs, and a collimated light source were 
used to stimulate the tracker and investigate the search limits. The flight tracker was also 
connected to the 1553 bus of the breadboard flight computer to test the interfaces between the 
tracker and the flight software. A test procedure was created to simulate a star acquisition with 
the flight tracker and GSE LEDs. The a and P angles for the simulated stars were measured, 
converted to unit vectors St, then rotated back into the simulated inertial frame (i.e., Si) using the 
current attitude quaternion from the dynamic simulator setup. A target upload with these unit 
vectors and measure magnitudes was created and sent to the flight computer. Simulated 
acquisition were successful and typically faster than two seconds. 

The flight tracker was also used to verify the accuracy of the star tracker simulator. Once the 
flight tracker was returned to Ball for integration in the SWAS instrument, star acquisition testing 
focused on the flight computer/dynamic simulator environment. Extensive testing of the routines 
including failure checking was conducted. 

Once the instrument was delivered to Goddard and final integration completed, testing shifted to 
the flight environment. Hardware tests on the star tracker such as aliveness and phasing 
procedures were developed and performed. Flight software testing continued with the star 
tracker simulator used in conjunction with the dynamic simulator. While no major problems have 
been identified, some minor ones were found largely as a result of unexpected combinations of 
commands from the scientific timeline. 

EARLY ORBIT OPERATIONS 

The Flight Dynamics Facility will execute star tracker checkout procedures while the ACS is in 
ISP. FDF has a Real Time Attitude Determination System (RTADS) that allows for star pattern 
matching using the SKYMAP star catalog. The pattern matching technique used is by 



van Bezooijen [7]. For example, the tracker telemetry can be processed to determine if the ISP 
attitude is accurate enough for an ASA to be successfUl. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The implict direct matching star identification technique used by the SWAS ACS with the Ball 
CT-601 star tracker has been proven effective in prelaunch tests. While the technique is not 
highly flexible, it has proven to be quite fast. The method of embedding the guide star 
information in target command uploads preserved a great deal of onboard storage for this modest 
Small Explorer mission. The SWAS guide star catalog can be updated based on flight experience 
to increase accuracy. 
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1.0 Background & Problem Identification 
Attitude determination has been considered as a permanent topic of active research and perhaps remaining as a 
forever-lasting interest for spacecraft system designers. Its role is to provide a reference for controls such as 
pointing the directional antennas or solar panels, stabilizing the spacecraft or maneuvering the spacecraft to a 
new orbit. Least Square Estimation (LSE) technique was utilized to provide attitude determination for the 
Nimbus 6 and G. Despite its poor performance (estimation accuracy consideration), LSE was considered as an 
effective and practical approach to meet the urgent need and requirement back in the 70's. One reason for this 
poor performance associated with the LSE scheme is the lack of dynamic filtering or "compensation". In other 
words, the scheme is based totally on the measurements and no attempts were made to model the dynamic 
equations of motion of the spacecraft. 
Another drawback of the LSE approach is the derivation of the variance matrix R (measurement noise 
covariance matrix). The LSE scheme employed by Nimbus 6 and G to compute the attitude determination 
literally "fix" the variance values of the roll and pitch components (per operating condition). For yaw and 
Digital Sun Aspect Sensor (DSAS) system components, even though they are "recursively" computed and 
updated on-line. They are derived from a "brute-force" approach rather than based on the "live" information or 
behaviors of the sensor reading (both DSAS and yaw attitude calculation from the Rate Measurement 
Package,RMP) to extract and update the measurement noise variances. 
Other modem techniques applied to the attitude determination problem are the Kalman filtering or Extended 
Kalman filtering (EKF), H-infinity nonlinear estimation, or mixed HJH-infinity estimation. The Kalman 
filtering scheme is suitable for on-board attitude determination and for applications where constant tracking of a 
changing attitude is required. The technique is useful for on-board processing because it does not need to 
recycle through previously observed data and is frequently able to estimate the current state in real time. The 
Kalman filtering techniques (or H,) is carried out with the assumption that the noise characteristics (process 
noise and measurement noise covariance matrices) are known (in the sense that the noise is either random with 
known statistical properties or has a fixed and known spectrum). In reality. the noise characteristics or statistics 
are unknown. Furthermore, there are additional error sources such as modeling error. truncation error (round- 
off), or linearization error which tend to degrade the performance of traditional Kalman filters. Truncation or 
round-off errors may be partially solved by using a Kalman filter variation, called a square-root filter, which 
substitutes the square root of the error covariance matrix for its full value in the filter gain equation. Another 
useful variation which is as numerically stable as the square root filter but which requires less computation is 
the U D U ~  filter discussed by Bierman. To handle the noise variation uncertainties effects, adaptive filtering 
techniques have also been discussed and investigated to improve the performance accuracy of the Kalman filter. 
2.0 Proposed Approach 
We propose an adaptive filtering approach which employs a bank of Kalman filters to perform robust 
attitude estimation. The proposed approach, whose architecture is depicted in Figure 1 .  is essentially based 
on the latest proof on the interactive multiple model design framework to handle the unknown of the 
system noise characteristics or statistics. The concept fundamentally employs a bank of Kalrnan filter or 
submodel, instead of using fixed values for the system noise statistics for each submodel (per operating 
condition) as the traditional multiple model approach does, we use an on-line dlrnamic system noise 
identifier to "identify" the system noise level (statistics) and update the filter noise statistics using "live" 
information from the sensor model. The advanced noise identifier, whose architecture is depicted in Figure 
2, is implemented using an advanced system identifier. To insure the robust performance for the proposed 
advanced system identifier, it is also further reinforced by a learning system which is implemented (in the 
outer loop) using neural networks to identify other unknown quantities such as spacecraft dynamics 
parameters, gyro biases, dynamic disturbances, or environment variations. 
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Figure 1: Attitude Determination Using Adaptive Multiple Model Filtering 
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Figure 2: Architecture of Advanced Noise Identifier 

The proposed noise identifier architecture will be implemented in such a way that it can handle all "noise 
spectrum" (e.g., stationarylnonstationary to white or color, etc.). The first two subsystems: a-b estimation 
scheme and interactive multiple model estimation scheme are strictly designed to handle noise identification 
while the third subsystem: Adaptive Learning Estimator is performing both noise and unknown parameter 
identification. The existence oT the third subsystem is primarily intended for the performance improvement of 
the overall advanced system identifier. 
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ABSTRACT 

The two magnetometers recently replaced on the Hubble Space 
Telescope during the STS-61 Servicing Mission are now being used 
successfully for Coarse Attitude Determination during spacecraft 
vehicle safemode recovery operation. The magnetometer alignments 
relative to the spacecraft's vehicle's reference frame and the 
magnetic coupling of the sensors to the four magnetic torquer 
bars were determined. Coarse Attitude determination errors are 
now reduced to an average of 0.6 degrees. 

Magnetometer Sensing System calibration and Coarse Attitude 
determination testing with the new calibration parameters is a 
geometrical problem. Telemetered earth magnetic field data was 
collected at twenty-six different vehicle attitudes. The space- 
craft attitudes selected were distributed as widely apart as 
possible throughout the Geocentric Inertial Coordinate reference 
frame. It is also desirable to sample the Earth's magnetic field 
over as many different locations of the spacecraft's passage over 
the Earth as possible, within the limitation of the +/- 28.5 
degree orbital inclination. A full range of magnetic moment 
outputs from the torquer bars needs to be sampled, +/- 3600 amp- 
meters squared, as well as data when the torquer bars have zero 
current. Graphic utilities were also developed to visually aid 
in optimizing the data collection process. Finally, a brief 
discussion of a method for collecting data for future calibra- 
tions is suggested. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Magnetic Sensing System (MSS) consists of the two magne- 
tometers onboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The changing 
Earth magnetic field vectors telemetered from the HST 
magnetometers during an HST orbit are used by the Payload 
Applications Support Software Operations (PASSOPS) Group to 
compute coarse attitudes. The attitude determination software 
uses the QUEST algorithm, which is described in Reference 1. In 
order to successfully calibrate the scale factor alignment 
matrices and biases of each magnetometer relative to the HST 
vehicle axes, it is necessary to account for the magnetic field 
from the four magnetic torquer bars onboard HST, which are used 
in vehicle momentum management. To perform accurate Coarse 
Attitude determinations the magnetometers need to be calibrated. 

The intent of this paper is to focus on the MSS data collec- 
tion aspects, the computation of the calibration parameters for 
the HST magnetometers and torquers, and the verification of the 



MSS calibration results with computed coarse attitudes. Based on 
this experience a new method for acquiring data for the full MSS 
calibration is suggested. 

- 2.0 CALIBRATION ALGORITHM 

The MSS calibration algorithm is described below. The 
calibration will provide estimates of the misalignments for both 
magnetometers with respect to the HST vehicle axes, magnetometer 
biases, and the coupling matrix to the magnetic torquers. The 
software to perform the MSS calibration was developed by Computer 
Sciences Corporation as part of the HST PASS system. The inputs 
to the MSS calibration program include HST ephemeris data, a 
geomagnetic field model, MSS sensed magnetic field, fine attitude 
solutions, telemetered magnetic dipole moments from the four 
torquers bars, and database MSS calibration parameters. 
Nominally, the duration of the each record is set to be one 
minute to ensure that at least one telemetry update from each 
magnetometer and torquer rod is included in the prepared data 
record. 

A standard Least Squares method is used to obtain the 
calibration parameters. The loss function is minimized with 
respect to the residual bias parameters. The residual bias 
parameters that are determined from minimizing the Loss Function 
are [S], [TI, and b, which are defined below. The form of the 
matrix [TI is based on the far field approximation of a single 
dipole centered in the HST vehicle reference frame. 

LOSS = SUM(i=l to N) a(i)*I~(i) - b - [S]*B(i) - [T]*D(i) 1**2 
FUNCTION 

where 

N = number of valid MSS observations 

a(i) = normalized weight for the ith observation 
= l/(l~(i) l**2 + a1**2)*sum(j=l to N) ( I H ( ~ )  J**2 + a1**2) 

H(i) = geomagnetic field measurement error 
= B(i) - [A]*BO(i) 

[A] = Fine Attitude (Computed by FINATT PASS application) 

BO (i) = geomagnetic field (gauss) in 
Geocentric Inertial Coordinates (GCI) 

B(i) = magnetic field as measured by the MSS in the HST 
vehicle reference frame and converted for Magnetic 
Torquer Electronics (MTE) bias and offset bias (gauss) 

a' = user-specified weight 

b = offset bias (gauss) 



[S] = misalignment bias matrix 

[TI = bias in magnetic torquer coupling matrix (gauss per 
ampere-meter squared) 

D(i) = 3-by-1 magnetic moment vector in the HST vehicle 
reference frame (ampere-meters squared) 

3.0 ORBITAL VERIFICATION CALIBRATION 

Shortly after HST was launched in April 1990, magnetometer 
bias offsets were computed for each magnetometer. One orbit's 
worth of data, 96 minutes, is sufficient for the bias determina- 
tion. The Coarse Attitude Determination Software includes the 
option for computing each magnetometer offset bias according to 
the attitude independent algorithm described in Ref. 2. The MSS 
calibration software (MSSCAL) also computes each magnetometerls 
offset bias together with each magnetometer's scale factor and 
alignment matrix. The magnetometer offset bias computation 
cannot be done separately from the magnetometer scale factor 
alignment matrice determination when MSSCAL is run. On option 
the MSSCAL software user may update each MTE coupling matrix. 

In order to achieve an accurate alignment determination, 
magnetic field data needs to be gathered at HST pointing 
attitudes distributed as much as possible over the celestial 
sphere to achieve a good distribution of magnetic field 
components along each vehicle axis. Typically 25 spacecraft 
attitude pointings spread over the 4 pi steradians are used. 
Special attention is also needed to sample the full torquer range 
of +/- 3600 amp-meters**2. These special data requirements are 
met in time as HST maneuvers around the celestial sphere while 
conducting normal science operations. MSSCAL was not used 
successfully during orbital verification (OV) because of a lack 
of sufficiently well distributed data. During OV spacecraft 
pointings were generally confined to the vehicle safemode 
attitudes, - V1, or + V3 sunpoint, or to star clusters selected 
for calibration of the three Fine Guidance Sensors.It took a year 
before the first successful full magnetometer calibration was 
completed. 

Table 1 lists examples of the accuracies for Coarse Attitude 
determinations with the two HST magnetometers after calibration 
of the offset biases with the attitude independent algorithm from 
Reference 2, but before the full calibration was performed. 
Approximately twenty minutes of MSS data is used for each Coarse 
Attitude determination. These intervals were specifically 
selected in order in include the higher range of magnetic moment 
outputs from the torquer bars experienced during HST vehicle 
momentum management, (+/- 3600 amp-meters**2). 

Each Coarse Attitude error listed in Table 1 refers to the 
Root Sum Square (RSS) of the HST vehicle axis errors. A Fine 
Attitude, which is accurate to better than 7 arcseconds, was 
computed, using a combination of HST Fixed Head Star Trackers1 
(FHST) observations, and/or Fine Guidance Sensors, to be used as 
reference against which the Coarse Attitude accuracy was meas- 



ured. The RSS attitude error is derived from the fourth 
component of the quaternion which represents the angle between 
the Coarse and Fine Attitude quaternions. These attitude errors 
were well above the required accuracy of 5 degrees (2 sigma), 
especially during periods of high torquer bar output. 

Figure 1 shows the magnetic moment output from the 4 HST 
torquer rods over approximately one HST orbit at a pointing 
attitude of Right Ascension (RA), 83.7 degrees, Declination 
(DEC), 72.1 degrees, and Roll, 272 degrees. Up to two HST or- 
bits, approximately three hours of magnetic moments from each 
torquer bar can be retained on the run time graphic display. By 
using this tool one is able to select an optimal time period with 
the maximum range of magnetic moments for a given HST attitude 
pointing when doing the full MSS calibration data preparation 
with the PASSOPS FINATT software. 

Figure 1: Magnetic Torques From the 4 HST Torquer Rods 



Table 1: HST COARSE ATTITUDE ACCURACY USING TWO MAGNETOMETER 
SENSORS DURING PERIOD8 OF HIGH MAGNETIC TORQUER CURRENTS 

(Calibrated Biases, Uncalibrated Scale/Alignment, and Torquer 
Coup1 ing) 

.............................................................. 
Time Period Coarse Attitude Error (RSS) I (Year. Day of Year/Universal Time) ( Degrees) .............................................................. 

4.0 POST ORBITAL VERIFICATION CALIBRATION 

The first Full MSS calibration was completed by July 1991 - 
Reference 3. With the MSS parameters derived in July 1991 for 
initialization, the full calibration was redone and completed by 
April 1992 - Reference 4. Coarse Attitude determinations using 
the updated April 1992 MSS calibration had errors less than the 
five degree two sigma requirement. A slight improvement in 
Coarse Attitude determination was noted (Reference 5) in June 
1992 when the MSS calibration with the April 1992 data set was 
redone with weight specified as the standard deviation of the 
residuals from the calibration Loss function. 

5.0 FIRST SERVICING MISSION CALIBRATION 

After the First HST Servicing Mission (FSM), the MSS cali- 
bration had to be redone because the HST magnetometers were 
replaced. The process was completed in three months without 
impacting HST science operations or other vehicle checkout 
activities by using serendipitous data collection. The December 
1993 calibration data span lasted three weeks; and the 
verification data span was completed after one month. The 
verification data span lasted slightly longer than the 
calibration data span in order to avoid using any of the HST 
pointing attitudes used in the calibration. 

Figure 2 shows the HST vehicle attitude pointings selected 
for acquiring MSS calibration data, and the pointings used to 
compute Coarse Attitudes to verify the new calibration 
parameters. The large data gap in Figure 2 coincides with the 
solar constraint zone during the December 1993 MSS calibration 
data collection. 



Figure 2: HST Paintings for MSS Calibration 
(December 1993 MSS Calibration) 

Typically at least 10 HST vehicle attitude pointings are 
selected to verify the new MSS calibration parameters record. 

Table 2 lists the Fine Attitude pointings illustrated in 
Figure 2. The time noted is the midpoint of a five minute inter- 
val. The magnetic moment range occurs during the twenty minute 
time period that Coarse Attitude determination was performed to 
verify the calibration. Spacecraft passage through the South 
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) is noted if it occurred during the twenty 
minute interval. The relevance of HST passage through the SAA 
will be examined latter in this section. 

Table 3 lists the angular deviation between the Coarse and 
Fine Attitude quaternion for each of the test case attitudes 
numbered in Figure 2. Coarse Sun Sensor (CSS) observations were 
sometimes included as part of the study to test the effect on the 



Coarse Attitude determination. The best result for Coarse 
Attitude determination test cases using the new MSS calibration 
record shows an average angular deviation of 0.6 degrees, with a 
standard deviation on 0.4 degrees. This result is highlighted at 
the bottom of Table 3. A Column Header Explanation for Table 3 
is appended. 

Figure 3 graphically represents the results in Table 3. 

................................................................. 
Table 2: H8T Pointing~ Used to Test the December 1993 MSS Calib- 

ration of Scale, Alignment, Bias and Torquer Coupling 

Test Universal Fine Attitude Magnetic Moment 
Attitude Time (RA, DEC, ROLL) Range 
Number (Degrees) (Amp-meters**2 ) sMi 1 ................................................................ 
1) 94.002 08:27:30 63.2178 14.9311 110.0644 -116 to 1597 Yes 
2) 94.010 02:52:32 40.7245 - 0.0749 105.6122 -2234 to 2064 Yes 
3) 94.011 04:40:30 6.1297 -72.1848 81.3741 -2130 to 1538 Yes 
4) 94.013 11:09:30 195.9780 -63.7722 252.4438 -831 to 1864 No 
5) 94.016 16:42:30 174.7786 -37.8259 232.4462 -1221 to 3241 No 
6) 94.028 05:44:30 76.1742 52.7765 71.9177 -1261 to 2411 No 
7) 94.033 14:07:30 123.8483 1.9098 141.8252 -1854 to 1195 No 
8) 94.036 12:55:30 200.3389 42.5863 293.4895 -2949 to 1366 No 
9) 94.013 16:11:30 122.7403 74.9519 14.9680 -747 to 1036 No 
10)94.014 03:22:30 12.5868 -52.2190 93.6173 -2320 to 889 Yes ............................................................... 
.............................................................. 
Table 3: RSS Coarse Attitude Residuals (Degrees) From Fine A t -  
titudes At Test Attitudes (1-10) using the FSM MSS Calibration .............................................................. 
Nominal Nominal New MSS New New MSS New MSS New MSS 
(css) (CSS) MSS (css) (Align) (Align+Bias) 

[ ( WT=.003 ) 1 (+ Bias) (Wtl=.003) 
(Wt2=.004) 

I Mean RSS Angular Deviation and Standard Deviation by Column / 
- - - 

Mean 
RSS 0.84 0.79 0.70 0.60 0.69 0.66 0.66 .............................................................. 
RMS 0.37 0.37 0.45 0.40 0.45 0.35 0.36 



Table 3 Column Header Explanations 

a) Nominal - The currently operational (pre FSM) MSS mag- 
(css) netometer alignment, Bias, and Magnetic Torquer 

scaling/alignment matrice are used to compute 
the Coarse Attitude paintings of HST. HST 
Coarse Sun Sensor observations are included. 

b) Nominal - Same as Nominal (CSS), but no CSS observations 

c) New MSS - The December 1993 MSS calibration parameters are 
( css used to compute Coarse Attitudes. 

d) New MSS - A user specified data weighting factor, a t ,  from 
(c-1 Section 2.1, was used when calibrating both MSS 1 

(WT= 0.003) and 2. 

e) New MSS - Same as d), except no CSS observations are in- 
(WT= 0.003) include in Coarse Attitude determination 

f) MSS - A new MSS alignment and bias determination was 
(Align + Bias) computed with post FSM data. The magnetic tor- 

quer coupling is not recalibrated. 

h) MSS Same as MSS (Align + Bias), except MSS 1 and 2 
(Align + Bias) had different values for a t  when the calibration 
(WT1 = 0.003) was performed for each sensor. 
(WT2 = 0.004) 
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Figure 3: Coarse Attitude Angular Deviation (R88) vs. Attitude # 
(December 1993 M88 Calibration) 



In Figure 3 HST pointing attitudes 1, 2, 3, and 10 occurred 
while HST was passing through the SAA region. Attitude pointings 
numbered 1, 3, and 10 showed Coarse Attitude angular deviations 
from the Fine Attitudes to be slightly greater than 0.6 degrees. 
The RSS deviation of the Coarse Attitudes versus the Fine 
Attitudes averaged 0.6 degrees over all of the HST pointings in 
the test sample of cases when the new MSS calibration parameters 
(December 1993) were used for input - Table 3 . In general the 
IGRF coefficients are supposed to be suitable for the magnetic 
field modeling in the SAA regions. Whether this becomes a 
problem or not in a future calibration attempt to slightly 
improve the accuracy of the MSS calibration parameters will have 
to be investigated further. 

6.0 1990 INTERNATIONAL GEOMAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD (IGRF) 
COEFFICIENTS AND UPDATES 

In September of 1994 the MSS calibration software was updat- 
ed to use a more current set of International Geomagnetic Refer- 
ence Field (IGRF) coefficients - referenced to 1990. The previ- 
ous IGRF coefficients available in the operational database were 
referenced to 1985. No information is currently available that 
quantifies what changes could be expected in the MSS calibration 
accuracies when changing over from the 1985 to the 1990 earth 
magnetic field model. All of the calibrations performed up to 
March 1994 used the 1985 IGRF coefficients. All of the accuracy 
requirements initially allocated for the HST Magnetic Sensing 
System sensors prior to HST launch were met following the HST 
First Servicing Mission MSS recalibration effort beginning in 
December 1993. A new MSS calibration may be undertaken in 1996 
if 1995 IGRF coefficients become available then. 

7.0 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Redo MSS calibration with a 4 dipole model for the MTE based 
on the true locations of each torquer bar. 

Redo the calibration as soon as the most current IGRF coef- 
ficients become available. 

If the calibration is redone, it would be desirable to 
extend the data collection over one year to bridge gaps in HST 
pointings due to the sun's position on the celestial sphere. 

Create a graphic utility to view the HST locations over the 
earth where the geomagnetic field is being sampled. Currently 
this done by hand calculation. 

A method for acquiring MSS calibration data involves the use 
of the large scale maneuvers performed to calibrate the scale 
factor and alignment matrices of the HST Rate Gyro Assembly. 
FINATT is capable of computing attitudes during HST vehicle 
maneuvers. Beside the initial inaccuracies inherent in 



spacecraft attitude determination due to the uncalibrated Fixed 
Head Star Tracker (FHST) alignments the star position uncertainty 
would be affected by a star position signal lag of 75 
milliseconds - Ref. 6, Section 3.3.6.4. For a typical spacecraft 
maneuver rate of 6 degrees per minute the star position signal 
lag would introduce an offset inaccuracy of 27 arcseconds. 
Special arrangements and bright object avoidance planning would 
have to be made with the HST Pointing and Control Systems 
Engineers for permission to leave on the Fixed Head Star trackers 
running in MAP mode during the maneuver. A typical 6 degrees per 
minute vehicle maneuver should present no problems for a FHSTts 
ability to lock a moving object and perform the usual dwell 
measurement for 20 seconds while the sensor is in map mode. A 
copious amount of data is currently available that shows the 
FHSTs locking onto moving targets, for example satellites, while 
operating in mapping mode and showing position displacements of 
2-3 degrees over the 20 second tracking dwell time, - Figure 5. 
Magnetic moments from the torquers increase dramatically just 
prior to vehicle maneuver. Such a quick calibration capability 
for MSS scale, alignment, bias, and torquer coupling would have 
been especially helpful during the orbital verification 
deployment of HST and immediately thereafter. The large amount 
of time available prior to the launch of HST may have allowed for 
the development of a strategy to collect FHST data and avoid 
bright lisht occultation zones. 

4 . 0 ( '  > I 
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An Automated Method of Tuning an Attitude 
Estimator 

by 

Paul A.C.   as on^ and D. Joseph ~ o o k "  

Abstract 

Attitude determination is a major element of 
the operation and maintenance of a spacecraft. 
There are several existing methods of determining 
the attitude of a spacecraft. One of the rnost 
commonly used methods utilizes the Kalman filter 
to estimate the attitude of the spacecraft. 

Given an accurate model of a system and 
adequate observations, a Kalman filter can 
produce accurate estimates of the attitude. If the 
system model, filter parameters, or observations 
are inaccurate, the attitude estimates may be 
degraded. Therefore, it is advantageous to 
develop a method of automatically tuning the 
Kalman filter to produce the accurate estimates. 

In this paper, a three-axis attitude 
determination Kalman filter, which uses only 
magnetometer measurements, is developed and 
tested using real data. The appropriate filter 
parameters are found via the Process Noise 
Covariance Estimator (PNCE). The PNCE 
provides an optimal criterion for determining the 
best filter parameters. 

Introduction 
The development of light-weight, low-cost 

spacecrafts that can accomplish complex tasks is 
essential to the success of many NASA missions 
(such as Mission to Planet Earth) as well as the 
success of many commercial missions. One way 
to ensure a light-weight, low-cost spacecraft is to 
place constraints on the amount of computer 
hardware. This constraint demands the use of 
computationally efficient algorithms that do not 
require a significant amount of CPU. 
Consequently, reducing the amount of required 
hardware improves the performance of the 
spacecraft and increases the probability of a 
success. 

One of the many functions of a satellite is the 
gathering and processing of information. In most 
cases, this information is transmitted to a specified 
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location. To successfully complete this objective, 
the orientation of the spacecraft must be known 
and controlled very precisely. In the past decade, 
there has been a significant amount of work in the 
area of attitude determination and attitude control 
[I-51. During this period of time, attitude 
determination algorithms that utilize a 
combination of the measurements and a 
mathematical model to estimate the orientation of 
the spacecraft [6-71 were the most popular. One of 
the most commonly used and most robust 
estimators in attitude determination is the Kalman 
filter. The complexity of this estimator ranges 
from attitude-only estimator using a QUEST 
model to an extended Kalman filter with 36 states 
181. 

Attitude estimators like the Kalman filter are 
more robust than single-frame methods, such as 
TRIAD [2], QUEST [4], and FOAM [3]. For 
example, during periods of near coalignment (the 
pitch angle is nearly unobservable) or during an 
eclipse, a sequential estimator, such as the Kalman 
filter, can provide state estimates by propagating 
the states with the nominal model. Single-frame 
methods that rely on measurements can only 
produce anomalous estimates of the attitude. 
These estimates may endanger the success of the 
mission. 

The most difficult filter parameter to 
determine in the Kalman filter is the process noise 
covariance, Q. In theory, the process noise is 
defined as a gaussian process. In real-world 
applications, the model error can be stochastic, 
deterministic, or a combination of both. Since the 
attitude determination problem is very nonlinear, 
there is a larger possibility for errors in the system 
model. These errors, along with any stochastic 
errors, are referred to as modeling errors. As the 
percentage of non-gaussian modeling errors 
increases, so does the difficulty in determining an 
appropriate process noise covariance. Therefore, 
it is beneficial to develop an algorithm that 
produces the filter parameters which yield accurate 
state estimates. In this paper, the PNCE, an 
algorithm that determines the appropriate filter 
parameters, is applied to attitude determination. 
This method provides an automated method of 
tuning the estimator to obtain reasonable state 



estimates without prior knowledge of the process 
noise covariance. The PNCE allows for the 
implementation of Kalman filter type algorithms 
in real-world applications where the true or the 
appropriate process noise covariance is not known. 

If a spacecraft has rate sensing capability, then 
the attitude estimation is generally improved over 
non-rate sensing capable spacecraft. When this 
capability is not available, the attitude estimation 
can be improved by estimating the rates based on a 
model of the spacecraft rotational dynamics. The 
Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle 
Explorer (SAMPEX) [9] and Earth Radiation 
Budget Satellite (ERBS) [lo] are two such 
spacecraft that do not have rate sensing 
capabilities. In the case of SAMPEX and ERBS, 
accurate attitude estimates are ensured by 
estimating the rates that are based on simple 
rotational dynamic models along with the attitude. 
These rotational models improve the overall 
estimation of the attitude. However, there is no 
general model for rotational dynamics. 

In 1990, Chu and Harvey showed that models 
of the rotational dynamics could be identified [lo- 
l l ]  and that these models improved the overall 
estimation of the attitudes. However, obtaining 
these models can be time-consuming, and the 
models are only valid for the identified orbit. In 
1993, Mook [12-131 described a numerical 
procedure of finding the appropriate dynamic 
model of the rates. This procedure can produce 
models that are valid over a duration longer than 
the orbit used in the identification. Consequently, 
this method can be used in prediction. This 
method is new and has not been applied to many 
spacecraft. Hence, there is still a need for a simple 
general model of the rotational dynamics. 

To circumvent this problem of not having an 
accurate dynamic model, a commonly used gyro 
bias model, based on a Markov process, is used in 
place of complicated, difficult to obtain rotational 
dynamic models. This type of simple bias model 
has been successfully used in the Real-Time 
Sequential Filter (RTSF) [9]. RTSF uses the gyro 
bias model along with the basic theory of attitude 
determination to produce accurate attitude 
estimates. The accuracy of the estimates from 
RTSF are dependent on certain filter parameters. 
In many applications, the RTSF may require a 
manual tuning. The complexity of this task is a 
function of the known and unknown dynamics of a 
spacecraft. 

The rest of this paper is divided into three 
parts Theory, Results, and Conclusion. The 

theory section reviews the formulation of the 
attitude estimator and the PNCE. The result 
section starts with a definition of the problem and 
the given filter parameters. Next, these parameters 
are used along with the PNCE to obtain accurate 
attitude estimates. The conclusion section 
summarizes the results and states a few 
observations. 

Theory 
With few exceptions, the dynamics of a 

spacecraft can be described in terms of classic 
mechanics. The dynamics of a spacecraft are a 
function of its orbit and attitude. In this work, 
only the dynamics associated with the attitude are 
addressed. The first step in this analysis is the 
definition of the attitude. 

Attitude Determination: Definition 

The attitude of a spacecraft is defined as its 
orientation. Attitude determination is the process 
of computing the orientation of the spacecraft 
relative to either an inertial reference or some 
object of interest, such as the earth. The attitude 
determination problem can be stated as: "Given 
measurements of angles or changes in angles with 
respect to the spacecraft and a reference, 
determine the orientation of the spacecraft." 

Attitude measurements are produced by 
sensor such as Fine Sun Sensors (FSS), Three Axis 
Magnetometers (TAM) sensor, Horizon sensors, 
Star Trackers, etc. FSS and TAM measurements 
are used by algorithms like TRIAD [2], QUEST 
[4], FOAM [3], and the Kalman filter [5,14] to 
determine the orientation of the spacecraft. The 
accuracy of the attitude is a hnction of the sensors 
and the attitude determination algorithm. Attitude 
estimators use a combination of several attitude 
sensor measurements, which are usually associated 
with the three-axis attitude, to improve the 
reliability and accuracy of the algorithm. 

Three-axis attitude is most conveniently 
thought of as a coordinate transformation from a 
reference axis in inertial space to an axis on the 
spacecraft. For a rigid body, or assumed rigid 
body spacecraft, the direction of cosine matrix or 
attitude matrix, A ,  represents the coordinate 
transformation that maps vectors from the 
reference frame to the body frame. This 
transformation can be described as 



where e,& and ere, have components resolved 
along the body and reference axes, respectively. 
The attitude matrix consists of three orthogonal, 
right-handed triads 2 ,  I; ,I? unit vectors fixed in 
the body, such that 

Hence, if one can specify the components of 6 ,  
G, and i% along the three axes of the coordinate 
frame, then the orientation can be determined 
completely. 

The attitude matrix is a real orthogonal matrix 
that has many different orientation 
parameterizations. The type of parameterization 
used is dependent on the application. A 
commonly used parameterization is the Euler 
parameterization (Euler angles). On of the 
benefits of using this type of parameterization is 
that the Euler angles have some physical 
significance Another type of parameterizations is 
the quaternions parameterization, which is also 
known as the Euler symmetric parameterization. 

Quaternion Parameterization 

The term quaternion, which is sometimes 
referred to as Euler symmetric parameters, was 
first used by Hamilton [ I  51 in 1843. 

Many authors [16-201 have discussed the use 
of this four-parameter representation of the 
attitude. The advantage of using quaternions over 
Euler angles is that quaternions are not singular, 
unlike Euler angles. Because of its advantage, 
today, most attitude estimators utilize quaternion 
attitude representation instead of Euler angles. 
Quaternions are also easier to work with. 
However, the quaternions representation is not 
unique. This characteristic is discussed later in the 
text. The quaternions are defined by three primary 
parameters and an auxiliary parameter 

where: 
2 is a unit vector corresponding to the 

axis or rotation 
0 is the angle of rotation 

The quaternion parameterization is nonsingular 
because the quaternions are not independent. The 
quaternions are related by the following 
normalization constraint 

Quaternions can be defined in terms of the attitude 
matrix or the Euler angles. The reverse is also 
true, that the attitude matrix can be expressed in 
terms of the quaternions 

Being able to represent the attitude matrix as an 
algebraic function of the quaternions is another 
computational advantage of the quaternion 
representation. Now that the quaternions 
representation and the attitude matrix have been 
defined, the kinematics of the orientations and 
dynamic equations of motion can be addressed. 

Kinematics and Dynamic equations of 
motion 

Kinematics is the study of the orientation of 
the object rotating (with its body axis fixed on the 
body of the object) relative to some global frame 
of reference, which results in equations of motion 
of the orientation. These equations of motion are 
independent of the forces associated with the 
particular problem. 

As defined in the literature, the kinematics 
relation for the orientation is 

where the expression Q of a variable a can be 
represented as 

0 -a, a ,  

If a is defined as 

- 
a == [a, 

then R(a)8 = 8 63 a,  where quaternion 
multiplication, qv,  C3 q ,,>, is defined as 



The attitude dynamic equations of motion, 
relating the time derivative of the angular 
momentum and the applied torque, is 

where N is the torque vector 

F is an external force. A spacecraft equipped with 
reaction or momentum wheels is not considered a 
rigid body. Therefore, the attitude dynamics 
equation must be modified 

The body angular rates associated with this system 
are defined as 

The difference between the true quaternion 
and the estimated quaternion is 

(i = q,, 63 6q  (1 3) 

where (i is the estimated quaternion and 6q  is the 
difference between the estimated and actual 
quaternion. Substituting this into the dynamic 
equation for the estimate (7) yields 

Note, 6q is unique because it is defined as 

Propagation equations 
In this section, the estimation algorithm is 

formulated using the same filter formulation 
presented as Mook [12-131. This formulation is 
mathematically rigorous and produces accurate 
estimates. 

The propagation equations are based on the 
equations of motion. The seventh order state 
vector for this filter is 

The dynamic equations are 

q = ; ~ ( 6 ) ~  (17) 

where the body angular are 

N is defined by equation (10). The state space 
representation is 

For nonlinear systems, the error analysis is 
based on a linearization of the system. Defining 

af F r --, the error covariance can be written as 
ax 

Update equations 
The update equations for this filter formulation are 
the same as in the RTSF [2 I ]  formulation 

y = [pu XI"(-) + AV, (23) 

The sensitivity matrix H can be defined as 

H = [[t XI 0,",1 (24) 

Consequently, y is linearly related to the state error 

y = HX(-)  + A V, (25)  

The update equations are 



Summary of algorithm 

To summarize this algorithm, consider the 
following steps taken during the execution of the 
filter. It is assumed that all filter parameters are 
known ahead of time. 
Given 

The initial attitude quaternion $,(+) 
The initial rate error i,(+) 
The initial error covariance 4 (+) 

1. Propagate the states and error covariance 
using the updated or initial values of the 
state and the error. (1  7) and ( 1  8) 

2. Compute the residual. (23) 
3. Compute the update state, update 

covariance and Kalman gain. (26-30) 
4. Go to l 
In the filter formulation above, the process 

noise is assumed to be a known gaussian process. 
For real-world application, the process noise is not 
known exactly. Therefore, the next logical step is 
to devise an algorithm that produces the 
appropriate covariance to produce accurate state 
estimates. The method used in this paper is 
referred to as the PNCE . 

PNCE 

The PNCE [21] is a parameter optimization 
technique that identifies filter parameters that 
produce near-optimal state estimates in the 
presence of model error. This algorithm can be 
thought of as an external optimalily criterion for 
obtaining filter parameters, in particular the 
process noise covariance, Q. In the formulation 
presented here, the process noise covariance 
matrix is assumed diagonal. This diagonal form 
simplifies the optimization and is frequently used 
in research and applications. The accuracy of the 
PNCE algorithm is a function of the optimization 
process and the complexity of the functional form 
of process noise covariance. 

Figure 1 contains a flow chart of the PNCE 
algorithm. The flow chart describes the steps 
taken by the PNCE to solve for the appropriate 

covariance matrix. The major steps of the PNCE 
are given below: 

I )  Use Q, in the Kalman-type filter to 
calculate the state estimates. 

a) For the initial step, Qi is an initial 
covariance provided by the user. 

2) The state estimates are used to evaluate the 
costs and constraints in the cost/constraint 
routine. 

3) If the cost is not minimized or the 
constraints not satistied, then the 
optimization routine calculates a new Qi 
and return to step I .  If the costs are 
minimized and the constraints are satisfied, 
then the appropriate process noise 
covariance is found and PNCE stops. 

PNCE 
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Figure I Flow chart of the PNCE algorithm 

There are several advantages to this 
algorithm. First, it provides a consistent method 
of determining the appropriate process noise 
covariance. Another advantage is that the physical . . 

model error does not have to be a gaussian process 
to obtain accurate results. The physical model 
error is the model error associated with real-world 
applications. This error is not confined to gaussian 
process as defined in the original Kalman filter 
formulation. This allows the filter to be 
implemented in non-ideal environments, such as in 
real-world applications. 

As shown in Figure 1 ,  the PNCE is made up 
of several different components. The most 
important of these components is the 
cost/constraint routine. 

CostIConstraint Routine 



In this section, the cost/constraint component 
of the PNCE is discussed. The cost/constraint 
routine is the second component of the PNCE 
algorithm. This component defines the accuracy 
of the estimate of the filter parameter estimation. 
This component is user and problem dependent. 

Covariance Constraint 

A major part of the cost/constraint routine is 
the Covariance Constraint. The covariance 
constraint was formulated by Mook and Junkins in 
1985 [23]. This concept was developed as a part 
of another estimation algorithm, the Minimum 
Model Error algorithm. The covariance constraint 
states that the measurement-minus-estimate error 
covariance must match the measurement-minus- 
truth error covariance if the estimates mirror the 
truth. When this occurs the covariance constraint 
is satisfied. In the PNCE, the covariance 
constraint is a function of the process noise 
covariance, Q. The correct Q should produce 
estimates that fit the actual measurements with 
approximately the same error covariance as the 
actual measurement fit the truth. Therefor, the 
measurement noise distribution does not have to 
be completely gaussian to obtain accurate 
estimates. The covariance constraint can be 
expressed mathematically as: 

where: 
R (m x m) is the measurement noise 

covariance 
yS (m x I) is the measurement vector 

is the output estimate vector 
The covariance constraint is the primary cost 

function used by the PNCE. However, other costs 
functions and constraints can be utilized to 
improve the results of the parameter identification. 
These additional functions and constraints, if used, 
are dependent on the application. 

Simulation Results 
In this section, the PNCE algorithm is used to 

develop an accurate attitude determination 
estimator based on real data. This data is obtained 
from telemetry files provided by NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Flight Dynamics Branch. 
These telemetry files contained a nominal pass 
(nonevent) data set. A nonevent data set is used to 
ensure that the "truth" (from TRIAD) is available 
to evaluate the performance of the filter. 

To maintain consistency, the same numerical 
values of the filter parameter used in the RTSF 
report [27] are used here. The inertia matrix, I, 
and the wheel inertial, I,,,,, , are 

[I 7.56 0.0 0.0 ] 
I = 21.621 -0.194 kg- m 2  

0.0 -0.194 15.234 

The total torque vector, N, and ttie angular 
momentum, h, are known inputs to the system. In 
this simulation study, the measurement noise 
covariance is obtained from the SAMPEX 
evaluation report [2 11. 

For the Fine Sun Sensors (FSS) 

measurements, of..s.s = 6.346 x 1 o - ~ .  The error 
in the FSS measurement is primarily due to the 
digitization noise (0.5 deg). For the TAM 
measurements, the digitization noise is only about 

2 0.3 mG and o,,, = 3mG. The time constant 
used in the gyro bias model is r = 5.0sec (for 
playback). A distinctive feature of telemeter 
SAMPEX data is the large amount of white noise 
associated with the torques. The magnitude of the 

torques associated with this noise is which 
far exceeds the magnitude of the environmental 

torques of I o-.'. 
The noise statistics, along with physical 

insight, are used to determine the growth rate of 
the error covariance. The growth rate is 

rad 
(3*10-')bt ---;. 

sec 

This is an approximation of the process noise 
covariance, Q. Using this approximation, physical 
insight and tuning, the appropriate Q can be found, 
but this process can be time-consuming. In this 
experiment, an automated method of tuning the 
estimator, the PNCE, is used to determine the 
appropriate filter parameter. 

Since the attitude estimator developed here 
only requires magnetometer data, some of the 
accuracy and reliability may be lost. This 
simulation is used to demonstrate that an accurate 
estimator can be developed automatically. To 
ensure robustness in the presence of additional 
modeling errors, the initial conditions are 
perturbed from their correct values. 



For this study, the process noise covariance is 
assumed to be of the following form 

where qq and q, are to be determined. Using the 

measurement noise, the PNCE determines the 
appropriate values for q,, and q, . 

During non-event passes, good data from both 
FSS and TAM, TRIAD is considered to be near- 
perfect. Therefore, TRIAD is considered to be the 
Truth. A nonevent pass is part of an orbit or the 
whole orbit where an eclipse or other anomalies do 
not occur. 

Figure 2-4 contain plots of the Roll, Pitch, and 
Yaw of the truth and of the estimator using the 
standard formulation. The state estimates are 
initially off but then converge to the truth quickly. 
This initial error is due to the initial condition 
error. Figure 5 contains a plot of the output 
estimates and the TAM measurement. 
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Measurement and Output estimate 
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Figure 5 The TAM measurements and the output 
estimates 

In the plots above, filter produce accurate 
estimates of the attitude and the output (the TAM 
measurements). Even though the initial conditions 
are perturbed, the filter is able to converge to the 
truth quickly. This illustrates the robustness of the 
PNCE and the present filter formulation. 

Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a 

new method for obtaining accurate state estimates 
for a three-axis magnetometer attitude estimator. 
This method, the PNCE, used statistical properties 
and a data set to determine the appropriate process 
noise covariance. The PNCE algorithm is utilized 
to develop an attitude filter. This filter 
formulations produced accurate attitude and output 
estimates. 

From the results in this paper, it has been 
shown that the PNCE estimator is a robust 
algorithm that can account for deterministic linear 
model uncertainty and error in the initial 
conditions or the filter parameters. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, an optimal batch estimator and filter based on the Minimum 

Model Error (MME) approach is developed for three-axis stabilized spacecraft. 
Three different MME algorithms are developed. The first algorithm estimates the 
attitude of a spacecraft using rate measurements. The second algorithm estimates 
the attitude without using rate measurements. The absence of rate data may be a 
result of intentional design or from unexpected failure of existing gyros. The third 
algorithm determines input-torque modeling error trajectories. All of the 
algorithms developed in this paper use attitude sensors (e.g., three-axis 
magnetometers, sun sensors, star trackers, etc). Results using these new 
algorithms indicate that an MME-based approach accurately estimates the attitude, 
rate, and input torque trajectories of an actual spacecraft. 

Introduction 
The attitude of a spacecraft can be determined by either deterministic methods or by utilizing 

algorithms which combine dynamic models with sensor data. Three-axis deterministic methods, such as 
TRIAD [I], QUEST [2], and FOAM [3], require at least two simultaneous vector measurements to 
determine the attitude (direction-cosine) matrix. An advantage of both the QUEST and FOAM 
algorithms is that the attitude of a spacecraft can be estimated using more than two measurements. This 
is accomplished by minimizing a quadratic loss function first posed by Wahba [4]. However, all 
deterministic methods fail when only one vector measurement is available, (e.g., magnetometer data 
only). Estimation algorithms utilize dynamic models, and subsequently can (in theory) estimate the 
attitude of a spacecraft using measurements of a single reference vector. Although all spacecraft in use 
today have at least two on-board attitude sensors, estimation techniques can be used to determine the 
attitude during anomalous periods, such as solar eclipse and/or sensor cealignment. 

The most commonly used technique for attitude estimation is the Kalrnan filter [5] .  The Kalman filter 
utilizes state-space representations to both estimate plant dynamics and also filter noisy data. Errors in 
the dynarnical model and measurement process are assumed to be modeled by a zero-mean Gaussian 
process with known covariance. The optimality criterion in the Kalman filter minimizes the trace error 
covariance between estimated responses and model responses. In theory, the Kalrnan filter does not 
require actual measurements to satisfy this optimality criterion; however, in actual practice measurements 
are often used to properly "tune" the filter estimates. 

Smoothing algorithms further refme state estimates by utilizing both a "forward filter" and a 
"backward filter" (see e.g., Gelb [6]).  An advantage of smoothing algorithms is that the error covariance 
is always less or equal to either the forward or backward filter alone. A disadvantage of smoothing 
algorithms is that they cannot be implemented in sequential (real-time) estimation. 

In order for the Kalman filter to be truly optimal, both the measurement error process and model 
error process must be random Gaussian processes with known covariance. In most circumstances, 



properties of the measurement error process are known a priori by utilizing statistical inferences applied 
to sensor measwments. However, model error statistics are not usually well known. In actual practice 
the determination of the model error covariance in the Kalman filter is usually obtained by an ad hoc 
and/or heuristic approach, which can result in suboptimal filter designs (e.g., determining random gyro 
drift rate). Also, in many instances, such as nonlinear model errors or non-stationary processes, the 
assumption of a stationary Gaussian process can lead to severely degraded state estimates. 

For spacecraft attitude estimation, the Kalman filter is most applicable to spacecraft equipped with 
three-axis gyros as well as attitude sensors [7]. However, rate gyros are generally expensive and are 
often prone to degradation or failure. Therefore, in recent years rate gyros have been omitted (e.g., in 
Small Explorer (SMEX) spacecraft, such as Solar Anomalous Magnetospheric Particle Explorer 
(SAMPEX) spacecraft). To circumvent the problem of rate gyro omission or failwe, analytical models of 
rate motion can be used. This approach has been successfully used in a Real-Time Sequential Filter 
(RTSF) algorithm which propagates state estimates and error covariances using dynamic models 181. The 
estimation of dynamic rates by the RTSF is accomplished from angular momentum model propagation, 
and then correcting for these rates by using a "gyro bias" component in the filter design. A clear 
advantage of using dynamic models is shown for the case of sun-magnetic field near cealignment. For 
this case, d e t d n i s t i c  algorithms, such as TRIAD and QUEST, show anomalous behaviors with extreme 
deviations in determined attitudes. Since the RTSF propagates an analytical model of motion, attitude 
estimates are improved even when data from only one attitude sensor is available. However, the RTSF is 
essentially a Kalman filter in which the "gyro bias" model (and subsequently the angular momentum 
model correction) is assumed to be a Gaussian process with known covariance. Also, fairly accurate 
models of angular momentum are required in order to obtain accurate estimates. Subsequently, the 
design process for choosing the model error covariance becomes difficult. 

In this paper, an optimal attitude estimation algorithm is developed which is capable of robust and 
accurate state estimation for spacecraft lacking accurate or any rate measurements and/or accurate 
dynamic models. This algorithm is based on the Minimum Model Error (MME) [9] batch-estimation 
approach. The advantages of the MME estimator over conventional Kalrnan strategies include: (i) no a 
priori statistics on the form of the model error are required, (ii) the actual model error is determined as 
part of the solution, and (iii) state estimates are free of jump discontinuities, which greatly smoothes out 
high measurement noise. The MME estimation approach has been successfully applied to numerous 
poorly-modeled dynamic systems which exhibit highly nonlinear behaviors (see, e.g. [lo-1 11). Previous 
MME studies used TRIAD-determined quaternions as measurements [12]. The formulations developed 
in this paper expand upon this method to include attitude sensors, such as three-axis magnetometers 
(TAM), fine sun sensors (FSS), star trackers, etc. 

The organization of this paper proceeds as follows. First, a summary of the s p a c e d  attitude 
kinematics and sensor models is shown. Then, a brief review of the MME estimator for nonlinear 
systems is shown. Next, various MME-based algorithms are developed for the purpose of attitude 
estimation, which include: a simple linear algorithm which is used to smooth noisy rate measurements, an 
attitude estimator using rate measurement information, an attitude estimator without the utilization of any 
rate measurements, and an input torque estimator. Finally, these MME designs are used to estimate the 
attitude, rate, and input torque trajectories of the SAMPEX spacecraft in order to demonstrate the 
usefulness of these algorithms. 

Attitude Kinematics and Dvnamics 
In this section, a brief review of the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion for a three-axis 

stabilized spacecraft is shown. The attitude is assumed to be represented by a quaternion, defined as 
- - 

with 



where g is a unit vector corresponding to the axis of rotation and e is the angle of rotation. The 
quaternion kinematic equations of motion are derived by using the spacecraft's angular velocity (g), 
given by 

where R(g) and qd are defined as 

The 3x3 dimensional matrices [EX] and [q x] are referred to as cross product matrices since 
-13 

gxb=[gx]b, with 

Since a three degree-of-fieedom attitude system is represented by a four-dimensional vector. the 
quaternions cannot be independent. This condition leads to the following normalization constraint 

Also, the matrix ~ ( d  obeys the following helpful relations 



The dynamic equations of motion, also known as Euler's equations, for a rotating spacecraft are 
given by (1131) 

~ = N - & ~ x L = I ~ &  - - (8) 

where L is the total angular momentum, N is the total external torque (which includes, e.g., control 
torques, aerodynamic drag torques, solar pressure torques, etc.), and I, is the inertia matrix of the 
spacecraft. If reaction or momentum wheels are used on the spacecraft, the total angular momentum is 
given by 

L=Ibo_+h - (9) 

where h is the total angular momentum due to the wheels. Thus, Equation (8) can be re-written as 

The measurement model is assumed to be of the form given by 

B - ~ ( g ) B 1  -B - 

where 4, is a 3 x 1  dimensional vector of some reference object (e.g., a vector to the sun or to a star, or 
the Earth's magnetic field vector) in a reference coordinate system, l3, is a 3 x 1  dimensional vector 
defining the components of the corresponding reference vector measured in the spacecraft body frame, 
and A(?) is given by 

which is the 3 x 3 dimensional (orthogonal) attitude matrix. 

Minimum Model Error Estimation 
In this section, a brief review of the Minimum Model Error (MME) estimation algorithm is shown. 

The essential feature of this batch estimator is that actual model error trajectories are determined during 
the estimation process, unlike most filter/smoother algorithms which assume that the model error is a 
stochastic process with known properties. The MME algorithm determines the correction added to the 
assumed model which yields an accurate representation of the system's behavior. This is accomplished by 
solving an optimality condition using an output residual constraint. Therefore, accurate state estimates 
can be determined without the use of precise system representations in the assumed model. 

The MME algorithm assumes that the state estimates are given by a preliminary model and a to-be- 
determined model error vector, given by 

where f is an n x  1 model vector, i ( t )  is an n x 1 state estimate vector, ~ ( r )  is a p x 1 vector of lcnown - 
inputs, and d(t) is an n x 1 model error vector, - g is a q x 1  measurement (sensitivity) vector, and - j(t) is a 
q x  1 estimated output vector. State-observable discrete measurements are assumed for Equation (13b) in 
the following form 



where y"(t,) is a q x  1 measurement vector at time t,, and 1, is a q x 1 measurement noise vector which is - 
assumed to be a zero-mean, Gaussian distributed process with known covariance. 

In the MME algorithm, the optimal state estimates are determined on the basis that the measurement- 
minus-estimate error covariance matrix must match the measurement-minus-truth error covariance 
matrix. This condition is referred to as the "covariance constraint," shown as 

where R, is the element-by-element (known) measurement error covariance. However, problems may 
arise using Equation (15) which are attributed to "small sample" statistics [14]. Therefore, in the typical 
case where the measurement error process is stationary, the average covariance can be used, given by 

where m is the total number of measurements. 

Next, the following cost function is minimized with respect to g ( ~ )  

where W is an n x n  positive-definite weighting matrix. The necessary conditions for the minimization of 
Equation (17) lead to the following twepoint-boundary-value-problem (TPBVP) [9] 

= ad( t ) ,  ( f ) ,  d(f). I] (18a) 

T 
( t )  = - 1  &(t) - ad 



where &(z) is an n x l  co-state vector which is updated at each measurement point using Equation (18d). 
The boundary conditions are selected such that either &(ti) = _D or g(to) is specified at the initial h e  and 

either &(ti) = Q or $ r f )  is specified at the final time. 

The solution of the TPBVP for a given weighting matrix yields a state estimate time trajectory which 
can be used to determine a measurement residual covariance matrix. The covariance constraint is 
satisfied when the proper balance between model error and measurement residual has been achieved. If 
the measurement residual covariance is higher than the known measurement error covariance (R ) ,  then W 
should be decreased to less penalize the model error. Conversely, if the residual covariance is lower than 
the known covariance, then w should be increased so that less unmodeled dynamics are added to the 
assumed system model. The optimal weighting matrix is therefore obtained when the covariance 
constraint in Equation (16) is satisfied. 

Gvro Noise Smoother 
Gyros tend to be noisy and have an inherent drift. Also, gyros are usually sampled at a higher 

frequency than attitude sensors. In order to first filter the noise, a simple MME-based smoothing 
algorithm can first be applied. This algorithm minimizes 

subject to 
A 

&g (t) = !ig (t), gg(t0 1 = @go 

where &(t) is the estimated gyro output, and &(t) is the model error correction. Minimizing Equation 

(19) leads to the following TPBVP 
1 &,(t)=-w; - )rg(t), &&to) =&go (21a) 

3. = g  -8 (2 1 b) 

& g ( . ' ) = h g ( ~ ) + ~ i l { ~ g ( t k ) - & g ( f k ) } y  kg(t?)=g (21~) 

The solution of Equation (21) can be determined by using a steady-state Riccati transformation (see [IS] 
for details). This transformation leads to the following 



where the subscript ( i )  represents each gyro measurement set, and at is the sampling interval. For a 
given weighting and measurement covariance, the first step is to determine the steady-state Riccati 
solution in using Equation (22a). Then, the inhomogeneous Riccati trajectory is solved backwards in 
time using Equation (22b), with discrete jumps at each measurement point given by Equation (22c). 
Finally, the smoothed gyro estimates are determined using Equation (22d). An advantage of this 
algorithm is not only the inherent smoothing properties, but also that the gyro estimates are totally 
continuous. Therefore, the generally discrete gyro measurements can be replaced with the continuous 
gyro estimates given by Equation (224. 

Attitude Estimation Using Rate Measurements 
The MME attitude angular velocity estimation formulation using rate measurements minimizes the 

following cost function 

subject to 

where $ ( r )  is the rate measurement vector, - B(r) is the estimated quaternion, and BB and g, are the 
spacecraft body measurement and corresponding inertial field vector, respectively. The model error (d) 
is a correction to the rate measurements. which forces the model responses to satisfy the covariance 
constraint in Equation (1 6). 

The TPBVP given by Equation (1 8) can be written as 

The sensitivity matrix H in Equation (25d) can be derived as 

H = 2 ~ ~ ( 1 )  

where 



The extension to using multiple attitude sensors is accomplished by using a partitioned residual output 
and sensitivity matrix, given by 

The co-state update in Equation (25d) shows a nonlinear relationship with respect to the quaternion 
estimate. However, this nonlinearity can be reduced to be a linear function if the quaternions obey 
normalization and each attitude sensor is assumed isotropic. This can be shown by deriving the co-state 
update using 

where the measurement covariance is now assumed to be isotropic for each sensor (i.e., the measurement 
errors in each one of the axes are assumed equal). Therefore, R = r13,3, which is a valid assumption for 
almost all attitude sensors. In order to determine the partial derivative in Equation (29), the following 
identities and definitions are used 

Equation (29) can now be re-written as 

The partial derivative in Equation (31) is given by 



Hence, if the quaternions obey normalization the following identity is true 

Therefore, if the sensor measurements are isotropic, the co-state update in Equation (25d) is linear with 
respect to the quaternion estimate. 

The TPBVP shown in Equations (25a)-(25d) can be solved by using gradient techniques. The basic 
gradient procedure is to first guess for the model error trajectory (d). Then, integrate the quaternion 
states forward using Equation (25a) and co-states backward using Equation (2%) accounting for discrete 
jumps in Equation (25d). The next search direction is given by Equation (25b). This procedure is 
continued until convergence is achieved. 

Attitude Estimation without Rate Measurements 
In this section, the MME estimator is derived for spacecraft which lack any rate information. The 

formulation is based upon using Euler's equation for modeling the angular momentum. The MME 
problem for this case minimizes the following cost function 

subject to 

where 

@(t)  = lil {&t) - &t)} 

where & is the measured angular momentum due to the wheels. Minimizing Equation (34) leads to the 
following TPBVP 

with discrete jumps in the co-states given by 



The TPBVP given by Equations (37) and (38) can be solved by using a simple gradient-based search 
technique. 

I n ~ u t  Toraue Estimation 
In this section, the MME estimator is used to estimate model error torques using angular rate 

trajectories. These angular rate trajectories are assumed to be known (e.g., from finite differenced 
attitude estimates, or from angular rate estimates from an MME design or other estimator). First, a 
measured angular momentum vector is determined by 

e = lbo_+h - (39) 

In general, the angular momentum measurements in Equation (39) will be noisy due to the angular 
velocity measurements of the wheel speed. However, this noise is inherently smoothed by the MME 
estimator. The MME problem for determining the errors in the torque input of Euler's equation 
minimizes the following cost function 

subject to 

i ( t  ) = - [ g ( t )  x E ( t )  + ~ ( t )  + d(t) ,  - L ( t 0 )  = $ 

Minimizing Equation (40) leads to the following TPBVP 

L(t  ) = +(t) x E ( t )  + ~ ( t )  - w-l ~ ( t ) ,  - - i ( t * )  = to (42a) 

The solution to the TPBVP in Equation (42) can be determined by using a Riccati transformation [15]. 
Applying this technique leads to the following equations 

i ( t )  = P(t)[@(t)  x ]  + ~ ( r )  w-' ~ ( r )  + [&) x]  ~ ( t )  (43a) 



Therefore, the first step is to solve for the Riccati and inhomogeneous trajectories backwards in time 
using Equations (43a) and (43c), accounting for discrete jumps by Equations (43b) and (43d). Then, the 
angular momentum estimates are determined by integrating Equation (43e) forwards in time. 

Attitude Estimation of an Actual Spacecraft 
In this section, the MME estimation algorithms previously developed are used to estimate the 

attitude, rate, and input torque trajectories of the SAMPEX spacecraft using vector measurement 
observations. The SAMPEX general mission is to study energetic particles and various types of rays. 
The spacecraft is three-axis stabilized in a 550 by 675 lan elliptical orbit with an 82' inclination. The 
attitude control hardware consists of a magnetic torquer assembly (MTA) and a reaction wheel assembly 
(RWA). The attitude determination hardware consists of five coarse Sun sensors (CSS) @rimarily for 
Sun-acquisition), one fine Sun sensor (FSS), and a three-axis magnetometer (TAM). Also, no rate 
gyroscopic instruments are present on the spacecraft. 

The onboard computer routine to determine attitude is based upon the TRIAD [I] deterministic 
method. The spacecraft is controlled by the MTA to maintain the fmed solar arrays perpendicular to the 
sun-line. The RWA is used to point the instrument boresight axis as required by the scientific mission. 
During eclipse no sun measurements are available from the FSS. Attitude control is maintained by using 
a constant sun-line vector as a "pseudo-measurement," so that both the MTA and RWA are still utilized. 
During vector cealignment, the spacecraft is placed in a "coast" mode in which the MTA is not used (see 
[16] for more details). The required nominal attitude determination accuracy is 352'. During anomalous 
conditions (eclipse and/or measurement vector c~alignment) the attitude cannot be determined by 
deterministic methods, such as TRIAD. The MME algorithms presented in this paper can determine the 
attitude using TAM measurements only, so that attitude accuracy may be checked for any deviations from 
nominal performance. 

The inertial field trajectories are obtained by using a 8th order spherical harmonic model of the 
Earth's magnetic field with International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) coefficients. 
Magnetometer measurements by the TAM are known to be extremely accurate (within 0.3 mG). 
However, experience has shown thft errors in the magnetic field model have a standard deviation of 
about 3 mG [17]. Therefore, 9 mG is chosen for the diagonal elements of the measurement covariance 
matrix. 

The first test case involves using both TAM and FSS measurements. A plot of the finite differenced 
angular rates using TRIAD determined attitudes is shown in Figure 1. These rates are extremely noisy, 
which is due to the large digitization noise associated with the FSS measurements. The TRIAD 
determined rates are next used in the fust MME formulation (with rate information), along with the TAM 
and FSS measurements. A plot of the MME estimated rates is shown in Figure 2. Clearly, these rates are 
smoother than the TRIAD determined rates. Next, the MME input torque estimator is applied using 
these estimated rates. A plat of the MME determined input torques is shown in Figure 3. These torques 
correspond to a correction to the dynamic model, so that the model responses match the vector 
measurement observations. 

The second case involves using TAM measurements only to estimate the attitude and angular rates. 
The MME attitude estimator without rate measurements is used for this case. A plot of the estimated 
angular rate trajectories is shown in Figure 4. These angular rate estimates clearly show a rotation about 
the spacecraft's y-axis, which is the desired motion. A plot of the error between the estimated MME 
attitudes and the attitudes determined by TRIAD is shown in Figure 5. A slight hangoff is seen in the 
pitch axis. This may be due to nonlinear effects in the magnetic field model (this hangoff is also seen in 
Kalrnan filter approaches for other spacecraft such as UARS). However, the MME algorithm is able to 
determine attitudes to within 0.3' using TAM data only. This can be useful in determining the attitude 
when deterministic methods fail. 



Conclusions 
In this paper, several MME algorithms were presented for use in attitude estimation using vector 

measurement observations. The first algorithm used angular rate measurements to determine attitude 
estimate trajectories. The second algorithm estimated the attitude trajectories without any rate 
measurement information. The third algorithm determined the required torque input trajectories so that 
the model responses match the vector observations. An advantage of all of these algorithms is that 
quaternion normalization was maintained, since linearization of the dynamic model was not needed. The 
MME-based algorithms were then applied to an actual spacecraft. Results indicated that an MME-based 
approach provides a robust algorithm which can be used to determine the attitude, rate, and modeling 
error torque trajectories of a spacecraft from vector measurements. 
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Post Kalman Progress 

David Sonnabend* 

Abstract 

In a paper here last year, 121, an idea was put forward that much greater performance could 
be obtained from an observer, relative to a Kalman filter, if more general performance indices were 
adopted, and the full power spectra of all the noises were employed. Considerable progress since 
then is reported here. Included are an extension of the theory to regulators, direct calculation of the 
theory's fundamental quantities - the noise effect integrals - for several theoretical spectra, and 
direct derivations of the Riccati equations of LQG and Kalman theory yielding new insights. 

1 Notation 
Uppercase bold roman letters are 2 dimensional arrays; e.g., F. Lowercase bold roman or greek letters 
are column vectors; e.g., x. Lowercase greek subscripts are indices. Overdots signify time derivatives; 
e.g., i = d x / d t .  A T superscript denotes transpose. Overbars signify mean values; e.g., F. Underbars 
denote random processes with the bias, if any, removed; e.g., ~ ( t )  = w ( t )  - F. Hats indicate estimates; 
e.g., x. Sines and cosines are denoted by s and c respectively. 

B = n x w process noise state distribution matrix 
ct = state or estimation error settling time concern level 
C = n x n matrix of white noise Lyapunov constraints 
F = n x n plant matrix 
g ( u )  = general controls distribution function 
G = n x u controls distribution matrix 
h ( t )  = impulse response function 
H = t x n measurement partials matrix 
7-l = variational Hamiltonian 
I = n x n identity matrix 
J = overall performance index 
J ,  = settling time performance index 
K = n x z observer feedback gain matrix 
L = u x n regulator feedback gain matrix 
m = order of a Butterworth filter or noise source 
M = n x n matrix used in the calculation of P, 
n = number of elements in the state vector x ( t )  
N = solution of Lyapunov equation 
P, = n x n covariance matrix of x ( t )  
P, = n x n covariance matrix of ~ ( t )  
Q(w)  = n x n combined noise matrix - 
R,(O) = average power of w(t) 
% ( x )  = real part of x  
S, (w)  = v x v power spectral density of v ( t )  
S,(w) = w x w power spectral density of w(t) 
t  = time, or more generally, independent variable in state equations 
t ,  = settling time of regulator or observer 
Tr [PI = trace of P 
u = number of elements in the control vector u(t) 
u ( t )  = u element vector of controls 
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U = u x u controls weighting matrix 
v = number of elements in measurement noise vector v( t)  
v(t) = v element measurement noise vector 
V = z x v measurement noise distribution matrix 
w = number of elements in the process noise vector ~ ( t )  
w(t) = w element process noise vector 
W = z x w process noise cross distribution matrix 
x(t)  = n element state vector 
X = n x n state weighting matrix 
Y = n x w observer process noise effect matrix 
z = number of elements in the measurement vector z(t) 
z(t) = z element measurement vector 
Z = n x n system matrix 
0 = zero vector or matrix 
I' = z x z combined measurement noise matrix 
6; = Kronecker delta (=1 if j = k; = O  otherwise) 
6 ( t )  = z element measurement residuals vector 
~ ( t )  = n element estimation error vector 
O = n x n combined weighting matrix 
X = eigenvalue of Z 
A = n x n matrix of Lagrange multipliers 
II a = n x n estimate error weighting matrix 
+ = n x n noise effect integral 
w = angular frequency 
w, = break frequency of noise spectrum 
wh = half power frequency of noise spectrum 

2 Regulator and Observer Structure 
Throughout this paper, I'll be dealing with systems specified by an n element state vector x(t), obeying 
a set of 1st order ordinary differential equations. I'll assume that, after some suitable linearization, these 
may be written: 

x(t) = Fx(t) + g[u(t)] + Bw(t )  (1) 

Here, u(t) is a u element control vector, and w(t) is a w element process noise vector. Each element 
w j ( t )  is regarded as stationary, and described by the power spectral density S W j ( w ) ,  where w is angular 
frequency. Also, F is the "plant" matrix, and W is the process noise distribution matrix, both regarded 
as independent of time. While some wj( t )  might affect more than 1 state equation, W is constructed 
so that all the wj ( t )  are statistically independent. Finally, the possibly nonlinear g[u(t)] expresses the 
effect of the controls on the state. 

In a linear proportional regulator, where the intent is to hold x(t)  close to zero, in spite of w(t), we take 

for some fixed n x u matrix G; and then let 

for some fixed u x n matrix L. When these relations are substituted into (1) there follows: 

where 
Z F - G L  

I shall refer to the n x n matrix Z as the regulator system matrix. It will reappear in another guise 
in observer theory below. The next section will deal with new methods for choosing the feedback gain 



matrix L, and how to calculate the performance. As a 1st application, Linear Quadratic Gaussian theory 
(LQG) is derivable from this more general theory. A sketch of the proof is given in Section 5. 

Turning now to observers, suppose a system is described by the state equations (1). We wish to determine 
the current value of x(t) by the use of these, supported by some set of measurements z(t). Suppose further, 
that after some suitable linearization, these measurements are described by the model 

a z element vector. The 1st term on the right is the assumed known bias in the measurements, partly due 
to undesired offsets in the instrument, and partly from the linearization. Next, the assumed fixed z x n 
matrix H  comes from the linearization, and is known in estimation lingo as the "measurement partials". 

The measurements are assumed to be contaminated by some set of v statistically stationary noises v(t). 
Like the process noise w(t) ,  a fixed r x v distribution matrix V is introduced to insure that all the uk(t) 
are independent. As it sometimes happens that measurements are also contaminated by the process noise, 
I have included such a term, with an appropriate distribution matrix W. It was required in [2]; however, 
in most practical cases the term can be omitted; still, its presence leads to an interesting generalization. 

An observer based on these plant and measurement models starts with an estimate S(t) of x(t) .  This is 
generated by a computer simulation of the deterministic parts of the plant equations ( I ) ,  corrected as 
follows by the measurements: 

where what estimation types like to call the "residlials" are defined by: 

that is, the difference between the actual measurements z(t) and their reconstruction in the computer. 
Here, the biases F and V in the noises are assumed known. The n x z feedback gain matrix K is named for 
Kalman; but in the more general theory in Section 4, it's not derived with the Kalman filter assumptions. 

On introducing the error in the estimate: 

the residuals (8) may be rewritten as 

When this is substituted into (7), and the plant equations (1) are subtracted, there results: 

in which 
Z r F - K H  ; Y K W - B  

I will call the n x n matrix Z  the observer system matrix, in order to stress the similarity of (11) to 
the regulator behavior (4). Indeed, one may regard this observer as a regulator, whose intent is to force 
the observation error ~ ( t )  close to zero, in spite of all the noises. Observer performance when subject to 
arbitrary noise is discussed in Section 6 ;  and the specialization to the now obsolete Kalman theory in 
Section 7. 

A few observations. In either of these systems, it must be possible to choose the feedback gain (L or 
K )  such that Z  < 0 (negative definite). If this isn't possible, then either (4) or (11) will diverge, and 
the system is said to be uncontrollable or unobservable. In what follows, I'll always assume that such a 
choice is possible. 



The theory presented here got started about 5 years ago, when W. M. McEneaney, in unpublished 
notes, demonstrated that the terminal covariance of ~ ( t )  in a Kalman filter could be calculated directly, 
if everything was stationary, without integrating any differential equations. The idea was extended to 
regulators, and to arbitrary noise power spectra, in [I]. Several other papers on the subject have been 
written, culminating in last year's paper here, [2]. A book [3], examining the subject in much greater 
depth, and containing all the proofs, is now nearing completion. 

3 Regulator Performance 
In the above regulator, with statistically stationary noise, initial transients will die out, and the statistics 
of x(t) will tend to asymptotic values. Of these, the mean and the covariance are the most important. 
1'11 sketch the results to date of the new theory; but page limits prevent my giving the proofs, or much 
discussion. Following that, 1'11 discuss a more general performance index than is usually seen in regulator 
design. 

Starting with the mean, if expectation is applied to (4), then after settling: 

where, since Z < 0, it's non-singular. Thus, x(t) has a bias if and only if w(t) has one. 

As for the covariance, since (4) is linear, it has a solution for x(t) in terms of an integral over w(t).  From 
this, the outer product of x(t) with itself may be constructed as a double integral, and the expectation 
applied, leading by and by to an expression for the terminal covariance P, of x(t),  in terms of a double 
integral over the autocovariance of w(t). On applying a Fourier transformation, the expression is con- 
verted to the frequency domain, and after working through another page of dense algebra, this general 
result emerges: 

-.,-I] dY pz = lm [(z + w 2 ~ 1 ) ' ~ ( w )  +N(U) (zT + z (14) 

where N(w) is the solution of the Lyapunov equation 

Here, Sw(w) is a diagonal matrix, whose non-zero element SWjj(w) is the one sided power spectral density 
of g j ( t ) .  Also, the normalization of the Fourier transform is such that the average power in g j ( t )  is 

Thus, for a given gain L, Z is calculated from (5). Then N(w) is determined by by solving (15) for each 
of a dense set of w values; after which P, is obtained by the numerical integration of (14). Tedious, but 
a t  least all the Swjj(w) vanish above some finite w, for any practical spectra. 

This was the status of the theory in the earlier papers. Since then, a dramatic improvement in this 
procedure has been found. By construction from (14) it is easy to show that P, obeys its own Lyapunov 
equation: 

Z P , + P , Z ~ =  M+M. (17) 

where 
w 

j=1 

Here, Bj is the j th  column of B,  and 

I have called these quantities the noise effect integrals. The current progress in determining these for 
several theoretical spectra is given in Sections 4 and 8. Note that, while numerical integration may still 
be needed to find some +j,  there is now only one Lyapunov equation to solve to get P,. 



In modern control theory, as applied to regulators, it's common to measure performance by a linear- 
quadratic index as follows: 

J = Tr [(X f L ~ U L )  (P, + z5'CT)] (20) 

Here, X is a weighting matrix, intended to express dislike for each of the elements xj(t). In a practical 
weighting scheme we require both X > 0, and that it be symmetric. In "Bryson weighting", X is diagonal, 
and each Xj j  is the inverse square of the level of xj( t )  that would cause a given amount of pain. Similarly, 
U is a weighting matrix, intended to express dislike for the use of controls. If it's obtained by Bryson 
weighting, the diagonal element Ukk is the inverse square of the level of uk(t) that would cause the same 
amount of pain. Note that J is dimensionless, if it's constructed in this way. Overall, if you believe that 
this J truly expresses your desires in the design of your regulator, then it only remains to find that value 
of the gain L that yields minimum J. I'll not get into the derivation of (20), as it's given in most books 
on the subject. 

While most theoretical work tends to rely on some variation of (20), there are other issues the designer 
must face. Perhaps most important is settling time; i.e., the time for the regulator to recover from 
arbitrary initial conditions, or unmodeled disturbances. In the system (4), settling consists of the behavior 
of n modes, each of which settles exponentially according to the eigenvalues of Z. More precisely, if some 
eigenvalue is X = a + ip, then the settling time of the corresponding mode is -l/a (all o < 0); and the 
overall settling time t, is the largest of these. 

In the improved theory, concern for settling time is dealt with by adding some function of t, to J. I have 
used t,/ct, where ct is the time that yields the same level of pain used in the state and control weightings. 
However, a case could be made for using the square of this instead, or perhaps the sum of such terms for 
each eigenvalue. In any case, the added term doesn't depend on the noise, only the choice of L. 

4 White, Colored, & Butterworth Noise 
In this section I'll begin the analysis of the noise effect integrals a, treating those cases where S (W)  
doesn't vanish above some finite w. The simplest of these is "white" noise, for which S(w) = S. Note 
that, by this definition, white noise can't have a bias, as this would imply an infinite spike a t  w = 0. Some 
readers may have heard me fulminate against this stuff before; here 1'11 confine my antipathy to pointing 
out that any such process would have to contain infinite power, for which our universe lacks the resources. 
Still, the assumption that all noises are white has led to the enormous practical sin~plifications of LQG 
and Kalman theory, to where white noise has acquired a sort of mystical reality. It's my hope that papers 
such as this will convince readers that the promise of better performance outweighs mathematical and 
numerical simplicity. 

Enough fulmination. An involved argument based on an eigensystem decomposition of Z leads to a set 
of scalar arctangent integrals. Reconstruction then yields 

where I is the n x n identity matrix. Observe that this result appears to be independent of Z, a property 
not possessed by any other S(w) I've looked at. This is the root cause of the simplifications of LQG 
and Kalman theory. Not quite independent - the analysis depends critically on Z < 0. For the reader 
interested in verifying this result, caution: of the half dozen or so references on my shelf listing arctangent 
expansions, none were completely correct. 

Next, colored noise. Some in the field regard any non-white noise as colored; but most accept the 
definition of a colored noise u(t) as obeying 

where w(t) is white, and w, is the "break" frequency. The power spectrum of such a process may be 
shown to be 



where R(0) is the average power. Physically, u( t )  is the result of passing white noise through a 1st order 
linear filter, whose break frequency is w,. I've never seen such a spectrum, and I doubt that you have; its 
utility comes from a well known technique, in which (22) is appended to the plant equations, when the 
white noise source is included in either the process or measurement noises, as needed. As the new ideas 
don't require this artifice, 1'11 not discuss it further. Properties of colored noise are that S(w,) = S(0)/2, 
and that half of the total power is in the "tail", i.e., in the region w, 5 w _< m. 

If (23) is substituted into (19), a sort of partial fractions expansion causes the white noise integral above 
to surface, leading to 

a = R(0) (Z - wC1)-' (24) 

So long as Z < 0, the matrix on the right is non-singular, and this formula is a big improvement over 
infinite numerical integration. 

Since real noises generally roll off much faster than colored noise, I have introduced a generalization I've 
called "Butterworth" noise. It is the result of passing white noise through an m pole low pass Butterworth 
filter. The power spectrum of such a process may be shown to be: 

Since (25) reduces to (23) for 7n = 1, colored noise might be referred to as 1 pole Butterworth noise. 
The property S(w,) = S(0)/2 continues to hold for all m; but the fraction of the total power in the 
tail drops rapidly with increasing m; e.g., 0.21945 for m = 2, and .098931 for m = 4. As a practical 
matter, instruments troubled by broad band noise frequently have Butterworth circuits added prior to 
digitization, to avoid "aliasing". The resulting spectrum tends to look rather like (25), with w, chosen 
well below the sampling frequency. If this sourids like your situation, then m = 4 is what you are most 
likely to encounter, as it has a straightforward implementation by a circuit comprising 2 operational 
amplifiers. 

If (25) is substituted into (19), the same technique used for colored noise works, yielding an analytic 
solution good for all m: 

It's not hard to show that this reduces to the colored noise effect integral (24) for m = 1. As for more 
poles, I'll tabulate the next few: 

where 

kl = &- 1 = 0.4142135624 ; 82 = 2 & 7 4 =  3.5307337295 

Additional results for m 5 8 will appear in (31. 



5 LQG Theory 
While I have railed against white noise above, it is the foundation of the popular Linear-Quadratic- 
Gaussian method of designing some kinds of control systems. For a regulator, the assumptions are that 
all the  noise is white and has a Gaussian probability density, and that we wish to choose the feedback gain 
L to minimize the performance index (20). I'll show how the main results of LQG theory for regulators 
may be derived from the new theory. As will be seen, no use is made of the Gaussian assumption, showing 
that it's irrelevant in this context. 

To begin, if the noise is all white, then Q(w) is independent of w in (15); so this must also be true of 
N(w). Thus, (14) is reduced to a pair ofterms involving the white noise effect integral (21), from which - 
P, = -?rN; and on substituting this back into (15) we have: 

C = ZP, + p,zT + 7rQ = 0 - (30) 

This set of constraints must be enforced while minimizing J. To do this I'll introduce the variational 
Hamiltonian 

%(P,, L, A) = n [OP, + AC] (31) 

where A is a symmetrical matrix of Lagrange multipliers, and the last term is really the sum over the 
direct product of A and C .  Also 

o = X + L ~ U L  (32) 

and, from (13), the F term has disappeared, because white noise by definition has no bias. 

When formulated in this way, the necessary conditions for a minimum are that W(P,. L, A) be stationary, 
relative to variations in P, and L. It's not hard to show that the 1st set of conditions leads to another 
Lyapunov relation 

O + n z + z T n = 0  (33) 

from which it may be shown that A > 0, and is thus nonsingular. The other necessary condition leads 
to 

L = U - ~ G T A  (34) 

and we see why it was ittlportant to make U non-singular. It only remains to expand O and Z in (33)' 
and eliminate L with (34). After cancelling terms, we are left with 

This is the central result in LQG theory for regulators. After solving this matrix Riccati equation for A, 
(34) yields the optimal L; and P, may be obtained by solving the Lyapunov equation (30). If tiesirrd, 
J may then be found from (20). In other treatments I've seen of this problem, A is introduced by quite 
different routes. Its interpretation as a matrix of Lagrange multipliers is, I think, new. 

6 Observer Performance 
In contrast to the regulator, the inclusion of the known biases in the observer (7) and (8), and the 
measurement model (6), mean that the estimate error ~ ( t )  is free of bias, as may be seen from (11). The 
procedure for determining the covariance P, of ~ ( t )  follows the same plan as that of P, in the regulator, 
leading to the same result (14), with P, replacing P,. Again, N(w) obeys a Lyapunov equation: 

There is an important difference from regulator theory - this time Q ( w )  depends on the feedback gain 
K - but the direct evaluation of P, is pretty much the same. The ii proved procedure (17) also works 
here, with P, replacing P,; but this time 



and as before, [KVj j  is the j th  column of KV,  and Y k  is the kth column of Y. Also, + j  is again the 
noise effect integral (19); while ak is similar, but depending on the measurement noise spectrum Svkk(w). 

If observers measured performance in the same way as regulators, then from (20), and the discussion 
following it, we would measure observer performance by: 

where B is a symmetric weighting matrix, expressing our concern for the errors ~ ( t ) ;  and J t  penalizes 
observer settling time, and is constructed from the eigenvalues of the observer system matrix Z. A 
straightforward way to get E is Bryson weighting, as discussed in Section 3. In contrast with (20), the 
bias term is missing because ~ ( t )  is unbiased; and the control weighting term is missing, because P, doesn't 
depend on u(t), and control usage isn't a concern of the observer designer. This is the performance index 
employed in the new theory; but it's not seen today, largely because Kalman theory (see next section) is 
based on a different, and quite inferior idea. 

7 Kalman Theory 
Like LQG theory, Kalman theory for observers can be deduced directly from the more general results in 
the last section. A "Kalman filter" is an observer with the structure given in Section 2, but burdened 
with 2 rather unfortunate assumptions. One is that all the process and measurement noises are white 
and Gaussian, which I have already excoriated in Section 4. The other is that observer performance 
be measured by the residuals (a), rather than the estimation errors ~ ( t ) .  Penalizing residuals has some 
statistical justification, but fails to consider what designers want to achieve. 

In present practice, almost every observer has been constructed from some extension of Kalnlan theory. 
Today's practical filters have been built from a set of improvements introduced by very competent people, 
many of whom I have known and respect. However, nearly all of them are essentially applied mathemati- 
cians, more concerned with rigor than physical reality and the needs of the designer. Rigor is fine; but it 
ain't every thing. 

I'll begin with the performance index. This is tricky, because, in Kalman theory, the residuals are weighted 
by the inverse covariance of the measurement errors, which for white noise is zero. This is usually side 
stepped by some flummery involving a Dirac delta function, eventually leading to a performance index of 
the form (38), but without the Jt  term. However, by starting from (lo), we can prove without flummery 
that the Kalman assumption leads to 

where 
r = K ( V S ~ V ~  t ws,wT) (40) 

Unlike LQG theory, this @ doesn't depend on the gains. The 1st term in r corresponds to what's usually 
seen in Kalnlan theory, but the latter comes from including the process noise in the measurement model, 
a modest generalization. It should be clear that r will be non-singular, provided some noise contaminates 
every measurement. 

The next step follows LQG theory. If all the noises are white, then P, = -.rrlV, and the Lyapunov relation 
becomes 

C E E Z P , + P , Z ~ + K Q = O  - (41) 

We again need to minimize J, relative to K,  and subject to the constraints (41). As in Section 5, we may 
use a variational Hamiltonian: 

'H(P,, K, A) = Tr [OP, + AC] (42) 
and the necessary conditions for a minimum are that it's stationary with respect to variations in P, and 
K. 

For the 1st set of conditions, the dependence of 'H(P,, K, A) on P, is the same as the earlier H(P,, L, A)  
on P,; so we are again led to (33). This time, the relation only serves to establish that A > 0, and is 
therefore non-singular. 



In working out the 2nd set of necessary conditions, observe that, unlike LQG theory, O doesn't depend 
on L, but Q does. On expanding Z and Y with (12), it can be rewritten as - 

where 
A = ~ B S , B ~  ; ~k = T B S , W ~  

Differentiation of the Hamiltonian with respect to K is now possible, eventually leading to 

1'11 note that the non-singularity of A and I' are both needed in proving (45). Actually, we have already 
seen that I' can be singular only if some measurement is uncontaminated. If there is no noise, then 
rk = 0, and from ( l l ) ,  &(t)  -+ 0; SO that P, = 0, when any K could be chosen, so long as Z < 0. You 
can work out intermediate cases yourself. 

When (45) is substituted back into (41), an algebraic Riccati equation in P, emerges: 

As the only unknown here is P,, it may be solved for numerically, when (45) immediately yields the 
optimal (choke) K. This looks pretty complicated; but if process noise wasn't included in the measurement 
model, then @ = 0, and (46) and (45) reduce to well known Kalman results. 

As a final note, I'll point out that no use was made of the usual assumption that the noises are Gaussian; 
so that assumption is unnecessary. That it was required in Kalman theory may be traced to the need to 
equate minimum error covariance to the notion of achieving the maximum likelihood that you've got it 
right, a statistical finesse not essential to the theory. 

8 Bounded Polynomial Noises 
It's often true that measurement noise can be studied in the laboratory, and accurate power spectra 
determined. Unexpected bumps in the spectrum may then be used to uncover problems that can be 
alleviated by design improvements. By contrast, process noises are hard to measure; and even if known, 
have little application in current design practice. Since the new theory demands this information, what 
do we do if we can't get it? Well, as a general rule, the better our information, the better our ultimate 
performance should be. If our information on some spectrum is poor, any existing measurements should 
be combined with physical reasoning to estimate the average power and shape of the spectrum. 

If the estimated spectrum shape is analytically simple, it may be possible to evaluate the noise effect 
integral (19), for a given Z, without direct numerical integration. This has already been done for several 
spectra in Section 4. Here, the general class of shapes characterized by bounded polynomials is examined; 
and a few are completely worked out, along with a general procedure for extending the list. 

The general problem is solvable provided we can evaluate the class of integrals defined by: 

It can be shown that these integrals are all given by: 

(k- ')/2 
(-1)'  t 2 j z - 2 j  F(Z, k, t )  = (- l )(k-1) '2~k In(I + t2z-*) + C - I (k odd) 

j=1 2-i 



For these formulas to be helpful, it's necessary to have a clear understanding of what's meant by the 
arctangent and the logarithm of a matrix. With considerable care about the regions of convergence, these 
matrix functions may be defined by power series generalized from known scalar series; although I must 
again caution the reader that all the standard references I've seen get at least the arctangent wrong. 
Anyway, it may be shown that, with these functions so defined, they may be evaluated by these relations: 

In both cases, since the integration interval is fixed, evaluation by the Gaussian technique will yield any 
required accuracy, without much calculation. Both these formulas run into numerical trouble for large 
A; methods for modifying them to remove the difficulties will be given in [3]. 

For the simplest application of this machinery, consider the flat bounded spectrum; i.e., white noise that 
has somehow been cut off sharply. For this, S ( w )  = R(0) /wc  for 0  5 w  5 w,, and zero otherwise. On 
applying the above relations we find 

While there is no practical way to generate a process with this spectrum, it may be considered as the 
limit of Butterworth noise, with the same R(0)  and w,, as m -+ m. I'm not sure how to prove this; but 
I've tested it numerically at m = 8, with good agreement. 

The next order of complexity is the linear spectrum. It has a peak value at w  = 0, drops linearly to zero, 
and terminates. More precisely, 

and zero otherwise. On applying the above theory, the corresponding noise effect integral becomes 

Onward. The cubic power spectrum is initially flat, then falls off according to a cubic polynomial, 
flattening again and terminating when it reaches zero. The spectrum may be shown to be: 

for 0  5 w  < 2wc and zero otherwise. This looks superficially like colored noise; but only 3/16 of the 
power is in the tail, compared to half for colored noise; and the frequency within which half of the total 
power is found is 0.53277wc, compared to w,  for colored noise. This time the noise effect integral turns 
out to be 

1 1 
R ( o )  I + -Z t a n 1  ( 2 w C z - ' )  - -z3in ( I  + 4 w : ~ - ~ )  - -z] * = - wc [( 4:, 2, &,3 W c  

This spectrum was employed in 12) to describe satellite drag variations, for which very little flight data 
exists. However, most of the numerical work was based on a more or less equivalent colored noise 
spectrum, as the noise effect integral theory had not yet been implemented. 

All these spectra (not including white noise) might be called 2  parameter spectra, as they are completely 
prescribed by R(0)  and w,. There are other possibilities for 2  parameter spectra, and a considerable 
range of choices for 3 parameters, none of which have been looked at. Moreover, I believe that most 
spectra we're likely to encounter could be reasonably approximated by some combination of bounded 
polynomials. Further afield, there are several theoretical spectra, such as that for thermal noise, for 
which we might be able to calculate iP analytically. 



9 Low & High Frequency Noises 
For theoretical purposes, it's interesting to see what happens if a particular noise spectrum S ( w )  is 
concentrated in a band well below the system dynamics; i.e., w, is much closer to the imaginary axis than 
any of the eigenvalues of 2. To do this, we can let w, + 0 in each of the above noise effect integrals, while 
holding R(0) fixed. Except for white noise, where the idea is meaningless, the results for all spectra are 

lim 9 = R(O)Z-' 
w c + 0  

(5 7) 

We may conclude that the shape of the spectrum doesn't much matter, if the bulk of the power is well 
below the system dynamics. This also serves as a valuable check on the formulas for each 9. 

In the converse situation, where Y, is well above the system dynamics, i.e., where w, is much further 
from the imaginary axis than any eigenvalue of Z, we get a rather different result. This time, since we 
expect only the low frequency power to have much effect, we hold S(0) constant, while letting w, + oo, 

rather than fixing R(0). This time, for every spectrum above, 

lim 9 = -Ls(o)I 
w,+m 2 (58) 

As Z doesn't appear in the result, we now find that everything looks like white noise, and the dynamics 
make little difference, if they are slow compared to w,. And we have another valuable check on the 9 
formulas. 

10 What's Next? 
The new approach to optimal estimation and control, advanced in this paper, is barely a beginning. If 
the history of the development of LQG and Kalman theory is any glide, it will be several years before 
the theory will be developed to the point where it sees regular use in design, and begins to enter the 
engineering curriculunl. After the next few months, my crystal ball gets pretty murky; but here is my 
vision, for what it's worth. 

To begin, I plan to be able to fill  orders for 13) before the end of this year. At around 200 pages, it will 
greatly amplify on the present paper, including material on noise statistics, power spectra, and matrix 
manipulation that's difficult (occasionally impossible) to find elsewhere. Also planned for that book are 
an extension of the present theory to cover the practical situation where an observer is used as the source 
of information for a regulator; so that both sets of optimal feedback gains need to be found. Further 
additions should include a beginning in understanding the transient behavior of the state and estimation 
error covariances; and several examples of the application of the theory, showing the improven~ents that 
may be expected relative to LQG or I<alman theory. 

Further afield, I see the next major extension is in the area of sampled and quantized measurements, 
and discrete updates both in controls and observation. The present theory might be regarded as the 
oversampling limit of a fully digital implementation, with unlimited computational resources. This causes 
3 new issues to surface. lst, better performance costs money - terms could be added to our performance 
index penalizing increased digital precision, and more rapid sampling and updates. 2nd, even in the 
absence of noise, an exact model of the measurements is no longer possible. That is, all the available 
information (the complete set of past measurements and current and prior state estimates) is insufficient 
for an exact reconstruction of the current measurement. This is true whether "sample" means a true 
point measurement, or an average over the sampling interval. 3rd, settling times may be affected by these 
digital details. These issues have all been examined in the context of current practice, but will need to 
be revisited within the new performance philosophy. 

Another matter of great practical importance will be to deal with non-stationary systems; i.e., those in 
which the plant and measurement parameters, and the noise properties, may vary with time. In present 
practice, such problems are treated by something amounting to a continuous integration of a matrix 
Riccati equation, causing the covariances and feedback gains to evolve in time. Unfortunately, a t  this 
writing, I have no clear view of how these methods might be generalized to encompass arbitrary noise 
power spectra. Indeed, even the notion of a quasi-stationary spectrum will need a careful definition. 



There are several other obvious shortcomings. All the noise and measurement biases are here assumed 
known and invariant. The techniques of bias estimation and integral control are well known; and it should 
be possible to bring them into the new theory, without much difficulty. Another issue is robustness; i.e., 
how to deal with errors in the knowledge of the system parameters. I expect that this will require lots of 
work. 

Another issue swept under the rug at the beginning of the paper was linearization - where did all those 
fixed matrices come from? While this has long given us pain, and matters are far from settled in current 
practice, I doubt that the new theory will be any worse in this respect. And then there are your insights. 
Overall, I welcome anyone who wants to contribute to this newborn field. Talk to me. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft 
is designed to fly in a spin-stabilized attitude. The 
spacecraft will carry 2 attitude sensors - a digital fine Sun 
sensor and a charge coupled device (CCD) star tracker - to 
allow ground-based determination of the spacecraft attitude 
and spin rate. Part of the processing that must be 
performed on the CCD star tracker data is the star 
idenlfication. Star data received from the spacecraft must 
be matched with star information in the SKYMAP catalog 
to determine exactly which stars the sensor is traclung. 
This information, along with the Sun vector measured by 
the Sun sensor, is used to determine the spacecraft attitude. 

Several existing star identification (star ID) systems 
were examined to determine whether they could be modified 
for use on the ACE mission. Star ID systems which exist 
for three-axis stabilized spacecraft tend to be complex in 
nature and many require fairly good knowledge of the 
spacecraft attitude, making their use for ACE excessive. 
Star ID systems used for spinners carrying traditional slit 
star sensors would have to be modified to model the CCD 
star tracker. The ACE star ID algorithm must also be 
robust, in that it will be able to correctly identify stars even 
though the attitude is not known to a high degree of 
accuracy, and must be very efficient to allow real-time star 
identification. 

The paper presents the star ID algorithm that was 
developed for ACE. Results from prototype testing are also 
presented to demonstrate the efficiency, accuracy, and 
robustness of the algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft 
will be launched in August 1997. The spacecraft will be 
placed into a spin-stabilized attitude. The spacecraft will 
carry a pair of Adcole two-axis digital Sun sensors and a 
Ball Aerospace CT-63 1 series charged-coupled device 
(CCD) star tracker. Telemetry data from these sensors will 
be downlinked to allow spacecraft attitude determination at 
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Both spin 
rate and spin axis attitude will be open-loop controlled by 
ground commanded hydrazine thruster firings. 

Following launch, GSFC personnel will design and 
execute a series of trajectory maneuvers to transfer ACE 
from a low earth orbit to a Lissajous orbit about the Sun- 
earth L1 libration point. The following constraints are 
levied on the spacecraft attitude by the mission design: 

1) The spin axis (the spacecraft +Z axis) must be 
maintained within 20° of the spacecraft-Sun line for 
power, thermal, and science instrument safety reasons 

2) The spacecraft high-gain antenna boresight, whlch is 
along the spacecraft -Z axis, must be maintained with 
3' of nadir to allow suf5cient link margin for radio 
frequency (RF) communications with the Deep Space 
Network (DSN) ground stations 

3) The spacecraft spin rate must be maintained to 5.0 f 
0.1 RPM. 



General Description of Algorithm 

In general, stars are identified by processing data 
obtained while the star tracker is tracking stars, such as 
intensities and positional information, and comparing these 
data with similar data in a star catalog. The star catalog, 
which is usually a subset of the SKYMAP Master Catalog 
created for specific missions, is searched until a "match" of 
the data is found, indicating a successful star identification. 
For ACE, a mission-specific star catalog will also be 
created. The creation of this catalog is dscussed in more 
detail later in this section. The star ID algorithm will 
search the catalog using the following criteria: star 
magnitude, and the angle between the star vector and the 
Sun vector. The Sun vector will be propagated in the 
spacecraft body coordinate frame to the time of each star 
angle measurement. Propagating the Sun vector in body 
coordinates has one major advantage over transferring the 
Sun vector to GCI coordinates; knowledge of the attitude is 
not required to do the former since the Sun's location with 
respect to the stars is relatively the same in either the body 
frame or the GCI frame. This allows the star ID algorithm 
to be much more robust. The major concern of taking this 
approach is the propagation of the Sun vector, which is 
discussed later. 

Sensor Overview 

A brief overview of the attitude sensors onboard ACE is 
appropriate at this stage to help explain the functionality of 
the star ID algorithm. Sensor data will be telemetered to 
the ground every major frame cycle (16 seconds) for 2-3 
hours daily during the spacecraft's only pass. 

Each of the two sets of Sun sensors has a i64O field of 
view (FOV). One Sun sensor boresight is parallel with the 
spacecraft spin axis while the other is canted down 120". 
This allows for the pair of Sun sensors to have complete 
hemispherical coverage. This is important to note, not 
because they are needed to get a fix on the spacecraft 
attitude, but because generating a Sun pulse is necessary for 
propagating the Sun vector with respect to time. The Sun 
sensor can operate in two modes: normal mode and high 
rate mode. In normal mode, the sensor mimics a slit Sun 
sensor, generating a time-tagged Sun pulse once per spin 
period (every 12 seconds). In high rate mode, the sensor is 
operated as a three-axis sensor, yielding time-tagged angles 
along the x and y axes. The Sun sensor takes 11 
measurements per second in high rate mode. 

The CT-63 1 CCD star tracker has a 20" x 20" FOV and 
is capable of tracking up to 5 stars simultaneously. The 
CCD star tracker can also operate in both normal and high 
rate mode and will retain information on the brightest stars 
observed. In normal rate mode, one set of star tracker data 
is transmitted every fourth major telemetry frame. This set 
consists of up to 4 star observations. These observations are 
all obtained in the same spin revolution and each pertains to 
a different star. In high rate mode, every major frame 
consists of one set of star tracker data. This set of data 
consists of up to 10 unique observations from the same spin 
period. The star tracker is mounted on the side of the 
spacecraft, its boresight 90" from the primary Sun sensor 
boresight. All star observations will contain a vertical angle 
measurement, taken as each star crosses the center of the 
FOV of the sensor (i.e. when the horizontal angle is zero). 
The tracker will be capable of determining a predicted 
spacecraft spin rate as it tracks stars through its FOV. The 
star tracker uses a 'Picket fence" algorithm to search for 
star observations. This algorithm partitions the band which 
is swept out by the star tracker FOV into hundreds of 
'Pickets'', each of which is .4" wide and 20" high. During 
each full spacecraft revolution, the star tracker views every 
8th picket and searches for stars within those pickets. The 
'Picket fence" search is advanced one picket during 
subsequent revolutions. This pattern continues for 8 
complete revolutions (nominally 96 seconds), at which time 
the entire FOV band has been searched. Once a star is 
observed it continues to be tracked until it leaves the FOV. 

Creation of Star Catalog 

A star catalog must be created in order to test the star ID 
prototype. There are no scientific constraints on ACE 
which require it to target any particular star or set of stars. 
This will allow the creation of a star catalog which is more 
conducive to the star ident~fication process. The main goal 
was to generate a star catalog which contained few enough 
stars to promote quick identification and enough stars that 
at least 4-6 would be observed every spacecraft revolution. 
Limiting the magnitude of stars in the mission speclfic 
catalog to 3.5 reduces the number of calculations performed 
in the star ID algorithm and still contains enough stars to 
assure that there will be several to identify each spin period. 
The SKYMAP Master Catalog contains approximately 300 
stars of magnitude 3.5 or brighter. Uniform distribution 
suggests a star population of about one every 12-square 
degree section of the celestial sphere. This star density will 
yield approximately 50 stars in any band swept out by the 
star tracker FOV during a revolution. Using the 'Picket 
fence" algorithm previously discussed means that about 6 
stars will be observable during each revolution. These 



predictions corroborate the findings of Ball Aerospace 
(reference 1) regarding the number of stars available for 
observation during each revolution of ACE. 

An additional element driving the creation of the star 
catalog is the fact that CCD star trackers are most sensitive 
at red passbands when measuring star magnitudes. The 
SKYMAP Master Catalog does not contain red passband 
data for many stars. The star catalog analysis section at 
Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) has developed the 
Instrumental Red Magnitude Prediction System (reference 
2). This system is capable of predicting red passband 
magnitude data for SKYMAP stars that do not have 
observed values. The accuracy of the predicted values is 
within .25 magnitude for fairly bright stars but decreases to 
as much as 2.5 magnitudes for dim stars, which is another 
advantage of using stars that are 3.5 magnitude or brighter. 
The stars being used for the mission specific catalog will be 
run through the Instrumental Red Magnitude Prediction 
System before being placed in the catalog; however, this 
was not done for the testing of the star ID prototype since 
the sensor models used to generate test data did not emulate 
sensitivity in the red passband. 

Sensor Models 

Modeling both Sun sensor and star tracker data was 
necessary to verify that the star ID algorithm was properly 
identifying stars. Simplified models were developed to help 
conserve time. Running the sensor modcls enabled more 
accurate predictions of how the identification process would 
work, in addition to providing test data for the algorithm 
itself. The Sun sensor model generates time dependent x 
and y angles. The star tracker model generates a list of all 
stars in the FOV band for a user specified attitude. This list 
is then trimmed down to include only the 5 or 6 brightest 
stars. A pseudo measurement file is constructed from the 
resulting Sun sensor and star tracker observations. The 
sensor models are capable of simulating nutation. Nutation 
will be discussed in later sections. 

Algorithm Steps 

Obtain Sun Vector 

The Sun vector in the sensor frame is determined using 
the standard conversion from a and P (which are the angle 
measurements between the Sun vector and the projections of 
the Sunline onto the X-Z and Y-Z planes, respectively) as 
follows: 

which is translated into body coordinates as follows: 

where MBss is the alignment matrix which describes the 

transformation from the Sun sensor coordinate frame to the 
body coordinate frame. 

The Sun vector can be calculated this way regardless of 
which mode the Sun sensor is in. If the sensor is in low- 
rate mode (operating as a slit sensor), a will be 0 and P will 
be the angle measured at the time a = 0 occurs. The same 
measurements can be derived for the sensor when it is 
operating in high-rate mode as well. Normally. this mode 
yields values for both a and P at each measurement time. 

Process Star Tracker Data 

Convert the time-tagged star measurements to the body 
frame as follows: 

i5B = M~..&, 

where 

and 0 is the vertical angle measured when the horizontal 
position is 0. MBsr is the alignment matrix which 

describes the transformation from the star tracker 
coordinate frame to the body coordinate frame. 

This vector will be calculated for each observed star. 

Prova~ate Sun Vector 

The most important part of the star ID algorithm is the 
propagation of the measured Sun vector in the body frame. 
Since the algorithm compares the angle between the Sun 
vector and the star vector, it is imperative that the distances 
between the Sun vector and the star vector be the same in 



both the GCI reference frame and the body frame. The only 
way to assure this is to propagate the measured Sun vector 
to the time the star measurement occurred. ACE is 
spinning at 5 rpm. This translates to a phase angle shift of 
30" per second. At this rate, even small miscalculations 
will cause the calculation of the vector to be off by several 
degrees. Aside from the spin rate factor, there are 
additional sources of error wluch can affect the accuracy of 
the propagation. The Sun vector can be propagated as such: 

where 

+ = o A t  
o = spin rate 
At = time between Sun measurement and star observation 

The value of 4 is directly dependent on these two 
variables. Decreasing At is one way to improve the 
calculation of +. This can be accomplished by placing the 
sensors in high rate mode. In high rate mode, Sun sensor 
data is measured 11 times per second. At this high rate, if 
no propagation were done the error would still be only 
1.36'. In low rate mode, more care must be taken to reduce 
the amount of error resulting from large values of At. High 
rate mode cannot be maintained for extended periods of 
time because or battery restrictions. 

The calculation of o may be the trickiest part. For 
testing purposes, it was assumed that the spin axis and the 
spacecraft +z axis are parallel. In reality, this will not be 
the case. Changes in the spacecraft center of mass and 
torque's applied to the spacecraft resulting from maneuver 
thrusts will alter the location of the spin axis. This will 
cause the +z axis to 'bobble" about the angular momentum 
vector. This 'tvobble" is commonly referred to as nutation. 
Nutation will affect the calculation of the spacecraft spin 
rate (reference 3), which in turn, will affect the propagation 
of the Sun vector. The nutation angle will be determined as 
part of the ground processing of attitude data and can be fed 
back into calculations for adjusting the spin vector. It is yet 
to be determined how accurately the attitude ground support 
system will evaluate the nutation angle. Until that time, it 
is difficult to predict how much of an effect this will have 
on the actual propagation of the Sun vector. It may be 
desirable to place the spacecraft into high rate mode at the 
beginning of each pass until the ground system can come up 
to speed and assist in the calculation of such parameters as 
the spin rate. The star tracker will also downlink predicted 

values for the spin rate which can be utilized to help 
determine the actual spin rate. 

It is assumed, for the purpose of testing the star ID 
algorithm, that nutation will be .25", the spin rate is known 
to withm the required . 1  rpm, and the alignment on the Sun 
sensor is known to within .5'. Taking these sources into 
consideration, a 2" error in the propagated vector is more 
than sufficient to model the worst case scenario. 

Calculate Observed Sun VectorlStar Vector Angle 

The observed angle between the propagated Sun vector 
and the processed star vector is calculated using the 
standard dot product method: 

-1 - c0 = COS ( U B  . Sb) 

Calculate Reference Sun VectortStar Vector Angle 

For each star in the star catalog, the angle between the 
Sun vector and the star position vector must be calculated. 
This is most easily accomplished in the GCI reference 
frame since positional information in the star catalog is 
stored as GCI x, y, and z coordinates. The Sun vector in 
the GCI reference frame can be obtained from the Solar 
Lunar Planetary (SLP) ephemeris file. The SLP file will be 
available to the star ID software since it is used in other 
parts of the ACE attitude ground support system. The 
reference Sun vectorlstar vector angle is calculated for each 
star in the catalog as follows: 

where 

is the position of the star in GCI coordinates obtained from 

the star catalog and is obtained directly from the SLP 
file. These calculations should be processed in advance to 
save time during the real-time processing. The angles can 
be stored in a file and read in when needed for comparison. 
Since the catalog will contain only 300  stars the 
calculations of the angle between each star and the Sun 
vector will be done almost instantaneously. Calculation of 



the reference angle is independent of time. While it is true 
that the Sun moves in the GCI reference frame, the 
movement is minuscule during the time period in question. 
This implies that the Sun does not move relative to the 
stars in either the body frame or the GCI frame. This 
allows comparison of the two angles without any knowledge 
of the spacecraft attitude. 

Match Star Information 

For each star measured, loop through the star catalog 
using the matching criteria: the magnitude difference 
between the measured and reference star, and difference 
between the measured and reference Sudstar angle (<, and 
jR ). Compare both criteria for every star in the catalog. If 
the absolute value of the differences between the measured 
and reference values is less than a predetermined tolerance 
then that particular observed star has been identified. This 
process is repeated for each observed star: 

Do for each observed star 

I f  lMagobserved star - Magcatalog star1 < and 

I 1 - 1 < A then 

Star identification completed, return time-tagged position of 
measured star and repeat process for next observed star 

Else continue 

The tolerances are specified by the user. For testing the 
prototype the tolerances were set as follows: 

The accuracy of the Instrumental Red Magnitude Prediction 
System is .25 and the magnitude resolution of the ACE star 
tracker is .0625, so .3  125 was chosen as a worst case value. 
Although CCD trackers are relatively new, several missions 
prior to ACE will fly the CCD star tracker, including SOH0 
and XTE. This experience should lead to a more refined 
calibration of the Instrumental Red Magnitude Prediction 
System which should reduce the .25 error somewhat. 

EA = 2.0 degrees 

Ill. PROTOTYPING AND ANALYSIS 

Verification of Results 

Development of the star ID prototype has been 
completed and will become part of the ACE attitude ground 
support system once it has been fully tested. Testing 
continues at the writing of this paper. Final results of the 
testing phase will be reported at the FMET symposium in 
May, although preliminary results are discussed in the next 
section. 

lV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tests were run on the pseudo sensor measurement file 
and the results are very promising. The sensor models were 
run for several different spacecraft attitudes and Sun angles. 
The number of observed stars in the measurement file was 
between 26 and 40 stars for every case. This indicates that 
between 3 and 5 stars will be available during cach 
revolution. The star observations are currently being 
checked against all other stars in the star catalog. 
Preliminary results show that most test cases yield a single 
star identification which is the desired result. For some 
cases there are at most 2 stars being identified, resulting in 
an ambiguous identification. This situation is undesirable if 
it occurs too often, although in this case, there is only one 
ambiguous identification occurring some of the time. One 
solution to this is to simply flag those star identifications as 
ambiguous and use the remaining star data. Therefore, at 
least 2 or more vectors will be available every revolution in 
addition to the Sun vector for attitude determination. 
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Optimal Attitude Maneuver Execution for the Advanced 
Composition Explorer (ACE) Mission 

t 
Mark A. Woodard * , David F. Baker 

ABSTRACT 

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) 
spacecraft will require frequent attitude 
reorientations in order to maintain the 
spacecraft high gain antenna (HGA) within 3 
degrees of earth-pointing. These attitude 
maneuvers will be accomplished by employing a 
series of ground-commanded thruster pulses, 
computed by ground operations personnel, to 
achieve the desired change in the spacecraft 
angular momentum vector. With each 
maneuver, attitude nutation will be excited. 
Large nutation angles are undesirable from a 
science standpoint. It is important that the 
thruster firings be phased properly in order to 
minimize the nutation angle at the end of the 
maneuver so that science collection time is 
maximized. 

The analysis presented derives a simple 
approximation for the nutation contribution 
resulting from a series of short thruster bums. 
Analytic equations are derived which give the 
induced nutation angle as a function of the 
number of small thruster burns used to execute 
the attitude maneuver and the phasing of the 
bums. The results show that by properly 
subdividing the attitude bums, the induced 
nutation can be kept low. The analytic 
equations are also verified through attitude 
dynamics simulation and simulation results are 
presented. Finally, techniques for quantifying 
the post-maneuver nutation are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) 
spacecraft will be launched in August 1997. 
The spacecraft will be placed into a spin- 
stabilized attitude. The spacecraft tr.ill carry il 

pair of Adcole two-axis digital Sun sensors and 
a Ball Aerospace CT-63 1 series charged-coupled 
device (CCD) star tracker. Telcrnetrq data from 
these sensors will be downlinked to allo~v 
spacecraft attitude determination at the NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Both 
spin rate and spin axis attitude will be open-loop 
controlled by ground comnianded hydrazinc 
thruster firings. 

Following launch, GSFC personnel \ t i l l  dcsign 
and execute a series of trajectory Inaneuvers to 
transfer ACE from a low earth orbit to a 
Lissajous orbit about the Sun-earth L1 libration 
point. The following constraints are levied on 
the spacecraft attitude by the mission design: 

1) The spin axis (the spacecraft +Z axis) must 
be mainklined within 20" of the sp;\cecraft- 
Sun line for power, thermal, and science 
instrument safety reasons 

2) The spacecraft high-gain antenna boresight. 
which is along the spacecraft -2 axis, must 
be maintained with 3" of nadir to allow 
sufficient link margin for radio frequency 
(TW) communications with the Deep Space 
Network (DSN) ground stations 

3)  The spacecraft spin rate must be maintained 
to 5.0 f 0.1 RPM. 

'Aerospace Engineer. Flight Dynamics Division. NASNGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771. 
Aerospace Engineer, Flight Dynamics Division, NASAiGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Maryland 20771 Mr. Baker is 

currently a doctoral candidate at Princeton University. 



The ACE attitude and orbit control system 
(AOCS) consists of a set of 10 1-lbf hydrazine 
thrusters placed around the spacecraft structure. 
The thrusters are mounted in pairs; 4 of the 
thrusters are oriented to provide axial forces and 
6 provide radial forces. The thrusters can be 
commanded to fire either individually or in 
groups. The ACE thruster layout is shown in 
Figure 1. Groups I and I1 are the upper deck 
(+Z) thrusters; groups I11 and IV are the lower 
deck (-Z) thrusters. Axial thrusters are denoted 
as 'A', while radial thrusters are denoted as 'R'. 

Figure 1. ACE Thruster Locations 

Once the Lissajous orbit has been achieved, orbit 
stationkeeping maneuvers will be performed 
about once every eight weeks. More frequently, 
attitude maneuvers will need to be performed to 
maintain the HGA within 3" of nadir. Since the 
L1 point moves relative to inertial space at the 
sidereal rate (0.9829" per solar Earth day), 
attitude reorientations will need to be performed 
at least every 6.1 days to maintain the HGA 
within the *3 degree deadband. 

When spacecraft maneuvers are performed, a 
certain amount of nutation will be induced. 
ACE carries a passive onboard nulation damper 
to dissipate the excess spacecraft rotational 
kinetic energy introduced during a maneuver 

and thereby decrease nutation over time as an 
exponentially decaying function. The I/e time 
constant for the ACE nutation damper is 9.5 
hours, so nutation will be damped very slowly. 

Nutation is undesirable for ACE since it can 
cause errors in science data collection. The 
ACE Command and Data Handling (C&DH) 
subsystem uses the Sun sensor to measure the 
period of the last spin. It then divides the spin 
period into 16384 ticks, with an equal time 
allotted per tick, and places science instrument 
data into resulting sectors. In the presence of 
nutation, the observed spin period, P, will vary 
as 

APr 
2 0  

a, etanp 

where 

O = nutation angle 
Q = z-axis angular velocity (spin rate) 
p = angle between the Z-axis and the spacecraft- 
Sun line 

Any variation in the spin period greater than 
approximately 7 msec will cause science data to 
be placed into the wrong sector and will 
necessitate reprocessing of science data on the 
ground. To avoid reprocessing of data, the 
attitude should be controlled to minimize AP. 
This can be accomplished in one of three ways. 
The first two ways would be to increase spin rate 
or Sun angle (R, or J3); however, these 
parameters are constrained by the mission 
constraints listed above. The more effective way 
is to minimize the nutation angle, 0, during 
each maneuver. By keeping the induced 
nutation angle small throughout the duration of 
the maneuver, the impact to science data 
collection will be minimized. The analysis 
below investigates how this may be 
accomplished during the ACE attitude 
maneuvers and identifies methods to use in 
planning and executing the maneuvers. 

IL ANALYSIS 

The goal of this analysis is to explore strategies 
for performing spacecraft attitude maneuvers 



while keeping the induced spin-axis nutation 
angle, 0, small. First, the total thruster on time 
to achieve a 6 degree maneuver is computed. 
For properly centered bum arcs of finite length, 
the angular momentum change in the desired 
maneuver direction is given as: 

2 F -  R,,, s i n a  m= 
a s  

where 

F = thruster force, 4.448 N 
R,,, = thruster moment arm 
a = bum arc half-angle 
Q = nominal spin rate, d 6  radianlsec 

For each thruster, the moment arm normal to 
the spin axis was computed from information 
provided by the spacecraft manufacturer. The 
results are given in Table 1. Note that the 
moment arm varies significantly, based on 
thruster location; the moment arm for an upper 
deck axial thruster is nearly twice that of a lower 
deck radial thruster. 

Table 1. ACE Thruster Moment Arms 

An attitude maneuver could be performed by 
firing 1 lower deck radial thrusters several times 
until the desired attitude reorientation is 
achieved. Assuming no initial nutation, the spin 
axis and the angular momentum vector, H, are 
coincident prior to the maneuver. When the 
thruster is fired, the change in angular 
momentum, FH, is directed perpendicular to the 
spin axis, and thus H. The angular change in 
the spin axis direction, r, is given as: 

Thruster 
Location 
Upper Deck 

Lower Deck 

or. 

where 

Thruster 
Orientation 

Axial 
Radial 
Axial 
Radial 

13 = the principal moment of inertia 

Thruster 
Moment Arm 

0.78 m 
0.60 m 
0.69 rn 
0.40 m 

(The calculated values of I3 are 3 73.44 kg-tn' a/ 
beginning-of-life (BOL) and 334.19 kg-mhat 
end-of-life (EOL). An average value of 353.82 
kg-m2 will be used in this analysis.) 

For 1 thruster burning for 1 second, a = IS0,  
and 

2 (4.448 N) (0.40 m) (sin 15") 
r =  = 0.0095 rad 

(353.82 kg-m2) (7116 rad/sec)* 

The total thruster on time required to achieve 
the desired 6" attitude maneuver is given by 

(6 deg) (x /  180) 
t =  = 1 1.02 seconds 

0.0095 rad 

However, if the 1 second pulses were broken 
down into shorter pulses, the maneuver could be 
executed more efficiently. The following 
analysis also shows that shorter pulses will 
induce less nutation. 

A simple approximation for the nutation 
contribution resulting from a series of short 
burns is derived by making the follorving 
assumptions: 

the spacecraft is a rigid body 
the spacecraft is axially symmetric (I, = I2 = 

IT) 
the nutation angle, 0, remains small, so 
coso = 1 
small bums are treated impulsively (the 
width of the bum arc is neglected) 
spacecraft torques are small; torque-free 
motion is assumed 
there is no initial nutation prior to the 
maneuver. 



The basic attitude dynamics of a nutating body 
states that the spacecraft principal Z axis, Z, 
revolves around the angular momentum vector, 
H, at the inertial nutation rate, RI = 13AT.4.  
Then, Z revolves 2n.IJIT radians about H 
during the course of one spin period. The angle 
+ can be defined as the angular rotation of the 
spacecraft between thruster bums and is 
represented as: 

4 = n*  I& for 1 small bum per % revolution, 
4 = 2n* 13AT for 1 small burn per 1 revolution, 
+ = 3n* 13AT for 1 small bum per 1% revolution, 
etc. 

The ACE attitude maneuvers will be modeled as 
a number of small bums that are performed after 
each successive spacecraft rotation by the angle 
4. By assuming small nutation angles, the offset 
between Z and H for each small burn may be 
added vectorially to get the approximate position 
of Z relative to H at the end of the maneuver. 
The components of Z in the plane perpendicular 
to H may be expressed conveniently as the real 
and imaginary parts of a complex sum as 
follows: 

where 

FO = final position of Z relative to H 
I- = total attitude motion required in the attitude 
maneuver 
n = number of small burns used to perform the 
maneuver 

By multiplying each term in equation 4 by the 

quantity ei4 , we get 

Equations 4 and 5 can then be differenced to 
yield 

The nutation angle induced by the maneuver is 
just the magnitude of this vector in the complex 
plane. This magnitude can be derived from 
equation 6 by using the equality 

Thus, 

T h s  equation reduces to 

Equation 8 thus gives an approximation for the 
nutation angle, FO, induced by an attitude 
maneuver of size I- that is subdivided into a 
number of small burns, n. It is immediately 
apparent from this equation that the induced 
nutation angle can be reduced by sufficiently 
increasing the value of n, i.e., by dividing the 
maneuver into as many small burns as possible. 
For ACE, the smallest allowable burn time is 
dictated by the tllruster command resolution and 
is equal to 32 msec. It is also clear from 
equation 8 that the induced nutation angle is 
directly proportional to the size of the maneuver, 
I-. Thus, nutation could be reduced by 
performing attitude maneuvers more frequently 
than every 6 days and by maintaining a tighter 
deadband on the HGA-nadir angle than the 
allowable 3 degrees. 

Based on this knowledge, we can estimate how 
much nutation would be induced for a maneuver 
using a *1 degree deadband and the maximum 
number of small burns (minimum pulsewidth.) 
This gives a burn arc half-angle of 

1 
a = - . (0.032 sec). (30'1 sec) = 0.48' 

2 

From equation 3, we compute that each small 
burn moves the spin axis 0.0176'; thus it will 



take approximately 114 small bums of a lower 
deck radial thruster to achieve the 2" maneuver. 

The hnction given in equation 8 are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 for the two lowest values of 4, 
which represent thrusting once per 112 
revolution and once per revolution, respectively. 
(Higher values of $ were also analyzed. 
However, the results were essentially the satne 
as those for the two lowest values of 4 Since 
the time required to execute a maneuver 
increases with 4, the results from using higher 
values of $ are not presented.) Figures 2 and 3 
show that the functions exhibit a sinusoidal 
behavior under an envelope proportional to lln. 
The envelope represents the maximum expected 
induced nutation angle for an attitude maneuver 
subdivided into an integral number of small 
bums. The envelope is minimized for the case 
of I small bum executed per revolution (Figure 
3 .) 

An analytic expression can be derived for the 
envelope by using Taylor Series expansion of 
the cosine terms and assuming that the ratio 
13/IT is close to 1.50. (This number gives values 
of $ that are integral tnultiples of m'2 and 
simpli$es the cosine tertns in equation 8.)  This 
assumption is valid for the deployed ACE 
spacecraft configuration from BOL to EOL. 
The Taylor Series expansion reduces to: 

for 4, = n* 13/IT (1 small burn per 112 revolution, 
as seen in Figure 2), 

for +z = 2x* (1 small burn per 1 revolution, 
as seen in Figure 3)  

The size of the envelope at the far right end of 
the horizontal axis in each figure represents how 
much nutation should be expected at the end of 
a maneuver when using a single lower deck 
radial thruster. The induced nutation angle is 
approximately 0.0237 O when using and 
0.0177 O when using 45. This suggests that the 
final nutation angle for +: will be only 75% of 
that for 4,. Thus, even though using +?  ill 
take twice as long as using $, to execute the 
maneuver (22.6 minutes YS. 1 1.6 minutes), niorc 
than 2-?4 hours [ln(O.O237 1.9.5 hours)] of 
nutation damping time can be avoided. When 
using the axial thrusters, the maneu\.er will be 
complete after about 58 small burns. The 
induced nutation will be nearly twice as high 
(approximately 0.016 I O for 4, and 0.0345 O for 
+* ) as with the rad~al thrusters. This increase is 
caused because the larger morllent arm imparts 
larger, less impulsive, torques on the spacecraft 
with each thruster burn. Therefore, i t  is 
desirable to use the radial thrusters instead of 
the axial rlln~sters to pcrforrn :ittitudc 
maneuvers. 

Note that the lln envelope represents a 
conservative estinlate of what the induced 
nutation will be after n thruster firings. In 
theory, the induced nutation should actually be 
less, as dictated by equation 8. The true 
nutation angle should actually fall along the 
sinusoidal curve as shorvn in Figure 3 .  In 
practice, though, i t  will be d~flicult to predict the 
true shape of the sinusoid, since that would 
require an accurate prediction of the phase 
angle, +, and consequently the ratio 13/IT. 
Predictions of the inertia properties, based on 
onboard fuel estimates, will be maintained for 
ACE, but may be in error by several percentage 
points. 
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Figure 2. ACE Nutation: 1 Burn per 112 Revolution 
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Figure 3. ACE Nutation: 1 Burn per 1 Revolution 

IIJ. VERIFICATION VIA SIMULATION 

A dynamics simulator developed from PC- 
MATLAB was used to verify the accuracy of the 
analytic equation for the induced nutation angle 
given in Equation 8. The dynamics simulator 
models the ACE thruster bums and integrates 
the equations of motion to predict the effect on 
the spacecraft attitude. 

The dynamics simulator was run and compared 
with the results shown in Figure 3. The 
following scenario was used in the simulation: 

a 2 O  attitude maneuver was modeled, 
firing of the lower deck thruster, IIIR, was 
simulated, 
thruster pulsing was once per spacecraft 
revolution, 
the minimum on-time of .032 sec was used, 
the simulation was run for 1400 sec 
(approximately 1 16 thruster firings.) 



The simulation results are shown in Figure 5. (after 1368 seconds), the residual nutation is 
The Figure shows the actual nutation angle as it approximately 0.024". This agrees within about 
changes during the course of the 2" attitude 25% to the value of 0,0177" derived in the 
maneuver. The nutation angle changes after previous section. 
each thruster bum, and varies from about 0.001" 
to 0.032". At the end of the attitude maneuver 

Nutation Amplitude 
0.035 , , , 1 

Time (seconds) 

Figure 4. Dynamics Simulation of ACE Nutation During an Attitude Maneuver 

IV. NUTATION MONITORING 

Following each attitude maneuver, ground 
operations personnel will need to quantify the 
amount of nutation induced. From the 
preceding analysis, we can expect nutation to be 
somewhat less than 0.025". The nutation angle 
can be computed from the telemetered sensor 
data provided that the sensor accuracy is less 
than the actual nutation angle. The ACE Sun 
sensor is the Adcole model 27990. It is accurate 
only to -0.25", so it will not be usehl for 
observing small nutation angles. The star 

tracker is the Ball Aerospace (BASG) model 
CT-63 1. It is accurate to 4 .025"  (-1.5 arc- 
min) and therefore may provide observability of 
post-maneuver nutation angles. 

The CT-63 1 sensor has a 20" x 20" field of view 
(FOV) and is typically used on three-axis 
stabilized spacecraft. Some modifications to the 
onboard star searching and tracking algorithms 
allow its use on a spinning spacecraft, such as 
ACE. For ACE, the star tracker is mounted 
with its boresight 90" form the spacecraft Z- 
axis. As the spacecraft spins, the star tracker 
views a swath of the sky that is 20" s 360". Due 



to star tracker processing limitations, this swath 
cannot be viewed as a continuum, but must be 
divided into 900 "pickets". Each picket is a 
region of the sky which is 0.4" x 20". The FOV 
swath is viewed as a "picket fence", which has 
all 900 pickets placed in adjunction. Figure 5 
shows the pickets which the ACE star tracker 
searches during one spacecraft revolution. 
During each full spacecraft revolution, the star 
tracker views every 8th picket and searches for 
stars within those pickets. During subsequent 
spacecraft revolutions, the "picket fence" is 
advanced by one picket, and every 8th picket is 
again observed. After 8 complete revolutions 
(nominally every 96 seconds), the entire 20 
degree field of view band has been searched. 

Figure 5. ACE Star Tracker Sky Search 

For a nutating spacecraft, a fixed celestial object 
(such as a star) varies in declination sinusoidally 
relative to a spacecraft-mounted sensor (such as 
a star tracker) with an amplitude equal to twice 
the nutation angle. This effect is illustrated in 
Figure 6. The high-frequency sinusoidal curve 
represents the actual declination angle relative 
to the sensor and the 8 squares represent thc 
observed declination angle, sampled every 96 
seconds. The spacecraft nutation angle can then 
be observed by collecting enough sin~ultaneous 
observations of the object such that the object 
passes through the full range of declination 
angles. 

Figure 6. Effect of Nutation on Star Tracker Obset-vations 



The object also precesses at the inertial nutation 
rate, R I  , defined as 

where 

I3 = the major moment of inertia, 
IT = the transverse moment of inertia, defined 
as ( I, - I2 ) 'IZ , and 
S1, = the spacecraft spin rate. 

For ACE, the ratio IdT is always fairly close to 
a value 1.5. This means that between 
subsequent observations of a given star (after 8 
spacecraft revolutions), the star has precessed 
along its sinusoidal path (relative to the sensor) 
by approximately 1.5 . 8 360 degrees, or 
approximately 12 cofnplete revolutions. Since a 
sine curve repeats itself after each complete 360 
degree cycle, subsequent observations of a given 
star by the ACE star tracker will show little 
change in declination. Thus many star 
observations will need to be collected in order to 
determine the nutation angle. The number of 
observations required is a function of actual spin 
rate and the inertia ratio. Figure 6 illustrates 
this effect for ACE, using typical values of 5 
RPM for the spin rate and 1.483 for the inertia 
ratio. After about 8 samples, or 11.2 minutes, 
the observed declination angle has gone through 
the full range of declination angles. 

In the general case, the amount of time required 
to observe the full range of declination angles 
depends on the actual inertial nutation rate, 
which is a function of both the actual spin rate 
and inertia ratio, as implied in equation 11. A 
parametric study will be performed to see how 
that function behaves for ACE. In general, it is 
desirable to minimize the amount of time 
needed to observe the nutation effect. 

For ACE, the spin rate is required to be 
maintained at 5.0 * 0.1 RPM. The inertia ratio, 
IJIT , will be approximately 1.494 at beginning- 
of-life and, as propellant is expelled, will 

decrease to a value approsilnatcly 1 .J7 1 at end- 
of-life. Thus, the following relalions can bc 
used: 

where 

Q = actual spacecraft spin rate, 
Q, = nominal spin rate, ?r/6 radtsec, 
cn = allowable spin rate variation, I s,, ( r x/300 
rad/sec, 

and 

where 

E, = variation in inertia ratio. a small positive 
number. 

These two equations can be substilntcd into tllc 
original cqualiori lo givc t l~c  i11crti;rl nutatio~~ 
rate as 

which when expanded gives 

After 8 con~plete revolutions, the phasc shift. 
A$, of the star will be 

The term 2.111 call be ignored, sincc i t  is iI 

multiple of 271, and will not effcct the phase 
shift computation. The absolule value of  lie 
remaining terms can be used to express the 



magnitude of the phase shift, whether left or 
right. The equation then becomes 

This angle, A+, again represents a small phase 
shift along the sinusoid, achieved after 8 
successive revolutions. The nutation angle can 
only be characterized after many such small 
phase shifts take the observation through a 
complete phase cycle of 27t. The time, t, in 
minutes, required to complete this cycle is then 

1 ~ 8 .  (:)-($].(*) - 60 sec (18) 

which reduces to 

- I  
45.6, t =  1 -- 5 &,I minutes (19) 

?r 

By using spin rates in units of RPM, the 
equation simplifies to 

Equation 20 is plotted in Figure 7 using the full 
range of values for R, and IdIr 

5.1 

Spin Rate 

. . .. 
Inertia Ratio, lult 

Figure 7, Nutation Observation Times 

Figure 7 shows graphically the time, in minutes, rate and inertia ratio are above this plateau and 
required to observe the ACE nutation angle for a will require more than 30 minutes of star data to 
given spin rate and inertia ratio. The graph is characterize the nutation angle. This indicates 
truncated on the vertical axis at 30 minutes; that for randomly chosen values of spin rate and 
approximately 20% of the combinations of spin inertia ratios, we can observe the nutation angle 



within 30 minutes 80% of the time. T h s  
percentage can be increased to nearly 100% by 
maintaining a spin rate of less than 5 RPM. 
Nutation observation time also decreases as the 
inertia ratio decreases; this will be the trend as 
the life of the mission goes on, and hydrazine 
fuel is periodically used to perform maneuvers. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Strategies have been developed for planning and 
executing ACE attitude maneuvers that will 
allow spacecraft nutation to be controlled. 
Nutation monitoring techniques have also been 
identified. In summary, 

by properly subdividing the attitude 
maneuvers, the induced nutation can be 
kept low 
there is an advantage to using one thruster 
pair pulse per revolution instead of two 
performing the maneuvers with the radial 
instead of the axial thrusters will reduce the 
induced nutation by a factor of nearly 112 
maintaining a spin rate of less than 5 RPM 
will assist in quickly assessing the post- 
maneuver nutation angle. As a secondary 
advantage, a lower spin rate will provide 
the spacecraft with less gyroscopic stiffness 
and allow attitude maneuvers to be 
performed more efficiently. 
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Star Trackers (FHSTs) 
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Abstract 

Since the original post-launch calibration of the FHSTs on EUVE 
and UARS, the Flight Dynamics task has continued to analyze the 
FHST performance. The algorithm used for inflight alignment of 
spacecraft sensors is described and the equations for the errors 
in the relative alignment for the simple 2 star tracker case are 
shown. Simulated data and real data are used to compute the 
covariance of the relative alignment errors. Several methods for 
correcting the alignment are compared and results analyzed. The 
specific problems seen on orbit with UARS and E W E  are then 
discussed. UARS has experienced anomalous tracker performance on 
an FHST resulting in continuous variation in apparent tracker 
alignment. On EUVE, the FHST residuals from the attitude 
determination algorithm showed a dependence on the direction of 
roll during survey mode. This dependence is traced back to time 
tagging errors and the original post launch alignment is found to 
be in error due to the impact of the time tagging errors on the 
alignment algorithm. The methods used by the FDF to correct for 
these problems is described. 

I. Introduction 

The Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) has implemented the algorithm 
described by Shuster, et. al. (Reference 1) in the Multimission 
Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft (MTASS) Flight Dynamics Support 
System (FDSS). This system has been used to determine alignments 
among the FHSTs and the Fine Sun Sensors (FSSs) for the E W E  and 
UARS missions. Although the software is capable of computing 
alignments for the Earth Sensor Assemblies on UARS, the nature of 
the Earth Sensors (residuals varying by an order of .1 deg over 
the period of an orbit) makes the algorithm inappropriate for use 
for these sensors. The algorithm has performed well for these 
missions, but is being replaced by a method devised by William 
Davis of CSC for the next generation of sensors; specifically, 
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) Star Trackers which provide multiple 
star observations simultaneously (Reference 2). In the time 



since UARS was launched (September 12, 1991), the FDF has become 
experienced in the application of the alignment algorithm and has 
an increased understanding of some of the implications and 
pitfalls associated with the algorithm and with alignment 
calculation in the general sense. 

11. Overview of Alignment Algorithm 

Once a spacecraft has been launched, only relative sensor 
alignments can be observed. Any attempt to compute absolute 
alignments must include a priori information from pre launch 
data. The algorithm, from a high level point of view, is 
comprised of the following steps: 

(1) Measurements from the sensors are grouped together 
based on the times the measurements were made. Ideally, 
simultaneous measurements are desired for this approach. As an 
attempt to minimize the impacts of propagation errors, only 
observations relatively close in time are propagated to a common 
time using the gyro data. The actual criteria for grouping is an 
user input, usually observations closer in time than 2 seconds 
are grouped. The maximum propagation errors for FDF processing 
is less than .1 arcsec based on observed gyro performance. 

(2) The derived measurements then used for the alignment 
process are the differences in the dot products of the reference 
and the observed vectors. This derived measurement is 
independent of the attitude. 

(3) A maximum likelihood estimate of the alignments is 
computed which minimized the appropriate weighted sum of the 
squares of the differences between observed and reference scalar 
products of the star directions. 

I1 I. Mission Descriptions (Sensor Complements) 

For both UARS and EUVE, the primary sensor complement consists of 
2 FHSTs (arbitrarily designated as FHST 1 and FHST 2 ) ,  1 FSS and 
the gyros (the NASA Standard Inertial Reference Unit, DRIRU-11) . 
Normal onboard and ground processing uses the FHSTs and the gyros 
for attitude determination. For the current FSS transfer 
function, a substantial sampling of observations across the FSS 
field of view (FOV) is required in order to accurately align the 
FSS . During normal mission operations, this data is not 
routinely available. However, the alignment of the FHSTs can be 
determined relative to each other without recourse to FSS data, 
and this is the normal operational procedure. The problem is now 
well defined; given a sensor complement of two FHSTs and the 
gyros, what is the best approach to maintaining the alignment of 
the FHSTs. 



IV. Statist ics  of 2 F'HST Alignment 

Reference 1 gives the complete mathematical derivation of the 
alignment algorithm for multiple sensors. However, the simpler 2 
FHST case of concern for the two missions ( E W E  and UARS) is 
worth examining in its own right. Following the derivation of 
Reference 1, let the unit vector to the observed star in the 

sensor frame be denoted by , where i = 1 or 2 for FHST 1 or 
FHST 2 and k is a time index. The observed vector is related to 
the true vector by 

with AQ,, assumed Gaussian, zero-mean and white with covariance 
%i, 

The measurements from the two FHSTs are assumed to be 

statistically independent. Let @,, denote the measured direction 
in the spacecraft body frame. Then the alignment matrix for FHST 
i, S,, is the orthogonal matrix defined by 

At this point define the misalignment matrix by Sf = M I S 0  with SI0 
the a priori alignment matrix. To first order in the 
misalignment vectors O,, 

102 -81 0 1  
with I the identity matrix. As in Reference 1, do not confuse 
the subscripts on 0 denoting components of the vector Of with 
the subscripts on @, which label the FHSTs. Define the 
"uncalibrated" body-referenced observation vector as 

and write 

with M: denoting the transpose of M, . To achieve attitude 
independence, we now consider the dot products of the observation 
vectors for the two FHSTs and - .  t? that (neglecting the random 



errors in the reference vectors) the dot products of the true 
observation vectors can be replaced by the dot products of the 
reference vectors to write the equation from Reference 1, 

qk 0% G ~ , ~ o P ~ , ~ + ( ~ ; ~  x @ ~ ) . ( o ,  -~,)+fii;';'.~e~ + @ ~ . ~ f i ; ,  ( 7 )  

Define the measurement 
zk =ek*ci;"k-<, .<, =(ek ~ ~ ~ ) e ( o , - @ , ) + A z ~  =Hk(O, - 0 2 ) + h  k 

(8) 

with 
bk ~@y.~c i ;4  +@,y.~rtp, 

and 

H~ = (RYk x CklT 
Replace y e  by Vk (to lowest order in the covariance) so that 
the statistics of Azk are given by 

~ ( b , )  = 0 

With our assumptions, the A will be Gaussian, zero-mean and 
white. Further assume the errors to be uniformly distributed so 
that (for unit measurement vectors) the covariance of the 
measurement vector errors in the body frame can be written in the 
form: 

R& = O ~ I -  q:kq;T) (10) 

for a denoting the standard deviation of the measurement error. 
The application of maximum likelihood estimation techniques to 
compute !I-'=(@,-0,) leads to the negative-log-likelihood function 

Minimizing J,(Y) over Y gives 

k 

and 

k 

Results from this last equation for the covariance of the 
relative alignment computation will be shown and discussed in 
later sections. Note that the variable 'I' is the difference in 
the misalignment vectors 0,  showing explicitly that only the 
relative alignment of FHST 1 to FHST 2 can be computed based on 
in-flight data. 

To determine the actual alignments for the individual sensors 
requires that a priori information on the alignments be provided. 



The algorithm as implemented in the FDF takes the a priori 
misalignment matrices Mi and the covariance associated with them 
as input. 

V. Covariance of Relative Alignment for EUVE for Simulated Data 

An idealized case was simulated, using the EUVE spacecraft star 
tracker configuration, in which the observation vectors are 
evenly distributed over the FOVs of each tracker. The relative 
positions of the UARS star trackers are nearly identical, so that 
the results can be applied to either spacecraft. The computed 
covariance of the relative alignment error (in the E W E  body 
frame) is 

where, for convenience, the covariance matrix is given in the 
units of arcsec (squared) . The importance, or lack thereof, of 
the scaling of the covariance matrices will be discussed later. 
The covariance matrix in this form does not tell us much, so 
consider the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The eigenvalues, A, , 
arranged as a vector and ordered from smallest to largest, are 
listed below: 

Instead of listing the eigenvectors, denote the three (unitized) - 
eigenvectors as E,, corresponding to the A,. Then 2, turns out 
to be along the cross product of the boresight of FHST 1 with the - 
boresight of FHST2. E~ is along the average of the two bore - - 
sights, and the second eigenvector is given by E,XE,. The 
covariance matrix can be written as 

The computed eigenvalues 1, and 1, can be seen to be related by 



/: = tan(. 12 )  (17 

for a denoting the angle between the FHST bore sights (72.996 
deg for EWE). With this result, it can be seen that 

for gi the unit vector along the boresight of FHST i. This is an 
important result: for the case of ideally distributed 
observations (evenly over the FOVs of both trackers), the error 
in the computed relative alignment angle has a large component 
along each FHST boresight and a much smaller component in the 
direction of the cross product of the bore sights. Dividing the 
uncertainty equally between the two trackers, the relative 

alignment uncertainty (1-sigma) for FHST i is given by /$ about 

the cross product of the bore sights and by 
r 

about the boresight 6, .  The reference frame defined by the 
eigenaxes for the simulated ideal case, will be denoted as the 
"average boresight frame." 

VI. Results: Covariances of Relative Alignment for UARS and 
EUVE 

Since launch, FHST 1 for UARS has exhibited anomalous behavior. 
The scale factor relating the FHST output to a measurement 
position has been decreasing monotonically with respect to time 
and the alignment has undergone an apparent rotation about the 
nominal boresight of the tracker. This anomaly has been reported 
on several missions previously (References 2 and 3 ) ,  and is not 
the intended subject of this paper. The scale factor is adjusted 
routinely so that the net FHST measurement noise is equivalent to 
that of the unaffected FHSTs. 

For UARS, the FDF attitude operations task routinely computes the 
relative alignment of the star trackers in order to monitor the 
behavior of the anomalous tracker. Since these alignments are 
not intended for uplink to the UARS spacecraft, only 2 hours of 
data are used. Assuming the 1-sigma FHST error for UARS to be 12 
arcsec (based on typical residuals seen in the attitude 
determination process), this leads to fairly large variations in 
the covariances. The estimate of the error based on equation 



(19) in the determination of the FHST rotation about its 
boresight is typically of the order of 50 arcsec based on 2 hours 
of data. 

Data was collected from a recent (January 19 through 21, 1995) 
set of slews for E W E ,  resulting in a total of 2779 observation 
pairs. The eigenvalues 6, of the alignment covariance matrix 
were calculated using equations 8b, 10 and 13, and assuming FHST 
noise of 23.5 arcsec based on results from routine attitude 
determination. The angle from E ,  to the cross product of the E W E  

bore sights was 0.36 deg while 2, was at an angle of 0.23 degrees 
from the average of the bore sights. The eigenvalues of the 
covariance matrix (using the 23.5-arcsec FHST error number) were 
as follows: 

giving an estimate of 19 arcsec as the 1-sigma error in the 
determination of the FHST rotation about its boresight. The near 
alignment of the eigenaxes with the average boresight frame 
indicates that the FHST field of views were covered uniformly 
enough to approach the idealized case simulated in Section IV. 

VI. Discussion of Covariance Results 

As shown, inflight data can only determine the relative alignment 
between the two trackers. This leaves 3 degrees of freedom in 
the determination of the two alignment matrices for the two 
trackers. A common approach, one used on E W E ,  is to arbitrarily 
choose one sensor (FHST 2 for E W E )  as the reference and apply 
the results from the inflight data to adjusting the alignment of 
the other sensor only. This approach is reasonable for the first 
post launch alignment using inflight data. However, if this 
approach is followed for following alignments, the inaccuracy in 
the alignment of the reference sensor about its boresight (on the 
order of an arc minute for UARS and E W E  based on recent 
alignment data) will result in a large shift of the non-reference 
sensor. Experience has shown that an one arc minute rotation of 
FHST 2 about its boresight will result in about a 1 arcsec change 
in the computed attitude. Holding FHST 2 fixed and forcing FHST 
1 to adjust for the same apparent rotation will result in about a 
20 to 30 arcsec change in the attitude. The exact attitude 
changes seen will depend on the location of the observed stars in 
the FHST FOVs 



Any method for choosing the 3 extra degrees of freedom can be 
used initially; but, once this choice has been made, it is clear 
that care must be taken for later alignment updates. The 
inflight alignment process can determine the separation angles 
between sensors with good accuracy (down to the 1 arcsec level 
given sufficient data) but the determination of the sensor 
orientation about its boresight should be considered a much 
"noisier" value. As shown by the simulation for the ideal data 
case, the relative alignment error can be considered to be 
concentrated about the sensor bore sights. The usual desire when 
updating sensor alignments inflight is to reduce the impact of 
the new alignments on the attitude determination process. For 
UARS and E W E ,  the science instruments1 pointing is known 
relative to the spacecraft attitude, and a significant 
disturbance in the spacecraft attitude would require a realigning 
of the science instrument. For UARS, the original post launch 
alignment was computed after the science instruments had already 
been aligned to the onboard computer's determined attitude. This 
is not a wise procedure, but the FDF responded by forcing the 
computed FHST alignments to leave the average boresight frame 
invariant. This constraint minimized the attitude disturbance 
resultant from the alignment process. 

When the next inflight alignment update is made, a suggestion 
based on operational experience and the results in Section V is 
to give relative weights to the existing alignments for each 
sensor i as described below. 

As stated previously, the covariance of the current (prior to the 
alignment process) is input to the algorithm. These covariances 
are input in the body frame of the spacecraft. This allows the 
unobservable degrees of freedom to be determined based on the a 
priori information. The suggested way to prescribe these 
covariances is as follows. Weigh the variance of the error about 

the cross product of the two FHSTs by a product of A, 

4 + 23 
relative to that about the boresight B , .  For the EUVE and UARS 
missions, which share similar sensor geometries, the idealized 
values can be used, giving a relative weighing factor of 0.00086. 
The covariance of the previous alignment for FHST i ,  , is then 
given by 

where the c term is provided to scale the covariance in 
order to reduce the effect of the previously computed alignment 



on the current processing. In operations, the usual approach is 
to allow the alignment to be determined mainly by the data input 
to the algorithm. The previous alignment is based on old data 
and the uncertainty is not well known (FHSTs alignment might not 
be updated in the onboard processing for months at a time) or the 
task is interested in trending the alignment results based solely 
on the current data. This will result in computed alignments 
which adjust the separation angle between the two trackers 
equally relative to the spacecraft body frame, and which allow 
each sensor to adjust its rotation about its boresight freely 
(for Scale terms large with respect to the assumed FHST noise). 
The impact on attitude determination due to this approach will be 
small unless the computed alignments result in large boresight 
rotations. 

On UARS, the FHST 1 anomaly has resulted in a rotation of 1050 
arcsecs since launch (as of November 1994). In this example, the 
impact on the ground attitude determination is still fairly small 
- a typical case shows a 7 arcsec change in the attitude 
determined based on the corrected alignment. The corrected 
alignment results in a large reduction in the FHST residuals (by 
a factor of approximately 5). Since UARS is constantly rotating 
at a 1 revolution per orbit rate (RPO) , the boresight rotation 
effects tend to cancel due to averaging over the FOV. 

An inertially fixed spacecraft would suffer a range of attitude 
errors resulting from a FHST misaligned about its boresight 
depending on the location of the observed stars in the tracker 
FOV. If the tracked star is exactly along the FHST boresight, 
the error in the observation would be zero, but this error would 
increase with the radial distance from the boresight to the edge 
of the FOV. The actual attitude disturbance seen would depend on 
the relative placement of the FHSTS, but would be limited in the 
worst case to be no greater than the error due to the boresight 
rotation in an observation at the farthest allowable point from 
the center of the FOV. The UARS and E W E  missions limit the 
observations used in the attitude determination process (onboard) 
to be within 4 degrees of the FHST boresight. The 1050 arcsec 
rotation of UARS results in a 73 arcsec error in the observation 
vector at 4 degrees from the boresight. 

VI. EUVE FHST Data T i m i n g  Problems 

For the E W E  mission, the FDF routinely performs attitude 
determination and updates various data bases so that the long 
term performance of the sensors can be monitored. For FHST 
trending, E W E  is put into the Survey mode, where the spacecraft 
rotates at 3 revolutions per orbit (3-RPO or approximately .19 



deg/sec) about the x-axis (denoted as the roll axis) in the body 
frame. This allows multiple stars to sweep through the FHST FOVs 
and so is valuable for attaining information on the FHST 
performance. The rotation in the Survey mode can be either 
positive or negative about the x-axis, and it was noted that the 
averaged FHST residuals in the z-axis in the body frame showed a 
dependence on the roll direction. The y-axis is nearly parallel 
to the average boresight direction and the y-residuals show 
little impact due to the rotation about the x-axis. Figure 1, 
which displays the average of the FHST 1 residuals for E W E  for 
days when E W E  was in Survey mode (Flight day is the number of 
days since launch), clearly shows this dependence. 

EUVE: FHSTI Z Residuals for  Survey M o d e  

Figure 1 

The negative average residuals occurred on days where the 
rotation rate was positive about the x-axis, while the positive 
residuals coincided with negative roll rates. For comparison, 
the plot for the x-axis residual (which are unaffected by 
rotations about the x-axis) shows no such behavior (Figure 2). 



EUVE: FHST 1 Roll Residuals for Survey Mode 

Figure 2 

Although the magnitudes of the FHST residuals were still 
acceptable, it is clear that there is a systematic error in the 
FHST observations. FHST alignments were computed using positive 
roll data and compared to alignments which used just negative 
roll data. The alignments based on negative roll data only, when 
expressed in the spacecraft body frame, showed a relative 
alignment change of 79 arcsecs about the x-axis. 

The dependence of FHST performance on roll direction implies a 
potential timing problem in the data. Residuals from some sample 
attitude determination processes (using a 2 hour time span) were 
collected and used to create a histogram to display the number of 
residuals with a given error (using a bucket size of 
approximately . 5  arcsec) . For the z-axis residuals, the errors 
are displayed as a time (in seconds) which would yive the 
computed error based on the 3-RPO rotation rate. The reason for 
this will be discussed later. Figure 3 shows the histogram for 
the z-residuals for FHST 1 while Figure 4 contains the same plot 
for FHST 2. Data from a 2 hour time span on June 11, 1992 was 
used for these plots. 



EUVE: Histogram of FHSTl Z Residuals 
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As before, the x-axis histogram of residuals for one of the 
FHSTs, FHST 1, is shown in Figure 5 for comparison. In this 
figure the residuals are in arcsecs. 



EUVE: Histogram of FHST 1 X Residuals 
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Figure 5 

Note that the x-axis histogram in Figure 5 is symmetrical about 
zero while the z-axis residual histograms are not. The z-axis 
residuals can be affected by time tagging errors while the x-axis 
residuals are invariant. What can be seen is that the z-axis 
residuals extend out twice as far in the positive direction. The 
sample cycle of the FHST should now be described. 

When a star is being tracked by the FHST, vertical and horizontal 
measurements (in the FHST frame) are alternated every 0.05 
seconds. A complete star observation is made every 0.1 seconds. 
On the ground, we apply time offsets to apply a time tag which, 
it was hoped, would be within -0.05 to +0.05 of the actual 
measurement time. The results shown in Figures 3 and 4 can be 
explained if the vertical observation is occasionally an 
additional 0.05 seconds old, as the vertical FHST observation 
translates roughly into the Z-axis of the spacecraft body. These 
larger residuals occur with no discernible pattern in the 
observations. 

VI. EUVE F'HST Data Timing Problem: Discussion and Correction 

The data used to align the FHSTs for EUVE post launch consisted 
entirely of positive roll data only. For calibration of star 
trackers, it is desirable to operate the spacecraft in a 
maneuvering mode so that many different stars will pass through 
all areas of the FOVs .  Unfortunately, it can be seen that this 
makes the observations sensitive to time tagging problems. Based 
on the E W E  experience, calibration slews should include 
rotations in both the positive and negative directions about the 



slew axes. This will allow the ground processing to check for 
consistency in the solutions and therefore to observe any time 
tagging errors. This was not done for the initial EUVE post 
launch alignments, which leaves the problem of making the 
correction. 

Various approaches to calculating the correct alignment have been 
implemented. First is to take alignment solutions based on 
negative roll data and average the relative alignment correction 
with solutions based solely on positive roll data. Second is to 
perform new maneuvers that have equal time spans with positive 
and negative rolling. Third, the large residual observations 
which appear to contain the additional 0.5 second delay can be 
edited from the alignment process. Unfortunately, the third 
approach proved unfruitful. Although the dependence of the 
alignment results on the roll direction could be reduced, the 
nature of the time tag error is that observations within the - 1  
error span can still be in error although the observation 
residuals do not appear as outliers. The second approach is 
feasible if the number of observations during the positive roll 
time period is exactly equal to the number of observations during 
the negative roll time period. This is an unwieldy constraint, 
leaving the first option as the one actually taken for the 
operational solution to the problem. The net correction of 40 
arcsec in the alignment was made following the guidelines 
suggested in this paper, so that the maximum attitude disturbance 
is less than 3 arcsec for E W E  in inertial mode. 
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Abstract 

A new pointing mode has been developed for the Solar, Anomalous, and 
Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) spacecraft. This pointing 
mode orients the instrument boresights perpendicular to the field lines of the 
Earth magnetic field in regions of low field strength and parallel to the field 
lines in regions of high field strength, to allow better characterization of 
heavy ions trapped by the field. The new mode uses magnetometer signals 
and is algorithmically simpler than the previous control mode, but it requires 
increased momentum wheel activity. It was conceived, designed, tested, 
coded, uplinked to the spacecraft, and activated in less than seven months. 

Introduction 

The Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX), the first of the 
Small Explorer series of spacecraft, was launched July 3, 1992 into an 82 degree inclination orbit 
with an apogee of ~ 6 7 0  krn and a perigee of =520 krn [I]. The scientific purpose of SAMPEX is 
to study solar energetic particles, anomalous cosmic rays, magnetospheric relativistic precipitating 
electrons, and galactic cosmic rays. The spacecraft carries four instruments to cany out this 
mission: the Low Energy Ion Composition Analyzer (LEICA), the Heavy Ion Large Telescope 
(HKLT), the MASS Spectrometer Telescope (MAST), and the Proton Electron Telescope (PET). 

Figure 1 shows the spacecraft mechanical configuration. The solar arrays are fixed with their 
outward normals along the spacecraft +y axis; power constraints require this axis to be sun- 
pointing at all times. The instrument fields-of-view all point along the spacecraft +z axis. The 
original instrument pointing requirement was to point the z-axis as closely to the local zenith as 
possible in the polar regions, consistent with the sun-pointing requirement [2-4]. The original 
SAMPEX attitude control mode was the Orbit Rate Rotation (ORR) mode with the y-axis always 
sun-pointed and the z-axis rotating around the sun line at one revolution per orbit, synchronized 
such that the z-axis points as close to zenith as possible when the spacecraft reaches the 
northernmost and southernmost points in its orbit [MI. A later requirement, known as "velocity 
avoidance" was to avoid pointing the instnunent boresights in the direction of spacecraft motion, to 
avoid damage by orbiting debris to delicate thin multilayer entrance windows in the HILT 
instrument. An algorithm to accomplish this was incorporated into the ORR mode [3]. 
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Figure 1. SAMPEX Configuration 

Data taken during the first two years of the mission confirmed the existence of a third radiation 
belt surrounding the Earth, in addition to the two Van Allen belts containing trapped electrons and 
protons, respectively [5-71. The new belt, whose existence had been predicted 15 years earlier, 
contains trapped heavy ions, principally 0, N, and Ne. Figure 2 shows MAST Data on oxygen 
ions, including galactic cosmic rays (circles), anomalous cosmic rays (triangles) and trapped 
anomalous cosmic rays (crosses) [7]. Analysis of the MAST data showed that the trapped particles 
are observed primarily when the instrument is viewing near 90 degrees to the local magnetic field 
line. With the ORR pointing mode, this viewing angle varies with a three-month period. In order to 
increase data collection on the trapped heavy ions, it was desirable to change the pointing algorithm 
to orient the instrument boresights perpendicular to the magnetic field line during every passage 
through the regions containing these particles. Figure 2 served as the "requirements document" 
from Dan Baker, a project scientist, and Glenn Mason, the SAMPEX Principal Investigator, to 
investigate such a modification. 

The region of most interest is in the South Atlantic, and analysis of the magnetic field contours 
shown in Figure 3 revealed that this region can be characterized as a region of low magnetic field 
strengths [8]. In order to satisfy these revised science requirements, the SAMPEX pointing mode 
was modified using the smngth of the magnetic field as a delimiter to point the spacecraft 
perpendicular to the magnetic field vector whenever the field is determined to be less than some 
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Figure 2. Requirements Specification for SAMPEX Special Pointing Mode 

specified value (e.g. 0.30 gauss). This pointing is accomplished by using magnetometer data to 
determine the field direction in the spacecraft reference frame. Since the magnetometer data was 
judged to provide a good pointing reference, the pointing specification was changed in the high- 
field regions to as close to the magnetic field vector as possible, consistent with the constraint that 
the y-axis be pointed at the sun. At northern latitudes, the desired orientation is anti-parallel to the 
field, and in the south the orientation is parallel to the field. In both cases, then, the spacecraft 
points away from the earth in the polar regions. 

This paper contains a brief review of the SAMPEX attitude control system and a detailed 
discussion of the modifications for the new pointing mode. This is followed by a discussion of the 
testing and implementation of the new mode and initial on-orbit performance results. 



Figure 3. Lines of Constant Magnetic Field Strength (in Gauss) at 600 krn Altitude 

SAMPEX Control Modes 

The original SAMPEX amtude control system is described in References 12-41, so only a brief 
overview will be provided here. The attitude actuators in SAMPEX are an orthogonal triad of 
magnetic torquers and a single reaction wheel with its angular momentum along the y (pitch) axis. 
The reaction wheel angular momentum serves to keep the pitch axis sun-pointing even when the 
sun is behind the Earth, so that full power is available when SAMPEX emerges from eclipse. 

The spacecraft attitude is estimated by means of the TFUAD algorithm, or "algebraic method 
[9-111. This requires knowledge of two vectors in both the spacecraft body frame and an inertial 
reference frame. When SAMPEX is in sunlight, these are the ambient magnetic field vector (b in 
the body frame and B in the inertial fram) and the unit vector to the sun (s in the body fiame and 
S in the inertial frame). The magnetic field vector and sun unit vector in the spacecraft body frame 
are computed from threeaxis magnetometer (TAM) and digital sun sensor (DSS) measurements, 
respectively. The inertial magnetic field vector is computed from an onboard spacecraft ephemeris 
and International Geomagnetic Reference Field model [12], and the inertial sun vector is computed 



fiom an onboard solar ephemeris. When SAMPEX is in eclipse, the spacecraft pitch axis vector 

is substituted for the DSS-measured sun vectors, which is unavailable; and these are used along 
with b, S, and B for attitude determination. This assumes that the angular momentum stiffness of 
the wheel keeps the pitch axis direction from drifting significantly during eclipse. 

The spacecraft angular velocity is computed by differentiating the TRIADcompu ted attitude 
matrix A; 

Then the total spacecraft angular momentum is given by 

where I is the spacecraft moment-of-inertia tensor and H, is the reaction wheel angular 
momentum. The computed values of o are very noisy because of the 0.5 degree resolution of the 
DSS, so the system angular momentum H is filtered with a first-order lag (or "constant gain 
Kalman filter") with a time constant of 50 seconds [4]. 

The magnetic torquers are used to control the magnitude and direction of the system angular 
momentum when SAMPEX is in sunlight. The desired angular momentum magnitude, denoted by 
Ho, is 0.6 Nms. The desired direction is along the pitch axis (to damp spacecraft nutation), and 
along the sunline (to keep the solar arrays sun-pointing). Thus an undesired component of 
spacecraft angular momentum AH can be computed as 

The magnetic torquers are commanded to have dipole moment 

where kmg is a constant gain. The magnetic control is turned off during eclipse, since motion of 
the angular momentum vector is undesirable when DSS data are unavailable. 

Reaction wheel torque commands are used to control spacecraft pitch motion, the rotation 
about the pitch axis. These commands are based on the calculation of a "target vector" in body 
coordinates, with the reaction wheel being torqued to bring the z-axis into alignment with the 
target. The orbit rate rotation (ORR) computation of the target vector resulted in slowly varying 
reaction wheel speed and spacecraft pitch rate [3,4]. Since the "Special Pointing" mode replaces 
ORR, this computation will not be discussed here. The actual computation of the pitch error and of 
the reaction wheel commands are in References [2-41 and will not be repeated, either. 



Attitude determination is adversely affected if the magnetic field vector and the sun vector are 
close to parallel. On SAMPEX, in sunlight, attitude calculations and pitch control are both inhibited 
if these vectors are within 5 degrees of each other. In the dark, these functions are inhibited in the 
larger exclusion region where the angle is less than 40 degrees, since unavoidable angular 
momentum drift also adversely affects attitude determination accuracy in eclipse. This disabling of 
pitch control during periods of coalignment of the magnetic field and sun vectors is referred to as 
"coast mode." The pitch control was disabled in ORR by "freezing" the reaction wheel speed at the 
value it had at entry to coast mode, which resulted in a constant pitch rate through the coast. 
Magnetic control continues to be exercised in coast mode in sunlit portions of the orbit. 

Special Pointing Mode 

The new Special Pointing mode modifies the calculation of the target vector to meet the revised 
pointing requirements outlined above. Different calculations are used in the high-field-strength and 
low-field-strength regions. The ephemeris-based inertial field B is used to distinguish these 
regions, since use of the TAM-based field b could result in toggling between the two regimes due 
to measurement noise. 

In the low-field region, IBI 50.3 Gauss, the target vector u is to be perpendicular to both the 
sun vector s and the magnetic field vector b. This requirement is obviously satisfied by choosing 
the target vector in the dimtion of the cross product s x b. The negative of this vector clearly 
satisfies the same requirement. One and only one of these two vectors is more than 90 degrees 
from the velocity vector, and we choose this one to satisfy the velocity avoidance requirement. 
Since the magnetic control keeps the sun vector within a few degrees of the pitch axis vector j, the 
cross product s x b can be well approximated by j x b, so the target vector is computed as 

where we choose the upper sign if V (S x B) I 0 and the lower sign if V (S x B) > 0, with V 
being the spacecraft velocity vector in inertial coordinates, which is computed from the onboard 
ephemeris. Note that ephemeris-computed vectors in the inertial frame are used to make binary 
decisions, in order to prevent toggling between grossly different pointing vectors; but that the 
TAM-sensed magnetic field vector in the body frame is used to compute the actual pointing vector. 

The angle between the target vector and the body z-axis is computed as a pitch error angle, 
which is used to generate a wheel command. This angle is generally small, but it is on the order of 
90 degrees during transitions between parallel pointing and perpendicular pointing. In these cases, 
the wheel is commanded in the direction that requires the smallest pitch rotation to null the pitch 
error. Due to changing geometry however, some time during a passage through a low field region, 
a 180 degree pitch manewer is generally required to satisfy the avoidance requirement. The Special 
Pointing algorithm assures that any 180 degree turns will be executed in a direction away from the 
velocity vector. Thus a computed pitch error angle magnitude greater than 2.5 radians is taken to 
signify a large reorientation maneuver. The sign of the x-axis component of the spacecraft velocity 



vector v in the body frame is then used to determine the direction of this maneuver, such that the 
instnunent boresights are rotated away from the velocity vector rather than toward it. 

In the high-field region, IBI >0.3 Gauss, the target vector u is to be perpendicular to pitch axis 
and as close as possible to parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field vector b. Thus the target 
vector is given by 

where the positive sign is used when SAMPEX is in the southern hemisphere and the negative sign 
in the northern hemisphere, as determined fiom the onboard ephemeris. In the high-field region the 
existing onboard velocity avoidance algorithm [3] is still used. 

During "coast mode," the reaction wheel speed angular momentum is commanded to the fixed 
value of 0.6 Nms, rather than to its instantaneous value at entry to coast mode as in the ORR 
mode. Since the total system angular momentum is maintained at 0.6 Nrns by magnetic torquer 
commands, this has the effect of halting spacecraft attitude motion in coast mode. This change was 
necessitated by the observation that coast mode could be entered during one of the rapid 90 degree 
or 180 degree repointings of the spacecraft, and holding the spacecraft pitch rate constant at a high 
value could result in several pitch rotations during coast mode. This undesirable behavior was 
actually seen in some simulations, but is avoided by the final pointing law. 

Simulations 

Figures 4 and 5 show the results of simulations of the new Special Pointing mode. These 
simulations were performed using a modified version of the FORTRAN program used to simulate 
the earlier SAMPEX pointing algorithms. The performance of the SAMPEX pointing modes 
depends on the relative orientation of the sun vector and the orbit plane, which is specified by the 
local time of the ascending node of the orbit. This local time is 6 am for the simulation of Figure 4 
and noon for Figure 5. Figure 6 shows a simulation of the ORR pointing mode for the same noon 
orbit as is illustrated in Figure 5. All these figures show only the first five hours of 25-hour 
simulations. The 25-hour length of the simulations was chosen to sample the full range of magnetic 
field geometries as the Earth completes a little more than one full rotation. In each case, the 
remaining 20 hours of the simulation were qualitatively similar to the five hours shown. 
Simulations of a 9 am orbit gave results intermediate between those shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

The upper plot in the first (a) half of each figure shows the magnetic field strength. Shading is 
used to highlight the low-field regions, i.e. the regions with (BI 50.3 Gauss, where pointing 
perpendicular to the field line is desired. The Special Pointing mode attempts to point parallel or 
antiparallel to the field lines in the unshaded regions. The coast mode flag is also shown on this 
plot; there are no coast mode intervals in the 6 am orbit and several in the noon orbit. The 9 am 
orbit, which is not shown, had only two eclipse coast mode intervals in the five hour period. 

The curve below the magnetic field strength plots shows the angle between the instrument 
boresights and the local zenith. After an initial transient, this is always less than 90 degrees for the 
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Figure 4a. Simulation of SAMPEX Special Pointing Mode for a 6 am Orbit 
Magnetic field strength, coast mode flag, zenith angle, reaction wheel angular momentum 
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Figure 6a. Simulation of SAMPEX Orbit Rate Rotation Mode for a Noon Orbit 
Magnetic field strength, coast mode flag, zenith angle, reaction wheel angular momentum 
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ORR simulation shown in Figure 6. This means that the instruments are always pointing generally 
away from the Earth in the ORR mode. This angle often exceeds 90 degrees when the Special 
Pointing mode commands pointing perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. This is required for 
velocity avoidance in this case, and does not cause any pmblems for the data collection. The plots 
at the bottom of the (a) part of each of the figures show the reaction wheel angular momentum 
These indicate the increased reaction wheel activity required by the Special Pointing mode. 

The upper plot in second (b) half of each pair of plots shows the simulated angle between the 
instnunent boresights and the magnetic field lines. This should be compared with the plot 
immediately below, which shows the ideal pointing angle. This is the best angle possible, 
consistent with the requirement that the SAMPEX y-axis be sun-pointing, but ignoring velocity- 
avoidance constraints. It can be seen that the Special Pointing mode comes quite close to ideal 
pointing in most cases. The spikes in the upper curve in Figure 4 at about 3200 sec, 7800 sec, and 
14,600 sec are due to the 180 degree velocity avoidance maneuvers in the perpendicular-pointing 
region that were discussed above. Some of these spikes, slightly shifted in time, appear in Figure 5 
as well. The bottom plot of the (b) half of each figure shows the ram angle, the angle between the 
instrument boresights and the spacecraft velocity. The velocity avoidance algorithm was set to 
restrict this angle to be greater than 80 degrees. This constraint is satisfied in the most part, but 
there are minor violations in coast mode. 

Implementation 

Actual implementation of the modified pointing law required changes to the computer code in 
the Recorder/Packetizerhessor W P )  onboard the spacecraft. A formal Configuration Control 
Request (SAMPEX CCR# RPP-015) was submitted to the SAMPEX Right Software 
Configuration Control Board (CCB). The algorithms were transmitted from the Guidance and 
Control Branch, Code 712, to the Flight Software Systems Branch, Code 512, for conversion into 
flight code. Flight Software Systems personnel developed a patch to the existing onboard software 
and tested it in the Code 5 12 Software Development and Validation Facility (SDVF), which 
includes a flight-like RPP. Extensive simulations were performed to match the results of the Code 
712 simulations. After thorough review of the code and simulation results by both the CCB and the 
scientists, the modified software was approved by the CCB, uplinked to the spacecraft, and 
activated on May 26, 1994, less than seven months after initial request by project scientists to 
develop the new pointing mode. 

Discussion 

The development of the new "Special Pointing" mode for SAMPEX shows the advantage of 
having a flexible, reprogrammable attitude control system on a spacecraft. The rapid development 
of space-qualified microprocessor-based control systems makes it possible to provide such 
systems even on the small, light, and inexpensive Small Explorer spacaraft. The payoff is that the 
control algorithms can be modified to address revised science requirements responding to new 
opportunities revealed by data collected in the early part of a mission. The rapid development of the 
new SAMPEX pointing algorithms in less than seven months from initial expressions of interest 
by project scientists to operational flight code also serves as an example of outstanding teamwork 
and cooperation between scientists, engineers, programmers, and flight operations personnel. 



The new algorithm is algorithmically much simpler than the orbit rate rotation control, but it 
results in frequent pitch reorientations to meet the new requirements. These use more spacecraft 
power, and also put more stress on the reaction wheel. Neither power nor reaction wheel life is a 
concern, however, since the SAMPEX power system has more than adequate margins to meet the 
increased demands, and the reaction wheel was designed and qualified for flight environments 
much more demanding than SAMPEX. Initial experience with the new pointing mode has been 
trouble-&, and the prospects for new science are exciting. 
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ABSTRACT 

A method is described for obtaining optimal attitude estimation/identification algorithms 
for spacecraft lacking attitude rate measurement devices (rate gyros), and then demonstrated 
using actual flight data from the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer 
(SAMPEX) spacecraft. SAMPEX does not have on-board rate sensing, and relies on sun sensors 
and a three-axis magnetometer for attitude determination. The absence of rate data normally 
reduces both the total amount of data available and the sampling density (in time) by a 
substantial fraction. In addition, attitude data is occasionally unavailable (for example, during 
sun occultation). As a result, the sensitivity of the estimates to model uncertainty and to 
measurement noise increases. In order to maintain accuracy in the attitude estimates, there is an 
increased need for accurate models of the rotational dynamics. The Minimum Model 
Error(MME)/Least Square Conelation(LSC) algorithm accurately identifies an improved model 
for SAMPEX to be used during periods of complete data loss or extreme noise. The model 
correction is determined by estimating only one orbit(the identification pass) just prior to the 
assumed data loss(the prediction pass). The MME estimator correctly predicted the states during 
the identification phase, but more importantly determines the necessary model correction 
trajectory, d ( t )  . The LSC algorithm is then used to find this trajectory's functional form, 

H ( 2  ( t ) )  . The results show significant improvement of the new corrected model's attitude 
estimates a s  compared to the original uncorrected model's estimates. The possible functional 
form of the correction term is limited at this point in the study to functions strictly of the 
estimated states. The results, however, strongly suggest that functions based on the relative 
position of the satellite may also be possible candidates for future consideration. 
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Abstract 

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer-Earth Probe (TOMS-EP) mission relies upon a successful deplo!ment of the spacecraft's 
solar arrays. Selveral methods of verification are being employed to ascertain the solar array deployment status, with each requiring 
differing amounts of data. Thjs paper describes a robust attitude-independent verification method that utilizes telemetry from the 
coarse Sun sensors (CSSs) and the three-axis magnetometers (TAMS) to determine the solar array deplo)ment s tatus-and it can 
do so uith only a few, not necessarily contiguous, points of data. 

The method developed assumes that the solar arrays are deployed. Telemetry data from h e  CSS and T;VL1 are converted to the 
Sun and mapet ic  field vectors in spacecraft body coordinates, and the angle between them is calculated. Dsplo!ment is indicated 
ifthis angle is uithin a certain error tolerance of the angle betureen the reference Sun and magnetic field vectors. Although several 
other methods can indicate a nondeployed state, a i th  this method there is a 70-percent confidence level in confuming deployment 
as well as a nearly 100-percent certainty in confuming a non-deployed state. In addition, the spacr;;aft anltude (\\tucll is not 
knoan during the lust orbit after launch) is not needed for this algorithm because the angle between the Sun and magnetic field 
vectors is independent of the spacecraft anitude. Tkus technique can be applied to any spacecrafi \\~ih a TAM and uith CSSs 
mounted on the solar array(s). 

The TOMS-EP will be launched into a 340.5 x 964.9 krn polar orbit with an inclination of 99.3 
degrees. The final mission orbit will be at 955 krn after a series of orbit-raising msneu\,ers. 
Upon being inserted into its initial preliminary orbit, the TOMS-EP spacecraft (Fig. 1)  is to unfold its 
solar arrays and begin generating power from the incoming solar radiation. Since the spacecrafi does 
not have an indicator in telemetry for solar array deployment, ground solutions to \.erify the status 
have been developed by the TOMS-EP Flight Support Team (FST). These solutions were originally 
divided into three verification paths: a power path (looking at battery voltage and current), a Syro 
path (looking at the change in spacecraft rotation due to solar array deployment), and a coarse Sun 
sensor path (using CSS to calculate Sun vector to determine array status). Of panicular interest to 
the authors was the coarse Sun sensor path. 

Any method of veritjing deployment with the CSSs requires kno\vledge of the array and CSSs' 
geometry. The axis of the solar arrays are aligned along the spacecraft pitch 03 axis. They are 
rotated, however, into a paddle wheel configuration with the offset being 45 degrees. This uVas done 
to maximize e n e r g  gathering over the entire orbit. The CSSs are physically arrzched to the arraj.s in 
a manner such that their boresights are 45 degrees off the plane of the arrays. The result is that the 
boresights are perpendicular to the roll (X) axis and 45 degrees away from the pitch (Y) and jSaw (Z) 
axes (Figure 2). If the arrays are hlly deployed, the Sun can be detected in t\so adjacent CSS, in one 
CSS, if the Sun is directly aligned ~vith the boresight; or no CSS if the Sun is pe;i?crly aligned \\.it11 
positive or negati~re roll asis. Consequently, this means that the Sun cannot be detected by CSS2 
and CSS4 at the same time, nor CSSl and CSS3. The sensors, in effect, are domes reponing the 



angle of the Sun up  from the base of the dome. With this znsle, a circle of solutions are identified 
n+-ich is a circle parallel with the base of the 

Figure 1 - TOMS-EP Spacecraft 
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dome. By using the reported angles from two coarse Sun sensors, the circles of solutions will 
intersect in two places, thereby creating an ambiguity. This ambiguity will be discussed as it relates to 
determining the deploy and non-deploy status of the solar arrays. 

The coarse Sun sensor path initially developed for the mission has several levels of verification that 
can be employed. The initial check just uses the aforementioned knowledge of the CSS and solar 
array geometry to determine if the panels are stowed. The second level of verification utilizes a Sun 
vector solution which relies on two CSSs having Sun presence. Within a certain accuracy, it can 
determine the solar array status for the fblly stowed and four partially deployed cases. The hlly 
deployed case must rely upon TAM or power data to obtain a deterministic solution. This method, 
however, needs approximately 7 to 8 minutes of CSS data to converge on a solution with a 95% 
success rate for the stowed and partial configurations. This necessity of a significant span of data at 
the very first pass was the impetus for the authors to search for a verification method that needed 
fewer data points. 

This solution capitalizes on the attitude independent relationship between the Sun vector and the 
magnetic field vector. The Sun vector can be computed by using CSS measurements while the 
magnetic field vector is obtained fiom the TAM. Both measurements are resoi\.ed in the body 
coordinate system so the angle between the vectors can be computed using their dot products. This 
angle can then be compared to the angle between the corresponding reference Sun and magnetic field 
vectors. Though the reference vectors are in Geocentric Inertial Coordinates (GCI), the angle 
between them is independent of the specific coordinate system. The reference angle and observed 
angle can then be compared. Within a specified error tolerance, it can be ascertained whether the 
solar arrays are deployed or not. 

Operational Sceilario 

Shortly after TOYIS-EP's separation from the Pegasus, and the spacecraft processor (SP) lvake-up, 
the stored commands for solar array panels deployment are activated. As noted earlier, there is no 
indicator available in the to directly verify panel deployment. Additionally, since rhe spacecraft is in 
shadow, there is no Sun position data available from the coarse Sun sensors (CSS) which are located 
on the outer comers of the solar panels. Since the verification method utilizes the Sun data from the 
CSSs, it is not until the spacecraft exits the shadow and telemetry data from the CSSs becomes 
available that the procedure can be performed. The first ground contact opportunity for the 
spacecraft becomes available approximately twenty minutes after insertion. This pass over the 
McMurdo ground station lasts for nearly 12 minutes. Depending on the day of the ).ear when the 
launch takes place, the spacecraft could still be in the shadow for at least a ponion of the contact 
period at hlIcMurdo. The verification will be performed again at the Indian Ocean-Seychelles (10s) 
pass which occurs approximately forty six minutes after orbit insertion. If the data from this method 
and the other paths do not indicate proper deployment with a high degree of confidence, the onboard 
computer (OBC) can be commanded to the redundant side to reattempt the solar zrray deplo~ment 
process. 

Solar h a v  Deplovment Verification Algorithm 

As mentioned pre\.iously, the solar array deployment irerification algorithm uses the fact that the 
angle between tn80 \,ectors is independent of the reference coordinate system. I t  does require, 



however. that the sensors measurements be resol\ved in the same coordinate system. The procedure 
for this algorithm is very simple but that is essential to its inherent robustness and versatility. 

The algorithm begins by computing the reference an~ les  (in GCI coordinates) between the Sun 
vectors and the Earth's magnetic field vectors for the time span in question. For this application, it 
would be the span of the McMurdo pass. These Sun vectors are obtained by using the Solar, Lunar, 
Planetary (SLP) ephemeris tables. The magnetic field vectors are computed with an 8th order 
estimate of the Earth's magnetic field using a spacecraft ephemeris as input. A simple dot product 
calculation determines the GCI reference angle as a hnction of time. 

where: 

S, = reference Sun vector 

B, = reference magnetic field vector 

In a similar manner, telemetered obsenrations of the solar array mounted CSS and the body mounted 
TAM are used to calculate the obsenred angle between the Sun vector and Eanh's magnetic field (in 
spacecraft body coordinates). It should be noted that the computation of the obsen~ed Sun \?ector in 
spacecraft body coordinates has a built in assumption that the solar arrays have deployed properly. 

where: 

and 

II = CSS cell currents for i = 1 to 3 (0 < I < 2 5 5 )  

R, = unitized measured magnetic field Lrector (computed from TM4 data) 

Differences betureen the obsen~ed and reference angles \i.hich are greater than an expected tolerance 
indicate that the solar arra1.s ha\ze not deplolved properly. The tolerance is a hnction of sensor 
accuracy, spacecraft position ermrs, timing errors etc . . 



The following section addresses the above errors as well as the interpretation of the algorithm 
results. 

Internretation of Solar Array Deployment Algorithm O u t ~ u t  

In performing the angular separation comparison between the reference and obsenred vectors, error 
in the obsenfation must be considered. Therefore, the anplar  separations should not be expected to 
be exactly the same, but should differ within some error tolerance. The total error is relatively large, 
which significantly affects the interpretation of the results. There are se\,eral error sources that are 
considered for this solar array deploy check method: the measurement uncertainty for the CSS and 
the TAM, the error associated with the magnetic field model, time variations between TAM and CSS 
readings, as well as in the orbit arc, and finally the error associated ~vith the true spacecraft orbit. 

The dominant error source is the measurement uncertainty for the CSS, which is 10 degrees. This 
value is consenrative as it results mostly from a "Sunrise" effect. This "Sunrise" effect, or time just 
after end of shadow, has been shown to create an error as large as 5 degrees for currently flying 
spacecraft with a similar orbit and CSS. However, only 2 seconds later, this effect shrinks to a value 
on the order of 0.1 degrees. 

The measurement uncertainty for the TAM, which includes all biases and misalignments, is assumed 
to be 2 degrees. The uncertainty in the reference magnetic field is 1 degree. 

The error associated with tirne corresponds to the fact that there could be a 4 or 5 second error 
in the Flight Dynamics Facility's (FDF) time correction as well as a 13 second time error in the 
CSS current data (the observed Sun vector/TAM vector/clock time may be separared by up to 
13 seconds). Furthermore, at h4chlurd0, 1 degree of orbit arc error corresponds to roughly 2" of 
magnetic field error; at IOS, which is far from the poles, there is about 1.5 degree of magnetic 
field error for every 1 degree of orbit arc error. The spacecraft moves roughly 1 degree of orbit 
arc in 18 seconds and 0.5 degrees in 9 seconds. Resultingly, the error at Mchlurdo could be 2 
degrees while at IOS it could be 1.5 degrees. 

Finally, there is an error associated with uncertainty in the spacecraft ephemeris. The ephemeris 
generated for TOMS-EP is based on the insertion vector supplied by the launch site; hence the 
accuracy of the predicted orbit depends on the accuracy of the insertion vector Off nominal 
injections, of course, would yield much larger errors. If there is no data available from the launch 
vehicle, FDF ~vill know ahead of time, and will consequently know that this check is not at all 
accurate. .Analjrsis indicates that TOhIS-EP may see a maximum of 1 degree along track error in the 
predicted ephemeris. Using the computation mentioned in the abo~ve paragraph, rhis \iould mean an 
additional error of 2 degrees in the magnetic field model at  hlcMurdo and 1.5 degrees at 10s. 

The error budget associated with the solar array deploy ~rerification is shown in Tzble 1 with total 
error being 17 degrees. The interpretation of the absolute difference between the obsen,ed and 
reference angles as it applies to the solar array deploy status is explored in the e ~ s u i n g  sections 



If one or more of the sampled observations minus the expected, for both sets of sets of angles 
(noting the ambiguity in the CSSs), lies outside the 17 degree error budget, the solar arrays cannot 
be hlly deployed (Figure 3). It is important to note which CSSs are reporting that they see the Sun. 
By nature of their filly deployed configuration, two, one, or none CSSs can see the Sun at any given 
t h e .  Emore than two see the Sun then the arrays are not hlly deployed. If two, and only two, see 
the Sun throughout the pass, and the error is outside the 17 degree budget, then a non-deploy can 
only be reported for the solar panel, or portions of both panels that houses those CSSs. The 
complete picture can be determined if all 4 CSSs see the Sun (in sets of two) during the pass. If 
samples fall outside the error budget for each pair of CSSs, neither of the arrays deployed 
completely. 

Table 1 - Error Budget 

F i ~ u r e  3 - Reference - Obsenved for Non-Deplov Case 
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Source 
CSS Measurement Uncertainty 

TA\4 Measurement Uncertainty 

Magnetic FieId Model Error 

Ground Telemetry Time Error 

Spacecraft Ephemeris Error 
I 

Total Error 

Error (degrees) 

10 

2 

1 

2 

2 
I 

17 



VERIR'MG A DEPLOY 

Although the converse ofthe above section is not necessarily true, some conclusions can be drawn 
with some level of confidence. If all observations lie within the error budget, for one or both sets of 
angles (again, noting the ambiguity in CSSs), there is a good chance that the solar array(s) are 
deployed, again dependent on which CSSs are reporting Sun presence. Analysis has been performed 
to investigate when a likely non-deployed situation (includes one or more detonator failures) can 
look like a deploy, i.e. if the angle under consideration could still match the predicted within 17 
degrees2. Even if it's the improper choice for ambiguity resolution, as there is no way to tell during 
this check, it would still falsely appear as a deploy. The investigation showed that a deploy can be 
correctly reported 70% of the time. These odds improve when several points can be taken 
throughout the pass and compared, and all lie within the 17 degree budget. Also, this study showed 
that if the spacecraft incurs a rate of rotation, which TOMS-EP is likely to halve at injection, the 
likelihood of a non-deployed state reporting an error less than 17 degrees through the pass is more 
remote still. 

F i ~ u r e  I - Reference - Observed for Deplov Case 



Analysis and Simulation Results 

The work performed by N. Tull ran through a sphere of possible Sun and magnetic field \,ectors. 
These were input into the solar array deploj~ment algorithm to not only determine the percentage of 
deploy and non-deploy confirmations, but also to gain confidence in the algorithm itself. In addition 
to this analysis to confirm the algorithm's performance, the deployment algorithm has been used in 
TOMS-EP simulations with success. Several minutes after the hlcMurdo pass was completed, the 
Flight Dynamics facility was able to determine, to a high degree of confidence, ifthe arrays were 
deployed. Through the simulations, the procedures for implementing the algorithm were tested and 
refined. 

The solar array deployment algorithm was developed as a quick method for use with TOMS-EP. It 
is robust and will allow a quick determination of the solar array status. To recap. if one or more 
observed angles betlveen the magnetic field and Sun line differ from the expected separation angle by 
more than the 17 degree error budget, one or both of the solar arrays are not hlly deployed. This 
depends, though, on which CSS are giving data. If all of the observed angles differ from the 
expected by less than the error budget, a deployed state is knolvn with 70 % likelihood for one or 
both solar arrays. These odds go up markedly with increased data points and when the spacecraft 
has a rotation rate, which is expected for the initial TOMS-EP orbit insertion. 
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Abstract 

Data from Earth sensor assemblies (ESAs) often are used in the attitude determination (AD) for both spinning and 
Earth-pointing spacecraft. The ESAs on previous such spacecraft for which the ground-based AD operation was 
performed by the Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) used the Earth scanning method. AD on such spacecraft 
requires a model of the shape of the Earth disk as seen from the spacecraft. AD accuracy requirements often are 
too severe to permit Earth oblateness to be ignored when modeling disk shape. Section 2 of this paper rexamines 
and extends the methods for Earth disk shape modeling employed in AD work at FDD for the past decade. A new 
formulation, based on a more convenient Earth flatness parameter, is introduced, and the geometric concepts are 
examined in detail. It is shown that the Earth disk can be approximated as an ellipse in AD computations. 

Algorithms for introducing Earth oblateness into the AD process for spacecraft carrying scanning ESAs have been 
developed at FDD and implemented into the support systems. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission 
(TRMM) will be the first spacecraft with AD operation performed at FDD that uses a different type of ESA- 
namely, a static one--containing four fixed detectors D, (i = 1 to 4). Section 3 of this paper considers the effect of 
Earth oblateness on AD accuracy for TRMM. This effect ideally will not induce AD errors on TRMM when data 
from all four D, are present. When data from only two or three D, are available, however, a spherical Earth 
approximation can introduce errors of 0.05 degrees to 0.30 degrees on TRMM. These oblateness-induced errors 
are eliminated by a new algorithm that uses the results of Section 2 to model the Earth disk as an ellipse. 

1. Introduction 

Data from Earth sensor assemblies (ESAs) often are used in attitude determination (AD) for both spinning and Earth- 
pointing spacecraft. Past spacecraft with AD operations performed at the Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) used Earth 
scanning ESAs. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) will be the first such spacecraft to use a different type 
of ESA-namely, a static Earth sensor assembly (SESA), built by Barnes Engineering Company, that comprises four 
detectors D, (i = 1 to 4) to sense the Earth horizon at four equally spaced points. 

AD algorithms that use ESA data require a model of the shape of the Earth disk as seen from the spacecraft. Frequently, AD 
accuracy requirements are too severe to permit the simple approximation that the Earth is a sphere, yielding a perfectly 
circular disk. In such cases, a more exact disk shape model, which includes the effect of Earth oblateness, is needed. The 
methodology prescribed by ~ i u '  has provided the basis for Earth oblateness and disk shape modeling at FDD since the late 
1970s. 

Techniques for including Earth oblateness in AD and for correcting attitudes in which it has not been included, on either 
spinning or Earth-pointing spacecraft using scanning ESAs, have been used at FDD for many  year^^,^.^. No analogous 
techniques were available previously at FDD for spacecraft that carry the Barnes SESA. As discussed later, such spacecraft do 
not require a correction for Earth oblateness in AD if the spacecraft, like TRMM, is nominally oriented along the geodetic 
nadir or horizon bisector nadir (rather than along the geocentric nadir) and if data from all four D, are available. However, 
conditions in which data from only two or three of the four Di are present are not infrequent. While attitude (roll and pitch 
angles) can be computed with data from only two or three adjacent D, , the simple AD algorithms previously used in these 
cases permit Earth oblateness-induced AD errors. 

* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland, Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 
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This paper is divided into two subsequent sections. In Section 2, Liu's Earth disk shape analysis is re-examined and extended, 
and some of the concepts are explored in more detail. The structure of Section 2 largely follows that of Reference 1, and some 
of the material presented in Section 2  has appeared earlier in References 5 and 6 .  In Section 3 ,  a new AD algorithm is 
prescribed for TRMM when data from only three or two D, are present. 

2. Earth Horizon Modeling 

2.1 The Earth Spheroid (ES) 

Previous AD work at FDD involving nonspherical Earth modeling approximated the Earth as an oblate spheroid prescribed 
as follows: 

where a is the equatorial radius, andJis the flattening. The figure specified by Eq. (1) is called the Earth spheroid (ES) here. 
It was noted recently by challas, however, that using a different flattening parameter a related to f as follows 

is convenient because it facilitates the use of vector methods. Assuming I= U298.257, Eq. ( 2 )  yields a = 1/148.379; thus the 
Earth's a is approximately 2j: 

Eq. ( 2 )  enables Eq. ( 1 )  to be written as 

where z  ̂ is a unit vector from the geocenter, 0, along the North pole axis, and r' is the geocentric radius vector to an 
arbitrary point on the ES. 

We view Eq. (3 )  as a constraint on v' , which we call the ES constraint. Our immediate goal is to define, on the ES, the Earth 
horizon contour as seen from a spacecraft, S. This requires specifying one more constraint on v' , and this topic is addressed 
in the following sections (2 .2  and 2.3) .  

2.2 The Horizon Spheroid (HS) 

Define the following scalar field 

and let g(7) be its gradient 

We view Eq. (4) as specifying an infinite family of oblate spheroids, each with constant equatorial radius sqrt (f (7)) and all 

elements of the family having flattening a and center at 0. Let ~ ( 7 )  denote the spheroid at the tip of v' and let ~ ( i )  be the 

tangent plane to ~ ( 7 )  at 7 . Then ~ ( 7 )  is orthogonal to ~ ( 7 )  . 

Let s' be a vector from O to a spacecraft, S. Let i(?) be a vector from S to 7 . Obviously, 

6(?) = 7 -  z 

Our second constraint on v' is that S, and hence i(?), lie in T(?) . Then, 

Eq. ( 7 )  is the first form of the second constraint on 7 . Satisfaction of this constraint implies that the tip of r' is a horizon 
point of ~ ( 7 )  . A more explicit form of Eq. (7 )  can be obtained by introducing Eqs. (5) and ( 6 )  into it to produce 



To transform Eq. (8) into a form that clearly shows the shape of the figure defined by the second constraint, add (S/2). (S/2) 

to both sides and factor. For simplicity, then introduce i7 = r' - ?/2 . The result is 

Eq. (9) shows that the second constraint requires the tip of T to lie on an oblate spheroid, called the horizon spheroid (HS) 
here. Similarly, we call the second constraint the horizon spheroid constraint. The HS is centered at S/2 and, like the ES, 

has flattening a. The equatorial plane of the HS is parallel to that of the ES, and its equatorial radius is the square root of the 
term on the right side of Eq. (9). Points 0 and S both lie on the HS. 

2.3 The Horizon Plane (HP) 

Eqs. (3) and (8) constitute a pair of constraints on r' which, when solved for F , define a closed cunJe, called here the horizon 
contour (HC), which is the ES horizon seen from S and specified on the ES. Geometrically, the HC is thc intersection of two 
oblate spheroids; namely, the ES and HS, as illustrated in Fig. 1 

Horizon Sphero~d (HS) 

Earth Spheriod (ES) 

Figure 1. Earth Spheroid, Horizon Spheroid, and Horizon Plane 

The geometry and the solution for r' , however, can be simplified by replacing the HS constraint by a new constraint formed 
from the ES and HS ones. To develop this new constraint, first note that Eqs. (4) and (5) show that 7 g(7) = 2 f (7) and 

Eqs. (6) and (7) indicate T g(T) = S g(T) . Hence 

Eq. (10) is merely another form of the HS constraint. Eqs. (3) and (4) show that the ES constraint can bc written as merely 

f ( r ' )  = a 2  (1 1) 

The initial equation for the new constraint is produced by inserting Eq. (1 1) into Eq. (10) to obtain trivially 



For a more useful form of the new constraint, first introduce Eq. (5) into Eq. (12) and manipulate to obtain 

where 

6=s[s^+C$cosA'] 

In Eq. (14) we have factored s' into Z = d and introduced A'  as the co-latitude angle between s  ̂ and i . Using 6i = m h  , 
Eq. (14) indicates that 

Define the following vector n' along h : 

n' = n i  

where 

Eq. (13) then can be written as 

Eq. (18) is the second form of the new constraint. Analysis of Eq. (18) shows it constrains the tip of F to lie on a plane whose 
normal is along 6 and whose &stance from 0 is n. This plane and the new constraint are called the horizon plane (HP) and 
HP constraint here. An alternate derivation of Eq. (18) is presented in Ref. 5. 

Some later-needed properties of the HP will be delineated before proceeding. Fig. 2 shows the geometry. With the exception 
of 2, all vectors on this figure lie in a plane normal to the HP. 0' is the tip of the perpendicular from 0 to the HP, and 0" 
is the intersection of s' with the HP. The position vectors of 0' and 0" with respect to 0 are given by n' and s,s^, 

respectively. The distance between 0" and S is given by s2 ; thus, s, + s, = s . The term b is the distance between 0' and 

0" . The unit vectors l? and I j  are directed along local East and local North, respectively, at 0' and define the HP. The 
triad ( l? ,  I$, hi ) defines a reference frame centered at 0' . The vector hi makes angles o and E ,  with 2 and s^, 

respectively. Note that E ,  is a small angle, since the ES is very nearly spherical; the size of E ,  has been exaggerated on 
Fig. 2 for clarity. 

I 

Figure 2. Horizon Plane Geometry and Variables 



The following important relations can be derived using the material presented above: 

c o s ~  = m i = [slm] [l +a] c o s i '  

sin E,  = [ . ~ / m ]  a  sin A' cos if (22) 

Note that Eqs. (21) and (15) yield 

a 2  sin2 A' cos2 2' 
COSE, = 1 - 

2 

Thus, the angle between i and h is given by 

E, = a  sin,?' cosA1 

except for the cases 2' = 0 and A '  = 7712 . Thus, the geoccnter-to-spacecraft vector generally differs from the normal to the 

HP by an angle of the order of the flattening factor a. 

It will be shown in Section 2.4 that the locus of the horizon points in the HP is an ellipse, and it will then be shown that the 
spacecraft views this ellipse slightly obliquely. 

2.4 The Horizon Ellipse (HE) 

The HC now is specified by Eqs. (3)  and (18) as the intersection of a spheroid and a plane; namely. the ES and the HP, as 
illustrated in Fig 1 .  To solve these equations, express 7 as 

r ' = ~ + @  (30) 

with G fi = 0 .  Thus, it lies in the HP, with its base at 0' . Eq. (30) thus requires r' to satisfy the HP constraint. To further 
restrict r' to satisfy the ES constraint, insert Eq. (30) into Eq. (3). After manipulation, we obtain 

Eq. (3 l), in conjunction with Eq. (30), specifies the HC 

Eq. (3 1) can be transformed into a simpler form by specifying the position vector of the horizon point relative to 0" rather 
---- + 

than relative to 0' . Letting 4 bc this new position vector and noting that 0"O'  = b~+ as is evidcnt from Fig. 2. wc thus 

have 



with q' , llke 3, restricted to the HP. 

When Eq. (32) is inserted into Eq. (31), it can be shown, with much work, that a pair of terms cancel out, ylelding the 
following simpler result: 

where 

Eq. (33) shows that the shape of the HC in the I-IP is an ellipse, called the horizon ellipse (HE) here. The center of the HE is 
at 0" , its flattening is a, and its semi-major axis is a, along k . The HC's elliptical shape and the important fact that its 

center is on s' were noted in Ref. 5. 

2.5 The Earth Disk (ED) 

We use the term Earth disk (ED) here to denote the figure of the Earth as seen from S. The next task is to specify the ED'S 
shape from the preceding material on the HP and HE. Fig. 3 shows the geometry. 

Figure 3. Earth Angular Radius p Geometry 

The previous section (2.4) showed that the HP is not quite orthogonal to S . So we will define a new plane, called here the 
rotated horizon plane (RHP), which is orthogonal to 3 . The RHP is formed by rotating the HP about Z? through angle E,  . 

Let q' = qq̂  be a vector on the HE at an azimuth angle y / ,  from k . Let @ = p j  be the vector in the RHP corresponding to 

q '  Let yr, be the azimuth angle of jj from k . jj is formed by projecting along the vector i onto the RHP, where h' is 

the horizon vector from S to the tip of i .  Obviously, the locus 5(yrp) in the RHP is not an ellipse centered at 0" . 

Designate the small angle between 5 and q' as <. The following important equations can be derived: 

sin< = sin y/, sin E,  (37) 



C O S ~  = C, COSE, (38) 

siny, = c, slny,  (39) 

COS yq  = c,  COSE, co syp  (40) 

Let p be the angle at S between h and the unit geocentric nadir vector i = -.;. The shape of the ED will be spec~fied by the 

locus of p (y ,) around it. It turns out that the simplest result is obtained using the arcctn function: 

Insert Eq. (36) into Eq. (43), and use Eqs. (37) through (42) and earlier equations as necessary. After much work, the 
following important result ensues: 

0 5 
= arcctn {[I +acos2 A']-' [ a s i n i 1  cosA1sin y, + ctnp, k, +li, sin2 y,)] I} 

where 

p, = arcsin (a/s) (45) 

p, above is merely the usual angular radius, from S, of a fictitious spherical Earth with radius a and center at O 

Eqs.(44a) through (44c) were derived earlier in Ref. 6 using a different approach. Ref. 6 shows, by analytical and numerical 
means, that Eqs. (44a) through (44c) are equivalent to Eq. (4-24) of Ref 1. 

2.6 The Earth Disk Ellipse Approximation 

The Earth's a is small enough to permit Eqs. (44a) through (44c) to be linearized in it with acceptable accuracy. The result 
is 

ctnp = ctnp, [I + 0.Sa (cos2 1' sec2 p, sin2 p, + 2s in l ' cos i1  tanp, siny, + sin2 1' sin2 y ,I] (46) 

Eqs. (44) and (46) spec@ disk angular radius p relative to the geocentric nadir z ,  . We wish to generalize Eq. (46) to specify 

disk radius relative to lines close to z ,  . Fig. 4 shows the geometry on the unit celestial sphere (UCS). Point 1' here lies on 

the extension of z, onto the UCS. The reference origin is to be moved from P south through small angle E to a new point PC 

by transforming Eq. (46) from variables p, y , to new ones p, , y , . For now, E is assumed to be arbitrary, but small 

enough to permit small angle approximations and ruthless linearizations. Fig. 4 then yields 

a n p =  ctnp,[l + E S ~ C ~ ,  cscp, sinv,] (47) 

[ 2 sin2 y p  = sin2 y, 1 - 2 cctnp,  cos y, csc y , ]  (48) 



Insert Eqs. (48) and (49) into Eq. (46) and equate to Eq. (47). This produces an equation in the desired terms E, p,,  y ,  

However, it is not evident how to solve it for p, in closed form. 

.- Local East 

Figure 4. Origin Translation on Unit Celestial Sphere (UCS) 

The difficulty will be handled by now restricting the work to a single, highly important case. Specifically, E now will be 
limited to the value that causes the two terms involving itself and sin y / ,  , respectively to cancel. The subscript HB, for 

horizon bisector, will be used to denote this E and terms pertaining to it. The resulting equation for E ,  is 

It should be realized that E ,  is the angle between z ,  and a line, z,, called here the horizon bisector nadir. An alternate 
name, the apparent nadir, has been used by ~ l a t l e ~ '  who performed the original work on the concept. The resulting equation 
for ctnp, when Eq. (50) is used is 

Solving Eq. (5 1) for p,, and linearizing in a produces 

where 

a, = p, - 0.5a cos2 A' sin3 p, sec p, (52b) 

2 a, = 0.5(a/~,) sinp, cosp, sin A' ( 5 2 ~ )  

Eqs. (52a) through (52c) show that the ED can be approximated by an cllipse, centered at p, with flattening a, and semi- 

major axis a, along local East. This result was derived earlier in Ref. 6 by different means. A MATLAB study, described 

in Ref. 6, indicated that for the Earth a, the ellipse approximation is accurate to about le-5 degrees. It should be realized, 
however, that the ellipse exists only on an abstract mathematical plane, not on a physical one. Geometrically, the figure of 
the Earth seen from Scan, of course, best be considered to exist on the UCS, not on a plane. 

3. Application to TRMM Attitude Determination 

3.1 Introduction 

Fig. 5 shows the nominal TRMM SESA FOV geometry on a circular ED. The basic outputs of the SESA are thc four positive 
penetration angles X, between the Earth 1R horizon and the detector D, bases Spacecraft attitude is specified by a 2 x 1 

vector ,@of the angular deviation of the SESA and spacecraft body axis zs = zB from the HI3 nadir line zHB . There are two 

main steps in the AD process First, the X, are transformed into an SESA frame, S, attitude vector P = usmg the 
- S  



algorithms discussed below. Second, P is transformed into a spacecraft body, B, frame vector @ = [#,dB]' by a rotation 
-S - B  

p = RP . Our current interest is only in the first of these two operations. The 4 and 6' are roll and pitch angles; 
-B -S  

determination of yaw is done separately and requires a separate sensor. 

xe 
I Body Roll Axls 

I 
Earth D~sk ED 

SESA Roll Ax~s 

Figure 5. Nominal SESA FOV Geometry on Earth Disk (ED) 

3.2 The Standard SESA AD Algorithms 

The standard algorithms for computing ps from the XI imply a spherical model of the Earth When all four X, are - 

available. we use 

4 s  = 0.5 [x4 - x31 (53) 

0, = 0.5 [x, - X, 1 (54) 

If only three X, are available, either Eq. (53) or Eq. (54) will be unusablc, requiring a new algorithm for the affected angle. 

For example, if X, is missing, then 4, is computed via 

4, = X, - 0.5 [Y + x 2 ]  (55) 

and if X, is missing, 0, is computed via 

Analogous algorithms are used when X, or X4 is missing. The hnction of thr r?l terms in Eqs. (55) and (56) is to 

compensate for deviation of altitude from that which yields all X, = 0 in the nomirin~ spherical Earth attitude condition. 

When the X, from two adjacent D, , say D, and D, , are missing, we use 

with 



where h is actual altitude, h, is a reference altitude, XR is the nominal spherical Earth XI at hR , and a ,  is a scale factor. 

3.3 Proposed AD Algorithms to Compensate for Earth Oblateness 

Section 2.6 demonstrated that to first order in a, the ED is an ellipse with center PHB on z, . Therefore, due to symmetry, 
Earth oblateness will not introduce an error into the attitude computed by Eqs. (53) and (54). Numerical studies using the 
software package MATLAB showed that, in fact, this result does not depend on the first order approximation in a. Thus, 
Earth oblateness does not induce an AD error when all four XI are available and used. 

Our MATLAB studies, however, also showed that Earth oblateness induces a significant AD error on TRMM when only 
three or two X, are available and Eqs. (55) through (59) are used. This error varies from 0 to 0.05 degrees in the 3 - X, case 

and from 0.05 to 0.30 in the 2 - X, one. To eliminate the AD errors in the 3 -XI  and 2 - X, cases, we have proposed that 
Eqs. (55) through (59) be replaced by a new algorithm based on the elliptical ED model from Section 2.6. The main steps of 
this algorithm are as follows. 

(1) Compute the azimuth angles yq of the D, relative to local East via 

where (v is the spacecraft yaw angle, vDte is the constant azimuth angle of each D, relative to x, , and yv  is the spacecraft 

velocity angle relative to local East. y/, can be computed using 

yV = z j2  - arctan (cos i/cos (a, + f ) )  (61) 

where i ,  w ,  and f are orbit inclination, argument of perigee, and true anomaly, respectively. 

(2) Use the vq to compute the ED radii pq at the Dl using Eq. (52). Then compute the nominal penetration angles 

X,,, via X,,, = vDt - 6 ; where 6 is the detector mounting angle on Fig. 5. 

(3) Compute the 4 ,  andlor Bs that cannot be computed by Eq. (53) andlor Eq. (54) via 

where XI and X, are the proper available penetration angles. Theory indicates this algorithm should almost perfectly 

eliminate Earth oblateness-induced AD errors in the 2 - X, and 3 -XI  cases. 
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A Modified Proportional Navigation Scheme for Rendezvous and Docking 
with Wmbling Targets: The Planar Case 

Norman ~ i t z - ~ o ~ '  and Ming-Cheng Liu * 
AeMES Department 
University of Florida 

A two-phase proportional navigation scheme is developed for the case of two 
rigid bodies engaged in a rendezvousldocking maneuver. The target vehicle 
is nonmaneuvering, but does have constant nonzero angular and linear 
velocities. Under these conditions, it is shown that previously obtained 
solutions are not applicable. Analytical solutions are obtained leading to 
relationships between the transverse and LOS navigation constants. It is 
shown that the transverse navigation constant for the second phase of the 
maneuver must be 2. Also, initial conditions necessary for rendezvous are 
presented. 

Introduction 

The concepts of proportional navigation have been widely developed for the terminal phase of intercept 
problems [I-41. To a lesser extent, some form of proportional navigation has found application in rendezvous 
problems [5-81. Regardless of the application (i.e., intercept or rendezvous), these studies have all used point 
mass bodies for both the target and chase vehicles. For intercept type problems, this is not an issue since one 
is only interested in two points occupying the same location in space at the same time. However, for rendezvous 
and docking type problems, this is a significant issue. For example, it is possible for two points other that the 
berthing mechanism points to come in contact with each leading to conditions which may not be favorable for 
the overall mission. 

In a recent paper [8], true proportional navigation was modified to include a commanded acceleration 
proportional to the centripetal acceleration (i.e., along the LOS). It was shown that this modification resulted 
in a simultaneous zeroing of the range-to-go and range-to-go rate, a condition necessary for rendezvous. The 
short comings of this analysis is that this is applicable only to rendezvous maneuvers between point masses. If 
this procedure is applied to rigid bodies (i.e., bodies with finite dimensions), then contact between the bodies 
may occur prior to rendezvous as is depicted in Fig. 1. In this paper, further modifications of the guidance 
scheme of Ref. 8 are presented and discussed. These modifications specifically address (i) the issue of contact 
prior to docking and (ii) targets which arc both translating and rotating. Both these issues arise due to the 
consideration of rigid bodies as opposed to point masses. 

Fig. 1 Interference Associated with finite dimension bodies 
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Kinematic Equations 

Consider the planar rendezvous scenario as depicted in Fig. 2. The target vehicle translates with constant 

velocity vT and rotates with constant angular velocity o',. The target vehicle has a berthing mechanism at point 
P which is located with respect to the vehicle's center of mass (c.m.) by Fp. The chase vehicle has its berthing 
mechanism at point Q which is located with respect to the vehicle's c.m. by FQ. For convenience, the docking 
and the grapple mechanisms are both assumed to be aligned with their respective position vectors. 

Let 4,, !I,, 4,, and 4, be respectively, coordinate frames attached to the chase vehicle, the LOS vector, 
the inertial space, and the target vehicle. For motion in the xy-plane, denote the attitude and angular velocity 

A 

of F, relative to 4, by q5 and w', = &, respectively. Similarly, denote the attitude and angular velocity of 4, 

relative to 5,  by /? and w', = fit. Finally, define the LOS frame F, in such a manner that the LOS vector is 
- + 

r = - r j ,  and denote the attitude and angular velocity of this frame relative to 4, by 8 and w',; = 8Z, 
respectively. 

The inertial acceleration of the c.m. C, of the chase vehicle is 
+ + + 

& . = & x ( ~ ~ , . x c ) +  ~ + ~ , x ~ + ~ , x ( ~ , x ~ + ~ ~ , x ~  

- 6, x  FQ - 5, x  (5, x  F,) 

+ + + A -  + 
where ( ) denotes the time derivative of the components of a vector and Q, w',, Q, = w, + w,, and 

- A -  + 
Q, = w, + w, + w', are the absolute angular velocities of 4 ,  F,, and 5,, respectively. Coordinatizing Eq. 

(1) in TG (i.e., the LOS frame) results in 
4 + + 

R, = ~ L O S L  iG + ~ L O S  j, (2) 
where 

. 2  
a,,,, = Q8 + 2 ~ 6 ;  + b[rux sinp + r, cosp] - q5 [r, cos 8 + re sin 61 

. 2  . 2  

+ (6 + p )[rQxcos,8 - rDsinB] 
and 

. 2  . 2  
a,,, = - e + p6 + q5 [r, sin 6 - rb cos 61 - G[rQxcosp - rD sinp] 

+ 2dj[rQrsin/3 + r@cos@] 

/' 

Chase 
Vehicle 

Fig. 2 Rendezvous Geometry 



For convenience, the following definitions were utilized: 

8 A 6 + i  
and 

where 8 represents the absolute angular velocity of 3, and Q represents the projection of the vector from point 
P to C, onto the LOS direction; we will refer to this quantity as the "pseudo-range-to-go" to distinguish it from 
the true range-to-go r. 

Navigation Scheme 

The proposed navigation acceleration are defined as 

. 2  7 

a 0  - A L o g 6  + 4*[r,+ sin O - r,, cos O] - 8[r,, cosp - rch. sin01 

+ 2b#l[r, sin p + rcb cosP] (8) 
where A,,, , and A,,, are respectively the transverse and LOS navigation constants. Thc first terms of Eqs. (7) 
and (8) are the "classical" proportional terms proposed by Yaun and Hsu [8]. The remaining terms of Eqs. (7) 
and (8) are required to compensate for the angular velocity of the target and the angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of the chase vehicle 

Equating the kinematic accelerations with the proposed navigation accelerations, the equations of rclativc 
motion can be developed as 

+ 248 = A , ~ ) , , Q ~  (9) 
2 2 

e - e d  = A L m e 6  (10) 
which are similar to those developed in Ref. 8. It was shown that these cquations have solutions 

where n - A,,,, - 1 .  By specifying Q and Q at some point in the trajectory (e.g., at rendezvous), Eq. (12) 
becomes a constraint relationship between A ,  0 ,5 ,  and A,,,. In Ref. 8, Yaun and I-lsu used the conditions that the 
range-to-go and range-to-go rate are zero at rendezvous to develop a specific rclationship between A,,,,I and 

A,,,. In terms of the "pseudo" quantities, these conditions can bc restated as: Q - ef (since r + 0 implies 

Q = r,,sinp, + r,$cosp,) and Q + 0 (assuming p = 0). Thcse conditions are no longer valid since we are 
concerned with rigid bodies rather than point masses. In fact, if one uses these conditions, the scenario depicted 
in Fig. 1 is generated. To avoid any contact prior to docking, we divide the maneuver into two guidance phases. 
In phase 1, the chase vehicle aligns itself with the target vehicle and acquircs the angular velocity of the target 
vehicle. In phase 2, the chase vehicle maintains the angular velocity of the target and simultaneously reduces the 
rangc-to-go and range-to-go rate to zero. In both phases of flight, the following conditions are required for the 
chase vehicle: 

The berthing mechanism is aligned with the LOS (i.e., Df1 = 0). 

The angular velocity of the vehicle relative to the LOS is small ( i s . ,  P,l = 0). 

These conditions are can be enforced with an attitude controller onboard the vehicle. 

The desired terminal conditions at the end of each maneuver phase are as follows. 
P h a s e  1 



The LOS vector is parallel to Fp (i.e., 6,, = 2mn + + + where m is the number of 
2 

revolutions of the chase vehicle with respect to the target frame and + is the angle between 
the vector TP and the axis). 

The LOS relative rotation rate is zero (i.e., O,, = 0). 
The two vehicles must be separated by some distance Q,, which must be greater than or equal 
to  the sum of the largest dimension of each vehicle in order to avoid contact (i.e., 
en = r1 + rQx sin /I,, + rD cosfi,, > 0; see Fig 3) 
The chase vehicle has some residual closing velocity as Q,, (i.e., 
o,, = r ,  + fi,.,(rU.cosBfl - r a s h & )  < 0) 

Phase 2 

The LOS rotation rate is maintained at zero throughout this phase thereby ensuring proper 
alignment of the vehicles (i.e., 8,, = 0 and 6,, = 2mn + 4 + +). 2 
The grappling mechanism of the chase vehicle approaches the docking port of the target 
vehicle (i.e., ef, = rQxsin/Ip + rDcosfin). 

The range-to-go rate approaches zero as Q -, pf7 (i.e., or, = br,(ru,cosfip - r@sinfip) 

These requirements place constraints on the initial conditions of the chase vehicle at the beginning of the 
rendezvous maneuver. The initial conditions constraints are addressed below. 

Target 
Vehicle 

Chase 
Vehicle 

Fig. 3 Radius for noninterference 

Since the initial and terminal conditions are different for each phase, the relationship between the guidance 
constants will also be different for each phase. We now develop these relationship, first for phase 1 and then 
phase 2. 

Relationship between A,,,, and A,(,, 
By substituting the appropriate initial and terminal conditions for phase 1 into Eq. (12), the following 

relationship between A,,,, and A,*, is 

where a, = A,,,,, - 1. This constraint relationship between A,,, , and A,,, assures a specific closing velocity 

ef at the end of the first stage. As is expected, the relationship developed in Ref. 8 is obtained when 
1 

Q,, = e,, = 0. 

Similarly, substitution of the appropriate initial and terminal conditions for phase 2 results in the following 
relationship between the guidance constants where u2 = - 1. Note that the initial conditions of phase 

2 are the terminal conditions of phase 1. 



Phase 1 Solution 

We now develop an expression for the absolute attitude of LOS frame, 6, as function of Q. First, we rewrite 
Eq. (11) as 

a - l  

dd = d o g )  dl = h,(g)'-l$ 

where @ is obtained from Eq. (12). For the first phase of flight, Eq. (12) can be written as 

@ =  - L C  (clek - cZ)Ih k" ( 2 - C I Q ~ ) "  = - - (- k)" (16) 
where the negative sign is chosen to ensure @ < 0 and 

k - 
p (17) 

A . 2 - @ 2 > o  
C I  = Qoi  fl (18) * . 2  22, - . 2  Zn, 

c2  = @,I@,-, Q ~ Q , ,  (19) 

From the definition of k, we observe that a ,  < 0 or a ,  z 1/2 which implies that ALos1 ,  < 1 or A,.,,, , > 1/2. 

The case of a ,  < 0, both k and c2  are positive. However, for the case of a ,  > '/2, k is negative and c, is sign 
indefinite. Since the solution of Eq. (15) is dependent on the sign of c,, for the remainder of this paper, we 
consider the case of a ,  < 0. 

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) and integrating from the initial conditions to the terminal conditions of 
stage 1 yields 

Now, an expression for the time-of-flight can be obtained from 

I ,  Our 

Substitution of from Eq. (16) results in 

('01 

In general, for arbitraryvalues of a ,  < 0, Eq. (22) has no known anti-derivativc and therefore must be evaluated 
numerically. (Solutions are available for integer values of a , )  

We now use Eq. (20) together with Eq. (22) to calculate the initial condition of Q,,, that will provide the 
desirable LOS attitude at the end of stage one. 

Phase 1 Initial Conditions 

First, the requirement that 8,, = 0 at the end of the first phase places a constraint on the initial relative 

attitude rate of the guidance frame. Combining Eqs. (5) and Eq. (11) with the condition 0, = 0 we observe 



where Q,, replaces Q. Thus, the initial LOS rate is defined by the initial and final pseudo-range-to-go and the 

transverse navigation constant of phase 1. 

Second, the requirement that 0, = 2mn + 54 + I# places a constraint on the initial value of the 
2 

pseudo-range-to-go rate. To evaluate this constraint, we integrating Eq. (5) with @ = w,  over the entire 
time-of-flight T I  to get 

6, - 6,, = 0, - e,, + .TI (24) 
Substituting the right hand side of Eq. (20) for 6, - do,, the right hand side of Eq. (22) for T,, and the 

requirement Or, = 2mx + + +, Eq. (24) becomes 
2 

An analytical solution for Q,, cannot be obtained since c l  = cl(e,,,) and c, = c,(Q,,,) (see Eqs. (18) and (19)) 
and the integral in Eq. (25) does not have an explicit anti-derivative. However, a solution for Q,,, can be obtained 
from Eq. (25) using an iterative scheme. In this paper, Newton's method was used. For the cases analyzed, wc 
assumed m = 0, implying the chase vehicle makes no complete revolution in phase 1. 

Stage 2 Solution 

The primary function of the guidance algorithm in this phase of the maneuver is to reduce both the 
range-to-go and the range-to-go rate to zero while maintaining the alignment of the bcrthing mechanisms. That 

is, throughout the entire second stagc, we require 8=0. This is equivalent to (see Eq. (5)) 

8, = 8, = . 
2 (26) 

Substituting this relationship into Eq. ( l l ) ,  the general solution for 8, yields 

Since Q varies throughout the process, the above equality holds if and only if a ,  = 1 which implies A,.,, = 2. 

With u,  = 1 and A,,s2 as defined in Eq. (14), @ can be determined from Eq. (12) as 

which is zero when e = ef2. 

This completes the analysis. We now apply the results of the analysis to a typical rendezvous and docking 
scenario. 

Numerical Simulation 

The simulated results were obtained by numerically integrating the relative motion equations written in 
terms of the range-to-go r instead of the pseudo-range-to-go e .  In doing so, we are able to include the dynamics 
associated with the chase vehicle (i.e., the effects of its attitude controller). The state vcctor used was 

[r 6 /3 t 8 PI. A fixed step size (AI = 0.001), fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration algorithm was used to 
numerically integrate the differential equations. 

Conditions for a typical scenario are shown in Table 1. For this scenario, the initial rendezvous conditions 

determined from Eqs. (23) and (25) are 8,, = - 0.4918 and Q,, = - 237.54, respectively. An initial 

misalignment of = 0.05 and an initial alignment rate of 1 = 0.04 were used for the chase vehicle. 



Table 1. System Configuration 

Figures 4- 8 show the simulation results for the scenario depicted in Table 1. Parts (c) and (d) of Figs. 4 
and are enlargements of the terminal phase of flight depicted in parts (a) and (b). Figure 4 shows the flight 
data for the first stage. Notice that the range-to-go rate r goes to the designated value of -10 as range-to-go 
rgoes to the specified value of 15. Also the relative LOS attitude 8 goes to the desirable value of 90" (1.57 rad.) 

as the relative LOS attitude rate 6 goes to approximately zero. 

Fig. 4 Phase 1 flight data 

Figure 5 shows the flight data for the second stage. Notice that the range-to-go rate rand the range-to-go 
r simultaneously approach zero. Also the relative LOS attitude 8 is maintained within the proximity of the 

desirable value of 90" (1.57 rad.). The slight variations are due to the relative LOS attitude rate 8 being close 
to zero but not exactly zero throughout the second stage. This is not a consequence of the numerics, but rather 
a consequence of the fact that an actual attitude controller was modelled for the chase vehicle. 
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Fig. 5 Phase 2 flight data 

Figure 6 shows the accelerations commanded throughout the maneuver. Thc curves on the lcft half of the 
plot are the acceleration commands for phase 1 and the curves on the right half of the plot are for phase 2. Notice 

,. 4 

that since 7 = - r j,;,, then the a,,,, accelerations shown represent accelerations in thc positive r-direction. 

Fig. 6 Profiles of commanded accelerations 

Figures 7 and 8 show the terminal portions of phases 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 7 shows the chase vehicle 
approaching the target from above and acquiring properly alignment with the target at the end of the first stage. 
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Fig. 7 Alignment of chase and target vehicles at the end of phase 1 
Figure 8 shows that, during the second stage, the chase vehicle is able to maintain it's attitudc with rcspcct to 
the target while it nulls the distance between the grappling arm and the docking port. It also shows that, at the 
end of the second stage, the chase vehiclc docks with thc target with thc proper relative attitude as specified. 

I I I -L 

-21 50 -21 00 -2050 -2000 

Fig. 8 Docking at the end of phase 2 



Conclusion 

Solutions to the equations of motion of two rigid bodies engaged in a planar rendezvous and docking 
maneuver are obtained. Some solutions are analytic whereas others are pseudo-analytic. It was shown that 
rendezvous and dock of rigid bodies require a two phases maneuver. In the first phase, the LOS rotation rate 
is driven to zero while aligning the berthing mechanisms of the two vehicles, and in the second phase, the LOS 
rate is maintained at zero while the range-to-go and range-to-go rates are simultaneously driven to zero. The 
second phase of the maneuver requires a transverse navigation constant of 2. An illustrative example is 
presented. 

Future work involves the integration of appropriate sensor and actuator models and a proof-of-concept 
demonstration. 
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Telemetry Down-link Doppler as an Attitude Sensor for Spin Stabilized  acecr craft.. 
S. D. Hendry 

AlliedSignal Technical Services Corporation 
Columbia, Maryland, USA 

Abstract. The communications antenna on a spin stabilized spacecraft is seldom located on the spin axis, 
hence, the antenna is in motion relative to the center of mass of the spacecraft. The Doppler shift observed 
at the ground or space relay communications receivers will include oscillations whose frequency and 
amplitude are functions of the motion of the antenna and the attitude of the spacecraft relative to the line of 
sight (LOS). This functional dependence creates the possibility of estimating attitude parameters from 
Doppler measurements. This paper presents mathematical models of Doppler oscillations from spinning 
spacecraft, including the effects of nutation. Algorithms for estimating spin rate, attitude and nutation angle 
are described. Results of analysis of Doppler tracking of GOES-8 and W W D  are also discussed. 

Introduction. Doppler tracking measurements are usually treated as equivalent to measurements of the 
range-rate of the spacecraft center of mass. However, Doppler measurements actually measure the range 
rate of the antenna, which during attitude maneuvers or spin stabilization has its own motion relative to the 
center of mass. A simple model for a spinning spacecraft is to assume that the angular momentum and 
angular velocity vectors are collinear. Then, unless the antenna location is on the spin axis, the antenna will 
have uniform circular motion relative to the spacecraft center of mass, so that the range rate will vary 
sinusoidally. The frequency of this motion is the spin rate; the amplitude of the motion is a function of the 
angle between the LOS direction and the spin axis. Hence, Doppler data can be used to estimate the 
orientation of the spin axis. There are two major phenomena that may invalidate this simple model. One is 
nutation, where the angular velocity vector is rotating about the (inertially fixed) angular momentum vector. 
The other is multipath, where the propagation path from the spacecraft antenna to the tracker includes 
reflections from other parts of the spacecraft, parts which have different Doppler shifts than does the 
antenna. In addition, a spacecraft may have more than a single antenna. Multipath will not be discussed in 
this paper. 

Apparent amplitude of Doppler oscillations. The amplitude of the oscillations in Doppler tracking 
caused by satellite rotation is a function of the antenna location, the rotation rate, and the aspect angles 
relative to the uplink and downlink trackers. For the purpose of deriving this functional dependence, 
effects of nutation will be ignored, hence, the spin axis is assumed to be coincident with the angular 
momentum vector, which is fixed in inertial coordinates. The inertial coordinate system will have the spin 
axis as the z-axis, and the x- and y-axes orthogonal. The following parameters will be used, 

i --unit vector along spin axis 

ii --unit vector along LOS from uplink tracker to spacecraft in inertial coordinates 

d - -unit vector along LOS from downlink tracker to spacecraft in inertial coordinates 

d = id, + jd, + kd, 

r, - -distance from spin axis to antenna 

i - -unit  vec to r  along spin  ax i s  

f ( r )  - -posit ion vector  o f  an tenna  relat ive t o  spacecraf t  center  of m a s s  in inertial coord ina tes  

F ( t )  = ir, ( t )  + jr, ( r )  + kr, 

'This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/ Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland under contract NAS 5-3 1000. 



?(r)- -velocity vector of antenna relative to spacecraft center of mass in inertial coordinates 

radians 
o, --spin rate in - 

sec 
The position and velocity of the antenna as functions of time can be written, 

The projections of the LOS vectors on the antenna velocity are, 

I?. t ( r )  = (i - ( l ie  s )< ) *  t ( t )  = r,w,(-u, sino,r  + u2 cosw,r) 

dm i ( i )  = (;I-(d.<)i) .  t ( r )  = r A o ,  (-dl sino,r + d 2  coso, r )  

Where c is the speed of light i n  the same units as range rate and fT is the transmit frequency in H z ,  define 

' C 

K is the turnaround ratio of the spacecraft transponder: K = 1401221 for NASA S-band trackers. The range 
rate osc~llation and associated frequency deviation obser\,ed at the downlink tracker are, 

The expression for frequency deviation can be converted to amplitude-phase form, 

The amplitude of the frequency oscillation is, 

= r , 4 0 s ~ ,  //a + d - ((a + i) . i)i// 

For 7-way tracking, where the transmit and receive trackers are the same, the amplitude reduces to 

The I-way amplitude would be half the ?-way. Note that there is a 180 deg ambiguity; if the spin vector is 
replaced by it's negative, i.e., the direction of spin is reversed or the spacecraft is flipped over, the apparent 
Doppler oscillation amplitude will be the same. 

Estimating attitude. Given that the spin rate is known, all the parameters in the above equations are known 
except the spin axis unit \lector. The absolute value of the projection of the spin axis un i t  vector onto a 
known vector can be solved for as follows: 



(2 - way) 16 ;I = 
A' 

4rA20 f A: 

The last equation can be rewritten in terms of unit vectors by normalizing, 

From this point on, i t  will be assumed that the Doppler tracking obser\,ations ha\.e been reduced to a set of 
projections and u n i t  vectors. 

(3 - way) 

Each projection is equivalent to an angle, 

--- 
r ia  :A?, (2 + 2 ( ~  d)) 

IT t r  = C O S - ' ( a , ) ;  or t t  I- 
2 

When many observations (projections and unit vectors) are available, a least squares solution can be 
computed. Depending on geometry. several solutions are possible, so initiating the least squares algorithm 
properly is important. If the attitude is the only unknown, the right ascension (a )  and declination (6)  of the 
spin axis can be sol\.ed for directly by a non-linear least squares routine, 

If another parameter such as antenna radius from spin axis is unc~~r':. '  rnay also be solved for. The 
MATLABTM Optimization Toolbox installed on FDF LANs cont:tl[~s i . u ~ l i  "unctioris for minin~i/:~" . I .  

Analysis of GOES-8 Doppler Tracking. GOES-8 was launched 13 April 1991. Doppler trackin> :# 

was received at FDF from DS46 (Canberra) 3-way with the Indian Ocean Station (10s or SEYS) telenie -;., 

system as the transmit site. For data taken from approximately 07002 to 07402. the spacecraft u'as spln 
stabilized. Figure 1 shows the Doppler oscillations from valid data obtained during this time. Shown by a 
dotted line is the estimate of amplitude derived from these oscillations. The measured rotation rate is 
0.0182 Hz. while the distance of the antenna from the spin axis is assumed to be 3.3 meters. Figure 2 
depicts contours of the surface generated by varying right ascension from 25 to 75 deg and declination from 
-50 to 0 deg and plotting the reciprocal of the resultant RhlS error between the measured projection and the 
vector dot product. Further analysis showed that the fit could be improved if rA was varied as well. The 

MATLAB routine LEASTSQ in the Optimization Toolbox was used to solye for right ascension, 
declination and antenna radius from the spin axis. The routine was run twice, initialized with each of the 
angle pairs found above and with r~ initialized at 3.3 meters. The solutions were, 
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Figure 1. GOES-8 Doppler Tracking. 

Since the observations were not exactly co-planar, the solution with the smaller RMS error would be the 
more likely candidate for the true attitude. The planned attitude after separation was a = 61.7 deg and 6 
= -25.0 deg, according to reference 1 .  Figure 3 shows the fit obtained by comparing the projection of the 

solved for spin attitude on the unit vectors with the projections measured from trackinp data. 
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Figure 2. Error Surface. 
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Figure 3. Measured versus computed projections. 

Spinning spacecraft attitude dynamics (nutation). Analysis of the dynamics of a rigid spinning 
spacecraft in order to predict the effects of such motion on Doppler tracking data uses the following 
parameters: 

1. The spacecraft major moments of inertia, in ~ ~ - m ~ .  The nominal axis of rotation is assumed to 
be the z-axis, so the values are represented as a vector [Ix Iy Iz], where the labels x, y and z are 
assigned so that the entries are in monotonic (lowest to highest or highest to lowest) order. The 
choice of the axis with the intermediate moment of inertia as the spin axis is unstable and will not 
be considered. 

2. The location of the spacecraft antenna in meters, as a vector [xA y~ zA] in body coordinates. 

The assignment of XA, y~ and z~ should be consistent with the moments of inertia. 

3. The angle P of the LOS vector with the angular momentum vector. 

4. The angular momentum magnitude L. 

5. The initial nutation angle 80, which is assumed to be small. 

Reference 2 is the source of the basic attitude dynamics relationships in the following. The convenient 
inertial reference frame has the angular momentum vector along the z-axis, with the x and y orthogonal. 
The time reference is chosen so that at t=0, the angular velocity vector is in the body x-z plane, so the 
angular velocity vector in body coordinates is, 

L sin 0, L cos 0, 
Gjho = i , o , ,  + j , O +  k,w,, = i ,  - +k,- 

Ix l z  



The kinetic energy E is, 

+ ~ ~ a i ~  - I L' sin2 e,, L' cos2 0 ,  
E = --[ lx + 

2 2 I t  

The "parameter" m is given by, 

( I x  - Iy) 

Define the "normalized" parameter, 

1:(1y - Ix) 
)no = =rn/8; 

h ( 1 z  - Iy ) 

The body nutation rate is, 

L ( l z - I y ) ( I z - 1 . x )  = &- i ,, ( I z -  I y ) ( I z -  1.x) 
= io,, 

I; IxIy Isly 

where the "+" is used if Ix > Iy > Iz and "-" if Ix c Iy c Iz. 

Finally, the amplitude of the y body component of angular velocity is, 

-/ziz= L/-z L*ol 1- 
a20 - 

Iy ( Iy - Iz ) IxIy(Iy - I z )  I ~ - l y ( I y  - I z )  

- - =  1 x 1 ~  - I ~ I Z  - LO I X I ~  - IYIZ - IXIZ  + 1 . ~ 1 ~  ~;/pmJ 
I)! I x ( Iy  - I z )  IX( Iy - I:) I.x(Iy - I z )  

The angular velocity vector as a function o f t  (sec) is given by, 



where sn, cn and dn are the Jacobian elliptic functions. When m << I ,  approximations for the Jacobian 
elliptic functions are, 

So the angular velocity vector in body coordinates can be written, 

The instantaneous \?elocity of the antenna in body coordinates is found by crossing the angular velocity 
\,ector with the antenna position vector. The antenna xlocity is then rotated to inertial coordinates and 
projected on the LOS vector to give the range-rate of the antenna as a function of spinning. 

The Euler rotation angles for angles 8 and y~ can be found by solving, 

sin 6sin y [i::] = A . , ~ ( Q ~ ~ ~ . I [ : ]  = L[sinz,.] 

LsinBsiny 
- 

I x  
Lsin Bcosy  

I?, 
L cos 8 

- I; - 

So the minimum and maximum values of nutation angle are, 

This implies, 

which agrees with equation 16-1 14 i n  reference 2. 

The angular \~elociry vector in body coordinates can now be written as, 



Sine and cosine of the Eulerian angle v can be found as functions of time by solving, 

I x o ,  1x0, 
t a n y  = - sin y = 

I J ~ ,  Jm IX o + IV-o 

~ x ( ~ ) c n ~ m , , r ~ ~ n )  
Ixw, 

sin y = 80 = - o z ( ~ , f  Im) d m *  z L8 0 

b'o, -ern& =- 
cOsv = d m ;  = L8 0 sn (w , r lm)  

A differential equation relating (O to 8 and yr is, 

To get the frequency of oscillation of terms involving cosq and sin@, the average is needed. 

where K is the half period of the Jacobian elliptic functions (ref. 3, section 16). The integral may be 
approximated by substituting sin for sn since m is small, 



I - 
sin * ( x ) d x  - - - 

+ m - mcos2 ( X I )  m - 0; + m  
2 

(integration formula 262 in ref. 4) 

Substituting for the integral, 

= L[ ;+(  - / x 2  - ( IY  - 12) 1 ,  ~7)) 1 + rn 10 ;  

( 1 . x - l : ) ( l x - l y )  ) I x ( 1 2 - 1 s )  []-/"i""')) 
= + + [  l . r 2 ( l y - 1 2 )  l z ( l ~ - l . r )  I?( I.? - I x )  

= L[;+((l;--;))[l-/=]) I y ( I 2  - 1x1 

d IXIV 

Thus, the signals cosq and sin9 oscillate at an average frequency approximately equal to the difference of 
the spin rate and the nutation frequency. 

Estimation. With the preceding derivation, it is now possible to write the component of measured 
range-rate caused by antenna motion as a function of known parameters, signals with known frequencies 
and anlplitudes and parameters to be estimated. The parameters are: 

parameter Name known or to be estimated 

L 
0 
P 
IX, Iy, Iz 
m, 

angular momentum magnitude either 
nutation angle to be estimated 
LOS angle either 
moments of inertia known 
normalized parameter of elliptic known 
function 
body coordinates of antenna known 



(cosy cos$ - s iny sin$)xA +(-siny cos+ -cosy sin+))!, +OzA cos4 

X 
dt 

0 sin yx, +0 costyy, + z ,  I 
The second component will not be used and so is not calculated, since the LOS vector in inertial 
coordinates is assumed to be. 

The measured range-rate ~ l i l l  be the dot product of the LOS vector and the inertial velocity, hence the 
incremental range-rate due to antenna motion that will be measured by the tracker is the sum of two 
components. The two components will be evaluated separately. 

If the LOS direction were parallel to the angular momentum vector. the range-rate due to antenna motion is, 
where Q, is an unknown phase angle, 

This will be called the "vertical component" of the antenna motion. It can be rewritten as, 

So the vertical component is a signal oscillating at the nutation rate and with amplitude proportional to the 
minimum nutation angle. 

The horizontal component is a bit more complicated. 



The ratio 9, / 9 has essentially no dependence on 9, so the nutation component of antenna motion is, where 

0' and @" are unknown phase angles, 

So the horizontal nutation component is a signal oscillating at a frequency equal to the difference of the spin 
rate and the nutation rate, together with sidebands at intervals of +3wp, all with amplitudes proportional to 

the minimum nutation angle. 

\VIND h'utation Estimation. During initial phases of FDF support of the WIND mission, Doppler 
tracking data was used to monitor the spin rate and nutation angle of the spacecraft. The purpose was to 
provide a back-up to on-board attitude sensor telemetry, with the emphasis on measurement of nutation 
angle immediately prior to the Lanyard Boom deployment. The WIND spacecraft was launched on I 
November 1994. WIND is spin stabilized with a nominal spin rate of 20 RPM. WIND is equipped with a 
nutation damper with a nominal time constant of 1400 seconds. The spacecraft is c!,lindrical, with the z- 
(spin) axis being the axis of the cylinder. The Medium Gain Antenna (MCA) is extended from the negative 
z face of the cylinder. Figure 4 shows the WIND spacecraft configuration. The WIND attitude is 
maintained w ~ t h  the spin axis parallel to the south ecliptic pole, effectively perpendicular to the LOS. 

Figure 4. WWD Configuration. 



The nutation estimation results for the first (of three) thruster flush burns will be presented. During the 
maneuver, the WIND moments of inertia were 741, 678 and 912 ~ ~ - m ' .  The MGA body coordinates are 
(0.14,-1.15.-2.68) meters. For WIND'S attitude, according to the analysis above, the Doppler signal will 
contain a component at a frequency approximately equal to 1.3 times the spin rate, with an amplitude 
proportional to the minimum nutation angle (the nutation angle oscillates between minimum and maximum 
values since WIND is not axially symmetric). For the assumed WIND configuration, the minimum nutation 
angle in degrees can be estimated by finding the amplitude of this component in meterslsec, and dividing i t  
by (0.007SR), where SR is the spin rate in RPM. 

WIND Doppler 0b~e~atlonS--4 NOV 1995 
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Figure 5. WIND Doppler Signal Processing 



The topmost plot in figure 5 shows WIND range-rate for the period of the thruster flush maneuver. The 
middle plot shows the detrended data, used as the input to a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) algorithm. 
The lowest plot is the recovered nutation signal obtained by performing the inverse DFT on only those 
frequency components near the expected location of the nutation signal. Since some frequency components 
of the desired signal are lost, and some of other signals are included, there are large oscillations at the 
beginning and end of the recovered signal; these are known as the C~bb ' s  Phenomenon (ref. 5, pp. 73-75). 
The nutation signal was "envelope detected and scaled by 1/(.007SR) to obtain the minimum nutation 
angle (0,)  as a function of time. The comparison is with Sun Sensor Assembly #2 on WIND (listed as 

SSA2 in figure 4.). SSA2 is 30 degrees away from the X-axis, so the largest nutation angle it sees is 
between fjU and 0 MM . The Doppler nutation signal was further scaled by . 

to put the SSA2 and Doppler signals on the same reference. Figure 6 shous the comparison of the 
detrended SSA2 angles and the scaled Doppler nutation signal amplitude. 

SSA2 and Doppler derived nutation angles--WIND 04 NOV 1995 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Sun Sensor 2 and Doppler Nutation. 

Conclusions. For spinning spacecraft, processing of Doppler tracking data for attitude parameters can be a 
useful adjunct to on-board attitude sensors. For "smaller, cheaper" missions it could possibly replace 
on-board sensors. In order to be useful for real time attitude estimation, further algorithm development 
should be done; for example, a digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) implementation for tracking spin rate and 
demodulating the nutation signal. 
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Abstract 

Future plans for planetary exploration currently include using multiple spacecraft to simultaneously explore one 
planet. This never before encountered situation, places new demands on tracking systems used to support 
navigation. One possible solution to the problem of heavy ground resource conflicts is the use of multi- 
spacecraft coherent radio metric data, also known as, bent-pipe &;a. Analysis of the information content of 
these data types show that the information content of multi-spacecraft Doppler is &pendent only on the 
frequency of the final downlink leg and is independent of the frequencies used on other legs. Numerical analysis 
shows that coherent bent-pipe data can provide significantly better capability to estimate the location of a lander 
on the surface of Mars. than can direct lander to Earth radio metric data. However, this is complicated by 
difficulties in separating the effect of a lander position error from that of an orbiter position error for single passes 
of data. 

Introduction 

As plans are being made to send multiple spacecraft simultaneously to the same planet, it has become apparent that this 
places a considerable burden on the ability of Earth based tracking resources to provide the levels and types of support 
traditionally provided. In the past NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) has been able to meet the needs of spacecraft 
whose visibility periods overlapped by using extra resources or by negotiated compromises in scheduling. This was in 
part achievable because overlapping visibility periods were generally a transient phenomena, which orbital motion would 
correct. However, with the development of the Mars Surveyor program, it is planned that the DSN will have to support 
multiple spacecraft in orbit around or landed on the surface of Mars. During certain phases of this program, it is 
er~visioned that four or more spacecraft (some combination of landers and orbiters) may simultaneously be in operation 
This will require the development of new techniques and operational methods, including in the of navigation. 

Traditionally operational deep space navigation has been performed by using coherent 2 way Doppler and ranging 
between an Earth station and the spacecraft. In this mode of operation an uplink signal is sent from the Earth to a 
spacecraft, where the frequency of the received signal is used by the spacecraft to control the frequency of the signal 
transmitted tack to Earth. Additionally, a ranging signal (or signals) can be modulated on the uplink, demodulated by 
the spacecraft receiver and remodulated onto the downlink, allowing for the measure of the round-trip light time to the 
spacecraft. These tracking data types were provided in passes which typically lasted from four to eight hours. The total 
amount of coverage varied from three passes/per week to continuous coverage. It can be seen that it would be difficult to 
provide this level of support to two or more spacecraft which have a 100% visibility overlap without committing large 
amounts of DSN ground resources for years at a time. 

Alternative tracking methods do exist, such as receiving a noncoherent downlink with a multichannel receiver. This 
however, places a great reliance on the stability of the spacecraft oscillator. Analysis (Ref. 1) indicates that reasonable 
accuracies can be met with such a noncoherent system, but that these accuracies are not equal to a coherent system. A 
second option is to track one spacecraft in the traditional manner, and to have that spacecraft receive, process, and 
telemeter to the Earth noncoherent signals sent by other spacecraft which are nearby. Such a system has significant 
advantages in that the radio system for the secondary spacecraft can be much smaller in that it is not necessary to 
provide a link to the Earth. However this system is highly dependent on the stability of oscillators on both spacecraft and 
on the accuracy of the Doppler extraction and telmetering system on the relay. Analysis performed to support the never 
exercised MBR relay, between Russian Mars landers and the Mars Observer spacecraft (Ref. 2.) indicates that by far the 
limiting error source for that system was the stability of the lander oscillator. However a system midway between the 
current coherent tracking process and the telemetered system could be developed. This system would utilize a coherent 



radio link between the Earth station and both spacecraft. This "bent-pipe" data would not have any dependence on 
spacecraft oscillators, would not require a Doppler extraction/telemetry system, and would not require the support of 
simultaneous uplinks from the Earth. 

Bent-Pipe Tracking 

A bent-pipe tracking scheme is illustrated in  Figure 1. In this case a radio signal of frequency, f t ~ ,  is broadcast from an 
Earth station. This signal is received by the first spacecraft ( X I ) ,  with the shifted frequency, fua, and then is coherently 
rebroadcast with frequency, ftr., to the second spacecraft (SC2), where the received frequency is frz. SCZ then coherently 
rebroadcasts the data with frequency, ftq to SCI, where it is received with the frequency, &lb, and coherently broadcast 
with the frequency, ftrb.  Finally the signal is received at the Earth station with a measured receipt frequency of f ~ .  The 
length and rate of change of the length of the four radio links are designated respectively, PI,  P27 62, P 3 >  63, and P 4 ,  ~ 4 .  

Figure 1: Two spacecraft bent pipe tracking 

Observables 

By convention, the Doppler radio metric observable, 0, is defined as: 

0 = ft, rl r2 r3- frE 

where: 



rj E the frequency turn around ratio between leg 1 & leg 2 f'," 
(fCI, 

rz = the frequency turn around ratio between leg 2 & leg 3 
(fr* 1 

r3 E the frequency turn around ratio between leg 3 & leg 4 fllb 
(fr,, 1 

However, working backward from the received signal, f r ~ :  

where: 

b 4  = the rate of change of the length of the final radio link 
~4 = noise and other effects (including transmission 

media) on the final downlink leg 
c r the speed of light 

In the interest of streamlining the notation, a function is introduced to replace the first factor on the right hand side of Eq.. 
2, the Doppler shift multiplier. 

thereby reducing Eq.. 2 to: 

fE = d(64) f t l b  + ~4 

Given the definition of the turn around ratio, it is possible to redefine ft~b: 

fllb =r3 fflb 

However, 

fr,, = d(m) f,, + E3 

where: 

p3 = the rate of change of the length of the second 
intermediate leg 

~3 1 noise and other effects (including transmission 
media) on the second intermediate leg 

recursively substituting Eq.. 6 into Eq.. 5 and that result into Eq.. 4: 

f, = d(64)r3 (d(~ j f i2  + ~ 3 )  + Eq 

which expands to 



f, = d(&) d(b) r3 ft2 + d(64) r3 ~3 + ~4 

repeating the steps of Eq.. 5 and Eq.. 6 on the transmission leg from SCi to SC2: 

ft2 =r2 fr2 

recursively substituting as before 

f, = d(&) d(&) d(i)z) r3 r2 ftl, + d(p4) d(b) r3 r2 EZ + d(p4) r3 ~3 + ~4 <Eq. 10> 

continuing to the Earth to SCI leg: 

ftl. = r ~  frla <Eq. 11> 

frl. = f t ~  + &I <Eq. 12> 

and as before 

Assuming for the purposes of this data content analysis that the final four terms in Eq.. 13 are very small in comparison to 

the first term and can be dropped, Eq.. 13 simplifies to 

frE - d(p4) d(b) d(h)  d(p1) r3 rz rl ftE 

substituting back in the function introduced in Eq.. 3: 

this then becomes 

since all of the 6 terms are much smaller than c, the numerator of Eq.. 15a can be approximated as 1 (this has the effect 
of ignoring the relativistic correction to the Doppler shift) and the numerator expanded. 



Ignoring all second order effects, Eq.. 16 can be further approximated and simplified to 

substituting Eq.. 17 into Eq.. I: 

C C C C  

and finally 

A bent-pipe range observable, R, is defined as: 

where: 

P I . .  . p4 I the path length of each radio link 
n = unknown integer multiplier 

A = range modulus (a function of ground hardware configuration) 

Given the definitions of the range and Doppler observables from Eq.'s 20 and 18, the sensitivity of the observable to any 
parameter z can be readily calculated. 

A conclusion that can be readily drawn from Q . ' s  21 and 22 that is not intuitive is that the information content in a 
coherent radio metric data point is (to first order) only dependent on the frequency on the final downlink leg. For 
example, for a radio link where the first leg is X band, the second is S-band, the third is S-band, and the final leg is X- 

rl = 2a = 0.295 1 1-2 = 2* = 1.086 
band, typical values for the three turn around ratios and transmit frequency are 749 , 221 
o = 8 s d =  3.666 

240 , and f t ~  = 7.2 GHz (Ref. 3), while for an S-band/UHFNHF/X-band link the corresponding values would 
r l = z = 0 . 1 8 9 4  r2=7*=1.016 r3=13840=20.69 

be 132 , 737 669 , and f t ~  = 2.1 GHz. In both of these examples, the term, 
rl r2 r3 f t ~ ,  is equal to 8.4 GHz. This result is more than simply an interesting detail. Since to first order (and ignoring 
transmission media effects), the data content does not depend on the frequency of the inter-spacecraft links, the choice 



of frequencies and transponders for the this link can be made without regard to navigation issues. This can be a 
significant cost savings issue. Additionally from an operational perspective, it is not possible (without extra information) 
for the operator of the ground tracking system to know what frequency is being used on the spacecraft/spacecraft link. 
However all that is required is that the product of the three turn around ratios be known. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of bent pipe Doppler and traditional Doppler lander 2-height sensitivity 

Numerical Analysis 

Equations 19 and 22 give the partial derivatives of a Doppler and range observation with respect to an arbitrary parameter 
z. From these it is possible to calculate the approximate sensitivity of a number of observations to parameters of interest. 
For the purpose of this initial study, the case of an orbiter about Mars and a lander on the surface is examined. The 
orbiter in question, is in a near polar orbit with a semi-major axis of 3775 km. This is the approximate orbit planned for 
Mars Observer and currently planned for Mars Global Surveyor (Ref. 4 ) .  A lander is located at approximately 30" North 
latitude. One quantity of strong interest is the ability to determine the location of the lander on the surface. It has been 
known for some time that Earth based tracking of landers on Mars has difficulty in determining the Z - height component 
of the position vector in a cylindrical coordinate frame. Figures 2 and 3 clearly show that bent-pipe Doppler and range 
data exhibit a sensitivity to this parameter that is more than an order of magnitude larger than that for direct IanderIEarth 
tracking. It should be noted that given the low polar orbiter chosen for this case, the sensitivity to this parameter in the 
bent pipe data is much greater than it would be for a high equatorial orbiter. 

The bent pipe Doppler data also exhibit much larger sensitivity to lander spin axis knowledge and longitude knowledge 
than the traditional Earth based lander Doppler. Figure 4 clearly indicates that the partials for spin axis and longitude are 
approximately 10 to 20 times larger than the corresponding partials for the conventional Doppler. 

Unfortunately, this enhanced sensitivity does little good, if it is not possible to separate the lander position from other 
parameters. Detailed covariance analysis of a similar problem (Ref. 2), indicates that tracking arcs on the order of a 
week to a month are required to completely separate the knowledge of the orbiter position and the lander position. Single 
passes are extremely poor in the ability to separate the two spacecraft. The reason for this is clearly indicated in Figure 



5. The partial derivatives of lander position and orbiter epoch state are given over a single pass (the first pass in  the data 
arc). The similarity in structure between the two sets of partials, especially the orbiter Cartesian x, and the lander z- 
height location, make it very nearly impossible to separate the position estimates for the two spacecraft given a short 
data arc. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of bent pipe range and traditional range lander Z-height sensitivity 
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Figure 4: Comparison of bent pipe & traditional Doppler sensitivities to lander location spin axis & longitude 
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Figure 5: Comparison Orbiter state and lander location partials for a single pass of bent pipe Doppler 

Operational Considerations 

It is apparent that there is a high probability that coherent bent pipe Doppler and ranging data will provide sufficient 
information to allow the navigation of an orbiter and a lander at Mars. However, a brief examination of the operational 
feasibility of such a system from a ground and spacecraft hardware position is in order. Given current analog phase-iock- 
loop (PLL) receivers used by interplanetary spacecraft, the procedure for acquiring a coherent bent pipe link would be to, 
first, sweep the uplink to the first spacecraft, slow enough and wide enough to ensure lock. Then repeat the sweep to 
attempt to acquire lock of the second spacecraft. This second sweep will have to be slow enough that the first spacecraft 
does not drop lock. Then a sweep of the signal to reacquire the downlink signal at the first spacecraft may be needed. 
Finally the signal is received on the ground and a coherent link is established. This process would place considerable 
overhead on the tracking bandwidth of the spacecraft receivers, the width of the total tracking loop, and the amount of 
time required to acquire a signal. Given that for the geometry identified in this short study, the longest pass of bent pipe 
Doppler data acquired is 12 minutes long, it seems improbable that a link could be set up in this time. However if the 
orbiter were in a somewhat higher orbit, and directly controlled receivers used, it should be possible to set up a link. 
However the need for a controlled receiver could possibly offset the cost savings accrued due to the lack of a required 
direct to Earth link. 

Once a coherent link is set up, if the frequency shifts too much or too quickly radio lock may be lost. Given that the 
radio signal to be received by the spacecraft will have the Doppler shifts of multiple legs it is of some concern that the 
total shift would be too great to maintain lock. Figure 6 shows the range rates for the lander and the orbiter for both bent 
pipe and traditional tracking methods. It can be seen that the motion of Mars relative to the Earth station is the dominant 
error source and the summation of the two signals would result in less than 40% increase in maximum Doppler shift over 
that from conventional Doppler. Thus it is unlikely that this alone could preclude the acquisition of bent pipe Doppler 
data. 

Conclusion 

Coherent bent pipe Doppler and ranging data can provide useful information for the navigation of multiple spacecraft at a 
given target which is independent of the frequency used on the inter-spacecraft link. However, the operational 
complexities involved in acquiring a link would most likely require the use of a controlled receiver, rather than the 
analog PLL receivers currently used for the majority of deep space missions and would preclude the acquisition of data 
during extremely short visibility periods. Consequently, this data type would not be useable for the support of a lander 
and a low mapping orbiter of the Mars Observer or Mars Global Surveyor type. However, for some types of missions 



such a system could significantly decrease the resource conflicts inherent in supporting multiple spacecraft at a single 
source. 

More study is needed of the detailed requirements on the spacecraft telecommunications system of acquiring a coherent 
bent pipe link. Additionally, the ability to separate the position knowledge of a lander and an orbiter or of two orbiters 
needs to be more fully investigated than was possible in the scope of the study. Finally, other data types such as two- 
way coherent telemetered Doppler between an orbiter and a lander should be investigated. This data has similar 
information content, and fewer separability problems, but may have additional theoretical and implementation obstacles. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of range rates for various combinations of lander and orbiter observations 
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Abstract 

The trajectory o f  the Ulysses spacecraft caused i t s  geocentric declination t o  
exceed 60' South for over two  months during the Fall o f  1994, permi t t ing 
continuous tracking f r o m  a single site. Dur ing this t ime, spacecraft opera- 
t ions constraints allowed only Doppler tracking data t o  be collected, and im- 
posed a high radial acceleration uncertainty on  the orbit  determination process. 
T h e  unusual aspects o f  this si tuat ion have mot ivated a re-examination o f  the 
Hamil ton-Melbourne results, which have been used before t o  estimate the in- 
format ion content o f  Doppler tracking for trajectories closer t o  the ecliptic. 
T h e  addit ion o f  an acceleration te rm t o  this equation is found t o  significantly 
increase the declination uncertainty for symmetr ic passes. In addition, a simple 
means is described t o  transform the symmetr ic results when the tracking pass 
is non-symmetric. The  analytical results are then compared against numerical 
studies o f  this tracking geometry and found t o  be i n  good agreement for the 
angular uncertainties. The  results o f  this analysis are applicable t o  the Near 
Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) mission and t o  any other missions w i th  
high declination trajectories, as well as t o  missions using short tracking passes 
and/or one-way Doppler data. 

Introduction 

The Ulysscs mission is a cooperative project. of NASA and tlre I211rol)can Spacc i2gc.ncy (ES!!) to send 
a spacecraft equippctl to Ineastlre charged and neutral part,iclcs, magnetic fieltls, c,lr.ctro-rrlag~rctic waves, 
and ultraviolet and X-ray emissions over the polar regions of t h t  S I I I ~ .  Following a dr~pitcr  gravity assist, 
the Ulysses spacecraft reached So11tl1 heliographic I a t i t ~ ~ d e s  in cxct,ss of 70 dcgrec,s for 132 days starting in 
June,  1904. Following this time the spacecraft was contin~lously i n  vitw from the Canlwrra co r~~p lcx  of the 
NASA/JPL Deep Space Network (DSN) from carly Octohcr to ~nid-l)ecr~nrl)er, and olltsiclc of tllrse dates 
the spacecraft was still in nearly cont,inuor~s view for some time. 

While Illysses has typically been tracked for ten llor~rs pcr day, with t.wo-way Doppler and range observations 
being made simultaneously with t,elemet,ry reception, tlre Sun-spacecraft-Earth geometry (luring tlrc S o l ~ t h  
solar pass caused the predict,rtl return of solar-induced nutation to  t,he spin-stabilized spacecraft to occur. 
The met>hod used to control nr~ta t  ion utilized active, uubalanced att i tude thr l~s ter  firings, commantit>d by the  
spacecraft, in response to conscan meas~lrements of t,he uplink radio signal. As a result, t l ~ c  I~lgsscs spacecraft 
required a ~ o n t ~ i n u o ~ ~ s ,  undist~~rl)ct l  uplink during nutat.ion cont,rol operations, which extcndt~tl from Augrlst, 
1004 through January, 1095. A l t h o ~ ~ g h  the DSN conrplexes did not have a c o n t , i n ~ l o ~ ~ s  view tltrouglrol~t this 
t8ime, an uplink signal and t,elemetry acquisition for spacecraft ~nonitoring werc providcd t l r ro l~gl~ tlrc use of 
t'he ESA tracking station at Korlrou, French Guiana. The same situation arises again during tlre North solar 
pass, with nutation operations running fro111 late hlarcl~ to October, 1995. 

Whrle the nutation control approach used by Ulysses permitted two-way coherent Doppler data  to he collected 
continuously during DSN passes, the ranging tones generated by IISN stations cause eno~igh modulation of 
the uplink to  result in sp~lrious at t i tude control pulses. Consequently, no ranging da ta  was collected during 
nutation operations In addition, the unl,alanced nature of thc thruster firings mrant that I I ~  to two cm/scc 
of delta-\, was imparted to the spacecraft per day in the direction toward the Earth.  T h ~ s e  events werc 
clearly vls~ble in the Doppler data ,  which has a sensitivity of 0 1 mm/sec ~rnclcr ideal contlitlons \Vllile the 
average effect of these events was ~nodellcd,  based on the average ang~i lar  rate of the Eartlr as seen from 



the spacecraft, the thruster firings did not occur in an evenly spaced manner. In addition, even if every 
individual thruster firing could be detected in the tracking or telemetry da ta  (which was not the case), 
the  number of thruster events in a typical three-month d a t a  arc was two orders of magnitude more than 
could be estimated as discrete events using the JPL orbit determination software. Consequently, thruster 
firing events of more than 1 mmlsec (representing three to  four pulses) were dealt with discretely, and the 
rest of the activity was approximated using the continuous model, and estimated as a series of independent 
accelerations lasting three hours, with an a priori uncertainty of lo-'' km/sec2. 

The  trajectory reconstruction requirement for Ulysses is 1000 km (la), which would be difficult to meet in 
the  ecliptic under these conditions. However, the high declination of the  trajectory would be expected to  
provide a highly accurate estimate of the geocentric angular position of the spacecraft. T h e  basis for this 
expectation is the work done by Hamilton and Melbourne in Reference 1. Based on these results, a one-day 
pass a t  typical declination and range values for lJlysses would have an expected plane-of-sky uncertainty 
of about 47 km (or about 140 nanoradians (nrad)), as will be shown in detail later. While this is a highly 
accurate result, the effect of adding acceleration uncertainty would be expected to  increase the plane-of-sky 
uncertainty. The  exact amount of the increase is not immediately obvious, and so the motivation of much 
of the following analysis is t o  derive the effect of acceleration uncertainty on the information content of a 
pass of Doppler data .  I t  should be mentioned that  although the Doppler tracking does not diwctly measure 
the Earth-spacecraft range, which must also be known to  meet the reconstruction requirement, the relative 
motion of the Earth and the spacecraft over a typical hundred-day data arc is generally s~lfficient to d c t c r ~ n ~ n e  
the geocentric range t o  within an order of magnitude or better of the plane-of-sky position r~ncer ta~nty .  

Analysis 
The  full derivation of the da ta  e q ~ ~ a t i o n  for a Doppler ol)servation of a distant spacecraft IS given i l l  Rrfrrence 
1, and also revisited with minor correct~ons by Muellershoen in Reference 2, so only the final result hefore 
linearizat~on about the nominal right ~qcension will he given here I t  shorlld he noted, however, that none of 
the approxi~nations made to  reach t h ~ s  result required that  the spacecraft declination be small, so this result 
is as valid for Ulysses as for any spacecraft 111 the ecliptic, with the only restr~ction being that  the geocentric 
range be large compared to the radius of the Earth The  topocentric velocity of a distant spacecraft, p,  is 
given by 

where 

p 2 r + w r ,  cos6sin(8 - 0") 

p = Doppler observable 

r = spacecraft's geocent.ric range-rate 

w = Earth's rotation rate 

r ,  = distance from tracking stat.ion to Earth's spin axis 

6 = spacecraft's declination 

D = tracking station's right ascension 

Do = spacecraft's right ascension 

It  can almost be proven by inspection that  this is the right form, in consideration of the characterist~c lengths 
and the periodicity of the motions involved Equation (1 )  can be linearized about an n przorz r c l a t i v ~  r ~ g h t  
ascension, which can then be expressed as a function of time, by re-defining ( 0  - 00)  LY d(f - t o ) ,  such that  
the spacecraft is a t  the station longitude when 1 = 0 Since wto is small, WP have 

p -- 1: + w r ,  cos 6 sin wt - wtowr ,  cos6 cos wt 

z a + bsinwt + ccoswt 

where 



b = wr, cos 6 

C = -wt0wrs COS 5 

As a n  aside, it should be noted that  representing Doppler data in this form is not unique t o  navigation 
a t  JPL. For instance, radio science processing of Doppler da ta  has been done using equation (2) and the 
first-order expansion of equation (2) in time, as described in Reference 3 .  The  resulting "six-parameter fit" 
is fairly efficient in removing all of the dynamics present in a pass of Doppler da ta  for gravity wave detection 
purposes. 

Equation (2) can be extended to  handle the effect of a constant radial acceleration hy adding a t r rm qt,  
where q is the acceleration magnitlrtle in the geocentric direction. 

The  epoch a t  which the acceleration term does not contribrrte to the velocity is in the middle of the da ta  arc. 
Any other placement of the epoch causes a correlation between the radial velocity and the radial acceleration, 
which adds undesirahle cornplcxity to the problem. 

Before proceeding to  take part,ials of p with respect to the four parameters, it is worth noting that b and 
c may be replaced hy new para~nt,tcrs 6' and c' such t.hat wt' = wt + is the new argrlment of the sine 
and cosine in equation ( 3 ) .  The  angle Q then becomes the right ascension of the spacecraft relative t o  the 
tracking station when t' = 0. This allows tracking passes that  are not symmetric a t m ~ t  clllrnination to he 
represented by a sitnple rot.at,ion of t.he cs t in~ate  covariance, which is much simpler algebraically than carrying 
a non-symmetric start  and stop time for a tracking pass throrlgholrt the derivation. I f  q is redefined with an 
epoch in t,he middle of the non-symm~t~ric pass, ant1 a is redrfined ns r in the ctnter of the non-syrnmet,ric 
pass, then no furt.her changes of variables arc necessary. Consequently, t h r  covariance for a symmetric pass 
will be obtained hefore any frrrther considerations of asymmet,ry. 

The  partial derivatives matrix If of p wrtll respect to a ,  6 ,  c ,  and q for a scr1r.s of rneasrrremcnts at times t, 
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Using standard weighted least-squares formlrlation, the covariance P is 

where ui is the variance of Dopplcr observations. The  information array A ( =  t l T ~ )  is 

N Cj sin wtl Cj coswtj Cj t j  xj sin wl, C, sin2 wtj C, sinwtj  coswtj C, t j  sin w f ,  

Cj coswtj Cj sirlwtj coswtj Cj cos2wtj El t j  cos w t ,  

Cj '1 Cj tl sinwtj  Cj t j  cos wtl Cj 13 

If the summation limits are symmetric with respect to tlre time origin (wllict~ is the time the spacecraft is 
a t  culmination) then all the odd frrnctions will vanish. It is rrseful t.o introdlrce the following definitions: 



4 = half-pass length in radians 

S = sampling interval (60 sec) 

N = number of points less 1 

I t  should be noted tha t  in JPL navigation software the assumed accuracy of Doppler data  is always referenced 
to  a 60-seconds sample interval, making 60 seconds a convenient choice for S. The  integral approxiniations 
of the  summations in equation (6) can be expressed as 

Performing the  integrals of the information array and replacing N with 2$/ (Su) ,  the following result is 
obtained: 

/ 2$ 0 2 sin 10 0 1 
1C, - 4 sin 2$ 0 (2/u)(sin $ + $1 cos $1) A = (2s:ng 0 $ + sin 2+ 0 

O (2/u)(sin 21, + 1 ~ ,  cos $) o (2d13)/(3w2) 

Note tha t  l l w  shows up in the last column and row of h each time there is a factor of f, tllat does not 
include w. 

Before inverting the information array, it is wort.11 not,ing that. the acceleration uncert,aint,y oft,en has some 
a priori inforrriation associated wjt,h i t .  If aqap is the a priori uncerhinty in t,he accelerat,ion, then t.he last 
term of A is 

with 

where n, appears due t o  the way the covariailce will be defined. Typical val~ies for uqap are 10-l2 km/sec2, 
although for Ulysses the value is 2 orders of magnitude larger, as mentioned above. Assuming a typical (if 
conservative) measurement uncertainty of 1 mm/sec over a 60-second count time, the ratio Q2 varies from 
10' t o  10" for values of oqaP between 10-lo and 10-l2 km/sec2, which brackets the values of the first term of 
A(4,4).  Consequently one may expect two sets of solutions depending of the value of aqap,  with the solution 
for small aqlp being equivalent to  the original I-lamilton-Melbourne result with no acceleration term at  all. 
For the  some choices of Q, the result will depend equally on the both sets of solutions, h ~ ~ t  for most values 
one set will prevail. 



T h e  task of inverting A t o  get the covariance is made much easier by observing that  A is really just two 
two-by-two matrices, a s  can be seen by reordering the parameters such that  the s ta te  vector is (a c b g) .  The  
inverse can then be obtained by inverting the two small matrices separately, giving the result 

-2(sin $1 - II) cos $) 

Q2Sw3($ - + sin 2$) - 2 2$,2 - + 2(1 - $2) s i n 2  $ + @ - 22d, s i n  211 ( ( 6  ) I )  

{J - i s i n  2$ 

Q ? S w 3 ( i  - $ sin 2 ~ 1 )  - 2 (2$12 - f + 2(1 - $?)sin2 $ + ($ - 2ul.) s i n  2d,) 1 (15) 

Equations 10-12 are identical (aft.cr some minor algebra) to comparable equations in Rrfs. 1 and 2. The  
complete independence of t.he uncertainty of a and c from t,he effects of adding an acceleration term is striking, 
although in retrospect it can be explained due to the ort,hogonality of the evrn functions 1 and cnswt wit11 
the odd functions sin w t  and t . Eqllations 13-15 show the two families of solutions depending on the valrle of 
Q. The  value of Sw3 is 2.33 x l o -"  sec-?. which requires Q 2  1.0 be on the order of 10" sec2 (corrrsponding to  
up,, = lo-'' km/sec2) to dominate t'hese equations. When Q 2  is si~ficicntly large, 02 approac1lc.s thc forrn 
found in Refs 1 and 2,  which is always smaller than n:. Thus t,he effect of adding significant accclcration 
uncertainty to  a symmetric pass is to change the identity of the best-drtermined angrllar parameter from b 
to c .  This  effect can be clearly seen in Figure 1,  wlrich plots the  est.imat.e ~lnrr r t~ainty  for cacti parameter 
(including b with and without an acceleration uncertainty) as a function of the pass half-width dl. 
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Figure 1: Paramctcr sigmas vs. pass half-width + (in dcgrrcs) 

The two non-zero correlation cormcirnts are suggesteti by the close proxirtlity of a to c ar~tl  b to q / ~  in  Figure 
1. The  equations for the corrclat ion coefficients are 



-23. sin $ 
Pac = 

$(I  + & sin 2 4 ) t  

-63 (sin $ - 11) cos 4) 
1 Pbq = 4 2 ( 1  - &sin2+)a 

assuming Q2Sw3 is small relative to  other terms. As noted in Ref. 1, -1.0 < pa, 5 -0.9 for pass lengths 
of 12 hours or less. However, tracking for 24 hours completely removes this correlation. On the other hand, 
-1.0 5 paq 5 -0.9 for pass lengths of up to  20 hours, and pbq = -0.78 for a 24-hour pass. This seems 
reasonable in consideration of the expansions of (1 - cost) and ( t  - sin 2) about zero, whose first non-zero 
terms are t 2 / 2  and t 3 / 6  respectively. If the geocentric angular velocity and acceleration of the a spacecraft 
was small enough that a 36 hour pass could be analyzed with these equations, pbq would he -0.11, hut this 
is unlikely ever to  be the case in practice. The values of pbq and pa, are plotted in Figure 2. 

' 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 
Figu re  2: Corre la t ion  coefficients vs. pass  half-width + ( i n  degrees)  

At this point it is useful to give the relationship between a ,  b ,  and c and r,  e, and 6. At the time of Ref. 1,  
station location errors were a significant concern, but in the modern era, Very Long Baseline Interferometry 
(VLBI) measurements have reduced these errors to 10 cm or less la, which largely remove their effect from 
estimates of the geocentric angular position of a spacecraft. Otherwise, the station longitride errors increase 
the right ascension uncertainty, and r ,  errors increase both right ascension and declination untcrtainty. It 
can be easily shown that 

by making use of tlie fact that w t o  is small (for Equation (20j). The ~lsrral navigation concern has hecn with 
declinations at or near zero, which causes a singularity in  a6 for this approximation, a l t ho~~gh  higher-order 



terms and d a t a  arcs extending into regions of higher declination usually mitigate this effect in practice. A 
similar singularity would seem to exist a t  6 = 90' for a ,  hut this can be resolved by noting tha t  the geocentric 
angular direction perpendicular to 6 can be expressed a,  = a cos 6, so 

again making use of the fact that w t o  is small. There is still a problem at exactly 6 = 90' I~eca~ l se  hot11 b and 
c go to zero and cannot be separated. However, this situation is much Iess severe and more easily avoided 
than the problem that  arises at zero declination. 

The  uncertalnty predictions of these analytical results can now be evaluated using the ITlysses trajectory to  
produce high- and low-declination examples, which will later be checked against purely numerical reslilts. 
On November 12, 1994, the declination of Ulysses was -75', and the distance from the Earth was 330 million 
km. Neglecting the effects of acceleration uncertainty for the moment, and assrlming a 24-llour pass (typical 
passes a t  the same s t a t ~ o n  wrre over 6 days long), the following values are obtained: 

a; = 0.0264 mm/sec 

(TI, = 0.0373 mm/sec 

a6 21 102 nrad 

a, = 0.0373 mrn/sec 

a, 21 380 nrad 

( T ~ ,  -0 8 nrad 

Tlie results above use 5205 km as a typical value of r ,  for DSN stations. In terms of a1Isol11tc posit ion, the 
uncertainty is 32.4 km and 33.6 km in the direction of right ascension and declination. rcspectivcly, for an 
overall plane-of-sky posit,ion uncertainty of 46.7 km. If acceleration uncertainty with no a przort is included, 
the declination uncertainty increases to 163 nrad,  or 53.6 km,  for a t,otal plane-of-sky position ~~ncer t a in ty  
of 62.6 km.  Thus  for very long passes a t  high declinations the effect of adding acceleration ~ ~ l ~ c c r t a i n t y  is 
not severe. 

In contrast, a 12 hour pass without acceleration uncertainty for a spacecraft w ~ t h  a declination of 10" would 
produce angular uncertainties of 324 nrad and 800 nrad for right ascension and declination, respectively. 
The  large increase in the declination uncertainty is mostly due to  the ( l / s i n  6 )  term, as otherwise the 
declination uncertainty would he Iess than the r ~ g h t  ascension uncertalnty, due to  the fact that a, > a b  when 
no acceleration 1s estimated. If acceleration uncertainty is ~ncluded,  the declination uncertainty increases to 
6660 nrad,  due to  the large increase in a b .  The  addition of acceleration uncertainty therefore almost destroys 
any i~lformation about declination for spacecraft a t  fairly low declinations. 

As mentioned earlier, the case of tracking passes tha t  are not symmetric ahout the time of the spacecraft 
c~llmination may be handled by a rotation of the symmetric r rs l~l ts  If 0 1s the offset of the center of the 
pass from the culmination point, t hen 

where b' and c' are the parameters b and c rotated hy 4. The  rotation matrix in equation (23) can be 
extended to  be a full mapping matrix M ,  where 



1 0  0 

0 sin 4 cos4  0 
0 0 0 1 

Then the  covariance P' of (a c' 6' q) is given by 

P I  = M P M ~  
cos 4 0 , ~  sin #aac 

cos 4u,, cos2 40: + sin2 4ai sin 4 cos 4(a: - a:) - sin 4abq 
sin 4aaC sin 4 cos 9(a: - a:) cos2 4a: + sin2 40: cos 4aa9 

O - sin 4ab, cos 4gbq 

Equation (25) could be used to  tailor the symmetry of the pass to  obtain a better measurement of one 
angular direction a t  the  expense of the other. However, the  usefulness of these equations in the past would 
have been limited, because typical tracking passes for spacecraft in the ecliptic were over eight hours long 
anyway, and introducing asymmetry in the pass would have meant shortening the total tracking time, which 
is guaranteed t o  produce poorer results. In addition, the difficulty in measuring low values of declination 
means tha t  a symmetric pass is generally the most desirable geometry in such cases. 

This  limitation does not apply to  spacecraft a t  high declinations or to  tracking schedules tha t  have short 
pass lengths for programmatic reasons. I11 addition to  Ulysses, an  example of the first case would be NEAR 
after the Earth flyby, when the  spacecraft is continuously in view for three months (longer than was the case 
for Ulysses) from the DSN complt,x a t  Canberra. Following the first 30 days after the flyby, NEAR requires 
only three &hour passes/week for telemetry purposes, as described in Reference 4. While NEAR navigation 
requires even fewer passes, D o p p l ~ r  da ta  is expected from all telemetry passes, and so  the 3 passes per week 
could be distributed to  provide the same amount of information about both angular components. This can be 
accomplished by orienting the midpoints of the passes 6 hours (90') apart .  Ilowever, information about one 
component of the geocentric direction is often more important t o  navigation performance than information 
about the  other component, which could lead to all the tracking being concentrated at one geometry. In 
the case of short pass lengths, sr~cli as the sparse four-hour passes typically proposed for Discovery missions 
during their cruise phases, the uncertainty in right ascension exceeds the uncertainty in declination for 
declinations over 8'. This might warrant specifying non-symmetric passes i f  right ascension information is 
important  to  the  mission navigation. 

While Ulysses is fairly unique in having a large acceleration uncertainty, such scenarios are possihlr on other 
spacecraft in contingency modes (which is actually the case for Ulysses as well). When the acceleration 
uncertainty exceeds about lo-" km/sec2, the declination uncertainty is maximized for a symmetric pass, so 
fixed-length tracking passes col~l(l I,e oriented in a non-symmetrical way to mitigate this effect. However, for 
spacecraft in the ecliptic, i t  is limited how much can be accomplished by this strategy, due t o  the half-day 
viewperiods and the  additional uncertainty of media effects a t  low elevations, which degrade non-symmetric 
passes more than symmetric ones. 

Another application of these equations is the rlse of one-way Doppler a s  a measurement, which is dependent 
on the  stability of the spacecraft oscillator. (Two-way Doppler is also dependent on the stability of the 
reference oscillator a t  the tracking station, but the required stability is much more easily achieved on the 
ground than on a spacecraft). A parameter estimating a frequency rate on a spacecraft oscillator has the 
same form as an acceleration parameter, so f could be sllbstituted for q tliroughout these equations. As a 
frequency bias fb is also typically present, a: = a:+ajb, which limits the knowledge of geocentric range-rate 
to  the a przorz uncertainty of the freqnency bias or a frequency bias est irnate obtained over a several-month 
da ta  arc. 

Unfortunately, it must be noted that  the  estimation technique used for lrlysses opera t~ons ,  whicll involved 
eight independent accelerations per day, has not been s~~ccessfully dcalt with analytically. Ilowcvrr, work 



will continue in this area, because it should not require an inordinate amount of effort t o  develop this theory, 
especially with the existence of the results already presented here. 

Numerical Results 

T h e  numerical results presented here were obtained using the JPL Orbit Determinat,ion Program, which 
includes both single-batch and batch-sequential least-squares modes. Both simulated and real tracking da ta  
with time spans ranging from 12 hours to  two months were used to obtain the estimate covariances and orbit 
solutions discussed here. 

In order to  test the  accuracy and relevance of the analytical results presented so  far, the  examples given 
above were simulated using the  reconstructed Ulysses trajectory. On November 12, 1994, which a t  -75' is 
close t o  the maximum declination encountered in the southern pass, a total of 144 Doppler points with a 600 
second sample t ime were simulated over 24 hours centered on spacecraft culmination. Only the  geocentric 
angular position and range-rate were estimated to  keep the filter from trying to  estimate parameters tha t  are 
only very poorly determined from one day of tracking, and no acceleration term was initially included. T h e  
resulting plane-of-sky uncertainty in the declination and right ascension directions was 54.0 km and 32.8 km,  
respectively. T h e  right ascension uncertainty is almost exactly the  same as the theoretical result presented 
earlier, while the declination result is 60 per cent higher. When a single radial acceleration is included with 
an a przorz uncertainty of lo-'' km/sec2 the results are 54.7 km and 33 2 km,  which is very close to  the 
predicted values, and the acceleration uncertainty was reduced to  1 . 1  x 10-l2 km/sec2, which is a c t ~ ~ a l l y  35 
per cent smaller than the predicted value. In each case, the radial velocity uncertainty was 5 mm/sec, which 
is about 200 times larger than the  prediction. In hoth of these cases the numerically-computed correlation 
between the radial velocity and the right ascension is almost one, while the analytical correlation IS zero. 
While this explains the  larger radial velocity a t  one level, it is not clear why the correlation does not behave as 
predicted. Fortunately, the angular uncertainties are of primary interest, and the radial velocity uncertainty 
is still much better determined than any other velocity component. 

The low declination case was cxaniinrd using a 12 hour pass centered around culmination of the reconstructed 
Ulysses trajectory on December 10, 1992. In the  absence of acceleration uncertainty, the plane-of-sky un- 
certainty in the declination and right ascension directions was 947 nrad and 363 nrad, respectively, which is 
about 15 per cent higher than predicted above. However, when acceleration was estimated, the planr-of-sky 
uncer ta i~~t ies  were 6640 nrad and 446 nrad, respectively, and the acceleration uncertainty was 2.45 x lo-" 
km/sec2. T h e  declination ~lnccrtainty is almost exactly as predicted, but the r1g11t ascension and accrlrration 
uncerta~nty are about 40 per cent I~igher The radial velocity uncerta~nty varies from 16 mrn/src without 
acceleration uncertainty, which is about 200 tirnes larger than predictrtl, t o  108 mn~/sec  w ~ t h  accrlrration 
uncertainty. In contrast t o  the results above, the nr~nierically-computed correlation between declination and 
radial velocity is almost -1 for hot11 these cases, and the correlation brtween radial velocity and right ascen- 
sion is about -0.6. T h e  declination and acceleration are highly correlated, as expected, so the radial velocity 
uncertainty increases with the declination uncertainty when acceleration is added to  the filter. Ilowever, the 
reason for the high correlation between declination and radial velocity is not explained, nor is the difference 
between the radial velocity correlations for these two examples. I t  may be that  the direction and magnitude 
of the angular rate of the spacecraft, and/or the radial acceleration of the spacecraft, play a greater role than 
expected. Fortunately, the angular uncertainties behave as expected for hoth of these cases, so the analytic 
results can still be used as an approximat~on of the angular information content of a pass of Doppler data .  

The  actual strategy used hy Ulysses was evaluated using the high declination case (6 = -7.5') by adding eight 
accelerations, each active over a three hour period and with an a praort uncertainty of lo-'' km/sec2, which 
resulted in plane-of-sky uncertaintles of 531 km and 535 km for the declination and right ascension directions, 
and a radial velocity uncertainty of 83 mm/sec. This roughly corresponds to the result of combining eight 
4-hour passes, so  it appears that wliile there is some continuity of angrllar information hetween acceleration 
intervals, the accelerat~on uncertalnty at this level 1s enough to almost srparate the estimates. 

The result of ex t , end i~~g  o~rr  day (1at.a arcs to sixty t,o a hundred days is I~igl~ly  dependent on th r  trajrctory of 
the spacecraft being tracked. 'Tll(. 1'lysses traject.ory is i~~c l ined  almost POo to the ecliptic, and the spacecraft 
velocity during the Southern pass is high title to it.s proximity to prrihelion, which o c c ~ ~ r r c d  in AIarch. 1995. 
All of this ~on t~r ibu tes  to a significant geometry change over any timc span of t w o  rnontl~s or nlorc, dr~r ing 



the Southern pass, which helps t o  determine all of the components of the spacecraft state by mapping the 
observable quantities a t  one time into non-observable quantities a t  different epoch. 

These long-arc effects are demonstrated on a time span extending one month on either side of November 
12, 1994. During this time the spacecraft declination varied between -63' and - 7 5 O ,  and the spacecraft 
was continuously in view from the Canberra complex of the DSN. A total of 7790 usable Doppler points a t  
10 minute intervals were obtained during this time. There were seven attitude thruster events big enough 
to  warrant separate treatment as impulsive delta-Vs as well. The estimated parameters included spacecraft 
state, solar pressure coefficient, one component of each impulsive maneuver, and a radial acceleration for each 
three-hour interval. The  effects of the following consider parameters were also included: station locations, 
Earth ephemeris, and media calibrations. The  filter parameters and Ulysses operational orbit determination 
techniques are described in much more detail in Reference 5, and will not be repeated here. 

Solutions were obtained in this manner for a nominal a prtorl acceleration uncertainty of lo-" km/sec2, 
which was used operationally, and an alternate smaller a prtorr uncertainty of 10-l1 km/sec2. In both cases 
the smoothed covariance was mapped to  the plane-of-the sky in the midpoint of the da ta  arc. The nominal 
case produced an uncertainty of 74 km and 71 km in the declination and right ascension directions, and a 
range and range-rate uncertainty of only 42 km and 11 mm/sec. Since the geocentric range at this time 
is close to  the heliocentric range, the primary effect determining the geocentric range is the heliocentric 
period of the spacecraft. Every parameter that can be compared with the similar one-day case above shows 
eight-fold improvement, which attests to  the strength of the Earth-Sun-spacecraft geometry in determining 
the orbit based on such relatively poor one-day results. 

While the nominal case had no consider parameters that made an appreciable difference in the resr~lts, the 
alternate case was strongly affected by the day-time component of the ionosphere. Before any non-estimated 
parameters were considered, the plane-of-sky uncertainties were 9 km in each component, while the range 
and range-rate uncertainties were 38 km and 1.4 mm/sec, respectively. After consider effects are applied, the 
plane-of-sky uncertainties were 19 km each, the range was unchanged, and the range-rate ~~ncer ta in ty  was 2.5 
mm/sec. These results show that the large a przora radial acceleration uncertainty increases the plane-of-sky 
itncertainty within the data arc, even though the radial uncertainty, based on the measurements over the 
entire da ta  arc, is unchanged. It should also be noted that the Doppler data  do not fit well a t  all for the 
<,!:! -nate case, whereas the nominal case easily produces post-fit residual rms values of 0.13 mm/sec, well 
bc! w the 1 mm/sec data  weight. The nominal case also demonstrates that operational Ulysses solutions 
ha,. ,ifficulty mt~eting the 1000 km reconstruction requirement when data  arcs of two to  three months 
were LI:,c(~ 

The 1Tlysses orbit c!~~!c~rnlination experience provided the impetus to  re-examine the information content of 
a single pass of Iloppler data Extending previous derivations to  24-hour passes and high declinations was 
found to  be possible without diffic~ilty, and a radial acceleration term was added. The acceleration term was 
found to  significantly degrade declination estimates for symmetric passes. A simple means was developed to  
rotate the results of a symmetric pass to  any other tracking geometry. N'hile the agreement of the analytical 
results with numerical results leaves sumething to  be desired in radial velocity, the analytical results are a 
useful predictor of angular and acceleration accuracy The long-arc results show that the relative motion of 
the Earth and the spacecraft in their orbits around t l ~ c  Sun produces a much better result than could be 
obtained from a short-arc estimate. 
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Abstract 

Recent improvements in computational capability and Deep Space Network technology have renewed 
interest in examining the possibility of using one-way Doppler da ta  alone to  navigate interplanetary spacecraft. 
The one-way da ta  can be formulated as the standard differenced-count Doppler or a s  phase measurements, 
and the d a t a  can be received a t  a single station or differenced if obtained simultaneously a t  two stations. A 
covariance analysis is performed which analyzes the accuracy obtainable by combinations of one-way Doppler 
da ta  and compared with similar results using standard two-way Doppler and range. The  sample interplanetary 
trajectory used was that  of the Mars Pathfinder mission t o  Mars. It  is shown that  differenced one-way d a t a  
is capable of determining the angular position of the spacecraft t o  fairly high accuracy, but has  relatively 
poor sensitivity to  the range. When combined with single station data ,  the position dispersions are roughly 
an order of magitude larger in range and comparable in angular position as compared to dispersions obtained 
with standard da ta  two-way types. It  was also found that  the phase formulation is less sensitive to  d a t a  
weight variations and da ta  coverage than the differenced-count Doppler formulation. 

I Introduction 

With increasing emphasis on controlling the costs of deep space missions, several options are being examined 
which decrease the costs of the spacecraft itself. One such option is to  fly spacecraft in a non-coherent mode, 
that is, the spacecraft does not carry a transponder capable of coherently returning a carrier signal. Historically, 
one-way Doppler data have not been used as the sole data  type due to  the instability of spaceborne oscillators, 
the use of S-band frequencies, and the corresponding error sources which could not be adequately modelled. 
However, with the advent of high-speed workstations and more sophisticated modelling ability, the possibility of 
using one-way Doppler is being re-examined. This paper assesses the navigation performance of various one-way 
Doppler data types for use in interplanetary missions. As a representative interplanetary mission, the Mars 
Pathfinder spacecraft model and trajectory were used to perform the analysis. Comparisons are given between 
results employing Doppler data  formulated as standard differenced-count Doppler (which yields a frequency 
measurement) as well as accumulated carrier phase (which yields a distance measurement, usually given in terms 
of cycles). Combinations of one-way data  obtained simultaneously a t  two different stations and then differenced 
( to  produce an angular type measurement) and single station one-way data  are shown t o  produce results which 
may satisfy future mission requirements. 

I1 Spacecraft Trajectory 

In order to perform the analysis, a representative interplanetary trajectory was needed. The one used in this 
study is the Mars Pathfinder cruise from Earth to  Mars. The spacecraft is injected into its trans-Mars trajectory 
on January 3, 1997, and reaches Mars on July 4 ,  1997. A schematic of this t r a je~ t~ory  is shown in Figure 1. 
In between, there are four Trajectory Correction hlaneuvers (TCMs) (on February 2 ,  March 3, May 5, and 
June 24), with mean magnitudes of 22.1, 1 .4 ,  0.2, and 0.1 rn/s, respectively. The first two are to  remove an 
i~ljr.ct,ion targeting bias which the initial interplanetary trajectory contains in ordtar to satisfy planetary qua rant in^ 



Figure 1: Mars Pathfinder Trajectory 
(provided by P. H. Kallemeyn, Mars Pathfinder Navigation) 

requirements. The final two are used to precisely target the spacecraft for its final approach and entry into the 
Martian atmosphere. Since Pathfinder goes directly from its interplanetary trajectory to atmospheric entry, the 
aim point of the targeting maneuvers is chosen such that the entry flight path angle is between 14.5' and 16.5" 
[I]. This corresponds to an entry corridor in the B-plane (a plane perpendicular to the incoming asymptote of 
the trajectory and passing through the center of mass of Mars) of about 50 km wide in the cross-track direction. 
T h e  downtrack and normal direction constraints are chosen t o  ensure that  the spacecraft reaches the landing 
site with a 99% probability of being within a 200 km downtrack by 100 km crosstrack ellipse1. 

I11 Doppler Measurement Model 
When operating in one-way mode, the Deep Space Network (DSN) measures the Doppler frequency of the carrier 
signal received from a spacecraft by comparing it with a reference frequency generated by a local oscillator. The 
two signals are differenced, and a counter measures the accumulated phase of the resultant signal over set 
periods of time, called the count time. The  total phase change over the count time, divided by the count time, 
produces a measure of the Doppler shift of the incoming signal, with which the range rate of the spacecraft can 
be inferred. This is referred to  as differenced-count Doppler, the standard measurement used for all deep space 
missions thus far. If instead, the original phase data  themselves are used, a measure of the change in the range 
of the spacecraft over the length of the pass is obtained, with the initial range a t  the start  of the pass being 
an unknown. Although in principle this a fairly powerful data type, it has not been used in the past due to  
operational problems associated with cycle slips, whereby the receiver momentarily loses lock with the incoming 
signal. Advances in technology over the years, however, have made cycle slips less frequent, and thus there is 
renewed interest in examining the possibility of using the phase measurement directly as a data  type. 

The  four data  types investigated in this study were o'ne-way Doppler, one-way differenced Doppler, one-way 
phase, and one-way differenced phase. In order to obtain a qualitative understanding of what information is 



available with these data ,  some simple equations will be presented. Neglecting error sources and relativistic 
effects for the moment, one-way Doppler data  is approximately proportional to  the topocentric range-rate of a 
spacecraft: 

f = f~ (Pic) ( 1 )  

where 

f = the observed Doppler shift of the carrier signal 

fT = the carrier frequency transmitted by the spacecraft 

p = the station-spacecraft range rate, and 

c = the speed of light. 

Hamilton and Melbourne [2] derived a simple approximation for the topocentric range rate seen a t  a tracking 
station in terms of the cylindrical coordinates of the station and the geocentric range rate, right ascension, and 
declination of the spacecraft: 

where 

7: = the geocentric range rate of the spacecraft 

a ,  6 = the geocentric right ascension and declination of the spacecraft 

w = the rotation rate of the earth 

a ,  = the right ascension of the sun 

r, , A, = the spin radius and longitude of the station. 

Thus, the signal seen a t  the station represents the sum of the geocentric velocity of the spacecraft and short term 
sinusoidal variations due to the rotation of the Earth. The amplitude of the sinusoidal variation is proportional 
t o  the cosine of the declination of the spacecraft, and its phase includes information about the right ascension. 
Now, if the signals received simultaneously a t  two stations are differenced, the geocentric range rate drops out of 
the equation and only the periodic variations are left. This implies that differenced Doppler da ta  are incapable of 
directly measuring the range of the spacecraft, but can better resolve its angular position than the undifferenced 
data.  In addition, the differenced data  are nearly insensitive to  short term variations in the velocity, such as 
those due t o  short thruster firings. 

If eqn.(l) is now integrated over the interval from to  to  t ,  the following expression for the Doppler phase is 
obtained: 

p = the topocentric range of the spacecraft a t  times t and t o ,  and 

4 = the measured phase of the carrier signal a t  times t and to. 

Thus, the phase of the received carrier signal a t  a given time measures the change in range from the previous time. 
At the beginning of the pass, there will be an unknown bias representing the initial range to  the spacecraft. An 
analytical approximation for the difference of two range measurements received simultaneously a t  two stations 
can be written in terms of the baseline vector between them as [3]: 

where 

r = baseline component normal to the Earth's spin axis 

z = baseline component parallel to  Earth's spin axis 

ae = the baseline right ascension 

a  = the spacecraft right ascension 

6 = the spacecraft declination. 



Once again, it can be seen that differencing the data removes direct information about the radial distance to the 
spacecraft and the result is given in terms of its angular position. 

All data used in this analysis were assumed to be obtained at X-band frequencies (7.2-8.4 GHz). The 
differenced data types were taken when the spacecraft was visible simultaneously from two DSN stations above 
an elevation cutoff of 15 degrees. This resulted in overlaps of roughly four hours in length occurring over the 
Goldstone-Madrid and Goldstone Canberra baselines throughout the data arc. No data over the Canberra- 
Madrid baseline could be obtained. 

Data scheduling was set as follows. Single station one-way data were taken during every other pass at all 
three DSN sites, starting a t  the beginning of the Mars Pathfinder trajectory (January 3, 1997) and ending at 
the data cutoff on June 19, 1997. This results in roughly 14,000 points (at 10 minute intervals). Two-station 
differenced data was scheduled at every overlap until the data cutoff date, resulting in approximately 6000 points. 
The assumed noise levels used were 0.1 and 1.0 cycles for phase data, and 0.05 and 0.5 mm/s for the Doppler 
data. 

IV Orbit Determination Error Analysis 
Orbit determination is composed of several steps: generation of a reference trajectory, compution of observational 
partial derivatives with respect to the reference trajectory, and correction of the trajectory and error model 
parameters using an estimation algorithm, or filter. The associated error covariance of the estimated parameters 
is also obtained as  part of this procedure. The error covariance analysis was performed using a modified version 
of JPL's standard orbit determination program software called MIRAGE [4]. MIRAGE is capable of modelling 
time varying stochastic parameters which have different "batch" lengths, that is, time steps over which the 
parameters are piecewise continuous. 

In order to obtain a realistic estimate of the covariance, the dynamic forces affecting the spacecraft and the 
error sources affecting the data must be modelled properly. A detailed analysis of these model parameters has 
already been performed for the Mars Pathfinder mission [5]; the results will be summarized here. In the filter 
model, all known dynamic parameters and significant Doppler error sources are modelled and explicitly estimated. 
The dynamic parameters included the spacecraft state (position and velocity), coefficients for solar radiation 
pressure, random non-gravitational accelerations, and spacecraft maneuvers. The solar radiation pressure and 
random accelerations each have three components: a radial one along the earthline and two cross line-of-sight 
ones which are mutually orthogonal to the radial direction. These are modelled as stochastic Gaussian colored 
noise parameters, that is, an estimate is made for the parameters within each batch, and their values from one 
batch to another are statistically correlated with a characteristic decorrelation time input by the user. The 
solar radiation pressure coefficients vary slowly over the course of the mission as the reflectivity of the spacecraft 
changes so the decorrelation time of these parameters was set to 60 days. The uncertainties are roughly 5% of 
the nominal values of the coefficients. Stochastic accelerations are needed to model small thruster firings, such as 
those used for attitude updates. The size and frequency of these firings results in accelerations with decorrelation 
times of 5 to 6 days and an rms magnitude of about 2x10-l2 km/s2 in the radial direction and 1x10-l2 km/s2 
in the crosstrack directions. Spacecraft maneuvers are deterministic in nature and, in general, can be modelled 
as impulsive velocity changes placed at the midpoint of the maneuver time. Experience on previous missions 
has shown that the maneuver magnitude can be controlled to around 1% accuracy, so the a-priori uncertainty 
in the maneuver parameters was set to 1% of the expected size of the AV for each midcourse maneuver. No 
constraints were placed on the direction. Table 1 summarizes all of the statistical values used in the filter. 

Error sources which affect the data include media calibration errors (wet and dry troposphere, day and night 
ionosphere), solar plasma effects, Earth platform calibration errors (station location in cylindrical coordinates, 
pole location in cartesian x and y coordinates), and Earth rotation (UTC). The delays in the signal caused by its 
path through the troposphere and ionosphere are modelled, but errors still remain. Currently, the troposphere 
model is good to 5 cm and the ionosphere to 3 cm [6]. The errors vary at a relatively high frequency, and so the 
decorrelation time is set to a few hours. The station location set and its associated uncertainties are the DE234 
coordinates developed for use by the Mars Observer (MO) mission [7]. The station location uncertainties were 
modified to approximately account for precession and nutation modelling errors as well. These values are assumed 
fixed for the duration of the Pathfinder trajectory. The polar motion and UTC variations can be predicted by 
the DSN to a level of around 10 to 15 cm, and they vary on the order 1 to 2 days. The a-priori uncertainties of 



Table 1: A-oriori l a  Uncertainties of Filter Parameters 

\ . - ,  , 
Velocity ( 2 ,  y, i) I 1.0 m/s I 

Solar Radiation Pressure Coefficient (radial) 0.07 60 days 

Parameter I A-priori Uncertainty I Correlation Time 

Solar Radiation Pressure Coefficient (cross line-of-sight) ( 0.02 I 60 days 
Stochastic Acceleration (radial) 1 2.4~10- l2  mm/s2 I 5 days 

Position ( x ,  y, z )  

Stochastic Acceleration (cross line-of-sight) I 0 .8x lO- '%rn/s~  5 days 
Maneuvers ] 1% of nominal value I 1 

100.0 km I 

these error model parameters, along with their characteristic decorrelation time if they are stochastic variables, 
are also shown in Table 1. One point to note is that the Mars ephemeris uncertainties were not included in the 
filter. This was done so that the computed dispersions reflect only the strengths and weaknesses of the data  in 
determining the spacecraft trajectory. 

When one-way Doppler data  are used, several additional error sources must also be taken into account. 
For single station data ,  the largest error source is the frequency drift of the spacecraft oscillator. Ultra Stable 
Oscillators of the class used by the Galileo and Mars Observer spacecraft are expected to  be stable to  around 1 
part in 1012 over time spans of around a day. Over longer time spans, however, the frequency will wander and 
must be modelled. The method used to  model this error source is to  treat the bias as a random walk parameter. 
Qualitatively, the random walk model allows the parameter to  move away from its value a t  the previous batch 
time step by an amount constrained by its given a-priori uncertainty. It differs from a Gaussian white or colored 
noise stochastic parameter in that  the parameter does not simply oscillate around its mean value, but is allowed 
to  wander from one time step to  the next. This model was also intended to  approximately account for solar 
plasma fluctuations, which induce frequency variations on the order of 1 part in loi4 over one day. For this 
study, a fairly modest stability of 1 part in lo9 over the course of a day was assumed to  be the nominal. The  
value for the oscillator bias is updated every hour, and its a-priori sigma corresponds to  the change in frequency 
over an hour expected for the given stability. 

The one-way Doppler phase formulation requires six additional parameters in the estimate list. Phase data  is 
measured by counting the integer number of zero crossings of the signal; a resolver then determines the fractional 
portion of the phase a t  a given time. Initially, however, there will be an ambiguity in the number of cycles it 
took for the signal to reach the ground, and the phase when the receiver locks onto the signal. To  account for 
this, a phase bias a t  all three DSN stations is included in the filter. The a-priori uncertainty of the bias is set 
to  1000 cycles (essentially infinity), and the parameter is reset a t  the beginning of each pass. Also, during data  
acquisition, the station clocks have small drifts relative to a time standard which cause the phase count to  drift 
as well. The drift is calibrated a t  the stations using da ta  from the Global Positioning System, but residual errors 
remain. The magnitude with which the drift manifests itself in the phase count is about 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  cycles/sec, so a 
phase drift parameter with this value for the a-priori uncertainty is also included in the filter. Once again, the 
parameter is reset a t  the beginning of each pass. 

The primary advantage of using differenced data  is that the spacecraft oscillator drift is effectively cancelled 
out when the single station Doppler data are differenced, thus removing a major error source. However, an 
additional error source will appear: the asynchronicity of the clocks a t  the two receiving stations. Currently, the 
clocks are calibrated to  about the 5 nsec level (based on examination of Frequency and Timing Standard reports 
distributed weekly by the DSN) between each pair of stations. Thus, a parameter which represents this timing 
mismatch is added to the filter estimate list. In addition, the differenced phase data  still requires parameters 

Station Locations (spin radius, z-height, longitude) 
Troposphere (wet) 

Dry Troposphere (dry) 
Ionosphere (day) 

Ionosphere (night) 
Pole X and Y 

Earth Rotation (UTC) 

0.1 m 
5 cm 
5 cm 
3 cm 
1 cm 
0.1 m 
0.15 m 

2 hours 
2 hours 
4 hours 
1 hour 
2 days 
1 day 



Table 2: A-priori la Uncertainties of One-way Measurement Error Parameters 

Table 3: la Dispersion Ellipses in Radial-Transverse-Normal Coordinates 
I I Data Tvpefs) Used 1 Data Weight 1 a(RxTxN) (km) I 

Phase Drift 
Clock Offset 

Correlation Time ' 

Random walk, value reset every hour 
White noise, value reset at  each pass 

Parameter 

Frequency Bias 
Phase Bias 

6.0x10-' cycles/s I White noise, value reset at  each pass 
1 

5 nsec I White noise, value reset a t  each pass 

A-priori Uncertainty 

0.366 Hz 
1000 cycles 

1 

2 

. 
1 5 1 Differenced 1-wav DoDDler 1 0.5 mm/s 1 1307.0 x 63.3 x 19.3 1 

3 
4 

I . .. 1 6 1 Differenced 1-way Phase 
I I 

I 0.1 cycles 1 66.4 x 10.8 x 11.5 

- -  \ ,  

2-way Doppler 
+ 2-way Range 
Differenced 1-wav Phase 

1 + 1-way Phase I 0.1cycles 1 
7 1 Differenced 1-way Phase I 1.0 cycles 1 68.7 x 12.1 x 12.1 

Differenced 1-way Phase 
Differenced 1-way Doppler 

- 
0.05 mm/s 

2.0 m 
0.1 cvcles 

, ,  , - 
3.9 x 6.4 x 7.2 

360.9 x 20.3 x 11.6 
1.0 cycles 

0.05 mm/s 

8 

to  model the phase bias and drift which, in this case, are errors in the differenced phase measurement due to 
relative clock drifts between the two station pairs. The magnitudes of the uncertainties are kept the same as 
before. All one-way measurement error parameters and uncertainties are summarized in Table 2. 

476.8 x 23.9 x 12.1 - 
428.5 x 23.7 x 11.3 

9 

10 

11 

12 

V Results 

+ 1-way Phase 
Differenced 1-way Doppler 

Although normally the results of a covariance analysis of an interplanetary trajectory are given in terms of 
encounter coordinates, the so-called B-plane system, it is more instructive in this case to  present the uncertainties 
in radial-transverse-normal (RTN) coordinates. In RTN coordinates, the radial direction is along the Earth- 
spacecraft vector, the transverse direction is in the plane defined by the radius and the velocity vector, and the 
normal direction is perpendicular to both, forming an orthogonal triad. When viewed in this frame, it is easier 
to see in which direction the various data types have their greatest strength. 

Table 3 shows the results of the covariance analysis in RTN coordinates for all combinations of data tried thus 
far. The first element in the table is a "nominal" result using a standard tracking schedule for Pathfinder which 
includes standard two-way Doppler and range. It can be seen that the radial uncertainty is best determined, 
with the cross line-of-sight directions being marginally worse with a maximum uncertainty of 7.2 km. These 
results when mapped to the Mars B-plane are sufficient to  meet the requirements of Pathfinder. 

The second and third entries in the table were obtained using only one-way phase data, weighted at 0.1 
and 1.0 cycles, respectively. The result clearly shows the ability of the differential data type to  determine the 
angular position of the spacecraft as seen from the Earth. Using a data weight of 0.1 cyles, the normal direction 
is determined to 11.6 km, which compares fairly well with the 7.2 km result using Doppler and range. The 

+ 1-way Doppler 
Differenced 1-way Doppler 
+ 1-way Doppler 
Differenced 1-way Phase 
+ 2-way Doppler 
Differenced 1-way Doppler 
+ 2-way Doppler 
2-way Doppler 

1.0 cycles 
0.05 mm/s 76.9 x 12.7 x 11.1 
0.05 mm/s 
0.5 mm/s 
0.5 mm/s 
0.1 cycles 

0.05 mm/s 
0.05 mm/s 
0.05 mm/s 
0.05 mm/s 

254.1 x 33.7 x 18.7 

6.7 x 8.3 x 11.1 

6.8 x 8.4 x 10.8 

14.4 x 14.4 x 23.7 



uncertainty in the transverse direction does not compare quite as well, about a factor of three times worse than 
the nominal, but is still a t  a reasonable magnitude. The radial direction however, is very poorly determined, 
with the uncertainty using differenced phase data being about two orders of magnitude worse than the standard 
case. Changing the data  weight from 0.1 to  1.0 cycles has little effect in the transverse and normal directions, 
but degrades the radial sigma by around 30%. 

For comparison, the uncertainties using differenced one-way data formulated as Doppler frequency measure- 
ments were also examined (entries 4 and 5 in Table 3).  The  results are fairly similar to those of differenced phase 
data  in the transverse and normal directions when the tighter data weight was used on the differenced Doppler. 
With the data  weighted a t  0.5 mm/s, however, the numbers are degraded considerably, especially in the radial 
direction. 

Due to  its inability to  effectively discern the range to  the spacecraft, it is highly unlikely that  one-way 
differenced da ta  alone would be sufficient to  satisfy the navigation requirements of any realistic missions. It 
is desirable therefore to  augment the differenced data  with another data type, the obvious choice being single 
station one-way data. Entries 6 and 7 in Table 3 show the results of combining one-way phase with differenced 
phase a t  the two data  weights. The effect is quite dramatic in the radial direction, with the uncertainty brought 
down from 360.9 and 476.8 km to 66.4 and 68.7 km. This is still over an order of magnitude larger than the 
nominal case, but it is now at  a level which c o ~ ~ l d  satisfy mission requirements. In the transverse direction, the 
uncertainties were brought down to very near the values of the nominal. The additional da ta  had almost no 
effect in the normal direction. It is interesting to note that with the additional data,  the data  weight made very 
little difference in the final results. 

The  same effect is seen when one-way Doppler data  is added t o  differenced one-way Doppler a t  the tight data  
weight (entry 8 of Table 3). The uncertainty values in the transverse and normal directions are are now fairly 
close to  those obtained with the phase data,  and the radial sigma is only worse by around 15%. The case with 
the lower data  weight (entry 9 of Table 3),  however, does not show similar behavior. The radial sigma has been 
brought down by an order of magnitude, but its value is still too large to  be of use in many missions. 

Entries 10 and 11 in Table 3 show the results of using differenced phase and Doppler augmented by standard 
two-way Doppler data  a t  a rate of one pass per week. This result is included to  show what to  expect if a spacecraft 
has a transponder onboard but with no ranging capability. These values indicate that  navigation performance 
is only slightly degraded if two-way range is replaced by the differenced one-way da ta  types. Comparison with 
the final entry in the table (2-way Doppler only) shows that the differenced data type improves the solution by 
a factor of two in all three components. 

The results so far using one-way data  assume a spacecraft oscillator stability of one in lo9 over the course of a 
day. The question can then be raised as to how a better or worse oscillator would affect the orbit determination 
accuracies. The effect would be negligible if only the differenced data  types were used, but it will make a 
difference when single station data  is added. Figures 2 and 3 present the results when the oscillator stability 
varies from one part in lo7 to  one in 1014 over one day for the differenced phase plus phase, and differenced 
Doppler plus Doppler cases, respectively. In both cases, the tighter data  weight was assumed. As can be seen 
from these plots, there is a sharp knee in the curve which takes place a t  around the 10'' value in the radial 
directions for both phase and Doppler. The transverse and normal sigmas change very little as a function of 
oscillator stability. At a stability level of 1012, the phase formulation case is now quite comparable in all three 
components to  the standard two-way Doppler and range results, and the Doppler formulation is only slightly 
worse. Further improvements in stability do not seem to  make much difference. This implies that a spacecraft 
carrying a US0 of the class used by Galileo or Mars Observer can conceivably approach the navigation accuracies 
achieved with two-way data  types. 

Another useful figure of merit is the amount of single station one-way data  employed. The  nominal results 
are based on a dense tracking schedule of using every other available pass. Figures 4 and 5 present the results 
if the amount of single station data  is reduced to  one pass per day, one pass per week, and one pass per month 
(the differenced data are assumed to remain a t  the nominal schedule, and the tight da ta  weight was used). Once 
again, it can be seen that the transverse and normal sigmas are affected very little. The radial sigmas, however, 
show small changes when the data is thinned to once per day, and then a marked degradation when thinned 
further. The effect is more pronounced in the case of the differenced phase Doppler formulation, with the radial 
sigma dropping from its nominal value of around 80 km to  a worst case of nearly 200 km. The  phase formulation 
does not suffer as much, as the decrease is only from 65 to  120 km. 



Figure 2: Sensitivity of Position Uncertainty to Oscillator 
Stability for Differenced Phase + Phase Data 
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of Position Uncertainty to Oscillator 
Stability for Differenced Doppler + Doppler Data 
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Figure 4:  Sensitivity of Position Tlncertainty to  Amount of Single Station 
Data  Coverage for Differenced Phase + Phase Data  
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VI Conclusions 

The results of this study suggest that a combination of single station and two-station differenced one-way data 
types may be a realistic option for some interplanetary missions. This may be somewhat surprising because it  
has long been assumed that a very stable frequency is needed to render one-way data usable. However, it has 
been shown here that with a modest oscillator, reasonable results can be obtained by combining data which 
have different strengths and with the proper mathematical formulation of the data and filter. In particular, the 
estimation of the spacecraft's angular position in the sky can be nearly as good as with standard data types, 
although the spacecraft's radial position is relatively poorly determined. If a very good oscillator (stability of 
one part in 10'' over a day, or better) is available, then the accuracy in all three components may approach 
those obtained with standard navigation data types. One point to  note, though, is that the oscillator stabilities 
were measured over a day. For a noncoherent system to be confidently used would require pre-flight testing of 
the oscillator over these time periods; something which has not been generally done in the past. Also, the results 
indicate that the phase formulation of Doppler data is superior in some respects to  the differenced phase Doppler 
formulation in terms of navigation accuracies. At the tight data weights and with good data  coverage, the values 
are comparable, but the phase data shows less sensitivity to decreasing data weights or coverage. 

In practice, the choice of using non-coherent data types for navigation depends on the particular mission 
scenario and its requirements. In the case of the Mars Pathfinder mission, the geometry of the trajectory is such 
that the radial uncertainty maps almost completely into the time-of-flight direction (parallel to the incoming 
asymptote of the trajectory) in the Mars B-plane. Since the critical requirement is to maintain the proper entry 
angle (determined by the components perpendicular to the incoming asymptote), the degradation in performance 
is not severe. For example, if the entire Earth-Mars transfer were navigated using only differenced and single 
station one-way phase, the probability of successful entry is still approximately 70% (the probability is over 
99% using two-way Doppler data). This value is obviously too low for Pathfinder to use non-coherent data as 
its baseline, but it is acceptable as a backup if the transponder fails. If the spacecraft were to go into orbit, 
however, the navigation accuracies using non-coherent data might be adequate, depending on other factors such 
as propellant constraints, orbit maintenance requirements, etc. For missions whose geometry results in the radial 
sigma being of primary importance though, the switch to  a non-coherent navigation system may not be advisable. 
Ultimately, the trade-off between cost and performance must be evaluated on a mission-by-mission basis, and no 
one answer is applicable to all cases. 
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The Transition of GTDS 
to 

the Unix Workstation Environment 

by 
D. Carter, R. Metzinger, R. Proulx, and P. Cefola 

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Future Flight Dynamics systems should take advantage of the possibilities provided 
by current and future generations of low-cost, high performance workstation computing 
environments with Graphical User Interface. The port of the existing mainframe Flight 
Dynamics systems to the workstation environment offers an economic approach for 
combining the tremendous engineering heritage that has been encapsulated in these systems 
with the advantages of the new computing environments. 

This paper will describe the successful transition of the Draper Laboratory R&D 
version of GTDS from the IBM Mainframe to the Unix workstation environment. The 
approach will be a mix of historical timeline notes, descriptions of the technical problems 
overcome, and descriptions of associated SQA issues. 

The detailed list of topics to be addressed includes: 

1. Mainframe version enhancements at CSDL 

Elimination of Assembly language routines 
Elimination of dependence on H-Fortran Library routines 
Removal of Overlay 

2. Porting to the VAX VMS environment 

Compile issues 
Run-time issues 

3. Porting to Unix environment 

the Sun SPARC 
the SGI 

4. Porting the Databases 

Potential Models 
Atmosphere Models 
SLP files 
Misc. 

5. Database Maintenance: Porting TRAMP 

6. Running GTDS under Unix: 

JCL replacement 
File system issues 
Printing system issues 



7. Validation and SQA 

Test Suite 
Results 
Numerical Accuracy (Floating Point formats) 
speed 
Configuration ControVI'raceability 
Commonality Issues 

8. Adding a User Friendly Menu Driven User Interface to drive GTDS 

User Interface 
Data Dictionary 
GTDS-Executive: creating the "card" deck file 



Title: Flight Dynamics Software in a Distributed Network Environment 

Authors: J Jeletic (NASAIGSFC), D. Weidow (NASNGSFC), D. Boland (CSC) 

As with all NASA facilities, the announcement of reduced budgets, reduced staffing, and 
the desire to implement smaller/quicker/cheaper missions has required the Agency's 
organizations to become more efficient in what they do. The Flight Dynamics Division 
(FDD) is no exception. Although the flexibility and high quality products and services 
provided in the past have been the major reason for the FDDYs success, today's business 
climate has changed. The FDD now finds itself in direct competition with other 
government agencies and private industry to provide efficient flight dynamics services and 
products to the user community. The FDD, in response to this new business climate, is 
making significant strides to maintain the quality and flexibility of the services and 
products available while significantly reducing the cost and cycle time associated with this 
support. 

This effort is characterized by the following objectives: 

1. Continue to provide quality flight dynamics services and products. 

2. Reduce software development costs, software maintenance costs, and 
software development cycle time through common approaches, common 
software, and strict adherence to standards across flight dynamics 
applications. 

3 .  Reduce operations costs through automation and streamlined work flow. 

4. Expand customer base to offer flight dynamics services and products to 
government, industry, and university customers world wide. 

5. Maximize the use of distributed systems concepts and open systems 
technologies to provide configurable and flexible system solutions to our 
customers. 

To accomplish these objectives, the FDD has initiated the development of the Flight 
Dynamics Distributed System (FDDS). The underlying philosophy of FDDS is to build an 
integrated system that breaks down the traditional barriers of attitude, mission planning, 
and navigation support software to provide a uniform approach to flight dynamics 
applications. Through the application of open systems concepts and state-of-the-art 
technologies, including object-oriented specification concepts, object-oriented software, 
and common user interface, communications, data management, and executive services, 
the FDD will reengineer most of it's six million lines of code. The FDDS will allow flight 



dynamics applications to be quickly and efficiently configured into systems, large and 
small, and customized to satis@ the needs of the customer being supported. These 
systems will reside within a transportable workstation based environment, allowing flight 
dynamics services and products to be provided through the Flight Dynamics Facility 
(FDF) or from within the control center environment by physically locating the systems 
and their operation at the customer site. 
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DETERMINING GPS AVERAGE PERFORMANCE 
METRICS 

G. V. Moore  
Lockheed Martin Corporation 
Management & Data Systems 

ABSTRACT: 

Analytic and semi-analytic n~ethods are used to sliow that users of the GPS constellation 

can expect performance variations based on their Iocation. Specifically, performance is 

shown to be a function of both altitude and latitude. These results stem !?om the fact that 

the GPS constellation is itself non-uniform. For example, GPS satellites are over four 

times as Likely to be directly over Tierra del Fuego than over Hawaii or Sinsapore. 

Inevitable performance variations due to user location occur for ground, sea, air and space 

GPS users. These performance variations can be studied in an average relative sense. 

A semi-analytic tool which symmetrically allocates GPS satellite latitude belt dwell times 

anlong longitude points is used to compute average perfomlance metrics. These metrics 

include: average number of GPS vehicles visible, relative average accuracies in the radial, 

intrack and crosstrack (or radial. north/soutk east'west) directions, and relative average 

PDOP or GDOP. The tool can be quickly changed to incorporate various user antenna 

obscuration models and ~larious GPS constellation designs. Among other applications, 

tool results can be used in studies to: predict locations and geometries of bestfworst case 

performance, des ip  GPS constellations, determine optimal user antenna location and 

understand performance trends among various users. 
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ABSTRACT 

A DEMONSTRATION OF UNIFIED TDRSIGPS 
TRACKING AND ORBIT DETERMINATION 

B. Haines, S. Lichten, J. Srinivasan and L. Young 
~ e t  Propulsion Lclboratory, California Institute of Teclrrzology 

Pasadena, California 91 109 

We describe results from an experiment in which 
TDRS and GPS satellites were tracked simultaneously 
from a small (3 station) ground network in the western 
United States. We refer to this technique as "GPS-like 
tracking" (GLT) since the user satellite-in this case 
TDRS-is essentially treated as a participant in the GPS 
constellation. In the experiment, the TDRS K,,-band 
space-to-ground link (SGL) was tracked together with 
GPS L-band signals in enhanced geodetic-quality GPS 
receivers (TurboRogue).  The enhanced receivers 
simultaneously measured and recorded both the TDRS 
SGL and the GPS carrier phases with sub-mm precision, 
enabling suhsequent precise TDRS orbit determination 
with differential GPS techniques. A small number of 
calibrated ranging points from routine operations at the 
TDRS ground station (White Sands, NM) were used to 
supplement the GLT measurements i n  orcier to improve 
determination of the TDRS longitude. Various tests 
performed on TDRS ephemerides derived from data 
collected during this demonstration-including 
comparisons with the operational precise orbit generated 
by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center-provide 
evidence that the TDRS orbits have been determined to 
better than 25 m with the GLT technique. 

Improvements to enable 10 m accuracy are also 
discussed. Drawing on these results, as well as 
experiences with automated TopexIPoseidon and GPS 
orbit determination at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL), we discuss prospects for using GLT to 
operationally collect and process TDRS data for orbit 
determination, including delivery of solutions within a 
few hours after maneuvers - all in a very low cost, 
highly automated system with ground sites close to White 
Sands. Its high potential for inexpensive, automated high- 
performance tracking should render the GLT technique 
attractive to designers of NASA, military and commercial 
systems used for orbit determination of satellites at 
geosynchronous as well as other altitudes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Glohal Positioning System (GPS) is rapidly 
emerging as the tracking system of choice for a variety of 
Earth orbiting spacecraft missions. A conventional 
approach to GPS-based orbit determination involves a 
GPS flight receiver on board the user spacecraft. For 
satellites flying i n  low-Earth orbit (LEO) well underneath 
the shell formed by the GPS constellation, a wide range of 
configurations can be considered. The simplest consists 
of a minimal GPS flight instrument requiring only a 
fraction of a watt of power and a few hundred grams mass 
[Licllterl et al., 19951. Better perl'ormance can be achieved 
with a more conventional flight receiver. For the highest 
accuracy, data from ground GPS trackers can be 
combined with the flight data. Using this approach, it has 
recently been demonstrated that orhits for the 
TopexIPoseidon oceanographic satellite could be 
determined to better than 3 cm (RMS) in the radial 
direction using GPS [Bertigrr et ( I / . ,  19941. This result 
can be attributed in large part lo the continuous tracking 
and multi-directional observing geometry afforded by 
GPS i n  the 1,340 kni altitude orbit occupied by 
Topex/Poseidon. 

An alternative to carrying a GPS flight receiver 
employs instead a simple beacon on the user spacecraft. 
The beacon signal is tracked along with signals from the 
GPS spacecraft in an enhanced GPS ground receiver. This 
approach, which we call GPS-like tracking (GLT), 
exploits GPS to precisely determine station coordinates, 
and media delays and to provide clock synchronization at 
the ground stations. In contrast to conventional GPS- 
based orbit determination, a geometric solution for the 
user orbit is generally not achievable and models of the 
forces perturbing the spacecraft motion must then be used 
together with the observations. A limitation for low-Earth 
orbiters is that the fraction of time during which the 
beacon illuminates ground sites is typically small. 
Nonetheless, this alternative remains attractive for certain 
applications because it can exploit a pre-existing beacon 
signal (e.g., for telemetry) and requires no additional 
spacecraft hardware for dedicated orbit determination. 



The GLT method is particularly attractive for 
spacecraft in high altitude orbits (Figure 1): while the 
practical observability of GPS signals degrades rapidly as 
a function of altitude above the GPS constellation, the 
number of ground stations that can be kept in permanent 
view of a beacon signal increase [e.g., Wu, 19851 . At 
geostationary orbit, a ground network can be designed 
that is permanently in view of the beacon signal, 
providing uninterrupted tracking. 

Bilateration Ranging Transponder System (BRTS). 
Evaluation of the TDRS ephemerides suggests that orbit 
accuracy is maintained to better than 50 m using the 
operational BRTS method [Cox and Oza, 19941. This 
level of accuracy does not meet the future EOS 
requirement; moreover, the scheduling of BRTS 
observations consumes TDRS antenna time that could 
otherwise be used for servicing user spacecraft. In 
recognition of this, a number of studies aimed at 
identifying alternative methods for TDRS orbit 
determination have been undertaken [see also Marshall et 
al., 1995; Oza et al., these proceedings]. 

1.2 GPS-LIKE TRACKING OF TDRS 

Fig 1. Differential GPS-like tracking (GLT) applied to 
geosynchronous orbiter. Four simultaneous observations 
of GPS carrier phase and pseudorange enable removal of 
transmitter and receiver clock offsets. After tracking for 
12-24 hours, the GPS orbits can be determined to a few 
tens of centimeters. In GLT, the carrier phase of the high- 
Earth orbiter is also included and its orbit similarly 
estimated. This relationship is discussed further by 
Lichten et al. [I 9931. 

I .  I TDRS ORBIT DETERMINATION 

An attractive candidate for applying the GLT 
technique is NASA's Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
(TDRS) System. The TDRS space segment currently 
consists of 5 geosynchronous orbiters and is used by 
NASA to support positioning and data relay activities for 
a wide variety of Earth orbiting spacecraft. Accurate real- 
time position knowledge of the TDRSS spacecraft is 
required to support certain users: though the most 
stringent current requirement is 200 m ( I  o) for the Space 
Transportation System (STS), the planned Earth 
Observing System (EOS) platform calls for 25 m ( 1  o) 
accuracy of the TDRS ephemerides [Cox and Oza, 19941. 

The current TDRS orbit determination system is based 
on the relay of coherent signals through unmanned 
transponders at globally distributed remote tracking sites. 
These remote beacons are collectively referred to as the 

Under the direction of NASA, JPL has investigated a 
number of potential new strategies for determining the 
TDRS orbits [Nandi et a / . ,  1992; Haines et a/., 19921. 
Judged the most promising among them was a hybrid 
approach which combined elements of GLT with a 
specialized form of interferometric tracking over very 
short baselines (Connected Element Interferometry or 
CEI; see Edwards et al., 199 1 ). 

The short baseline scenario is necessitated by the 
nature of the existing TDRS space-to-ground link (SGL). 
The TDRS SGLs illuminate only a limited area of the 
southwestern U.S. surrounding the TDRS Earth station in 
White Sands, New Mexico (Figure 2). This precludes the 
use of globally dispersed stations for tracking the SGL. 
However, if a GLT network fitting within the SGL 
footprints could be designed to deliver the desired 
accuracy, significant benefits could be gained: 1) The 
SGL is always on when the TDRS is servicing users. 
Thus the signal can be passively monitored and no TDRS 
services need be scheduled for orbit determination. 2) The 
SGL is broadcast at K,-band (13.731 GHz). At this 
frequency, the delay caused by the presence of charged 
particles along the signal path (i.e., ionosphere delay) 
rarely exceeds a few cm in equivalent range. This 
contrasts with the BRTS tracking, which is based on the 
lower frequency S-band transmissions which are 
significantly delayed by the ionosphere. (Several meters 
of delay is typical.) 3) A small ground network in the 
vicinity of the White Sands complex (WSC) has many 
operational advantages: all the sites can be readily 
accessed for maintenance, and communications links to 
the Earth station can be made reliable and short. 

Following the direction of NASA, JPL designed an 
experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of this 
technique. The foundation of the experiment is 
simultaneous tracking of GPS and TDRS signals over 
short baselines to determine the TDRS orbit [Lichten et 
a l . ,  19931. Coincident observation of GPS and TDRS 



signals in the same ground receiver enables calibrations of 
clock errors [Dunn et al., 1991, 19931 and tropospheric 
delays [Lichten, 19901, supplanting the fiber optic links 
and expensive calibration devices that are needed in a 
connected element network. An added benefit is the 
ability of GPS to provide very precisely (sub cm) the 
positions of the tracking stations relative to one another, 
and the network orientation i n  the terrestrial reference 
frame [Blewitt et al., 19921. 

We note that the GLT method described herein uses a 
measurement type known in the GPS community as 
"differential carrier phase". It is instructive to think of the 
phase measurement as a range observation that is biased 
by an amount corresponding to an unknown integer 
number of cycles along the transmission path. Each 
modified TurboRogue station tracks the phase of the 
TDRS SGL with great precision (enabled by GPS). 
Contained in the station-differenced phase data is very 
precise information on the velocity of the TDRS 
spacecraft in the plane-of-sky. Using the information in a 
standard dynamical orbit determination strategy 
determines very precisely five of the six osculating 
(classical) elements that describe the geosynchronous 
TDRS orbit. In order to determine the last component- 
the longitude of the satellite orbit or its down track 
position in  inertial space-some knowledge of the range 
to the spacecraft is needed. To provide this information, 
we used data from routine ranging done at WSC. 

Additional information on the heritage of the 
technique, and initial results are given by Haines et al. 
[1994]. Herein we summarize the experiment 
configuration and initial findings and report on some 
extended results intended to address the operational 
potential of the method. 

2. JANUARY 1994 DEMONSTRATION 

The TDRSIGPS tracking demonstration took place 
from January 16-22, 1994. GPS and TDRS satellites were 
tracked simultaneously from three sites: El Paso, TX, 
Socorro, NM, and Pasadena, CA (Figure 2). This 
configuration permitted us to test the performance of side- 
lobe tracking, as JPL is in a fortuitous location that placed 
it in the first side lobe of the SGLs from both TDRS-5 
(175" W) and TDRS-3 (62" W). The other two stations, 
operated from motel rooms in El Paso and Socorro, were 
within the main beam of the SGL of both TDRS-3 and 5. 

The cornerstone of each tracking station was an 
enhanced TurboRoguc GPS receiver. The TurboRogue, 
developed at JPL [Meehan et a/., 19921 and currently 
globally distributed in a 50+ receiver network used for 
precise GPS orbit determination and a variety of geodetic 

and tectonic studies [Zumberge et al., 19941, was 
augmented for this experiment with a small, K,-band horn 
antenna (opening dimensions 17 X 14 cm) and a K,- to L- 
band downconverter. In addition, the TurboRogue 
software was modified to measure and record the phase of 
the TDRS SGL with the same sub-mm precision and 
receiver time-stamp as GPS carrier phase measurements. 
This system architecture produces data products that 
significantly simplify subsequent orbit determination 
processing. 

Fig 2. Configuration of TDRSIGPS tracking network. The 
footprint of the TDRS-3 space-to-ground link (SGL) 
during the January 1994 experiment is shown. 

b (L band) 

Fig 3. Schematic for the GPS ground receiver enhanced 
to simultaneously track TDRS along with GPS satellites. 
For the TDRS SGL, which is at 13.73 1 GHz, a small 
separate antenna with down converter was added. 

2.1 DATA 

Data collection commenced on January 16 with 
tracking of TDRS-3. Also known as TDRS-Central, this 
spacecraft was seen at an elevation of approximately 30" 
when viewed from White Sands. TDRS-3 was tracked for 
nearly 5 days before the stations were reconfigured to 
track TDRS-5 (January 21). This spacecraft presently 
occupies the western slot and is seen at an elevation of 
only 10' from White Sands. Although the TDRS-5 track 
spanned only 18 hours, this session was useful for 



understanding the effects of tracking at lower elevations. 
A time line showing the data coverage for the experiment 
is given in Figure 4. Depending on the station, 85-95% 
tracking coverage was achieved over the course of the 
experiment. The largest data outage occurred on Jan. 18 
when the TDRS-3 SGL was switched off for 
approximately 7 hours to support an antenna maintenance 
activity at WSC. All three sites did experience a 
significant number of phase interruptions over the 
duration of the experiment: the longest period of time 
during which all three stations tracked without a single 
loss of lock was about 20 hr. We believe that the number 
of phase breaks can be greatly reduced in future 
demonstrations with changes to the receiver 
configuration. 

January 1994 Day 

< 
TDRS-3 
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Fig 4. Time line showing data coverage at each of the 
three GPS stations over the course of the TDRS tracking 
experiment. Solid horizontal bars indicate the receiver 
was tracking. Vertical bars indicate that a loss of lock 
occurred. 

*- 
TDRS-5 

1 I  

Figure 5 depicts a sample of the raw TDRS-3 data 
from each of the three sites. The top panel gives the raw 
phase measurement converted to a biased 3-way range 
(White Sands to TDRS-3 to GPS terminal) and the bottom 
panel gives the signal-to-noise ratio. The range data show 
the expected diurnal signature from the geosynchronous 
TDRS orbits. For TDRS-3, the peak to peak variation of 
the 3-way range was -200 km, while for TDRS-5 (not 
shown) the variation was only -30 km. This disparity is 
attributable primarily to the different orbits occupied by 
the spacecraft: TDRS-3 was inclined by 0.7" relative to 
the equator, while the TDRS-5 inclination was only 0.07". 
The TDRS-3 orbit was also slightly more eccentric. Also 
worthy of note in Figure 5 is the lower characteristic SNR 
for the JPL station. This reflects the decrease in signal 
strength associated with observing the SGL in the side 
lobe of the antenna pattern. 

As explained previously, ranging information to TDRS 
is needed to fix the longitude of the spacecraft. To satisfy 
this requirement, we used range observations from routine 
Tracking Telemetry and Control (TT&C) activities at 
White Sands. These observations are based on tracking of 

the K,-band SGL with 18-m antennae located at the 
central ground terminal. The range data are not intended 
for precise orbit determination (a service which is 
presently provided by the BRTS system). As such, the 
observations can contain large systematic biases that, 
without calibration, preclude achievement of high 
accuracy in determining the longitude of the TDRS orbits. 

0 5 10 15 20 
Hours After 19-Jan-1 994 06:OO UTC 

Fig 5. Biased range (Panel A) and signal-to-noise ratio 
(Panel B) from TDRS-3 carrier phase tracked at JPL, El 
Paso, and Socorro on January 19, 1994. The station with 
the low SNR is at JPL, which tracked TDRS-3 from 
within the first sidelobe. 

In order to estimate the range biases, we calibrated the 
TT&C range data against the precise TDRS orbits 
generated at GSFC using the BRTS system. Shown in 
Fig. 6 are the residuals of the TT&C range with respect to 
the BRTS orbits for TDRS-3 over the course of the 
experiment. Biases as large as 50 m (one-way) can be 
seen. (Note the bias estimates also reflect uncertainty in 
station coordinates, errors in the BRTS orbits, and 
potential inconsistencies in  the processing of the data.) 

1-6 1'7 18 1-9 20 21 22 23 
January 1994 Day 

Fig 6. Residuals of White Sands TDRS-3 range data with 
respect to BRTS-derived orbit from Goddard Space Flight 
Center. A I-way bias of 54.1 m was used in this study to 
calibrate the TDRS-3 range data for periods after 06:OO 
UTC on January 19, 1994. 



For TDRS-5, which was observed from an elevation of 
10" from WSC, the partial derivative of the range bias 
with respect to the spacecraft longitudinal position is 
about 118. This implies that a 10 m one-way (20 m two- 
way) range bias could translate into an 80-m error in the 
longitude component of the TDRS, underscoring the 
proper calibration of the ranging system. 

2.2 SOLUTION STRATEGY 

The unified TDRS/GPS orbit solutions were computed 
using the GIPSY/OASIS I1 software [Webb and 
Zumberge, 19931. Table I outlines the solution strategy. 
With the exception of a few elements that are not 
consistent with a real-time solution, the strategy for 
processing the 3-station TDRS data mirrors that presently 
used at JPL in the routine, highly automated processing of 
GPS data from the much larger (SO+ station) global Intl. 
GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS) network [Zumberge 
et al., 19941. In particular, zenith wet troposphere delays 
were estimated as stochastic random-walk parameters, 
and clock offsets were estimated as stochastic white noise 
processes at each measurement hatch. 

We note that satellite states for the TDRS and all GPS 
spacecraft were estimated, with a priori for the latter 
coming from the broadcast ephemerides. Inasmuch as the 
GPS data are collected at only three ground stations, and 
they are quite close, the GPS orbit errors are undoubtedly 
nonuniform over the globe. In  this study, GPS provides 
clock synchronization and media calibration for our 
network in the southwestern U.S. In this context, regional 
improvement of the GPS orhits is adequate. Additional 
details on the solution strategy are provided by Haines ct 
al. [1994]. 

The TDRS phase data were modeled as three-way 
measurements (i.e., 2 legs and 3 participants). Although it 
is instructive to think of TDRS as the originator of the 
signal (in the manner of GPS), this is not strictly correct. 
The signal originates at White Sands, and is transmitted to 
TDRS which serves as a "bent-pipe" transponder, 
redirecting the signal to the ground. It follows that we do 
not solve for the TDRS clock offset in  our orbit 
determination procedure, hut rather the offset of the 
master frequency generator on the ground at WSC. This 
modeling ensures that the Doppler signature from the 
uplink is handled properly, i.e. i t  is not incorrectly 
absorbed in the TDRS clock solution. The range data 
from WSC were modeled as simple 2-way measurements. 

Station coordinates for the TDRS/GPS terminals in  El 
Paso, Socorro and Pasadena were fixed at precise values 
determined a priori using the GPS data collected at the 

sites. Details on this procedure are discussed by Haines et 
al .  [1994]. Their results suggest that the station 
coordinates have been determined at the cm level relative 
to the geocenter. For the 18-m WSC antennae that collect 
the range data, we used coordinates provided by NASA in 
the WGS-84 system. We did not have a GPS receiver at 
WSC and therefore were unable to estimate improved 
coordinates. Any error in this station coordinate will 
manifest itself as a range bias, which we estimated via 
external calibration (as described in the previous section). 

TABLE 1. ESTIMATION STRATEGY FOR GPSITDRS 
ANALYSIS 

I I 
I Data Noise ( l SO s observations) I 

GPS carrier phase I cm 
TDRS carrier phase I cm 
GPS pseudorange I m 
TDRS two-way range ( llhr) 5 m 

A- priori for estimated Darameters 

TDRS position (X, Y, Z) I00 km 
TDRS velocity (X, Y, Z) I mls 
TDRS solar radiation pressure coeff. 100 %t 

TDRS carrier phase biases I s 
WSC range hias (I way) I m 
GPS position (X,  Y,  Z) 100 km 
GPS velocity (X, Y, Z )  1 d s  
GPS carrier phase biases I s 
GPS spacecraft clock offset 1 s white 
GPS gnd. station clock offset1 I s white 
White Sands station clock offset I s white 
GPS gnd. station ~eni th wet trop. 40 cm 

+5 cm/d day 
random walk 

1 El Paso clock fixed 

Models and constants 

TDRS solar rad. pressure model 
TDRS area 
TDRS mass 
GPS solar rad. pressure model 
Polar motion (X, Y) 
Earth rotation (UTI - UTC) 
GPS Station locations 
White Sands station location 
Luni-solar perturbations 
Earth gravity field 

Bus 
40 m2 
1807 kg 
T 1 o n 2 0  
IERS-B 
IERS-B 
ITRF'9 1 
WGS-84 
DE-200 
JGM-7 
(12x12) 

2.3 ORBIT DETERMINATION RESULTS 

We consider first 4 separate orbit arcs: three for TDRS- 
3 and one for TDRS-5. The arc lengths vary from 18 to 2 1 
hours and span the period from January 19 06:00 UTC to 
January 22 13:00 UTC. For TDRS-3, the calibration 



correction of 54.1 m was applied a priori to all the range 
data. For TDRS-5, which was tracked from a separate 
antenna at WSC, range data were not available at this 
writing. For range observations to TDRS-5, we simulated 
measurements from WSC using the BRTS orbit from 
GSFC. 

2.3.1 Postfit Residuals 

Table 2 gives the statistics of fit for the four precise 
TDRS orbit solutions. The root-mean-square (RMS) post- 
fit observation residuals for the TDRS and GPS phase 
measurements were 2.6-5.8 mm and 2.8-3.0 mm 
respectively. That the TDRS phase data can be fit nearly 
as well as the GPS phase is encouraging, and suggests 
that the TDRS data quality is excellent (Figure 7). The 
GPS pseudorange, which is important for determining the 
clocks offsets, was fit to 0.3 m (RMS). In the cases where 
the TDRS 2-way range were included, these observations 
were fit to between 1 and 3 m (RMS). While these 
numbers are instructive for estimating bounds on the 
measurement noise, they reveal little about the orbit 
accuracy. For this, we examine the formal errors and 
overlap statistics of the TDRS orbit solution, and compute 
differences with respect to the BRTS-derived orbit from 
GSFC. 

TABLE 2. ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE POSTFIT 

TRACKING DATA RESIDUALS FOR TDRS. 

SIC Arc Epoch TDRS TDRS GPS GP 
(UTC) Phase Range Phase Rang 

-15 
I I I 

I 
0 5 10 15 20 

Hours After 19-Jan-1994 06:00 UTC 

Fig 7. Postfit residuals for carrier phase from TDRS-3 as 
tracked by TurboRogue GPS receiver in Socorro, NM. 
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2.3.2 Internal Assessments of Orbit Error 

RMS = 2.9 mm 

Formal "noise-only" errors for the 4 orbit solutions 
were mapped over the respective arcs, and the results are 
summarized in Figure 8. Errors are decomposed into the 
height, cross- and down-track components of the orbit 
position. The largest errors are in the down-track 
component, for which the RMS values are typically 15 m. 
We note that the down-track errors are due in large part to 
the range bias, which is being estimated with an a priori 
standard deviation of 1 m (one-way). There is essentially 
no information for the estimation of the bias; it serves 
only to inflate the formal errors so that they are more 
realistic. 

Height 
Cross Track 

Fig 8. Bar graph showing RMS formal errors of TDRS 
orbit solutions computed as part of this study. The first 
three solutions correspond to TDRS-3 and the last to 
TDRS-5. The arcs vary between 18 and 20 hours in 
length. 

Two of the TDRS-3 orbit solutions overlap by -4 hr 
(Figure 9). The RMS differences of the two solutions 
during the overlap is 2, 11, and 12 m in height, cross track 
and down track respectively. These differences suggest 
that the orbit precision is better than 25 m (RMS). 

TDRS-3 OVERLAP 

I 
19 hour arc 

I 
P Jan 19 Jan 20 

Fig 9. Schematic of orbit overlap for TDRS-3 orbit 
comparison. The RMS differences in height, cross track 
and down track during the overlap are 2, 12 and 11 m 
respectively. 

2.3.3 External Assessments of Orbit Error 

While the formal errors and overlap statistics from the 
solutions are instructive for characterizing the general 
behavior of the orbit errors, it is important to note that 



they may represent underestimates of the actual orbit 
error, and thus should be interpreted with caution. 
Systematic error sources, such as those due to unmodeled 
solar radiation pressure effects, non-random variations in 
the tracking observations, and errors in Earth rotation and 
orientation parameters can augment considerably the 
actual orbit error. A better measure of the orbit accuracy 
is thus gained from external comparisons. To  this end, we 
compared our TDRS orbit solutions against the precise 
BRTS-derived orbits. These orbits are thought to be 
accurate to 50  m or better in total position (1-0). The 
comparisons were performed in the inertial (52000) 
reference frame. 

Figure 10 shows the difference of our solution for 
TDRS-3 and the BRTS orbit for the first orbit solution 
(epoch of 19-JAN-1994 06:OO UTC). The RMS 
differences in height, cross and down track are 2, 22, and 
14 m respectively. This level of agreement is considered 
quite encouraging, and was somewhat unexpected given 
published estimates of the errors in the BRTS orbits. It 
should be remembered, however, that the down track 
component of our orbit (i.e. longitude) is constrained to 
match the BRTS orbits in the bias term via the range 
calibration. 

+ Height 
* Cross Track 

Down Track 

d 5 10 15 i o  
Hours After 19-Jan-1994 06:OO UTC 

Fig 10. Time series of TDRS-3 inertial orbit differences 
(this study vs. BRTS orbit from Goddard Space Flight 
Center) for January 19, 1994. The RMS differences in 
height, cross track, and down track are 1.6 m, 22.4 rn and 
14.2 m respectively. 

Figure 1 1  summarizes the differences with respect to 
the BRTS orbits for all four solutions. The RMS 
differences range from 1 to 9 m in height. 13 to 30 m in 
cross track, and 14 to 30 m in down-track, and the 
maximum difference over the entire -3 day span is 52 m. 
Especially encouraging are the results for TDRS-5, which 
was tracked at a very low elevation (10"). Moreover, the 
signature that TDRS-5 traced in the plane of sky was very 
compact compared to the one for TDRS-3. Despite these 
important differences, the TDRS-5 orbit accuracy appears 
01-11 y slight1 y degraded. 

loo b. Height 
I 

F Cross Track 

Fig 11. Bar graph summarizing RMS TDRS orbit 
differences (this study vs. BRTS). he first three solutions 
correspond to TDRS-3 and the last to TDRS-5. The arc 
lengths vary between 18 and 20 hours in length. The 
largest excursion over the entire set of comparisons is 52 
n1. 

2.3.4 Covariance Analysis 

Building on the results of the evaluation of the 
tracking data from the January 1994 experiment, we 
performed a covariance analysis to further assess the orbit 
accuracy. In this study, the sensitivities of the TDRS orbit 
to certain unestimated parameters were also computed 
and used to augment the formal "noise-only" error 
contribution. These unestimated or "consider" parameters 
are included in covariance analyses to yield more realistic 
error estimates. The consider parameters and their 
associated errors ( lo) are given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. CONSIDER PARAMETERS AND 

UNCERTAINTIES FOR COVARIANCE ANALYSIS. 

I Consider Parameters I 
TDRS solar radiation pressure coeff. 2 % 
WSC one-way range bias I m 
WSC zenith wet troposphere (range) 10 cm 
Ionosphere delay (K,-band) 100 % Bent 
Gravity model error 50 96 JGM-3 - 

WGS-84 
Tracking station baselines I cm East 

1 cm North 
2 cm Vertical 

X, Y Pole Motion 10 cm 
UT I -UTC 3 msec 

With the exception of the solar radiation pressure 
coefficient and WSC range bias, all other parameters were 
treated in accordance with the estimation strategy shown 
in Table 1. In keeping with a conservative approach, the 
solar radiation pressure coefficient and WSC range bias 
were not estimated, rather they were treated as consider 
parameters. In order to account for the possibility of 
anomalies in tracking the SGL (as experienced in the 
actual experiment; compare Figure 4), the phase biases 



were occasionally reset according to the assumption that 
at least one of the three stations (El Paso, Socorro, or JPL) 
would lose lock every 8 hours on average. Also 
noteworthy is the absence of consider parameters for the 
location of the WSC range station. Any error in this 
position would be reflected in the range bias computed 
from the BRTS orbit. (In practice, the range station could 
be surveyed in with the remote TurboRogue stations at 
the cm level using a GPS survey. Any residual error 
would be negligible in comparison with the uncalibrated 
portion of the range bias.) 

Solar pressure 
Gravit v i 

0 5 1.0 15 2 0 
RSS Position Error (m) 

Fig 12. Relative contributions of various error sources for 
TDRS-5 orbit determination based on covariance 
analysis. These results apply to TDRS-5 data collected 
during the January, 1994 experiment (I8  hour arc). Note 
that errors in the Earth rotation and orientation parameters 
(UTPM) lead to significant errors in orbit positions 
referred to the inertial (52000) frame but not to the 
terrestrial reference frame (TRF). 

Shown in Figure 12 are the errors for the TDRS-5 
orbit solution (epoch 2 1 -JAN- 1994 19:48 UTC) separated 
by source. The TDRS-5 case was selected because this 
spacecraft occupies the western orbit slot, and the results 
are of greater operational consequence than the 
corresponding results for TDRS-3. Evidenced in the 
Figure are the dominant contributions of the formal 
"noise- only" errors and the station location errors for the 
GPSrrDRS tracking terminals. These error sources are 
particularly important in shorter arcs, i.e. spanning less 
than a full diurnal revolution of the spacecraft, as the 
solution will have enhanced sensitivity to errors 
associated with the measurement models. Errors in  the 
parameters describing the Earth orientation and rotation 
(UTl-UTC and X, Y Polar Motion or "UTPM") are also 
large contributors, but have very little effect on orbit 
positions referred to the Earth-fixed terrestrial reference 
frame (TRF). The next largest error source is the range 
bias. As the range bias has been calibrated using the 
BRTS orbit, it was assigned an a priori standard deviation 
of 1 m (1 way). A more realistic estimate of the range bias 
from the WSC would augment the orbit error 

significantly. (This will be discussed further in Section 
3.1.2.) The total RSS 3-d orbit error is < 20 m for this 
-18-hr solution. This result corroborates the findings of 
the internal and external orbit tests described earlier, and 
suggests that the TDRS orbit accuracies achieved for the 
experiment are better than 25 m (1 0). 

2.3.5 Special Arc Leneth Studies 

A critical requirement for TDRS orbit determination is 
the prompt recovery of the trajectory estimates after a 
station-keeping maneuver. In recognition of this, we have 
examined the effects of reducing the arc length on the 
error in the recovered orbit. Our nominal orbit solution for 
this colnparison is a 34-hr arc for TDRS-3. Gradually 
shorter tracking data arcs were used in computing orbit 
solutions for comparison with this nominal ephemeris. 
Depicted in Figure 13 are the differences with respect to 
the nominal 34-hr solution; these results suggest that 75 m 
orbit precision is being approached with only 4 hours of 
tracking. (The current requirement for STS is 200 m (I 0) 
within 4 hours after a maneuver [Cox and Oza, 19941.) 
Differences of the 12-hr arc with respect to the nominal 
are less than 20 m in all components. 

Altitude 
Cross Tra& 

El DownTrack 
. .. . ... .. . .. . ... ... .. ... . ... ... . ... .. ... . .. . . ... ........ 

Arc Length (hrs) 

Fig 13. Effect of solution arc length on precision of 
recovered TDRS-3 orbit. The orbit differences shown arc 
taken with respect to a nominal 34-hr solution. 

The results in Figure 13 are instructive, but show only 
internal consistency of a single set of test solutions for 
TDRS-3. Clearly, additional work is warranted on the 
issue of rapid trajectory recovery. This is discussed at 
greater length in Section 3.2. 

3. FUTURE DEMONSTRATIONS 

For the TDRS study, there are a number of outstanding 
issues that should be addressed in examining the 



operational viability of the GLT approach. We plan to 
perform another demonstration of the system in which all 
stations are deployed in the immediate vicinity of White 
Sands within the main beam of the SGLs. A smaller 
network (-100 km baselines) will be used and the 
duration of the demonstration will be extended so that 
some maneuvers can be tracked. A new ground station is 
in place at White Sands (Second TDRS Ground Terminal 
or STGT), and a close examination of the new TT&C 
range data is also warranted. In anticipation of this 
demonstration, some covariance analyses have been 
performed to assist in the design of the experiment. 

3. I COVARIANCE ANALYSES 

For the covariance study, the towns of Las Cruces, 
Truth or Consequences and Tularosa, New Mexico were 
selected for the tracking sites. Thzse towns all lie within 
the main beam and baselines among them form a triangle 
with -100 km legs surrounding the TDRS White Sands 
station. With the exception of the tracking stations, the 
assumptions for the covariance study are identical to those 
comprising the estimation strategies outlined in Tables 1 
and 3. TDRS-5 was chosen for the subject of this 
covariance study owing to the greater operational interest. 

3.1.1. Nominal TDRS Orbit Determination 

For nominal orbit determination, we assumed that the 
same arc length (42 hours) currently applied in the 
processing of the BRTS data would be used. With this 
nominal approach, the covariance analyses suggest that 
the 25 m orbit accuracy requirement for TDRS can be 
readily met with a properly designed system (Figure 14). 
The largest contributor to the TDRS-5 orbit error is 
mismodeling of the UTPM parameters. As noted earlier, 
the UTPM errors have negligible impact on the accuracy 
of the orbit in the Earth-fixed TRF. 

3.1.2 WSC Ranee Bias 

The next largest error source from the covariance 
result (Figure 14) is the bias of the range measurements 
from WSC. Recall that an a priori value of I m (one-way, 
equivalent to 2 m two-way) was assigned to this 
parameter in the covariance analysis. One meter is 
optimistic, being considerably smaller than the design 
specification of the ranging system at the STGT [Cox and 
Oza, 19941. This prompted us to perform an analysis to 
determine the maximum range bias that could be tolerated 
before the future TDRS orbit determination requirement 
of 25 m is exceeded. Nandi et al. [I9921 performed a 
similar evaluation for a connected element network near 
WSC, but the assumptions were somewhat different. Most 
notab!,: among the differences, :he noise figure of the 

differenced phase observables in their study was due 
mostly to unmodeled tropospheric fluctuations. Since we 
are using GPS to estimate the zenith troposphere [Lichten, 
19901, the errors should be significantly smaller. 

Solar Pressure 
GPS Stn Location 

Fig 14. Relative contributions of various errors sources 
on future TDRS-5 orbit determination (3-d) based on 
covariance analysis. This exercise assumes baselines of 
-100 km for the GPSITDRS stations, and a 42 hr arc. The 
total 3-d orbit error is 12-16 m, depending on the 
reference frame. 

i 10 100 
WSC One-Way Range Bias (m) 

Fig 15. Expected Position Error for TDRS-5 (RSS) as a 
function of the WSC one-way range bias for 100 km 
network from covariance analysis. The one-way bias must 
be known to better than 3 m in order to support 25 m orbit 
determination for TDRS. (Equivalently, the two-way bias 
must be known to 6 m or better.) The orbit error is given 
in both the inertial (52000) and terrestrial reference frames 
(TRF). 

Figure 15 gives the expected 3-d orbit accuracy (RSS) 
for TDRS-5 as a function of the one-way range bias. The 
plot indicates that the one-way range bias must be kept 
under 3 n~ in order to maintain the orbit error below 25 m 
(1 0). (The fundamental observation is a two-way range 
from WSC to TDRS and back to WSC. Strictly speaking, 
therefore, the only requiremen! is that the total 
observation bias accumulated over both the uplink and 
downlink must be kept below 6 m. The distribution of the 
bias errors on the uplink and don nlink is not irnpixtar~t, as 
long as the total bias is less t h a n  6 m.) Keeping In mind 



that orbit errors attributable to the "consider" parameters 
in our covariance analyses scale in a linear fashion, it can 
be seen (compare Figure 14) that the range bias emerges 
as the leading contributor to the orbit error once its one- 
way value exceeds -1 m. This behavior is further 
illustrated in Figure 15, which shows the total 3-d orbit 
error increasing in an approximate linear fashion once the 
bias exceeds 3 m. For these regimes, the expected RSS 
position error can be approximated using the partial 
derivative of the range bias with respect to the satellite 
longitude. As noted earlier, for observing TDRS-5 at 10" 
elevation from WSC, the value of this partial is about 118. 
Hence a I-way bias of 10 m will result in an orbit with a 
3-d accuracy of about 80 m. The error will be manifest 
almost entirely as a simple bias in the longitude of the 
satellite position. In order to meet the EOS requirement 
for TDRS-5 (TDRS-West) orbit determination, the one- 
way range bias should thus be kept below 3 m. This result 
applies in an approximate sense to operational TDRS 
satellites in the eastern slot as well (e.g., TDRS-3), since 
the elevation as seen from WSC is nearly the same. 

The STGT ranging system is undergoing testing at 
WSC. and the ranging data from there should be 
improved. If the new system cannot routinely deliver the 
required accuracy in nominal operations, a calibrated 
measurement might be obtained by tapping into the uplink 
and downlink at White Sands with atiditional enhanced 
TurboRogue receivers. The TTBC ranging tones would 
be tracked directly i n  the TurhoRogues, which would be 
placed in the system as close to the respective STGT 
antennae as possible in order to mitigate cable and other 
hardware delays. 

Another ;~ltcrnative for obtaining range data from 
WSC is to use the observations from the BRTS beacon. 
The BRTS range observations are dcrived from a TDRS 
service. The transmissions arc made at S band, so the 
ionosphere delay is of some concern. Fortunately, this can 
be calibrated quite effectively with a colocated GPS 
receiver. Even with the unmodeled ionospheric delays, 
the BRTS range is considered more accurate than the 
TT&C range. We  note that in this scenario, only the 
BRTS beacon at WSC would be used. None of the remote 
BRTS sites would be required. Though this option will be 
investigated, we will focus first on using the TT&C data. 

3.1.3 Limiting Orbit Accuracy 

Figure 15 also suggests that, with unbiased range 
measurements (< 1 m), the 3-d orbit accuracy ( I  o) for 
TDRS-5 can be brought below 10 m using the GLT 
technique. Though this remains to be demonstrated with 
actual data, it nonetheless underscores the remarkable 
precision of the differenced phase observables. That these 

measurements taken over very short baselines (-100 km) 
have the potential to support 10 m orbit accuracy for a 
geosynchronous spacecraft is a testimony to the powerful 
ability of the GPS data to enable ultra-precise time 
transfer and reliable calibrations of atmospheric delays. 

3.2 TRAJECTORY RECOVERY 

An additional important requirement for TDRS orbit 
determination is the trajectory can be recovered rapidly 
after a station-keeping maneuver. Results from the 
January 1994 demonstration (Figure 13) provide evidence 
that the current STS requircment of 200 m TDRS orbit 
accuracy within 4 hours of a maneuver can be met. 
Additional data should be collected under a variety of 
conditions to make a more compelling case; this will be 
one of the primary goals of our next demonstration. 

For improved accuracies in post-maneuver trajectory 
recovery, additional options can be explored. Since the 
short-baseline differenced phase data is not strong enough 
to recover the trajectory at the 25-50 m level from a cold 
start in a fcw hours, we would attempt to include the 
maneuvers(s) i n  the orbit solution arc [e.g.. Nandi eta[ . ,  
19921. In the sirnplcst approach, a velocity impulse could 
he estimated at the burn timc. (Even if the time of the 
burn could not be supplied ( I  priori, or i t  could be detected 
by interrogating the continuous phase observations in a 
preprocessor. In recent analysis of similar GLT data from 
the Inrnarsat geocynchronous spacecraft [Kelecg ef nl., 
19941, we readily detected a station-keeping maneuver in 
prefit tracki~lg data residuals.) Estimating a velocity 
impulse at the burn time has been applied effectively for 
recovering the GPS orbits after a maneuver [Lichten and 
Bertiger, 19891. Since the station-keeping maneuvers of a 
geosynchronous satellite are generally long in duration. 
more advanced approaches might prove necessary (e.g., 
estimating of stochastic accelerations in the presence of 
higher-resolution ground tracking.) 

4. DISCUSSION 

The results from the January 1994 TDRSIGPS 
tracking demonstration suggest that the short-baseline 
GLT method can be used to deliver TDRS orbits with 
accuracies better than 25 m in total position. Achievement 
of this level of accuracy is contingent on the availability 
of a small number of calibrated range observations from 
WSC with one-way biases known to about 3 m or better. 
Covariance studies provide evidence that, with a properly 
designed system, 10 m TDRS orbit accuracies can be 
approached using this method. In an actual operational 
scenario, it would be necessary to obtain these results in 
real time. In this context, we note that entire orbit 
determination procedures were run on HP work stations, 



and that the sequence of programs required to generate an 
ephemeris file consume a cumulative CPU time of only a 
few minutes. These program sequences can be automated, 
as has been done for computing Topex/Poseidon orbits 
[Wu et al., 19931. In a recent demonstration of the 
TopexIPoseidon automated system, orbit estimates were 
delivered within 24 hours of the receipt of the flight data. 
For this exercise, a combination of orbit fits and 
predictions permitted achievement of 3D accuracies better 
than 1 m (better than 15 cm radially) in real time. 

Although the tracking station equipment was operated 
and monitored by JPL scientists and engineers during the 
January 1994 demonstration, i t  is straightforward to adapt 
the current setup for unattended, continuous operation. 
The enhanced GPS rcceivcr and antennae can bc 
cornbined with a modem and phone line to permit 
automatic monitoring and data offloading by remote 
computer. Expected tracking station maintenance ant1 
repair is minimized due to the high level of autonomy and 
low system component count. This featurc has in fact 
already been demonstrated with the performance of the 
continuously operating global network of Rogue ancl 
TurhoRogue GPS receivcrs. The maturity of GPS 
technology, flexibility of the TurboRogue architccturc, 
and simplicity of the demonstrated tracking station all 
contribute to low expected systcrn costs. 

If some of thc issues addresscd in Scction 3 can he 
addresscd in  the next demonstration, then the  short- 
baseline GLT method offers some distinct advantages for 
future TDRS tracking. Among them are: I )  low-cost of 
the small antennae and enhanced GPS receivcrs i l l  

comparison with larger systems typically used for 
geosynchronous tracking; 2) accuracy rivaling conncctetl 
element networks f70r the calibration of rncdia. Earth 
platform and timing errors from the simultaneous 
observation of TDRS and GPS; 3 )  operational 
convenience and maintainability afforded by a small. 
simple tracking stations in the vicinity of White Sands (as 
opposed to the present global network); and 4)  processing 
system that lcnds itself to a high-level of automation, even 
on a desktop work station. 

Similar benefits could hc shared by other future 
missions adopting the GLT technique. In the case of the 
NASA Deep Space Network, which supports high-Earth 
orbiters in addition to deep space probes, valuable large 
antenna time could be freed up for more dedicated 
interplanetary tracking sessions. The high potential for 
inexpensive tracking should also be attractive to designers 
of NASA, military and commercial systems used for orbit 
determination of geosynchronous satellites. 
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Abstract 

This paper evaluates the use of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers as a primary source of tracking data for 
low-Earth orbit satellites. GPS data is an alternative to using range, azimuth, elevation, and range-rate (RAER) 
data from the Air Force Satellite Control Network antennas, the Space Ground Link System (SGLS). This 
evaluation is applicable to missions such as Skipper, a joint US and Russian atmosphere research mission, that will 
rely on a GPS receiver as a primary tracking data source. 

The Detachment 2, Space and Missile Systems Center's Test Support Complex (TSC) conducted the evaluation 
based on receiver data from the Space Test Experiment Platform Mission 0 (STEP-O) and Advanced Photovoltaic 
and Electronics Experiments (APEX) satellites. The TSC performed orbit reconstruction and prediction on the 
STEP-0 and APEX vehicles using GPS receiver navigation solution data, SGLS RAER data, and SGLS angles- 
only (azimuth and elevation) data. For the STEP-O case, the navigation solution based orbits proved to be more 
accurate than SGLS RAER based orbits. For the APEX case, navigation solution based orbits proved to be less 
accurate than SGLS RAER based orbits for orbit prediction, and results for orbit reconstruction were inconclusive 
due to the lack of a precise truth orbit. After evaluating several different GPS data processing methods, the TSC 
concluded that using GPS navigation solution data is a viable alternative to using SGLS RAER data. 

I. Introduction and Background 

Detachment 2, Space and Missile Systems Center performs test. evaluation, and operations in support of U.S. Air 
Force research satellite programs. Orbit and telemetry operations are conducted through the global Air Force 
Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) and the Test Support Complex (TSC) located at Onizuka Air Station in 
Sunnyvale. California. The TSC currently performs orbit determination using range, azimuth. elevation, and 
range-rate data from a Space Ground Link System (SGLS) ground antenna network. 

Orbit states for AFSCN vehicles must be determined and propagated with sufficient accuracy (approximately 1 
minute in-track) to support antenna scheduling 2-3 weeks in advance. The AFSCN currently operates 
approximately 100 on-orbit vehicles. In addition to this, activities such as ground site testing, launch rehearsals, 
and maintenance/downtime compete for time with the AFSCN's 16 ground antennas. Large propagation error can 
lead to replanning and scheduling of the satellite contacts. These scheduled contacts can be lost due to conflicts 
with other network users. A minute is a large in-track error for a low-Earth satellite orbit prediction but it happens 
with dynamic atmosphere conditions and especially if a scheduled on-orbit maneuver is canceled or changed. 

GPS receivers have been placed on several space vehicles, primarily as a data source for precise orbit determination 
in a non-realtime mode. Detachment 2 has processed GPS data for its vehicles, the Space Test Experiment 
Platform Mission 0 (STEP-O), the Radar Calibration (FWDCAL) satellite, and the Advanced Photovoltaic and 
Electronics Experiments (APEX) satellite. The STEP4 spacecraff uses a Rockwell Advanced Satellite Technology 
(AST) V six channel GPS receiver. RADCAL and APEX use a Trimble Advanced Navigation Sensor (TANS) 
Quadrex, coarse acquisition (C/A), GPS receiver. Future programs. such as Skipper, a joint US and Russian 

* This work was supported by U.S. Air Force Materiel Command. Detachment 2, Space and M~ssile Systems Center, Onizuka 
Air Station, Surmyvale, California under the Space Test Engineering Contract #F04690-92-C-0529. 



atmosphere research mission, will use a GPS receiver as the primary source of orbit tracking data. The TSC 
vehicles with GPS receivers are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Detachment 2 Spacecraft with GPS Receivers 

Though many TSC vehicles have GPS receivers. Skipper is the first TSC mission for which GPS will be the 
primary tracking data source. A SGLS ranging transponder is not being placed on the vehicle because of cost. 
Orbit prediction accuracies for Skipper must be sufficient to perform perigee raise maneuvers after low perigee 
operations near an altitude of 135 km. The end-of-mission activities include taking atmospheric measurements as 
the vehicle re-enters within sitc of the Kwajelien Atoll or the Kaena Point radar in Hawaii. Orbit determination 
and prediction will be challenging due to the limitation of only four ground contacts per day and a high drag 
environment due to a low perigee altitude. Using angles-only tracking data for orbit fits, even for eight contacts 
per day, can yield mediocre results (kilometers of error). Obtaining a reliable drag (B-factor) solution is the 
biggest problem since an error in this parameter will yield large errors in the propagation. 

There are currently three options available for obtaining orbit position rcquired for Skipper mission planning, 
scheduling, and experiment evaluation: GPS. SGLS angles only, and Air Force Space Command Space 
Surveillance Center (SSC) orbital elements. The current plan is to use navigation solutions from the Trimble 
TANS receiver to produce orbits. The backup plan is to use azimuth and elevation from SGLS and/or use SSC 
element sets. 

Mission 
Radar Calibration U.S. Government space 
ranges 
Autonomous navigation, laser and radio 
frequency measurement 
Support Signal Identification Experiment 
Advanced battery and solar cell experiments 
Atmosphere measurement, USlRussian joint 
mission 

Spacecraft 
RADCAL 

STEP-0 

STEP-2 
APEX 

Skipper 

The only orbit state information available to the TSC. other than SGLS based ephemeris, is from external agencies. 
Without thc tracking data, the TSC obtains orbital elements from the SSC. For vehicles that have had an on-orbit 
anomaly such as a power or transmitter failure, commanding contacts are attempted until options are exhausted. It 
is crucial that the AFSCN antennas be pointed within the 0.25 degree half beamwidth (approximately 4 km at 1000 
km range) for these recovcv atlempts. In this case, the pointing information is solely dependent on the SSC 
elements or on the propagation of aging TSC orbit elements. 

Using STEP-0 and APEX GPS data processing, the TSC evaluated the use of an on-board GPS receiver as an orbit 
determination subsystem. GPS orbit determinations were compared to the SGLS based orbit determination system. 
The RADCAL satellite is not used in this study since it does not have a SGLS transponder. In addition, the TSC 
operates the STEP-2 which has a GPS receiver. The TSC does not have access to this data since payload telemetry 
is collected at another location. 

Launch 
Jun 93 

Mar 94 

May 94 
Aug 94 
Sep 95 

II. Tracking Data and Orbit Determination Systems 

Orbit InclinationlSize 
89.5 deg / 800 x 800 km 

105 deg 1 550 x 560 km 

82 deg 1600 x 800 km 
70 deg / 380 x 2500 km 
98 deg I Initially 800 x 800 
km, then 135 x 800 km 

The TSC performed orbit determinations for the STEP-O and APEX spacecraft using SGLS, GPS navigation 
solutions, and SGLS angles-only data. Table 2 contains the data types and quantity used for orbit determination. 
The data types and amount are similar for both the STEP-0 and APEX vehicles. Twenty-four hour data spans were 
used for all the test cases. Data gaps of up to 2 hours exist in some STEP-0 GPS data spans. The SGLS and 
angles-only tracking data are not continuous. There are gaps of several hours between some ground contact times. 
Contact time for the STEP-0 vehicle is approximately 8 - 12 minutes. APEX is in a higher orbit, 380 x 2500 krn, 
and its contact times vary from 10 - 20 minutes. 



Table 2. Data Fitting for STEP-0 and APEX Orbit Reconstruction 

( Orbit Determination I Data Density I Data Density 1 Span I Data Fitting 1 

1 (approx 8 contactslday) 1 (approx 5 contactstday) 1 
Az, El (angles-only) I 100 points per contact 1 60 points per contact I 1 Batch fit I 

Data Source 
GPS Nav Solutions 
SGLS R,RR,Az,EI 

APEX used two days of angles-only data 

STEP4 
llminute 

100 points per contact 

. - - .  
I (approx 8 contactslday) I (app;ox 5 cbntacts~da~) I 2' 

Since most people outside the AFSCN are not familiar with the SGLS data. Table 3 describes the uncertainties in 
the four SGLS measurements In some cases the uncertainties are due limitations in the modeling capabilities of 
of AFSCN observation processing and orbit determination software. The totals for uncertainh are worst case since 
the uncertainties are just summed. 

Raw GPS I 1 Isec 

Table 3. AFSCN SGLS Worst Case Measurement Uncertainties 

APEX 
llminute 

60 points per contact 

llsec 1 1 I Differential GPS 

I I Measurement Type I 

* The current AFSCN software models Troposheric refraction wlth a monthly averaqe model and 

( h y s )  
1 
1 

does not model Ionospheric refraction l his is not a measurement limitation but a software one. 
'* The large Range uncertainty is due to the unmodeled Ionospheric refraction around maximum 
solar activity at low elevations. This number is significantly less (15 meters) ~f the data used 1s 
limited to elevations above 10 degrees and throughout the "cooler" portion of the solar cycle 
*** The time bias for all stations is 1 millisecond. 

- 
Methodology 

Batch Fit 
Batch fit 

The GPS receiver characteristicslconfiguration for STEP-0 and APEX are sumn~arized in Table 1. APEX uses the 
TANS receiver which uses six channels to track and process coarse acquisition (CIA) code'. This receiver is not 
space hardened. The AST V recciver was designed to collect and process both the CIA code and precise (P) code. 
Since STEP-0 was launched after the full operations capability declaration of the GPS constellation, it does not 
receive P code, except from one of the older Block 1 GPS satellites. Hence, the STEP-0 receiver is effectively CIA- 
code-only with the current status of the GPS constellation. 

Table 4. GPS Receiver Configurations used in Study 

* 1 sec destructive count - long periods (minutes) of carrier could not be reconstructed 

Receiver 
AST V (STEP-0) 
TANS (APEX)' 

Three different astrodynamic software systems were used to process the orbit tracking data from both vehicles. 
These are summarized in Table 5. The Command and Control Segment (CCS) used the WGS-84 41 x 41 
geopotential, Jacchia 60 static atmosphere, and solar and lunar perturbations in a least squares batch fit for SGLS 
and angles-only orbit determination. 

Antennas 
1 
3 

Channels 
6 
6 

Code Processing 
CIA and P 
CIA only 

Pseudo-range 
Yes 
Yes 

Carrier Phase 
Yes* 
Yes 



Table 5. Orbit Determinetion Software Systems 

Since CCS does not perform differential correction on Earth fixed Cartesian vectors, the Trajectory Analysis and 
Orbit Determination Program (TRACE) system was used to fit the GPS navigation solutions. It uses similar force 
modeling and least squares technique as does CCS for performing the orbit determinations and propagation. 
Editing was performed to remove nonvalid or noisy navigation solutions. 

Orbit Software 
CCS 

MI RAGE 

TRACE 

The Merential GPS solution for STEP-O used the Jet Propulsion Lab's Multiple Interferometric Ranging Analysis 
and GPS Ensemble (MIRAGE) software. This system uses data from the NASA world-wide GPS receiver network 
so that it can effectively remove selective availability (SA) effects. MIRAGE uses the most sopiusticated force 
modeling of the three systems. The force modeling includes a 50 x 50 truncated Joint Gravity Model (JGM) 
geopotential, Drag Temperature Model (DTM) atmosphere, solid earth and ocean tides, solar radiation, and 
empirical accelerations2. 

Description 
Orbit and telemetry processing system from the U.S. Air Force that performs orbit 
determination using SGLS track data. 
GPS differential processing system from the Jet Propulsion Lab used for processing 
TOPEX and modified to handle STEP-0 receiver data format. 
Astrodynamic analysis package from the Aerospace Corporation that can perform orbit 
determination on Earth-fixed Cartesian ephemeris such as GPS navigation solutions. 

All orbits were reconstructed using 24 hour data spans except for APEX angles-only orbits, which used 2 days of 
data. For the STEP-O orbit reconstruction cases, the differential GPS trajectory is used as a truth baseline to judge 
accuracy performance. APEX used a SGLS based orbit as a comparison baseline since a differential GPS based 
orbit was not available. 

For the orbit propagation comparisons, the reconstructed orbits are propagated for one week and compared to a 
truth baseline. Fourteen days of SGLS based reconstructed orbits are used for the orbit prediction truth for both 
STEP-0 and APEX. Figure 1 shows an overview of the orbit determination and comparison process. Angle-only 
orbits are included in both the reconstruction and prediction test cases since the TSC wants to evaluate a backup 
orbit capability for the Shpper program. 

Vehicle Telemetry E 
- 

AFSCN Antenna Track Observations I 
I I I 

Raw OPS Cartesian GPS Data Collection R, RF!, &, El &, 
Measurands Nav Solutions 

Differential Fitted Navigation Ephemeris SGLS SGLS Angles- 
GPS Orbit So!ution Orbit Orbit Only Orbit 

Ephemeris Cornparison 

Figure 1. Ot bit Determination and Ephemeris Comparison Process 



Ill. Orbit Reconstruction 

Differential GPS processing was performed for the STEP4 vehicle. This yields position accuracy better than 10 m 
(3 sigma) 2. Figure 2 shows STEP-O orbit reconstruction accuracy compared to the differential GPS based 
ephemeris. Both the navigation solution fits and SGLS show consistency within a 30 m RMS. Orbit 
determination results using the once-per-minute navigation solution fair better with an average RMS difference for 
the six days of 15.7 m. Over the same comparison spans, SGLS showed an average root mean square (RMS) 
difference of 22.6 m. These position difference RMSs are based on a 24 hour span of three dimensional ephemeris 
differences at five minute increments. The differential GPS based ephemeris is used as the baseline since it is 
considered to have the best absolute accuracy. 

- .Angles only 1 206 

28-May-94 29-May-94 30-May-94 31-May-94 1-Jun-94 2-Jun-94 
Date 

Figure 2. SGLS, Fitted Navigation Solutions, and SOLS Angles-only Orbits 
Compared to Differential GPS Based Orbit (STEP-0) 

Orbit determination residuals for a STEP-O navigation solution fit are shown in Figure 3. This case is 
representative of all the STEP-0 navigation solution fits. It has an RMS of the 3-D position residuals of 56.6 m 
and a standard deviation of 27.0 m. The prominent errors here appear to be induced by SA. Many of these orbit 
determination runs had data gaps of a couple hours. This was due to lost telemetry or that the receiver was not 
tracking and provided non-valid navigation solutions. 

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 
Time (Hrs) 

Figure 3. Residuals for STEP-0 Navigation Solution Fit, 31 May 1994 



Since APEX does not have highly accurate ephemeris available, such as differential GPS solutions, GPS orbit 
determination results are compared to a SGLS baseline. Figure 4 shows fitted navigation solutions and angles only 
orbits compared to a SGLS baseline. Note that these angle-only orbits use two days of data. Results were so bad 
with one day fits that an additional day of data was used. The additional day- is prior to the date of the test case as 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Fitted Navigation Solutions and SGLS Angles-only Orbits 
Compared to SGLS Based Orbit (APEX) 

Orbit determination residuals for an APEX navigation solution fit are shown in Figure 5. It has a 3-D position 
residual RMS of 72.5 m and a standard deviation of 33.5 m. The RMS is 12 m higher than that for the STEP-0 
navigation solution residuals. Since these orbit comparisons are at different time periods, it is possible that the 
GPS constellation SA implementation level could be different. It also might be attributed to both the receiver 
performance and vehicle orbit differences. APEX'S perigee is 380 km and ionospheric signal delay could have 
contributed to the error at lower altitude regions. 

- 175 
E ;; 150 - 
Q 

125 s 
Y) 

8 loo 

0 
0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 
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Figure 5. Residuals for APEX Navigation Solution Fit, 1 Feb 1995 

IV. Orbit Propagation 

The propagation results use the same orbit determination cases as used in the reconstruction comparisons as 
described in Table 2. The differential GPS orbits are not used in the propagation performance cases and an 
additional day of STEP-0 orbit determinations was added for June 3. Each test case uses and orbit based on one 



day of orbit determination data (two days for APEX angles-only) and propagates it for one week. Seven days of 
tracking data were used for both the STEP-O and APEX test cases. These were propagated and compared to 14 
days of reconstructed SGLS 24 hour truth orbits. 

Figure 6 shows the average error growth for one week of propagation for STEP-0. Note that these prediction errors 
are the average of all seven cases. For example. the day four value of 46 km in Figure 6 is the average prediction 
error for each of the seven angles-only orbits at the four day point. For all seven of the SGLS predictions. the 
standard deviation was nearly 50% of the average prediction error. For example. the second day SGLS average 
prediction error of 1.05 km had a standard deviation of .5 1 km. This is 48% of the average prediction error. The 
average standard deviations for all seven days of navigation solution, SGLS, and angles-only predictions were 
77%, SO%, and 63% of the prediction error values. respectively. 

Prediction Time (days) 

Figure 6. Propagation Error for Fitted Navigation Solutions, SGLS, and Angles-nly Orbits 
Compared to SGLS Truth Baseline (STEP-O) 

Even for the best atmosphere models, density uncertainty is generally the greatest error source in low earth orbit 
propagation. High amounts of solar activity increase atmospheric density at a given orbital altitude. If the solar 
activity during the orbit propagation period is not approximately the same as during the orbit determination period, 
this leads to significant in-track prediction errors. Figure 7 shows the F10.7 and Ap indices during the time of the 
STEP-0 test case propagations. Orbits determined in the time from about 30 May to 1 June will be predicting with 
a drag that is to high. Hence, the vehicle will be predicted to arrive earlier than actual arrival over ground sites. 
Prediction accuracies for orbits generated from 29 - 3 1 May had significantly higher prediction errors than the 
other orbits. 

5128194 5B0194 611 194 6/3/94 6/5/94 6/7/94 6/9/94 611 1194 
Date 

Figure 7. F10.7 and Ap indices from May 28, 1994 - Jun 11, 1994 



Figure 8 shows an average error growth for up to a one week propagation for APEX. SGLS 24 hour fits were used 
as the truth baseline just as was done for the STEP-0 predictions. Figure 6 is composed of an average of 
propagation errors from seven different test cases. Each of these cases, which are referenced by the date of the 
actual raw data used, were produced using the fitted navigation solutions, SGLS, and angles only respectively. The 
average standard deviations for all seven days of navigation solution, SGLS, and angles-only predictions were 
49%, 77%, and 93% of the prediction error values, respectively. Figure 9 shows the solar activity for this test 
period. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Predlctlon Tlme (days) 

Figure 8. Propagation Error for Fitted Navigation Solutions, SGLS, and Angles-only Orbits 
Compared to SGLS Truth Baseline (APEX) 

211 195 2/3/95 2/5/95 2/7/95 2/9/95 211 1 I95 2/13/95 2/15/95 
Date 

Figure 9. F10.7 and Ap indices from Feb 1,1995 - Feb 15, 1995 

Using anglessnly for both one and two day fit spans provide solutions that are an order of magnitude less accurate 
than normal SGLS or GPS. The orbit reconstruction test cases are not optimized for prediction performance. 
Ideally, orbit propagations over a week should use more than one day of orbit determination data. Increasing the 
length of the fit span helps mitigate solar activity spikes and would improve prediction for both STEP-0 and 
APEX. Further study in this area should look at a variety of data spans during differing solar conditions. Also, an 
additive deweighting least squares fit could have been used in this study. Past TSC experience has shown additive 
deweighting generated orbit predictions are more sensitive to atmospheric disturbances. 



Based on the STEP4 and APEX orbit prediction results, it would appear that the TSC should encounter little 
problem in supporting Skipper orbit determination operations. Even if angle-only fits are used with at least a two 
day fit span, this would probably be sufficient to communicate with the vehicle. A problem exists: Skipper will 
operate at a perigee as low as 130 km and will be performing orbit maneuvers every 48 hours on its way down from 
800 km to 130 km. Hence two days of orbit determination will not be available and orbit propagation will not be 
as accurate as STEP-0 or APEX when the Skipper orbit reaches a low perigee. 

V. System Considerations 

Most work in the space based GPS navigation area has focused primarily on accuracy. Tremendous results have 
been achieved by JPL for the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEXIPOSEIDON) program where 3-D position 
accuracies of approximately 13 cm have been achieved. But does it make sense to use GPS on other types of 
vehicles where accuracy requirements are not so stringent. 

There is a wide range of downlink bandwidth requirements required for GPS orbit determination. If only tens of 
meters accuracy is required then a few hundred navigation solution vectors should su&ce for orbit determination. 
This may only amount to 100 - 200 kilobytes of data per day. The STEP4 GPS receiver produced data at one 
second intervals and produced 25 MB per day of GPS data. This raw data included the pseudo-range and carrier 
phase, navigation solutions, and almanac data. 

SGLS is the orbit determination method of choice from the TSC perspective due to the large amount of software 
and infrastructure that is already in place. A vehicle or mission designer may not be so constrained in this choice. 
Orbit determination using SGLS is a very well established process which only requires periodic software and 
procedural updates. Using other systems that support GPS data processing require the TSC to develop support 
software and integrate this with current software and hardware. 

VI. Operational Considerations 

An onarbit GPS receiver is one more payload that must be managed and integrated into vehicle ground operations 
and on-board resources. Using a GPS receiver, rather than the traditional SGLS transponder for tracking data, has 
many of the same operational risks as well as benefits. 

Reliability is a paramount concern, especially considering the experience the TSC has had with both the STEP-0 
and APEX receivers. APEX relied on the real-time Cartesian navigation solutions from the TANS receiver for 
attitude and payload operations control. This implementation was terminated after receiver data problems caused 
attitude anomalies. There was no on-board filter that evaluated the position/velocity values or receiver time for 
validity. An on-board orbit propagator is probably a much more robust solution for obtaining ephemeris data for a 
processor even though memory errors could certainly cause the same attitude anomalies. An on-board propagator 
has traditionally been used for obtaining this data for other satellites. 

The AST-V receiver on STEP-0 has not been capable of providing tracking data since August 1994 and had many 
other periods of tracking difficulty prior to h s .  If an operations center requires very accurate predictions, then a 
large data gap caused by a malfunctioning receiver could be detrimental to certain orbit operations. 

A major benefit of using a GPS receiver is that it can reduce the number ground station supports. For example, a 
low earth vehicle could store 24 hours of GPS data and then transmit this during one station contact. For a vehicle 
using the traditional ground based SGLS observations, additional contacts are required to collect track data, since 
one contact per day is insufficient for quality orbit determination. This is an extreme example but shows that an 
on-board GPS receiver would negate the need for additional tracking passes. If a program wants to alleviate the 
concerns associated with having an orbit determination system, then SSC element sets are an option. For agencies 
that work with the U.S. government, SSC element sets can be made readily available and an orbit determination 
subsystem would not be required. This configuration does create a lack of autonomy for certain orbit related 
operations. 



VII. GPS Orbit Determination Subsystem Evaluation Summary 

A summary GPS and SGLS orbit determination options are shown in Table 6. An attempt was made to account for 
the different factors that should be evaluated when selecting an orbit determination methodology. This table only 
considers GPS orbit determination options along with SGLS and does not look at other methods such as Doppler, 
laser ranging, or a combination of different data types. 

Table 6. Evaluation of GPS Processing Methods 

Stated accuracy values are approximate and in most cases have been achieved and documented by different 
agencies. No examples of performing orbit determination with P code based navigation solutions was referenced. 
This chart does not try to extrapolate these results to all orbit regimes and conditions. It does attempt to show 
different methods used in achieving different levels of on-orbit accuracy. JPL has proven differential GPS 
processing to the sub-meter level. 

The labor ratings refer to the approximate amount of personnel hours required to complete data editing and orbit 
determination with current TSC methods. A labor rating of Light means less than two hours, Medium is two to 
four hours, and Heavy is greater than four hours. The Data Volume category includes all tracking data plus any 
other data necessary. For the differential case this would include such items as GPS initial orbits, NASA receiver 
network data, solar flux, and receiver measurands. All of the options except for differential GPS require a small 
amount of data, meaning less than a couple of megabytes W). 

Method 

Single Navigation Solution 

SGLS 
Orbit Fit over C/A code 
Navigation Solutions 
Orbit Fit over Navigation 
Solutions with SA removal 

Orbit Fit over P code 
Navigation Solutions 
Differential GPS using 
receiver pseudo-range only 

Differential GPS using 
pseudo-range and carrier 

! phase. 

The differential GPS processing performed by the TSC and JPL is a very intensive computational process. To 
perform differential GPS processing one must obtain data from the NASA GPS ground receiver network. The TSC 
would use approximately 14 MB of this data for a one day fit. If continuous spans of very accurate ephemeris are 
needed, such as required by the TOPEX mission, then a satellite program must be willing to invest in software 
automation tools, hard disk storage, and trained analysts/programmers. On the other extreme, the TSC has found 
that fits using the receiver navigation solutions are a straight forward process that many organizations could take 
advantage of. 

Data 
Volume 

Very 
Small 
Small 
Small 

Small 

Small 

Large 

Large 

VIII. Conclusion 

Comments 

No drag solution. Large propagation 
error. Test case not run. 
Current TSC method 
STEP-0 test cases 

RADCAL method. Used SA algorithm 
knowledge. Requires secure 
environment. Used GPS almanacs. 
No test cases investigated. Requires 
encryption keys. 
Large CPU and disk usage. STEP-0 
test case. Uses carrier phase data 
from GPS ground network 
Large CPU and disk usage. Current 
TOPEX method. 

Accuracy 

> 60 m 

> approx 50 m 
20-40m 

5-15m4 

c 5 - 1 5 m  

< 10 m 

< I m  

The orbit determination methodology used for a particular program is very dependent on required accuracies, 
existing infrastructure, and compatibility requirements. The TSC has determined that navigation solutions at the 
once per minute rate would provide better or comparable accuracy than the current SGLS system. If a spacecraft 
flown by the AFSCN requires greater than 10 - 20 meters accuracy, then the spacecraft program must be prepared 

Labor 

Light 

Light 
Light 

Light 

Light 

Heavy 

Heavy 



to invest in software development and ground processing to perform differential processing. Another option to 
meet these accuracies is to obtain access to the classified P code or SA removal process. 

Many factors besides accuracy should be considered before deciding on GPS as an orbit determination subsystem. 
GPS data must be budgeted into the spacecraft telemetry. labor and processing is required if a satellite program 
requires better than 10 m accuracy. Further study into the orbit determination subsystem evaluation should 
examine the following areas: 

1) Navigation solution density relationship to orbit determination accuracy 
2) Quantification of labor spent on spacecraft orbit data processing 
3) Downtime of different GPS receiver models while on orbit 
4) Differential GPS processing for the APEX data 
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Abstract 

The Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
has provided operational spacecraft orbit support for many years, currently generating 
orbit products for about 20 satellites. To date, operational orbit determination in the FDF 
has been performed on the ground using data from ground-based or space-based 
tracking systems. Current development of spaceborne Global Positioning System (GPS) 
receivers is projected to have a significant effect on the support needed for operational 
satellite navigation. This paper identifies the functions performed in spacecraft 
navigation and examines and quantifies how the functions and support levels will be 
affected as onboard GPS receivers are implemented on spacecraft. Cases are 
considered spacecraft using or not using NASA ground and space networks resources. 

1.0 Introduction 

Interest in use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) for spacecraft navigation has grown considerably in recent 
years with the flight of several experiments and new spacecraft committing to the operational use of GPS. Often 
cited as drivers for this movement are reductions in ground operations, including elimination of traditional 
tracking, orbit determination, and state vector uploads to the spacecraft. Evidence is often anecdotal, focusing on 
only one or two issues. This paper examines the functions performed in support of spacecraft navigation and 
assesses the effect on ground systems. 

1.1 Flight Dynamcs Functions 

The Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) provides orbit, attitude, 
and TDRSS or station acquisition support for about 20 NASA and non-NASA spacecraft. FDF fimctions include 
analysis for mission planning, launch support, and routine operational support. FDF receives traclung data and 
telemetry and generates orbit, attitude, and acquisition products that are distributed to spacecraft control centers, 
scientists, and tracking networks. Figure 1 illustrates key interfaces and functions of the FDF. 

FDF involvement with a spacecraft continues from the conceptual phases through the end of mission life. Support 
includes both analysis and operations. The following are considered as high-level navigation hnctions performed 
in the FDF: 

Mission design and orbit analysis 
Orbit determination 
Trajectory Control 
Scheduling and planning aid generation 
Acquisition data operations 
Calibration and verification of onboard system 
Onboard compute table generation 
Metric tracking data evaluation 
Anomaly resolution. 
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Figure 1. GSFC Flight Dynamics Facility overview 

1.1.1 Mission design and orbit analysis 

Given mission objectives, analysis is performed to determine an orbit that meets all requirements and constraints. 
Selection of the mission trajectory influences sensor placement on the spacecraft as well as power, attitude, and 
propulsion system design and requires close coordination between instrument developers, spacecraft designers and 
flight dynamics engineers in the spacecraft design phase. 

Maneuver strategies must be developed for missions requiring propulsion for altitude or ground track maintenance, 
station keeping, rendezvous, reentry, etc. Elements of these studies may include trajectory optimization, 
minimization of fuel usage, orbital decaynifetime projection, and reentry targeting. These activities continue 
through the mission in response to altered mission requirements or changes in spacecraft performance. 

Other important considerations include error analysis to ensure that orbit accuracy requirements are met with the 
given tracking inputs, and analysis to determine launch windows. 

1.1.2 Orbit Determination 

Spacecraft trajectories may be estimated from a variety of observational types-ranges, Doppler, angles, and 
vectors are routinely used. As shown in Figure 1, FDF receives tracking data fiom NASA ground and space 
networks as well as Department of Defense @OD) sites and others. Tracking data is automatically captured, pre- 
processed, and stored in the FDF tracking database for orbit determination by the Goddard Trajectory 
Determination System (GTDS). 



For most FDF-supported missions routine orbit determination is performed three day per week in a largely 
automated pmxss, including automated quality assurance. Orbit operations personnel are on call or provide 
support during launches or critical orbit maneuvers. 

1.1.3 Trajectory Control 

Maneuver sequences are planned to adjust an orbit to meet mission requirements. The ideal maneuver in terms of 
the mission orbit may conflict with communications, power, or other constraints, so the spacecraft operators are 
closely involved with maneuver planning and give final approval of maneuver plans. Following a maneuver, the 
achieved orbit is analyzed to determine actual performance of the spacecraft thrusters. Thruster calibration and 
bookkeeping of fuel used are important in i d e n m n g  thruster malfimction and planning subsequent maneuvers, 
particularly for the first maneuvers following launch when the performance is not well known and may be 
changing. Special post-maneuver orbit determination for rapid evaluation or thruster performance is performed 
following critical maneuvers. 

1.1.4 Scheduling and Planning Aids 

Ephemerides from the definitive orbit determination process serve as the basis for generating predictive orbits and 
scheduling and science planning aids. Users of NASA's space network, ground network, or Deep Space Network 
are required to deliver projected orbits as far as two weeks in advance for network scheduling. Orbit-based products 
are generated to meet the requirements for spacecraft operation and science instrument management. Events such 
as eclipses or view periods and geometrical relations between the spacecraft and sun, for example, are computed 
from the predicted orbit. Attitude and orbit information are often combined to generate products for antenna 
pointing or scheduling viewing for instruments. 

1.1.5 Acquisition Data Operation 

Acquisition data are generated for the ground and space networks during launch and routine operations phases. 
Acquisition data are used for antenna pointing to a spacecraft. 

1.1.6 Onboard system calibration 

This analysis is performed during launch and routine operations to ensure the integrity of the onboard navigation 
algorithms. Onboard vectors returned in telemetry are compared to the ground-based orbit to validate 
performance. 

1.1.7 Onboard Computer Support 

Spacecraft typically obtain orbit information onboard from polynomial fits to a predicted orbit or an orbit 
propagator. Both cases require uploading information to the spacecraft onboard computer (OBC). In the first, a 
table of coefficients is uploaded, and, in the second, a single state vector is used. 

1.1.8 Metric Tracking Data Evaluation 

This work is performed during launch and routine operations phases to evaluate the tracking network integrity in 
support of the navigation, and to help resolve ground tracker equipment problems. 

1.1.9 Anomaly Resolution 

While no specific activities will be identified here, anomaly resolution is mentioned to acknowledge the need to 
deal with unexpected events during all phases of support. 



1.2 Baseline support levels 

Two missions were examined to provide representative levels of Flight Dynamics support. The Upper Atmosphere 
Research Satellite (UARS) and the Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) were 
selected because they bracket the range of products produced by FDF in number and type. UARS performs 
periodic restoration of its frozen orbit, is supported by Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), and 
requires many planning products for its multiple instruments. SAMPEX is tracked from the ground, has no 
propulsion, and has few product deliveries. Table 1 shows Flight Dynamics support staffing for the two spacecraft 
in the defined classifications. 

Table 1. Recurring operations support levels per year of mission support (man-years) 

2.0 Effects of GPS on FDF support 

SAMPEX 
0.2 
0.2 

0 
0.3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0.1 
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Navigation Function 
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5. Acq@sition data =rations ---- ------ 
6. Calibration and verification of onboard 

7. Onboard computer tablegeneration --------- ----- 
8. Metric tracking data evaluation 
Total 

At this time, the first spacecraft are implementing GPS receivers for operational use. Without long-term 
operational history, a level of performance was assumed for this study. GPS receivers have been proposed, ranging 
from simple data collection devices to units capable of full orbit determination and trajectory control. The receiver 
assumed here produces output suitable for use by onboard control systems and of sufficient accuracy to replace the 
definitive ephemeris. 
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2.1 Flight Dynamcs Functions 

The following sections assess the impact of a spacecraft using GPS on functions performed within the FDF. 

2.1.1 Mission design and orbit analysis 

Little changes in this area for spacecraft navigating using GPS. Mission design presents unique requirements for 
each spacecraft. For many missions in typical low, circular orbits for which post-processing is not required, error 
analysis can be eliminated assuming that the receiver has been proven to meet its specifications, and the 
specifications satisfy mission requirements. 

2.1.2 Orbit determination 

GPS has the potential to eliminate the need for routine definitive orbit determination for most missions. The 
onboard real-time and definitive requirements are met by the GPS standard positioning service levels of 
performance of lOOm horizontal and 156m vertical at 95% probability. For missions with tighter requirements, 
post-processing will still be required. While GPS positioning is adequate for most missions, the velocity accuracy 



stated for many receivers is insacient  for ephemeris prediction and generation of long-term planning products. It 
is recommended that a navigation filter be included in the GPS receiver to improve the velocity solution over point 
solutions. 

While orbit determination may be eliminated, operational savings are expected to be small given the hgh  degree of 
automation in the ground support process. Orbit determination is one step in the product generation process, and 
its elimination amounts largely to a small reduction in CPU utilization. For facilities without orbit determination 
capability, this represents a greater savings in providing independence from network requirements, although orbit 
determination so- is becoming more commonly available with commercial mission analysis software. 

2.1.3 Trajectory Control 

With the assumed autonomous navigation receiver, maneuver planning is still done on the ground. Again, little 
changes in this function except for the source of the input ephemeris. Once a labor-intensive activity, maneuver 
planning is recently becoming an automated process within the FDF. 

The need for thruster calibration and fuel bookkeeping are not affected by GPS. Thruster calibration will require 
new techniques because post-maneuver orbit determination is necessary to evaluate thruster performance during a 
manewer. The strength of GPS in trajectory control is that post-maneuver recovery of position knowledge is 
nearly instantaneous, so table uploads for post-maneuver conditions are not needed. If confidence in the 
propulsion system and GPS receiver are high real-time support for maneuvers may be reduced or eliminated. 

The real-time nature of GPS ohit determination holds promise for completely autonomous navigation, including 
orbit maintenance and stationkeeping. Early development autonomous orbit control is under way. 

2.1.4 Scheduling and planning Aids 

Requirements for predictive products are not changed by the incorporation of GPS. Input to the process is switched 
from the definitive ephemeris to a GPSderived state. It should be noted that GPS standard positioning service 
(SPS) performance for unfiltered, point solutions of velocity is less accurate than the traditionally determined 
ephemeris, and the effect on predictions should be considered against mission requirements. As a result of more 
capable spacecraft computers and instruments, more orbital went and pointing functions are being performed 
onboard, reducing ground support requirements. 

2.1.5 Acquisition Data Operations 

With the current NASA networks, GPS has minor impact on acquisition data operations. Again, the source of the 
input state vectors changes, but the generation and delivery do not. Changes to network operations designed to 
simple scheduling and take advantage of GPSderived states are under consideration. 

2.1.6 Onboard System Calibration 

The nature of the onboard system calibration hnction will change for GPS users, but the need to perform periodic 
check on onboard navigation performance remains. This function would migrate from the FDF to the mission 
operations centers. 

2.1.7 Onboard computer Support 

GPS can potentially eliminate some of the current table or vector uploads. The savings here will be seen in 
reduced system complexity, not in operations costs; with recent spacecraft, vector uploads amount to a mouse click 
to select from a list of available vectors. The GPS receiver represents a new spacecraft system, that requires 
management by the flight operators, and depending on the receiver design, the number of uploadable parameters 
may actually increase to accommodate initialization, modes of operation, and tuning parameters, although the 



uploads are expected to be less fiequent than current practice. Orbit propagation may still be necessary if the 
spacecraft cannot power the receiver continuously or as a backup capability. 

2.1.8 Metric tracking data evaluation 

The current function is eliminated for a GPS user spacecraft. The equivalent function would be autonomous 
integrity monitoring within the receiver. Depending on the level of acceptable risk, the operations center may 
require external information on GPS integrity. 

2.2 Support Levels 

Table 2 gives an update of the mission support levels from Table 1 to reflect the effects of using onboard GPS 
navigation with no definitive post-processing. In addition support is estimated for a mission using its own ground 
station and having no propulsion. 

Table 2. Recurring operations support levels per year of mission support (man-years) 

3.0 Other considerations 

Navigation Function 

-------- -------- -1. Ibfission desisl" and orbit analYsk - - - - - - - - - - 
2. Orbit Determination 
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5.  Acquisition data ~ r a t i o n s  ---- ------ 
6. Calibration and verification of onboard system ....................... 
7. Onboard computer tablegeneration --------- ----- 
8. Metric tracking data evaluation 
Total 

This survey has focused on functions performed within the FDF, but related functions are performed within the 
mission operations centers. Figure 1 shows a clear separation between FDF and the mission operations centers. 
However, as the FDF transitions from mainframe to distributed systems, the separation is becoming less distinct, 
and generation of scheduling and planning aids is becoming more common within the mission operations centers, 
saving some overhead and special support. 
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Spacecraft clock maintenance has been performed by flight operations teams using data provided by the FDF. 
Here, too, the process has become automated, so minimal savings will be realized in terms of operator workload by 
a GPS-user spacecraft. The compelling argument is more in the simplification of design for spacecraft and ground 
support systems realized by using GPS for timing. 
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Also neglected have been the FDF attitude determination functions for spacecraft using GPS as an attitude sensor. 
GPS attitude determination for spacecraft is in the experimental stages, so impacts on ground attitude support are 
not yet clear. Some missions may realize substantial reductions in hardware costs with GPS attitude 
determination. 

4.0 Conclusions 

In reviewing the functions performed in the FDF it is seen that support levels for a spacecraft using NASA network 
resources for communication are moderately reduced, primarily in the areas of routine orbit determination and 
tracking data evaluation. The trend in automation of ground-based orbit determination will reduce the degree of 



savings. Generating products and planning maneuvers are larger efforts than orbit determination, and greater 
operations cost savings can be achieved by including the functions onboard the spacecraft or by automating the 
processes on the ground. Automation minimizes workload, but it does not reduce support system complexity. GPS 
offers the possibility of eliminating some hc t ions  and simplifying the support system. 

Less capable ground stations, at university, for example, will realize the full benefit of GPS navigation, being 
independent of the constraints and costs of network utilization for tracking and communications scheduling. 
Autonomous orbit control opens the potential for automatic orbit maintenance and relative navigation, including 
autonomous rendezvous and formation flying. 

Current methods meet the requirements of presently supported spacecraft and can meet the requirements of all but 
a few future missions. Substantial reductions in operations support can be realized with continued automation on 
the ground and improved spacecraft flight software; the more compelling arguments for GPS spacecraft navigation 
are, then, not in elimination of functions but in an expansion of the realm of mission possibilities. 
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Abstract 

The application of GPS to spacecraft attitude 
determination is a new and growing field. Although 
the theoretical literature is extensive, space flight 
testing is cwently sparse and inadequate. As an 
operations organization, the Flight Dynamics Division 
O D )  has the responsibility to investigate this new 
technology, and determine how best to implement the 
innovation to provide adequate support 
for future missions. 

This paper presents some of the current effoorts within 
FDD with regard to GPS attitude determination. This 
effort specifically addresses institutional capabilities 
to accommodate a new type of sensor, critically 
evaluating the literature for recent advancements, and 
in examining some available -albeit crude- flight 
data. 

Originally the constellation of GPS spacecraft, 
currently numbering 24, was conceived to produce 
accurate position and time information for ground, 
air, and space based systems. Although the accuracy 
is degraded, this information would be available to 
anyone with a GPS receiver on a continuous basis. In 
addition, it was later discovered that with a pair of 
GPS antennas a user can determine a phase 
difference between signals of the antennas and 
consequently attitude. This phase difference is 
related to the angle between the line of sight to the 
GPS satellite and the baseline connecting the antenna 

pair. The method is more commonly referred to as 
interferometric measurement, and has been employed 
before in ground based receivers for the purpose of 
tracking a spacecraft's position. 

The interferometric principle involves a passive 
system comprised of two antennas, separated by some 
baseline, receiving a signal from the same source. 
Antennas onboard an orbiting spacecraft uses the 
signals received from the individual GPS satellites as 
sources. From this information the direction cosine 
between the baseline and the line of sight to the GPS 
spacecraft is determined. With the use of another 
baseline, preferably orthogonal to the first, the 
direction cosines between the line of sight from that 
baseline to the same GPS spacecraft is obtained. 
Finally, the direction cosine of the third axis, 
orthogonal to the other baselines, is known. From 
these direction cosines, a unit vector to a known point 
in space is determined and is analogous to the use of 
data from typical attitude sensors for attitude 
determination. 

The first full test using GPS data and a star tracker 
attitude truth (better than 1 arc rnin) for attitude 
determination and control onboard the spacecraft will 
be on a Spartan spacecraft (the GPS Attitude 
Determination And Control System, or GADACS) to 
be launched in the fall of 1995. Fortunately, the 
experimenters are in Goddard's o m  Guidance and 
Control Branch (code 712) working in conjunction 
with the Spartan spacecraft builders in code 740. The 
attitude will be determined onboard the spacecraft, 
but the data will be recorded and be available after 
the flight for ground processing. This will be the first 
opportunity to validate the proposed implementation 
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of this capability in the institutional ground based 
attitude determination system used in the FDD. 

Figure 1 

GPS Attitude Determination Geometry 

Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept of determining a 
rotation angle from phase difference. The 
fimdamental equation, which relates the phase 
difference received from a GPS satellite to the cosine 
of the angle between the baseline and line of sight to 
the GPS satellite. is given by 

c o s a = ( n + k $ ) ( h / b )  ( Equation 1) 

where: a = angle between the baseline and line 
of sight to the GPS spacecraft 

n = integer number of cycles in the 
phase difference between receivers 

$ = decimal part of the phase difference 
received from the GPS signal 
k = scale factor which depends on i)'s 
units 

IL = wavelength of the GPS signal (GPS 
has two frequencies, the L1 at 1575.42 
MHz., and the L2 at 1227.6 MHz. The 
wavelengths are 0.1904254 1 meters 
and 0.24437928 meters, respectively ) 

b = baseline length ( for the Spartan 
spacecraft b = 1.0 meters ) 

With a pair of preferably orthogonal baselines it is 
possible to determine a line of sight vector to 
the GPS spacecraft. The above equation relates the 
direction cosines to the phase differences as follows: 

cos f3 = ( n2 + k h )  (Ub) ( Equation 3 ) 

cos y = [ 1 cos2a - ( Equation 4 ) 

baselines fixed in the spacecraft and, therefore, the 
body coordinate system frame. 

x, = cosa 

yr = cosp 

ZT.=="SU 

Ifthe receiver coordinate system is not coaligned with 
the body coordinate system then the unit vector is 
converted to the body coordinate system by the 
following: 

i ,  = ~ ~ 2 ,  ( Equation 5 ) 

where: M = rotation matrix which takes the 
body coordinate system (BCS) to the 
receiver system. The superscript 
indicates a transpose. 
A 

X = unit vector to the GPS spacecraft 

in receiver coordinates and 

is defined as [ x, , y, , z, ] T 

2 b = unit vector to the GPS spacecraft 

in BCS 

By combining this observed unit vector with the GPS 
position unit vector, obtained from the GPS receiver 
directly or analytically from previous ground 
processing, the FDD institutional attitude 
determination system (ADS) can use GPS data in the 
same manner as it currently uses star tracker data. 

The only term in equation 1 that is still unknown is n, 
the integer number of cycles in the phase difference. 
Because some receivers measure only the fractional 
part of the phase difference, while others begin 
counting cycles at randomly large negative numbers 
for each locked signal so that a difference in carrier 
phase between antennas contains a meaningless 
number of whole cycles, the true integer number of 
cycles, n, between antenna measurements is 
unknown. Although there are several analytical 
search algorithms to resolve this ambiguity, the fact 
that the attitudes in this case are being determined on 
the ground in non-real-time we have an advantage of 
using a coarse idea of the attitude to determine n up 
front. 

These define a unit vector in the receiver coordinate 
system defined by the two orthogonal receiver 



Integration of GPS Observations into 
Institutional Systems 

OPER4lTONS SYSTEMS 

MTASS 

The FDD developed a generic attitude ground support 
system from the software developed for the Extreme 
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) and the Upper 
Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) missions. 
The motivation was to reduce errors as well as 
development, testing, and maintenance costs by 
having functions common to many missions contained 
with$ a single system. The ground support system is 
the Multi-mission Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft 
(MTASS) system. Since MTASS does not provide all 
the ground support functions needed to support each 
mission each mission requires some unique modules, 
for instance a telemetry processing system. However, 
M A S S  does provide several generic methods to 
determine attitudes. These attitude determination 
functions are what will be addressed in subsequent 
sections for adaptation to using GPS observation data. 
The impact to the MTASS system should be minimal, 
with the only minor changes required for the 
introduction of the new GPS signal sensor. The 
telemetry processing as described above to turn the 
phase differences into observation vectors and pairing 
kith reference vectors will be done u~front in the 
mission specific telemetry processing function. 

Determine Real-time MACS Attitude 

The real-time Modular Attitude Control System 
(MACS) attitude is determined using observations 
from a particular telemetry time h e .  which is 
normally referred to single-frame attitude 
determination. The solution to the s i n g l e - h e  
attitude problem comes from minimizing the loss 
function: 

i=l 
( Equation 6 ) 

where: i& = observations unit vectors 

in the body coordinate system 

;k = reference unit vectors in 

the reference coordinate 
sy- 

w = weights applied to each 
observatiodreference pairing 

A = attitude matrix that relates 
the two coordinate systems 

The popular method for finding the A which 
minimizes the above equation is suggested by Shuster 
(reference 2) and involves finding a maximum 
eigenvector to a modified version of the loss function: 

J (9 )  = q '0 ( Equation 7 ) 

where: q = 4 element quaternion which 
represents the transformation between 
the body and reference coordinate 
systems; 3 elements are associated 
with direction, the 4th with the 
magnitude with the relationship: 
1 =(q, + q2* + q2 q4l) 
K = 4x4 matrix derived from the 
obsentation vectors, reference vectors 
and weights ( see reference 2 for 
definition ) 

The adaptation of GPS observations involves 
converting the phase differences for a particular 
receiver baseline into an observation vector and using 
a reference ephemeris for each GPS pairing them 
with a reference vector. 

All of the changes to the current real-time system are 
made up front in the processing of the telemetry into 
engineering data (observation vectors). The user 
supplied parameters needed for the this telemetry 
processing are listed below 

o uncertainty for the GPS position vector 
o number of possible GPS spacecraft 

visible at each time point 
o number of GPS sensors 
o Frequency of carrier signal 
o scale factor to convert phase difference 

from telemetry into a decimal number 
o baseline length 

Determine Non-real-time MACS Attitude 

MTASS also provides for an off-line, non-real-time 
attitude determination function for a better 
estimate of state by using batches of multiple 
observations and propagating those to s common 
(epoch) time. The procedure minimizes the loss 
function given by: 

( Equation 8 ) 



where: [I?] = set of observations in the body 

coordinate system 
[C] = set of reference (or observation 

model ) vectors 
W = symmetric, non-negative defrnite 
matrix which weights the individual 
contributions of each observation 
or reference pair 

The method used in MTASS to find the state that 
minimizes the above function is the batch least- 
squares. This method estimates a state ( in our case 
the attitude estimate ) at a particular epoch based on 
the a priori knowledge and sensor observations. 
Attitude estimates fiom this time point are 
determined by propagation using rate information. 

Adapting GPS observations to the batch least-squares 
method is identical to the processing involved in the 
real-time processing defined above. The only 
diffmnce is the collection of obsewation/refaence 
vector pairs to be applied at a single epoch time. The 
weights for each of these pairs which are inversely 
proportional to the expected accuracy of the 
measurement are placed along the diagonal of the W 
matrix. User input parameters are similar to those for 
the real-time attitude determination function listed 
above. 

Sequential Estimation of Attitude 

Another method employed by MTASS is the 
sequential processing of observations and reference 
vectors, like the real-time method, but including 
modeling of the state and dynamics noise to improve 
the estimate. Batches of observations need not be 
stored as  the "information" from all previous 
measurements, declining in importance over time, is 
propagated in the form of the covariance matrix. 
This method uses a Kalman Filter. which has become 
increasingly popular with the advances in computer 
technology to allow faster processing. 

The equations for the Kalman Filter differ only in the 
type of filter employed ( standard, linear or extended 
Kalman Filter) and the modeling for the measurement 
and dynamics, which depend on the state and desired 
estimation accuracy. Numerous papers have 
described implementations real-time sequential 
attitude estimation using GPS observations, see 
references 4 - 6 for some examples. Since MTASS 
already converts the phase differences into 
observation vectors in the body coordinate h e ,  the 
Kalrnan Filter measurement model can compute the 
estimated state ( at this time only attitude, but will be 
extended to include biases and misalignments in the 
state at a later date) much like start tracker 
observations. 

This Kalman Filter is an extended filter, due to its 
non-linearities in the differential equations, is 
linearized about the latest estimate of the state. Now 
the state being estimated is not the actual attitude, 
but the attitude error. At each measurement update, 
the state error is added to the state estimation; the 
state error is then reset. In between measurement 
updates, the state is propagated to the next step using 
rate information. The measurement matrix is 
comprised of the partial derivatives of the state 
differential equations with respect to each of the state 
error elements and evaluated with respect to the latest 
estimate of the state. This model for the estimation of 
attitude using GPS observations has been successfully 
tested using a realistic simulation of the GPS 
constellation, and a typical low-earth spacecratl with 
the modeling of the spacecraft dynamics. 

For an 'improved' or definitive attitude solution, 
h4TASS employs a Rauch-Tung-Streibel (RTS) 
backward smoother to augment the extended Kalman 
Filter equations. The RTS implementation can use 
up to twenty-four hours of data at a time. The 
philosophy behind the backward smoother is to make 
use of the knowledge of the state at the end of 
processing all the observation data and running 
backward in time to apply this knowledge to each 
time step, which improves the estimate. For a more 
detailed discussion of the RTS, and other smoothers, 
it is suggested that the reader find a book on optimal 
estimation techniques ( such as reference 3). 

ANALYSIS SYSTEMS 

ADEAS 

The Attitude Determination Error Analysis System 
(ADEAS) is a general-purpose linear error analysis 
tool for spacecraft attitude determination. ADEAS 
does not process sensor data but simulates the 
attitude determination logic and computes the 
resulting attitude determination accuracy. The 
spacecraft attitude determination scenarios that can 
be analped by ADEAS are described below 

o fKNn low-altitude Earth orbits to 
International Sun-Earth Explorer 
(ISEE) -3 type of Earth-Sun 
libration point orbits 

o Spin-stabilized or thrds-s tabi l ized 
spacecraft attitudes 

o batch weighted-least-squares and 
sequential filter attitude determination 
methods 



o sensor complements, which are subsets of Sun 
sensor, Earth sensors, star sensor, 
gyros, magnetometers and now GPS 
receivers 

ADEAS' strength lies in it flexibility: it was designed 
to include most of the existing and anticipated Earth 
satellite attitude determination systems. Individual 
error analysis programs no longer need to be written 
for each spacecraft as AD= allows an analyst to 
define any (low Earth) orbit and any attitude profile, 
with a specified set of compted sensors taking 
measurements at a defined sampling rate. 

Given that an attitude determination process 
necessarily involves errors- e.g., measurement noise, 
sensor misalignments, @TO drifts-it is important to 
understand and evaluate how an estimate of the 
spacecraft attitude is affected by the presence of such 
errors. ADEAS allows an analyst to specify the type 
and magnitude of these errors for a particular 
configuration and computes the resulting 
uncertainties in a user-specified subset of 
measurement and dynamic parameters. These errors 
can be either "solved for" or "considered," 
depending on how these errors ail1 be handled 
operationally, the user in effect can, through using 
ADEAS, assess the merits of including (or not) 
certain errors as states andlor solving for the errors in 
some other way operationally. 

Adding GPS models to ADEAS not only provides a 
method of determining attitude errors as driven by 
mission unique error sources (e.g. misalignments of 
the baselines due to antennas mounted on 
deployables) but also allows the user to assess overall 
attitude uncertainties for systems that have additional 
sensors like gyroscopes or magnetometers. 
Fortunately, GPS observations can be modeled in 
ADEAS very much like the current sensors. The only 
exception is the observation vectors are determined 
Gom a model which produces phase differences for 
each GPS sensor, defined as a baseline containing a 
pair of GPS receivers. The model applies the 
expected components of the uncertainty in the 
measurements. The uncertainty in the measurements, 
or observations, is due to noise, biases and 
misalignments are modeled essentially as follows: 

where: Ar = expected range ditrerence 
A = rotation matrix Gom misaligned 
body frame to inertial space 
M= rotation matrix from body to 
misaligned body (solved for or 
considered) 

L = baseline length 

6L = baseline length error (solved for 
or considered) 
Q = vector from master to slave in body 
Game 
p = line bias vector (solved for or 
considered) 
v = noise vector 

As ADEAS does not actually compute attitudes, only 
covariances, integer ambiguities need not be 
determined. The measurements are converted to 
observation unit vectors, as described earlier in this 
paper. An ephemeris file for each of the GPS 
satellite provides the reference unit vector modeling. 
From this information and user supplied parameters 
as to what is solved for and what is considered, as 
described above, a covariance analysis 1s done over a 
specified interval. For a more complete discussion on 
covariance analysis the reader is directed tonard a 
book on optimal estimation (such as reference 3). 

GPS Visibility Prediction Tool 

To help in investigation of attitude determination 
using GPS observations, the second author wrote a 
visibility prediction sohvare utility that gives the 
user flexibility in determining GPS observation times 
and statistics. This prediction utility provides insight 
into the number of observations that can be expected 
for a particular mission depending on such things as: 

o mission altitude 
o inclination 
o alignment of GPS receiver baselines 
o boresight of each receiver 
o GPS acquisition mask for the receivers 

Currently the s o h a r e  utility executes on an E M  
compatible PC and is written in Microsoft 
FORTRAN. .Il~e user can adjust the configuration of 
the GPS or user spacecraft and the GPS receivers by 
means of interactive menus. This allo\vs for greater 
flexibility in setting up a specific scenario. The 
internal modeling makes use of a two-body 
propagator for each of the twenty four GPS spacecraft 
in the constellation and for the user spacecraft. 
Future plans include allowing the user to read in a 
more accurate ephemeris file generated by an outside 
source. The user spacecraft attitude is modeled by 
propagating the attitude state to the nex? time step 
using kinematic equations. This allows for a fairly 
good representation of how motion affects GPS 
visibility. The receivers are modeled as a baseline 
aligned in the body coordinate system. The receivers' 
boresights are modeled as vectors in the body 
coordinate system, with a user supplied mask angle, 
which represents a cone around the boresight in 



which GPS satellites will be visible. Simple 
geometric equations take into account if each of the 
GPS satellite are within the specified mask and not 
occulted by the Earth. Figure 2 shows a typical plot 
of GPS observations for a low Earth orbit satellite. 

Figure 2 

This utility outputs two concise report files. The fist 
report file gives a step by step account of which 
individual GPS spacecraft are visible as well as the 
total number visible at any given time step. The 
second report gives a summary of the scenario's 
configuration, statistics for each GPS in the 
constellation on how often it was visible during the 
simulation and the percentage of time, a density table 
on the distribution of total GPS spacecraft visible, 
and the minimum and maximum time each GPS 
satellite is visible. The utility will be enhanced to 
predict the geometric dilution of precision, or GDOP, 
for a particular mission. 

GPS Simulator 

To test out the developed attitude estimation 
functions, a simulator would be needed to generate 
the GPS measurement data. A menu driven simulator 
was developed by the second author to execute on an 
IBM compatible PC and written in Microsoft 
FORTRAN. The simulator takes much of its 
modeling from the prediction utility. There were 
some major modifications to include more detailed 
and new models. The kinematics in the prediction 
utility were replaced by a more accurate dynamics 
model to allow for more precise modeling of the 
attitude. The GPS simulator takes the observations at 
each time step and processes them into realistic 
measurement data. The general steps involved in this 
process for each visible GPS at each time step are as 
follows: 

1. Acceot raw measurements. converted into whole and 
bactiwal pa& of wavelengths. &bedded in this slep would be 
misalignments of each antenna These are user supplied 

2. Computing the phase difference for each baseline. An 
uncertaintv is added to lhis quantity to account for 'ore random . - 
properties such as noise. This is a user supplied quantity. 

3. The integer poflion of the phase diierence is stripped off 
leaving only the decimal podon for processing. 

4. The decimal portion of the phase difference is then 
adjusted for the least sisn;f~cant bit that may be found in the 
data word, that is the resolution of the data 

The nex? step in the simulation would be equivalent 
to the sensor processing normally found onboard in 
the flight software. The steps involved in this process 
are as follows for each GPS visible: 

1. The input for each baseline, the final decimal phase 
difference, is input to a routine to determine the integer 
ambiguity. 

2. Another routine monitors the change in phase difference 
to determine when the integer ambiguity needs to be updated. 

3. Finally the phase direrences from the two baselines are 
converied into observation unit vectors in lhe sensor coordinate 
system. 

4. The observation unit vectors are paired with a reference 
vector based on GPS spacecraft id. 

The output is then a set of n observatiolllreference 
unit vector pairs, where n is the number of GPS 
satellite visible at that time step. These pairs of data 
is then input into the desired attitude estimation 
function as was described earlier. Figures 3 and 4 
show esarnples of the Kahnan Filter and Q-method 
error in estimating the attitude using the GPS 
simulator. 
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Soace Flight Data Analysis 

The EUVE spacecraft (see Figure 5), launched in 
1992, is equipped with 2 Fixed Head Star Trackers 
(FHSTs) that provide a "truen spacecraft attitude to 
better than 10 arcsecs. EUVE also has a single- 
frequency Motorola GPS Demonstration Receiver 
(GPSDR) ulth dual antennas separated by 
approximately 1.8 meters. The FDD has access to all 
the above data since launch, providing a unique 
opportunity to examine the attitude determination 
capability of GPS uith real space flight data. 
Unfortunately, due to a constraint in the onboard 
software as well as physical viewing restrictions, the 
GPS antennas do not stay locked on the same GPS 
Satellite for more than a few minutes at a time. 
However, even these relatively small data spans 
prove fruitfil in the quest to properly characterize 
GPS data for space flight attitude determination. 

Fig5 E W E  Spacecraft 

.u -. 6,". 

The EUVE can fly in either an inertially fixed or 3 
rotations per orbit (3 RPO) about the spacecraft X 
axis. For data gathered during inertially fixed 
periods, the observed carrier phase differences 
matched the truth to approximately 0. I ", once a 
residual bias was removed, indicating at least that the 
noise level is of that order. However, since this bias 
appeared constant only for short time spans, unless 
properly characterized, might be dificult to solve for 
without truth data. In this case, the bias itself then is 
the real accuracy measure, and the spans examined 
here experienced a 0.87" error on average, with a 
maximum of 2". 

For the 3 RPO data, whde the noise characteristics of 
the data were similar to those for the inertial spans, 
the fact that the observations of the GPS satellite 
came through (around) the EUVE spacecraft made for 

poor correlation to the truth. However, during these 
times, the a status flag indicated a healthy locked 
state and noise characteristics showed absolutely no 
indication of trouble. See Figures 6 and 7 for 
examples of differenced carrier phase as measured by 
the EUVE GPS receiver. 
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In an attempt to fmd another indicator for these 
essentially poor measurements, the automatic gain 
control (AGC), which is a measure of the signal 
strength, was examined for each signal. Fortunately, 
the behavior of the AGC did seem to show, for the 
data examined here, when a signal was not direct. 
Finally, while no clear "cut oft" for the A X  values 
differentiating healthy and poor contact spans was 
apparent from this data, these results indicate the 
merit in mapping the AGC for a mission more 
suitably configured for attitude determination to 
examine 1)repeatability in AGC based on position of 
a GPS satellite in body coordinates but not 
necessarily on particular GPS satellite and 
2)correlation to the attitude bias (determined either 
with multiple GPS satellite viewings or with truth 
data). If this correlation can be found and quantified, 
the biases could be consequently determined directly 
from the AGC or some other measure of signal 
strength. 



For more detailed discussion of the data analysis, see 
reference 7. 

Future Work 

Flight dynamics, along with operations support, 
traditionally performs analysis both for specific 
upcoming missions as well as examining existing 
flight data in order to improve the performance of 
attitude sensors and effectively save hardware costs 
for missions farther in the fiture. GPS, as it is so 
new, yet has created so much excitement in the era of 
end to end cost savings, proves fruitful for both 
realms of analysis. 

GADA CS data analysis 

As stated above, the GADACS experiment is slated 
for launch in November 1995. As it was conceived 
and built at Goddard, the ability to properly process 
the data on the ground, checking FDD's GPS 
additions to the MTASS system in preparation for 
future support as well as provide independent 
verification of the experimenter's data, would be 
highly desirable. 

TRACE data analysis 

The Transition Region and Coronal Explorer 
(TRACE) is the 4th in the SMall Explorer series and 
is slated to launch in September 1997. It will fly a 
GPS receiver, with antennas mounted on the backs of 
3 separate solar panels. The FDD ground post 
processed spacecraft roll angle used by scientists to 
correlate to their data has a 1 o goal of 0.1 ". This goal 
will be difficult to meet with the current hardware of 
a magnetometer and gyroscope. However, the GPS 
receiver should assist in nailing down this angle to 
within the goal. 

The ground software to be used by TRACE will be a 
new modular workstation based system currently 
being developed. Filters similar to those for MTASS 
are to be implemented, as are the GPS models. The 
system will be able to take a quaternion output as 
well as raw carrier phase measurements. 

The FDD hopes to provide an independent 
verification of the performance of the GPS receiver, 
one that has no space flight heritage, through several 
means. The scientists are providing (infrequently) 
several contiguous orbits of spacecraft roll angles 
derived from the science data. These solutions should 
be better than 0.1 ", and are to be used to calibrate the 
magnetometer and the soscope.  This data can also 
be used to check the GPS determined roll angle. 

Experience shows, however, that hardware systems. 
especially those without heritage and with extensive 
software, should be checked thoroughly through 
examining of raw measurements, in this case canier 
phase. By independent checking, onboard system 
hardware and software errors can be decoupled and 
closely examined. Also, calibration parameters, such 
as line biases or baseline misalignments can be 
corrected for, as is traditionally done for other 
sensors. 

Finally, as these antennas are on separate 
deployables, the issue of baseline misalignment and 
length uncertainty are being closely examined for 
TRACE both through using ADEAS as modified 
above, and through other studies. Once inflight, this 
configuration should be quite interesting to the GPS 
attitude community at large for study as well as for 
future mission planning as it is not always convenient 
to place GPS antennas on certain shaped spacecraft, 
telescopes in particular. 

Conclusions 

The Goddard Flight Dynamics Division is currently 
preparing for a completely new sensor to begin flying 
experimentally in late 1995, and routinely in 1997. 
The FDD has updated models in the current 
operations support and analysis software, and is 
preparing models for new work station based 
operations software to accommodate GPS 
measurements. Data from EUVE, although sparse for 
attitude by nature of the GPS configuration on the 
spacecraft, was examined. Finally, just as FDD has a 
long heritage of verifying and improving performance 
for traditional attitude sensors through examining 
flight data, preparations and studies are underway to 
support specific upcoming missions for GPS attitude 
determination. 
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Abstract 

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer-Earth Probe (TOMS-EP) is a polar-orbiting spacecraft designed to measure total 
ozone levels in the Earth's atmosphere. The nominal mission orbit is a 955-kilometer circular Sun-synchronous orbit with 
an ascending node mean local crossing time (MLT) between 11 :02 a.m. and 11 :25 a.m. These two mean local ascending 
node times constitute the boundaries of the MLT box for this mission. The MLT boundaries were chosen to maintain the 
Sun-to-Earth-to-vehicle orbit-normal (SVN) angle within a preselected set of seasonally independent boundaries. 
Because the SVN angle is seasonally dependent, but the MLT is not, contingency options for correcting the MLT of 
orbital states that fall outside of the required MLT range become time dependent. 

This paper focuses on contingency orbit adjustment strategies developed at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) during the mission planning phase of TOMS-EP. Time-dependent delta-V strategies are 
presented for correcting mission orbit states lying outside of the MLT range. Typically, passive control of the MLT drift 
rate can be used to restore the orbit state to the required MLT before a seasonal violation of SVN angle constraints can 
occur. Passive control of the MLT drift rate is obtained through adjustment of the semimajor axis and/or the inclination. 
The time between initial arrival on orbit at an "out-of-the box" MLT state and violation of the SVN angle constraints is 
always less than or equal to 1 year. The choice of which parameter(s) to adjust is dictated by the duration of this time 
period, the desired mission lifetime, the delta-V cost, and operational constraints 

Introduction and Mission Overview 

The scientific goal of the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer-Earth Probe (TOMS-EP) mission is to map thc total ozone 
content o f  the Earth's atmosphere over a minimum period o f  2 years. The original vision o f  the TOMS-EP project was for a 
3-year nominal mission lifetime. TOMS-EP will continue the mission o f  the Nimbus 7 spacecraft by providing continuous 
total ozone coverage o f  the Earth. To accomplish this task, the spacecraft wil l be placed in a circular polar orbit of 
approximately 99.3-degrees inclination at an altitude o f  955 kilometers (km). Figure 1 i s  an illustration o f  the TOMS-EP 
spacecraft. As with other Earth observing, polar orbiting missions, the need to maintain consistent back-lighting conditions 
requires the spacecraft to maintain an orbit that i s  synchronous with the motion of the Sun. Additionally, the angle between 
the TOMS instrument normal vector and the position vector of the Sun must be maintained within a specified range to properly 
calibrate the TOMS instrument. Because o f  the orientation o f  the mounted TOMS instrument, spacecraft and orbital geometry 
allow this requirement to be translated directly into a restriction on the angle between the orbit normal vector and the Sun's 
position vector. This angle i s  defined as the Sun-to-Earth-to-vehicle orbit-normal (SVN) angle. 

Prior to assuming its station on orbit, TOMS-EP will be injected in to a 339-km x 960-km parking orbit. Table 1 gives the 
parking orbit parameters and 30 errors for the parking orbit. A series of ascent maneuvers wil l be performed to bring the 
spacecraft from the parking orbit to the proper apogee and perigee altitudes and to bias the inclination to maximize the 
available lifetime o f  the mission. The propulsion system is  a simple monopropellant hydrazine system with one tank and four 
I -pound thrusters. Figure 2 graphically displays the nominal TOMS-EP mission lifecycle. 

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center ((iSFC), 
Greenbelt, Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



Figure 1. The TOMS-EP 
Spacecraft 
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Figure 2. TOMS-EP Nominal Postlaunch Mission Phases 



Design of the Nominal Mission Orbit 
The nominal mission orbit for TOMS-EP was designed to ensure that the SVN angle constraints would be met, regardless of 
the launch date. The mission orbit has three constraints related to the mean local crossing time (MLT) of the ascending node 
and one constraint related to the operational altitude range of the spacecraft. These constraints are as follows: 

The MLT of the ascending node must be between 1 1 :00 a.m. and 12:OO p.m. to satisfy the backlighting conditions 
required by the TOMS instrument. 

The SVN can be no greater than 107.5 degrees and no less than 9 1.0 degrees. 

The spacecraft can perform science operations in circular orbits in the 800-km to 1100-km altitude range, if necessary. 

Because the SVN angle and MLT are both functions of the position of the Sun, it is useful to examine the dependence of the 
SVN angle on the MLT for mission orbits at the 99.3-degree inclination The minimum, maximum, and average SVN were 
determined over the course of the year as a function of ascending node MLT in the 11:OO a.m. to 12:OO p.m. range allowed by 
the instrument. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the SVN values on the MLT for this range. The figure shows that at 
approximately 1 1  :02 a.m. the maximum SVN angle over the course of the year will be 107.5 degrees. An orbit with a fixed 
MLT earlier than 1 1  :02 a.m. would violate the maximum SVN angle constraint at least once per year. Figure 3 also shows that 
the minimum SVN angle constraint would be violated for orbits with fixed MLTs later than 11:25 a.m. Representing the SVN 
angle extremes as a function of MLT in this manner provides a straightforward method of determining the MLTs at which 
SVN angle constraints may be violated. This allows MLT boundaries to be set for the mission, thereby defining an MLT box 
that guarantees no violation of the SVN angle limits. Figure 3 shows that the SVN angle limitations have, in effect, confined 
the available mission orbits to MLT values between 11:02 a.m. and 11:25 a.m. (Note that hh:mm in Figure 3 represents 
hours:minutes.) 
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Figure 3. SVN Angle Represented as a Function of Ascending Node MLT 

Representing the SVN angle variations as functions of MLT does not, however, indicate when during the year SVN angle 
minimums and maximums would be reached. For any allowable MLT at the 99.3-degree inclination, the SVN angle will vary 
over the course of a year by approximately 10 degrees. To explain this, consider the definitions of MLT and the SVN angle. 
MLT is based on the angle between the right ascension of the ascending node and the right ascension of the mean Sun. The 
right ascension of the mean Sun moves at a constant rate of approximately 0.9856 degreelday (deglday). However, the SVN 
angle is defined as the angle between the orbit normal vector and the position vector of the trlle Sun. Because the Earth's orbit 



around the Sun is inclined and not exactly circular, the right ascension of the true Sun changes at a rate that varies throughout 
the year. This causes a seasonal variation in the SVN angle due to the difference between the mean motion of the Earth about 
the Sun and the actual motion of the Earth about the Sun. Because the TOMS-EP orbit is polar, this variation in the right 
ascension of the true Sun has a strong effect on the SVN angle throughout the year. It therefore becomes important to keep the 
spacecraft orbit in an MLT range that will ensure that the SVN angle variation throughout the year does not cause a constraint 
violation. 

To see when during the year the bounding SVN angles would be reached, the SVN angle was determined as a function of the 
day of the year for each of the boundary MLTs. Figure 4 shows the SVN angle as a function of the day of the year for the 
1 1 :02 a.m. and 1 1:25 a.m. MLT orbits. For the early boundary of the MLT box, Figure 4 shows that the SVN angle reaches a 
maximum of 107.5 degrees near day 210. For the late boundary of the MLT box, the SVN angle reaches the minimum limit 
around day 3 19. As the MLT of the orbit increases toward noon, the SVN angle for any given day of the year decreases. 
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Figure 4. TOMS-EP SVN Angle Ranges Throughout The Year 

Figures 3 and 4 represent the SVN angle as functions of MLT and day of the year for fixed MLTs. These figures show the 
effects of the Solar geometry on the angular limits. It should be noted, however, that the mission orbit MLT will change as a 
function of time over the course of the mission. This is partially due to drag but mainly due to the perturbative effect of the 
Sun's gravity on the spacecraft orbit (References 1 and 2). The solar gravitational perturbation exerts a torque on the 
spacecraft orbit, altering the inclination over time. This change in inclination in turn effects the rate of change of the node, 
causing an MLT drift rate. For orbits with MLTs earlier than noon, the Sun's gravity tends to decrease the inclination over 
time. To see what effect this has on the MLT of the orbit, consider the first-order equation for the nodal rate (Reference 3): 

where L? = right ascension of the ascending node I = orbital inclination 
a = semimajor axis e = eccentricity 
p = gravitational constant of the Earth J, = coefficient of the second zonal harmonic 

R ,  = equatorial radius of the Earth t =time 



Because the Sun-synchronous condition relies on the nodal rate being equal to the average angular velocity of the Earth about 
the Sun, any change in nodal rate will cause the MLT to drift away from its initial value. Inspection of Equation (1) shows that 
a decrease in the inclination will cause a decrease in the drift rate when the inclination is greater than 90 degrees. For TOMS- 
EP, the solar perturbation decreases the inclination by approximately 0.02 degree per year. A thorough discussion of the 
effects of solar, lunar, and other perturbations on the evolution of MLT can be found in Reference 4. 

Because MLT is not constant over the mission life, it is necessary to choose an initial inclination that will maximize the time 
spent in the MLT box (References 5 and 6). To determine the best choice of initial inclination for mission orbits inside the 
MLT box, the evolution of initial mission orbits, corresponding to the boundaries of the box, was modeled using the Goddard 
Mission Analysis System (GMAS). The modeling was performed using the average variation of parameters (AVGVOP) 
propagator with an order 21 zonal field, the Jacchia-Roberts atmospheric density model, and solar and lunar gravitational 
perturbations. Figures 5 and 6 display the MLT evolution for initial mission orbits with MLTs of 1 1  :02 a.m. and 1 1 :25 a.m., 
respectively. From Figure 5, it can be seen that for the 11:02 a.m. case the initial inclination would have to be set to 
approximately 99.37 degrees to maximize the mission lifetime. In this case, the initial nodal rate is greater than the angular 
rate of the mean Sun to offset the reduction of nodal rate that the Sun's gravity will affect on the orbit over time. Figure 6 
shows that for the 1 1 :25 a.m. case the initial inclination would have to be set to 99.30 degrees. In this case, there is no choice 
but to match the nodal rate to that of the mean Sun and accept the decrease in MLT over time. From both figures, i t  is clear 
that the available mission lifetime, without correction maneuvers, is approximately 5 to 10 years, depending on the initial MLT 
of the mission orbit. This is 2 to 5 times as long as called for in the mission requirements and 1.5 to 3 times as long as the 
originally envisioned 3-year nominal lifetime. 
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Figure 5. TOMS-EP Mission Orbit MLT Evolution for the 71:02 a.m. Initial MLT Case 
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Figure 6. TOMS-EP Mission OrBit MLT Evolution for the 11:25 a.m. Initial MLT Case 

Contingency AV Strategies for Correcting Out-of-the-Box MLT States 

A contingency involving MLT will generally result from one of two things: either the MLT on arrival will be earlier than the 
1 1 :02 a.m. lower limit, or it will be later than the 1 1 :25 a.m. upper limit. The goal in a contingency situation is to restore the 
spacecraft to as close to a nominal mission orbit as possible with as little interruption or delay of science data collection as 
possible. If the contingency is due to severely nonnominal launch vehicle performance, the insertion altitude may be 
significantly lower than expected, and extra fuel will be needed to bring the spacecraft up to the mission orbit. In such a case, 
fuel may be at a premium and the delta-V budget will also be a consideration . 

For cases where the MLT will be too early, ascent maneuvers can be delayed to allow the MLT to drift noonward to an 
acceptable value. This is the most straightforward method of altering the MLT in a rapid manner. Figure 7 displays the MLT 
drift rate in minutes (min) per day relative to a Sun-synchronous orbit as a function of the semimajor axis in the low Earth 
regime. For TOMS-EP, the +30 semimajor axis of the parking orbit is 7071 krn. This corresponds to an average altitude of 
approximately 693 krn. Using this strategy, even in a very extreme case where the MLT on amval at mission orbit would be 
10 minutes too early and the semimajor axis of the parking orbit is at the +3a value, the delay would be slightly less than 
3 weeks. Correction of the MLT in this manner would result in no sacrifice of available mission lifetime in the MLT box, but 
it could delay the start of science data collection. 

However, it is possible in certain cases to avoid the delay incurred by postponing the ascent maneuver sequence. It may also 
be possible to avoid an interruption of science data collection. When the necessary change in MLT is small enough or the time 
before constraint violation would occur is long enough, it is possible to bias the inclination slightly and achieve the desired 
MLT drift rate. This would allow the spacecraft to drift up to the 11:02 a.m. boundary before the SVN angle constraint 
violation can occur. Without further correction of the nodal rate after the 1 1 :02 a.m. boundary has been reached, the available 
mission lifetime in the MLT box may be impacted. To see how much the available lifetime would be impacted, the maximum 
possible lifetime in the MLT box was detennined as a function of initial MLT. The maximum possible time in the box is, in 
this case, the time needed to drift noonward from the initial MLT to 11:25 a.m. and then down to 11:02 a.m. Figure 8 shows 
the maximum possible lifetime in the box as a function of the initial MLT in the 10:52 a.m. to 11:02 a.m. range. Using this 
information as a baseline, the degree to which lifetime in the MLT box will be affected can be determined. 
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Figure 7. ML T Drift Rate Relative to a Sun-Synchronous Orbit as a Function of Circular Altitude 
at the 99.3- degree Inclination 

Because the nodal rate is slowed by the action of solar gravity on the orbit, the MLT rate is at a maximum during the first year 
of the mission for orbits that must initially drift noonward. If the rate of MLT drift needed to avoid constraint violations is less 
than or equal to that of the maximum lifetime orbit, there will be no need to apply any correction maneuvers at all. The 
inclination of the initial mission orbit would merely be biased to provide the maximum lifetime in the MLT box, and no 
constraint violation would occur. 

For an orbit with an initial MLT that is less than 1 1 :02 a.m., the average MLT drift rate needed to avoid a constraint violation 
is given by 

where AMLT = (1  1 :02 a.m. - MLT on arrival) 
T = time between arrival and constraint violation 

This is illustrated in Figure 9 where the first-year MLT drift rate in minutes (min) per year is plotted versus initial the MLT for 
the optimum lifetime orbits at initial MLTs in the 10:52 a.m. to 11:02 a.m. range. If the MLT drift rate falls on or under the 
curve for the initial MLT of the orbit, then the optimum lifetime can be achieved by a simple biasing of the inclination, and no 
contingency correction of the MLT rate is required. 

However, if the necessary MLT drift rate is greater than the slope of the curve in Figure 9, then the available lifetime in the 
box will be affected. Faster than optimal initial drift rates will cause the MLT to reach a maximum above the 11:25 a.m. mark 
if left uncorrected. This effectively reduces the maximum lifetime to less than one-half of its optimal value. The reduction of 
lifetime is caused by the fact that at some point the MLT will exceed 1 1 :25 a.m. However, since even one-half of the available 
mission lifetime in the MLT box is still several times greater than minimum lifetime of 2 years, the impact may be acceptable. 
The degree to which this will be a factor can be determined by considering the MLT drift rate necessary to avoid constraint 
violation and the degree to which this drift rate will affect the available mission life. Figure 10 shows the inclination bias 
needed to ensure maximum lifetime in the MLT box for mission orbits with initial MLTs in the 1 0 5 2  a.m. to 1 1 :02 a.m. range. 
The inclination values displayed are those required to maximize the time spent between 1 1:02 and 11 :25 a.m. In each case, the 
maximum MLT is 1 1 :25 a.m., providing an upper bound on the available lifetime in the MLT box. 
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Figure 8. Maximum Possible Lifetime Versus Initial MLT on Arrival at Mission Orbit 
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Figure 9. Average MLT Drift Rates for the First Year for Orbits With Maximum Time in the MLT Box 
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Figure 10. Inclinations Required for Maximum Lifetime Versus Initial ML T 
in the 10:52 a.m. to ll:02 a.m. Range 

To quantitatively determine the impact of faster than optimum node rate on the available lifetime in the MLT box, consider a 
first-order Taylor series expansion of Equation ( 1 )  about the inclination. Neglecting the effects of drag on the orbit, the nodal 
rate as a function of elapsed mission time is given by 

Evaluating the partial derivatives of Equation ( 1 )  with respect to i yields 

The rate of change of inclination for TOMS-EP is approximately -0.02 degree per year, and t is the elapsed mission time. The 

average nodal rate, , and the time when the 1 1 :25 a.m. boundary is reached, h, can be estimated using recursion formulas 

based on Equation (3) as follows 

h ,  = 
An 

[(A) n-I - 0.9856*] day 



AMLT where (A) = and AS2 = - 
0 

4 .  

Obviously, as h approaches the minimum acceptable lifetime, the value of interrupting science operations for additional 
maneuvers after the 1 1 :02 a.m. boundary has been reached increases. 

If the MLT is late upon reaching mission orbit, the available options and strategy are essentially the same as for the early MLT 
case. In an extreme situation, the altitude can be raised to a higher than mission orbit value and then restored to a nominal 
mission orbit value at a later time. Given the maximum altitude constraint of 1100 km, the best MLT drift rate that can be 
achieved in this manner is approximately 15 seconds per day, which is equivalent to over 90 minutes per year. For less serious 
cases, the strategy is similar to that of the too-early MLT case. However, there is less flexibility for MLT correction using an 
inclination bias for the cases where the MLT is too late. For contingency orbits with MLTs earlier than 1 1 :02 a.m., the solar 
gravitational perturbation slows the MLT drift rate over time and, in effect, stretches out the time between arrival at the initial 
MLT and arrival at 11  :25 a.m.. However, for orbits with MLTs later than 11:25 a.m., there is no noonward drift in the MLT. 
Therefore, the MLT rate will decrease steadily. In effect, the solar perturbation will act to shorten the time between arrival at 
the initial MLT greater than 1 1 :25 a.m. and crossing of the 1 1 :02 a.m. boundary. In other words, when the MLT is later than 
11:25 a.m., the magnitude of the average nodal rate will tend to be larger and h will be shorter for any given AMLT and T. The 
strategy is essentially the same as for the early MLT case except that the shorter available mission lifetime can make it 
necessary to perform additional adjustment(s) to the orbit once the MLT has been restored to an acceptable value. 

Relative Delta-V Costs of Using Inclination or Semimajor Axis To Control Nodal Rate 
Equation (1) shows that a decrease in the nodal drift rate can be accomplished by either increasing the semimajor axis or by 
decreasing the inclination. (Since the eccentricity is of the order 10 ', its effect can safely be ignored.) The choice of which 
parameter to adjust will depend upon the amount of time before violation of constraints and the amount of MLT that the orbit 
must drift through. Also of potential interest is the relative delta-V cost of adjusting each parameter under the constraint of 
desired nodal rate. This not only is of interest for contingency scenarios where fuel may be at a premium but also for 
stationkeeping scenarios. The relative delta-V cost of performing semimajor-axis-versus-inclination adjustment can be derived 
from Equation (1)  using a first-order Taylor series approximation for the desired change in the nodal rate. If the rate of R is to 
be altered by a semimajor axis adjustment, the change in nodal rate will be given by 

On the other hand, the change in the nodal rate produced by a change in inclination will be given by 



Evaluating the partial derivatives of Equation ( I )  with respect to a and i yields 

The change in the semimajor axis for a given delta-V over a simple two-impulse Hohmann transfer (Reference 7) is given by 

where AV, is the delta-V performed to change the semimajor axis. The change in inclination for a small plane change is given 
by 

where AV, is the delta-V performed to change the inclination. Substituting Equations (9) and (10) into Equations (I 1 ) and (12) 
and solving for the ratio of AV, to AVO yields 

Equation (12) provides a means of comparing the relative efficiencies of changing the drift rate through inclination adjustment 
and semimajor axis adjustment when the orbits are nearly circular. Figure 1 1  shows the value of this ratio, defined as E, over 
the range of inclinations from 90 to 120 degrees. Note that at an inclination of 99.3 degrees, the ratio is approximately 1.15. 
This implies that it is approximately 15 percent more expensive in terms of delta-V to alter the nodal rate for TOMS-EP using 
the inclination as the control variable than it is using the semimajor axis. Of possible interest to future Sun-synchronous 
missions is the fact that E is less than 1 for inclinations less than 98.13 degrees. In other words, it would be more efficient in 
terms of delta-V to use inclination as a control parameter for the MLT drift rate when affecting small changes to the 
inclination. 
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Figure 11. Delta-V Ratio as a Function of Inclination 

Operational Concerns 
Operational factors must be taken into account when considering the overall decision as to which control parameter to use,. To 
begin with, the spacecraft has a finite lifetime. Its performance, as well as that of the science instrumentation, will degrade 
over time. Performing maneuvers involves some measure of risk and can take time away from science operations. For 
example, at least four maneuvers must be executed to increase the semimajor axis, allow the node to drift down to its desired 
value, and then restore the semimajor axis to its nominal value. On the other hand, only half as many maneuvers are required 
to change the inclination, allow the node to drift back into the box, and then restore the inclination to its nominal value, 
provided that the adjustment to the inclination can be done in less time than the maximum maneuver duration. For TOMS-EP, 
the maximum maneuver duration is 35 minutes, with a nominal duty cycle of 82 percent This results in a maximum single 
maneuver inclination change of approximately 0.53 degree. The maximum single maneuver semimajor axis adjustment at a 
955-krn altitude is approximately 170 km, which would raise the circular altitude above the 1100-km limit. Since science 
operations cannot be conducted above 1100 krn, the semimajor axis can be always be adjusted and restored to nominal in four 
maneuvers. If fuel is not at a premium and the necessary inclination change can be achieved in a single maneuver, it is clearly 
better to adjust the node rate using an inclination adjustment. This is less risky for the spacecraft and involves less operations 
cost and less interruption of science data collection. 

Conclusions 
Orbit adjustment strategies have been presented for the TOMS-EP mission for cases where the MLT of the mission orbit is 
outside the constraint boundaries. When the total delta-V cost is the overriding factor in the choice between the semimajor 
axis and the inclination as the control parameter for nodal rate adjustment, the decision can be made to first order using the E 

function, which is the ratio of A v  to AVO. For nearly circular orbits, E depends solely on the value of the inclination. For 
orbits whose inclinations are greater than 98.13 degrees, such as TOMS-EP, E is greater than 1. However, in the case of 
TOMS-EP, this value is only 1.15, which is not significantly greater than 1, given the fuel budget of the mission. The choice 
of the semimajor axis versus the inclination as the control parameter is also dictated by operational concerns such as the 
maximum inclination change in a single maneuver and a desire to minimize the total number of maneuvers. Finally, it has also 
been shown that the size of the node rate adjustment, the available mission lifetime, and the duration prior to constraint 
violation are also factors in selecting a maneuver strategy. 
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SUMMARY OF EOS FLIGHT DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 

Lauri Kraft ~ewman*, David C. ~olta '  

From a flight dynamics perspective, the Earth Observing System (EOS) spacecraft present 
a number of challenges to mission designers. The Flight Dynamics Support Branch of 
NASA GSFC has examined a number of these challenges, including managing the EOS 
constellation, disposing of the spacecraft at the end-of-life (EOL), and achieving the 
appropriate mission orbit given launch vehicle and ascent propulsion constraints. 

The EOS program consists of a number of spacecraft including EOS-AM, an ascending 
node spacecraft, EOS-PM, a descending node spacecraft, the EOS Chemistry mission 
(EOS-CHEM), the EOS Altimetry Laser (EOS-LALT), and the EOS- Altimetry Radar 
(EOS-RALT). The orbit characteristics of these missions are presented in Table 1 below. 
In order to assure that downlinking data from each spacecraft will be possible without 
interference between any two spacecraft, a careful examination of the relationships 
between each spacecraft and how to maintain the spacecraft in a configuration which 
would minimize these communications problems must be made. The FDSB has performed 
various analyses to determine whether the spacecraft will be in a position to interfere with 
each other, how the orbit dynamics will change the relative positioning of the spacecraft 
over their lifetimes, and how maintenance maneuvers could be performed, if needed, to 
minimize communications problems. 

Prompted by an activity at NASA HQ to set guidelines for spacecraft regarding their end- 
of-life dispositions, much analysis has also been performed to deterrnine the spacecraft 
lifetime of EOS-AM1 under various conditions, and to make suggestions regarding the 
spacecraft disposal. In performing this analysis, some general trends have been observed 
in lifetime calculations. The paper will present the EOS-AM1 lifetime results, comment 
on general reentry conclusions, and discuss how these analyses reflect on the HQ NMI. 

Placing the EOS spacecraft into their respective mission orbits involves some intricate 
maneuver planning to assure that all mission orbit requirements are met, given the initial 
conditions supplied by the launch vehicle at injection. The FDSB has developed an ascent 
scenario to meet the mission requirements. This paper presents results of the ascent 
analysis. 

-----A 

Flight Dynamics Engineer. Flight ~ n a m i c s  Division, NASA Goddard Space Right Center, Greenbelt, 
Jvfaryland, 2077 1 ,  Member AIAA. 

O Flight mnamics Engineer, Flight Dynamics Di\ision, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
Maryland, 2077 1,  Senior Member AIAA. 



Table 1 : EOS Mission Characteristics 

Ground track ( WRS or previous I TBD I TBD 

Mean Altihlde 
Inclination 
Repeat Cycle 
MLT 

Gndtrk control f 800 m I f 800 m 
previous repeat 1 TBD 

EOS-AM 

705 km 
98.2 

16 days 
10:30 am (desc) 
f 15 min 
f 20 km 

Constraints inc maneuvers 
must be performed 

Other No inc mane~\~ers  No inc No ilic 
planned ~naneuvers llla~leuvers 

Reference grid 
Sun-Synchronous? 
Frozen? 
Navigation 

No maneuvers 
over poles I 

EOS-PM 

705 km 
98.2 

16 days 
1:30 pm (asc) 
f 15 rnin 

TBD 

obsenlations 
tvith MODIS 

f i 5  min 
TBD 

repeat cycle track 
Y 
Y 

TONS 

EOS-CHEM 

705 km 
98.2 

16 days 
1:45 pm (asc) 

Y 
Y 

TONS or GN 

ELV 
Launch Date 

EOS-ALTLaser 

705 or 362 km 
94 

183 days 
NIA 

EOS- 
ALTIRadar 

1336 km 
66 

10 days 
NIA 

Y 
Y 

TONS or GN 

ATLAS 
June 30, 1998 

- cycle track 
N 
Y 

GPS 

TBD 
Dec. 1, 2000 

N 
TBD 

DORIS 

TBD 
Dec. 1, 2002 

\v/in 10 min 
Delta-Lite 

May 1,2004 
TBD 

Dec. 1, 2003 
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Abstract 

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-8 spacecraft was launched on April 13, 1994, at 06:04:02 
coordinated universal time (UTC), with separation from the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle occurring at 06:33:05 UTC. The 
launch was followed by a series of complex, intense operations to maneuver the spacecraft into its geosynchronous mission 
orbit. The Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) was 
responsible for GOES6 attitude, orbit maneuver, orbit determination, and station acquisition support during the ascent phase. 
This paper summarizes the efforts of the FDF support teams and highlights some of the unique challenges the launch team 
faced during critical GOES-8 mission support. 

FDF operations experience discussed includes 

The abort of apogee maneuver firing-1 (AMF-I), cancellation of AMF-3, and the subsequent replans of the maneuver 
profile 

The unexpectedly large temperature dependence of the digital integrating rate assembly (DIRA) and its effect on 
GOES-8 attitude targeting in support of perigee raising maneuvers 

The significant effect of attitude control thrusting on GOES-8 orbit determination solutions 

Adjustment of the trim tab to minimize torque due to solar radiation pressure 

Postlaunch analysis performed to estimate the GOES8 separation attitude 

The paper also discusses some key FDF GOES8 lessons learned to be considered for the GOES-J launch, which is currently 
scheduled for May 19,1995. 

Introduction 

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) I/M series o f  spacecraft (see Figure 1) are a new generation of 
GOES satellites containing the latest in geosynchronous weather satellite technology. The GOES program, a joint effort 
between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), is designed to provide continuous weather coverage o f  the United States. The GOES-I/M spacecraft 
are built by Space Systems5oral (SS5) and are designed to replace the current geosynchronous meteorological satellites, o f  
which GOES-7 is the remaining survivor. Unlike the previous series, which began with the launch o f  Synchronous 
Meteorological Satellite (SMS)-A in 1974, the new spacecraft series are three-axis stabilized. They are designed to improve 
the accuracy o f  weather data and facilitate the preparation o f  long- and short-range forecasts o f  severe weather. I n  addition to 
meteorological functions, the GOES I/M spacecraft monitor the space environment, collect data from automated terrestrial 
sensors, and relay aircraft and marine distress signals. 

* 
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 
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Figure 1. The GOES Spacecraft 

The GOES-8 spacecraft uses an Atlas I expendable launch vehicle, which is Martin Marietta's commercially available 
configuration of the AtlasICentaur. The Centaur stage inserts the spacecraft directly into a transfer orbit. The spacecraft is 
then maneuvered to its on-station position using its bipropellant propulsion system. Once on-station, the GOES-8 spacecraft 
maintains a continuous Earth-pointing attitude at a synchronous altitude of approximately 35,786 kilometers (krn) and an 
inclination of not more than 0.5 degrees (deg). 

The GOES-8 attitude and orbit control subsystem (AOCS) includes a 100-lb main satellite thruster (MST), twelve 5-lb AOCS 
thrusters, two momentum wheels, a reaction wheel, magnetic torquers, digital integrating rate assemblies (DIRAs), Sun and 
Earth sensors, and the attifude and orbit control electronics (AOCE). 

GOES-8 is separated from the launch vehicle in a passive spin about the Z-axis; all appendages except the telemetry and 
command (T&C) antenna are stowed. After the AOCS is turned on, the Sun is captured on the -X face with a slow roll rate 
(0.75 degreeslsecond (degfsec)) about the X-axis, when the solar array is partially deployed. During the ascent phase, GOES 
may be described as a zero momentum spacecraft with a closed-loop control system using thrusters as actuators. The AOCS 
uses a combination of sensor and gyro output to control the attitude and spacecraft body rates. Attitude maneuvers are 
performed by uplinking sensor offsets to the spacecraft. Following completion of the ascent phase, the GOES solar array and 
solar sail are fully deployed, the wheels spun up, and the spacecraft transitioned to the normal on-orbit control mode. On- 
station, GOES is a momentum bias spacecraft, with the attitude controlled by momentum wheels using pitch and roll data 
provided by the Earth sensor. A solar sail and an adjustable trim tab (on the end of the solar array) are provided to balance 



solar radiation pressure torques about the yaw axis of the spacecraft. Magnetic torquers and thrusters are used to dump any 
excess yaw momentum buildup in the wheel momentum vector. 

The nominal maneuver sequence (see Figure 2) required to raise GOES from its transfer orbit to a checkout orbit called for a 
total of six maneuvers: three Apogee Maneuver Firings (AMFs), an Apogee Adjust Maneuver (AAM), and two Trim 
Maneuver Firings (TMFs). The AMFs raise the perigee height (to about 255 km below geosynchronous altitude), lower the 
inclination to 0.5 deg, and set the final right ascension of the ascending node. In addition, the AMFs were also required to 
rotate the line of apsides to set up more favorable Sun-Earth-spacecraft geometry for attitude targeting operations at the time of 
the AAM. The AAM was designed to lower the supersynchronous transfer orbit apogee to about 255 km above 
geosynchronous altitude. Finally, two TMFs were planned at apogee and perigee to trim the final orbit by another 100 km and 
stop the drift. 

AAM 
TMF2 

// 
/ ' """"'" " ".' 

Transfer Orbit \ \\ 

Sun 

Figure 2. Nominal Maneuver Sequence 

NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is responsible for launch and early mission support of the GOES satellites until 
they are placed in geosynchronous orbit over the check-out longitude. During the ascent phase, FDF analysts work closely 
with the Mission Operations Support Team (MOST) in the NOAA satellite operations control center in Suitland, Maryland. 
After checkout, NOAA assumes full operational responsibility. The Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) has been involved with 
the GOES-IIM project since 1985. Software components including an attitude ground support system (AGSS), maneuver 
planning utilities, prediction and scheduling utilities, and dynamicsltelemetry simulators were developed for the 



GOES program to ensure safe and timely support of GOES I/M operations. High-level FDD requirements for the GOES 
mission are to 

Provide orbit and attitude support to achieve operational orbit 
Support the MOST and NOAA in on-orbit testing of GOES and its instruments to characterize system performance 
Hand over each GOES to NOAA for operations with sufficient onboard propellant for a minimum of 5 years of 
stationkeeping 

Orbit Control and Mlssion Proflle 

GOES-8 was launched into an elliptical, supersynchronous transfer orbit with a 27.0 deg inclination, a 12.5 hour (hr) period, 
and a perigee height of 170 km. The minimum residual shutdown (MRS) option of the Atlas I launch vehicle, in which all 
usable propellant in the launch vehicle is expended, resulted in raising apogee by 6600 km above synchronous altitude. The 
decision to take advantage of the MRS option was made approximately 1 year before launch. By starting at a 
supersynchronous apogee, the delta-V needed to raise perigee and then lower apogee later was less than that necessary to raise 
perigee directly from a geosynchronous apogee height. Using the MRS scenario gained about 3- to 4 more months of 
spacecraft lifetime. 

The desired GOES-8 checkout orbit had a geosynchronous semimajor axis with an apogee bias of 155 krn above 
geosynchronous, a perigee bias of 155 krn below geosynchronous, and a spacecraft longitude of 90 deg W. The biased orbit 
was chosen so that the spacecraft could later be relocated without propellant penalties. Removing the bias from either apogee 
or perigee allows the spacecraft to drift east or west at approximately 1 deg per day until the desired new longitude is reached. 

The ascent maneuvers had to satisfy a number of constraints including the following, which were the most restrictive: 

The spacecraft had to be in view of at least two ground stations. 
The pitch angle could not exceed 3 deg, due to Earth sensor field of view considerations and associated nonlinearity 
affects introduced by supersynchronous altitudes. 
The bum duration for MST maneuvers lasting longer than 102.3 sec was limited to a 5-sec resolution. 
Maneuvers with the east face AOCS thrusters were limited to a maximum duration of 37 sec folIowed by a 15-minute 
(min) wait to allow the propellant management device (PMD) to refill. 
At least 30 min needed to be set aside for DIRA calibration before each bum. 

AMF-I Abort The first maneuver, AMF-I, was performed at fourth apogee and was planned to be the largest in the sequence 
with a duration of 3910 sec. The maneuver started nominally on April 15, 1994, at 02:43:22 coordinated universal time 
(UTC). As the maneuver progressed, however, telemetry indicated that the MST flange temperature was exceeding the 
prescribed limits. The bum was terminated by the MOST after only 497.8 sec. The aborted AMF-1 provided about 11 percent 
of the planned delta-V, raising perigee by 854 km and lowering the inclination to 23.46 deg. At bum termination, the 
spacecraft was at a longitude of 136 deg W, with an eastward drift rate of 298 deg/day. 

After reviewing AMF-I and consulting with the MST manufacturer, the Project made the following three changes to AMF 
operations: 

The abort criteria were revised since it appeared that the specified limits were too conservative based on a review of 
the thruster flange thermal analysis. 
The DIRA calibration attitude was modified to keep the Sun off the MST and thus start the maneuver at a lower 
thruster flange temperature. 
The AMF sequence was increased from three to five maneuvers to reduce the length of MST firings. 

The FDF replanned the rest of the ascent phase based on the above criteria. 

AMF-3 Cancellation. The third maneuver, AMF-3, was originally scheduled for apogee 8, but was moved to apogee 14 after 
the abort of AMF-I. However, several hours before the maneuver was scheduled to begin, AMF-3 was canceled because of 
anomalous AOCE performance. Instantaneous spikes were observed in the gyro data, which were integrated by the AOCE 



causing anomalous firings of the attitude control thrusters. The Project chose to cancel the maneuver rather than risk such 
anomalous attitude thruster firings during the orbit maneuver. 

After careful study, it was determined that the anomalies were probably due to electrostatic discharges caused by the passage 
of GOES-8 through the Van Allen belts. An unusually high geomagnetic index was recorded in early April, and the increased 
solar activity was thought to have contributed to the anomalies in the onboard electronics. The Project switched to the backup 
AOCE and requested that AMF-3 be replanned for apogee 16. 

The effect of the electrostatic discharges on the AOCE posed a unique paradox because of the limitation imposed on maneuver 
duration following the AMF-I abort. Even though it was important to get out of the electromagnetic activity region as quickly 
as possible, only small maneuvers were allowed due to thruster flange temperature considerations. 

Revised Maneuver Profile. Following cancellation of AMF-3, a revised maneuver sequence was computed with AMF-3 
rescheduled for apogee 16. The maneuver began on April 2 1, 1994, at 19:38:52 UTC with a duration of 1 160 sec. AMF-3 
raised perigee by 4108 krn and changed inclination to 11.19 deg. The maneuver ended at 36.8 deg W, with an eastward drift 
rate of 202 deg/day. 

All subsequent bums through the AAM were performed nominally. The TMFs were slipped by 2 days in the final sequence to 
avoid predicted lunar interference in the Earth sensor and to adjust for small errors in longitude and drift after the AAM. Table 
1 presents the four maneuver plans and gives the apogee or perigee number where each bum occurred. Apogee 1 is defined as 
the first apogee after spacecraft separation, and perigee 1 follows apogee 1.  

Table 1. Four Maneuver Plans Including Apogee and Perigee 

Maneuver Perfarrnance 

Each orbit maneuver was calibrated to assess the performance of the maneuver and make corresponding adjustments to 
maneuver models to improve the accuracy of subsequent maneuvers. A 3-sigma attitude error budget of 1.57 deg was allowed. 
The effect of AOCS thrusting between and during the bums was accounted for using telemetered counts of thruster pulses for 
propellant remaining purposes. Table 2 provides a summary of propellant usage, delta-V error (with respect to planned), and 
the yaw attitude error (see Reference 1 also). 

Table 2. Summary of Propellant Usage, Delta-V Error, and Yaw Attitude Error 

. . 
actually fired. 
An attitude solution could not be computed because no Sun sensor data were available 



At the time of the GOES-8 handover from NASA to NOAA, approximately 8.6 years of propellant lifetime was remaining, 
considerably more than the 5-year minimum required. 

DlRA Calibration and Attitude Targeting 

GOES attitude maneuver targeting is a two-step process involving first calibrating the DIRA (or gyro) then using the calibrated 
gyro and the Earth sensor (ES) to reorient the spacecraft to place the MST in the direction of the desired orbit delta-V. During 
the half orbits before orbit maneuvers, the Earth is captured in roll, and the spacecraft is placed in a quasi-inertial attitude for 
DIRA calibration. After calibration, the computed DIRA biases are uplinked, and the spacecraft is commanded to capture the 
Earth in pitch, using the Earth sensor to maintain nadir pointing. From this point on through the orbit maneuver, spacecraft 
yaw is controlled using the integrated yaw DIRA rate. 

Gyro Temperature Dependence. Upon separation of the GOES-I spacecraft from the Centaur launch vehicle, a practice DIRA 
calibration was performed during the first half-orbit of the mission. Its purpose was to exercise DIRA calibration spacecraft 
operations and get an initial estimate of the DIRA drift rate biases before the first orbit maneuver at apogee 4. This practice 
DIRA calibration showed that computed DIRA drift rate biases were changing with time. The DIRA yaw drift (of most 
concern because the yaw gyro is used for position control during orbit maneuvers) continued to increase as the spacecraft 
approached apogee 1. An analysis of the calibration data and temperature information obtained from the MOST indicated that 
the gyros were more temperature dependent than had been previously expectebthe specification value on the DIRAs was 
0.03 deg/hr/deg C (Reference 2). As Figure 3 shows, a least squares fit of computed yaw DIRA drift bias solutions as a 
function of DIRA temperature yielded a linear variation with a slope of about 0.13 deg/hr/deg C. 
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Figure 3. Yaw DlRA Rate vs. Temperature Pre-Apogee 1 

Indeed, similar behavior had been observed for gyros used on the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), where variation of 
up to 0.24 deghrldeg C were reported (see Reference 4). The GOES I/M spacecraft use the same Northrop GIG6 gyros as 
those flown on ERBS. 

As a result of this observed temperature dependency, a plan was devised to minimize DIRA temperature fluctuations by 
maintaining the spacecraft in a direct Sun-pointing attitude (0-deg yaw relative to the Sun-Earth-spacecraft plane). This 
approach was successful, preventing the Sun from shining on the -Y axis of the spacecraft (where the D I M S  are located), 
thereby keeping the DIRAs at a near constant temperature of 35 deg C; the corresponding yaw DIRA bias solved for was also 



constant at an approximate value of -4.25 d e a r .  However, following the abort of AMF-1, where high thruster flange 
temperatures were observed, this attitude profile was overmled in favor of an attitude designed to keep the motor cooler. The 
new DIRA calibration attitude, which used the maximum allowable -27 deg DSS yaw offset to keep the spacecraft -X-axis 
below the orbit plane and away from the Sun, yielded an 8 to 10 deg rise in DIRA temperatures before the bum. To effectively 
accommodate these temperature fluctuations, sliding 20-min batch least squares solutions were computed using the average 
temperature at the center of the 20-min span to track the DIRA drift versus temperature. In addition, a Kalman filter was used 
to provide real-time estimates of attitude and DIRA biases over time. Although linear in each case, the temperature 
dependence of the D I M  biases (as observed during calibrations for AMFs-2, -3 and -4) was not consistent From one maneuver 
to the next. The temperature profiles as well as the variations in the drift rate biases with respect to DIRA temperature changed 
from day to day. Throughout the ascent phase, the following variations in the rate of change of DIRA drift rate biases with 
temperature were observed: 

yaw: 0.124 deglhrldeg C to 0.242 deghrldeg C 

pitch: 0.03 1 deghrldeg C to 0.128 deghrldeg C 

roll: 0.084 deghrldeg C to 0.143 deghrldeg C 

Attitude Targeting Considerations. The lack of consistency in the bias rate of change from one calibration to the next made it 
necessary to track the drift rates in near real time before each maneuver. A history of DIRA bias solutions and temperatures 
observed over the course of a calibration were established; then, DIRA biases were extrapolated based on the expected 
temperature at the time of the bum. Nominally, initial drift biases were supplied to the MOST about 2 hours before a bum, 
with an opportunity to update the biases within 1 hour of the bum if the temperature or drift rates had not behaved as expected. 

When calibration was complete, the spacecraft had to be reoriented to the target attitude for the delta-V maneuver. This 
reorientation maneuver was accomplished by uplinking an offset to the yaw DIRA, which is used for yaw attitude control. The 
temperature dependence of DIRA drift rate biases meant that no matter how accurately a bias was computed during calibration, 
a change in DIRA temperature would cause the bias to change, and consequently, the yaw attitude would drift as the yaw 
DIRA was used for control. In most cases, the DIRA temperatures continued to vary even throughout the bum. Therefore, the 
commanded yaw DIRA offset had to include an allowance for expected drift based on anticipated changes in temperature. 

Beyond AMF-4, the flange temperature ceased to be a driving concern since follow-on maneuvers were shorter (less than 15 
minutes). It was, therefore, possible to use a Sun-pointing premaneuver attitude, which minimized DlRA temperature 
fluctuations and greatly improved DIRA bias stability. 

Orbit Determination 

During the ascent phase, GOES-8 used NASA standard transponders for communication through ground stations-primarily 
Deep Space Network (DSN) 26 meter sites. Other stations used were the Indian Ocean Station (10s) early in the mission and 
Santiago later in the mission. IOS, the first station to see GOES-8 after separation, was primarily used for telemetry and 
commanding. IOS was also used, however, for orbit determination by collecting 3-way data once the DSN site at Canberra 
acquired the satellite but before the uplink was switched to Canberra. After the inclination had been reduced and GOES-8 was 
located over the continental U. S., southern hemisphere tracking through Santiago was necessary to determine the orbit 
accurately enough in the time allocated. 

Sensitivity to Attitude Control Thrusting. Throughout the GOES-8 NASA support period, unmodeled orbit perturbations 
affected orbit determination solutions just before and immediately after the delta-V maneuvers. These perturbations caused 
considerable difficulty in determining the orbital state near the bums and limited the effectiveness of thrust scale factor 
estimation. Both elements were key to determining "quick look" orbit solutions and realizing rapid postmaneuver recovery. 
The perturbations arose from attitude control thrusting, which occurred at a low level throughout all orbits; however, 
significant increases were observed during the half orbits before delta-V maneuvers. During those times, the spacecraft was 
maneuvered into various DIRA calibration and delta-V attitudes and commanded into tighter attitude control modes. Such 
perturbations yielded systematic patterns, including oscillations and ramps in the tracking residuals. 



During GOES-8 real-time support, the dynamic solar radiation force modeling, which existed in FDF software, was used to 
absorb the effects of the autonomous attitude control thrusting. This approach worked but only because most of the AOCS 
thrusting turned out to be parallel to the Sun line. Current analysis is underway, however, to model the large attitude thrusting 
on the half-orbits before delta-V maneuvers in more detail. Once modeled, improvements in orbit determination and thrust 
estimation before and following GOES maneuvers should be expected. 

Reference 5 contains a more detailed description of this analysis and results. 

Trim Tab Support 

GOES has a trim tab on the end of the solar array that is adjusted in-flight to balance solar radiation pressure torques between 
the solar sail and solar array. The goal is to manage yaw angular momentum using the trim tab to eliminate the need to use yaw 
thrusters for momentum unloading, since this activity disturbs the imaging process. The trim tab is supplemented by magnetic 
torquers and thrusters, which are intended to absorb excess yaw momentum if the trim tab is not set exactly right. The trim tab 
angle is adjusted once per day by ground command to compensate for the average solar torque expected during the next day. 

Before launch, SS/L developed a table providing the theoretical value of the trim tab angle as a function of day of year, based 
on detailed modeling of the GOES-8 spacecraft. Once on-orbit, the initial setting of the trim tab was selected from this table. 
However, it was recognized before launch that predicted values would not be sufficiently accurate for operational use; thus, 
SS/L developed an algorithm to be used in-flight to estimate the actual torques acting on the spacecraft. The process is to look 
at the thruster activity, wheel speeds, and magnetic torquer activity over 24 hours, calculate the residual torque acting on the 
spacecraft, and calculate the trim tab angle needed to compensate this torque as well as the change in the torque that would be 
expected as a result of the daily change in Sun declination. 

After launch, it was found that the algorithm was overly sensitive to small, short-term variations in the residual torque. The 
telemetry readout of the actual trim tab angle was also noisier than expected and was biased by a few tenths of a degree, 
causing contamination of the calculations. As a result, FDF analysts developed a simplified procedure in which the trim tab 
angle was adjusted every day to track the Sun, based on a theoretical calculation. Every few days, a larger or smaller 
adjustment was made to minimize the magnetic torquer activity. The residual torque calculation was based only on changes in 
trim tab angle, not the absolute angle. This approach generally worked well-no thruster firings were necessary for yaw 
momentum control-but was too labor intensive for routine operations and not sufficiently accurate to keep the magnetic 
torquer activity as low as possible. SS/L subsequently developed and implemented a new algorithm in which an empirical 
power series model of the trim tab angle was fit over several weeks of observations and used to predict the trim tab angle for 
the coming week. 

The trim tab approach worked well to control the yaw angular momentum. For example, the torque due to the solar sail or 
solar array alone was on the order of 3 x lo4 NM. The sum of the two without the trim tab is about an order of magnitude less 
and is reduced to the range of 1 x 10" to 1 x lo-' NM by proper trim tab adjustment. 

GOES Separation Attitude 

The baseline GOES-8 separation attitude required the spacecraft Z-axis to be placed at a right ascension of 61.7 deg and a 
declination of -25.0 deg, with a spin rate of 7 deglsec about that axis. Martin Marietta (then General Dynamics) had requested 
that FDF attempt to establish the postlaunch GOES-8 attitude using any available spacecraft data. This estimate was to help 
Martin Marietta verify the accuracy of the launch vehicle separation. Analysts took two approaches: 

1. Attitude sensor data (DIRA, DSS, ES) were used to hy to directly solve for the attitude and rate 

2. Doppler tracking data were used as an indirect measurement of spacecraft nutation angle. 

DIRA data available approximately 25 min after separation indicated that the spin rate was 6.2 deg/sec about the Z-axis, with 
average rates of -0.5 deglsec on the X-axis and 1.7 deg/sec on the Y-axis. Based on the maximum values of the cross-axis 
rates, the maximum deviation of the Z-axis from the angular momentum vector was about 30 deg at that time. Meanwhile, 



FDF analysts studied Doppler tracking data (References 6, 7) that suggested a spin rate of 6.86 deg about the Z-axis and a 
nutation amplitude of about 4 deg at the time of separation. These values are consistent with those Martin Marietta predicted 
prelaunch. 

Additionally, Earth sensor data were obtained approximately 1.5 hr after separation, when an attitude solution was computed. 
Back-propagation of this attitude to the time of DIRA turn-on was attempted but was not reliable because of changing DIRA 
biases and the commanded high-rate mode of the DIRA (necessary to avoid saturation) that yielded a resolution of only 1.2 
deghr. 

GOES J and Beyond 

In January 1995, GOES-8 was moved from its checkout longitude at 90 deg W to its operational longitude of 75 deg W (over 
the east coast of the United States). On May 19, 1995, NASA intends to launch GOES-J, which will cover weather for the 
west coast at 135 deg W and replace GOES-7. Although the GOES-J mission should be virtually identical to GOES-8, slight 
modifications to both the spacecraft and operations are expected to reduce the number of complications experienced and 
improve spacecraft operations. The following is a summary of some of changes that have resulted from GOES-8 lessons 
learned: 

Fifteen kilograms of additional shielding has been added to the spacecraft to further guard against electrostatic 
discharges. To maintain the separation weight, the propellant will be reduced by 15 kg. 

The Santiago ground station will be scheduled in advance for tracking data support to improve accuracy and 
turnaround of orbit solutions. 

The GOES-J checkout orbit will not have a biased apogee and perigee. Such an orbit tended to complicate the 
instrument checkout for GOES-8, so a circular orbit will be targeted instead. 

GOES-J AMF abort criteria have been reviewed and revised following significant prelaunch analysis and spacecraft 
testing. A yaw reorientation maneuver will again be conducted to cool the MST before the delta-V maneuvers ss a 
precaution for GOES-J. Performing a small initial calibration bum (less than 20 min) instead of a larger bum (longer 
than 60 min) in an attempt to characterize the thruster flange temperatures early in the ascent phase was considered. 
However, this idea was discarded to minimize the time spent in the transfer orbit where the possibility of electrostatic 
discharges poses a threat to the spacecraft. 

A quenching bum sequence will be scripted and practiced to reduce temperatures following the large MST firings. 
Quenching bums will be performed only as necessary. 

Ail FDF procedures have been updated to factor in GOES-8 lessons learned; in particular, new procedures have been 
implemented to streamline DIRA calibration operations and account for the DIRA drift rate dependence on 
temperature. 

FDF support shifts are to be streamlined and adjusted to provide quicker response to maneuver planning and product 
generation in support of station scheduling activities. 

Orbit determination procedures have been improved to accommodate periods of intensive AOCS thrust activity and 
decrease their effect on orbit solutions. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an extended Kalman filter for estimating attitude sensor timing errors. Spacecraft attitude is determined 
by finding the mean rotation from a set of reference vectors in inertial space to the corresponding observed vectors in the body 
frame. Any timing errors in the observations can lead to attitude errors if either the spacecraft is rotating or the reference 
vectors themselves vary with time. 

The state vector here consists of the attitude quatemion, timetag biases, and, optionally, gyro drift rate biases. The filter 
models the timetags as random walk processes: their expectation values propagate as constants and white noise contributes 
to their covariance. Thus, this filter is applicable to cases where the true timing errors are constant or slowly varying. 

The observability of the state vector is studied first through an examination of the algebraic observability condition and then 
through several examples with simulated star tracker timing errors. The examples use both simulated and actual flight data 
from the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE). The flight data come from times when EUVE had a constant rotation rate, while 
the simulated data feature large angle attitude maneuvers. The tests include cases with timetag errors on one or two sensors, 
both constant and time-varying, and with and without gyro bias errors. 

Due to EUVE's sensor geometry, the observability of the state vector is severely limited when the spacecraft rotation rate is 
constant. In the absence of attitude maneuvers, the state elements are highly correlated, and the state estimate is unreliable. 
The estimates are particularly sensitive to filter mistuning in this case. The EUVE geometry, though, is a degenerate case 
having coplanar sensors and rotation vector. Observability is much improved and the filter performs well when the rate is 
either varying or noncoplanar with the sensors, as during a slew. Even with bad geometry and constant rates, if gyro biases 
are independently known, the timetag error for a single sensor can be accurately estimated as long as its boresight is not too 
close to the spacecraft rotation axis. 

1. Introduction 

One important step in spacecraft telemetry processing i s  assigning timetags to each sensor measurement. Errors in 

these timetags can occur as constant biases due to inaccurate time offsets used in the software or as possibly time-varying 
errors due to problems with the sensor itself or with input/output to an onboard data buffer. Timetag errors can lead to 

errors in the estimated attitude if either the spacecraft i s  rotating or the reference vectors themselves vary with time. 

This work examines the feasibility of estimating attitude sensor timetag errors along with the attitude quatemion and 

gyro rate bias (other calibration parameters could be included as well). The timing errors are thought o f  as constant biases 
(offsets from the true observation time), but the method also applies to slowly varying errors. 

The timetag biases are appended to the system state vector and estimated using an extended Kalman filter. Section 2 
describes the sensitivity matrix and state transition matrix needed as input to this algorithm. Some insight into the obser- 
vability of the larger state vector i s  obtained by examining the observability matrix in Section 3. Results o f  several test 

cases are presented in Section 4. The tests include examples with timing errors on either one or two sensors, with and 

without gyro rate biases, for timespans with and without attitude maneuvers. Examples where the true bias i s  time-varying 

are also considered. Conclusions are given in Section 5. 

* 
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland, under Contract NAS 5-3 1500. 



2. Theory 

The extended Kalman filter theory, as applied to attitude and gyro bias estimation, is given in Reference 1. One dis- 
tinguishes the full state vector consisting of the quaternion and gyro bias, from the error state consisting of a small angle 
rotation vector, Z ,  and a correction to the gyro bias, AG. For each sensor measurement, the resulting error state updates 
the prior estimate of the full state: it rotates the attitude and additively corrects the gyro bias. Between measurements, the 
full state is propagated using bias-corrected gyro data. 

This approach moves the normalization constraint on the attitude quaternion onto the 4'h component of the error 
quaternion. (The error quaternion is the quaternion corresponding to the rotation vector 13. It automatically has 4th com- 
ponent equal to unity, to first order in ti .) This leaves the three components of ti completely unconstrained, and the 
normal extended Kalman filter theory then is applicable. 

References 2 and 3 describe the unit vector filter (UVF) observation model used here. In this model, the actual 
measured quantities are converted into unit vectors in the body frame before being handed to the Kalman filter. The 
effective sensor noise is taken to be isotropic; that is, a single scalar parameter represents the strength of the noise, 
regardless of the direction of the unit vector in the actual sensor field of view. 

The rest of this section expands the UVF to include timetag biases by developing the sensitivity matrix and the state 
transition matrix. The sensitivity matrix relates the unit vector observations to the error state. It is needed at each sensor 
measurement to construct the Kalman gain and estimate a new error state. The state transition matrix is used to propagate 
the covariance of the error state between observations. 

Sensitivity Matrk 

The observation of a vector quantity (e.g., a star unit vector) is modeled as a reference vector, v', rotated into the body 
frame at the true time of measurement, plus random, zero-mean sensor noise, ii,. The attitude matrix, A,, rotates vectors 
from the inertial frame to the body frame representation. The predicted observation uses the attitude estimate conditioned 
on the prior observations 

- true observation = = AIrIUVmC + nk 

predicted observation = K J k , k - I  = Ak,k-l Gk 

The k[ i  notation indicates a quantity estimated using observation data through time 5, and propagated (if k + j )  to time tk .  
Thus, in the usual parlance, klk-1 indicates an a priori estimate and k ( k  an a posteriori estimate. 

The observation is assigned timetag t,, whereas the true time of the measurement is tme = tk - r . In particular, r is 
the time bias to be estimated. 

The true timetag bias, its estimate, and the time bias error are related as r = rkIk- ,  + At . At each update, one estimates As 
and adds it to T ~ ~ ~ - ~  to get the a posteriori tk lk .  This propagates as a constant to the next update time, becoming r, , , , , .  

To simplify the notation, one can absorb the prior estimate tklk-l into tk .  The reference vectors always are obtained 
for corrected times using the best current time bias estimate, so the subscript-k properly should indicate variables at that 
corrected time. Specifically, tk is corrected and replaced hereafter by t, - tk,,-, , and the time bias error becomes 

A t = tk - ttru, (2) 

The advantage is that only As (and not tk lk - , )  need appear in the following derivation. 



The attitude at (corrected) time tk is related to the attitude at the true observation time by 

A, = RA(Ar)Amrc 

where RA(Ar)  is the rotation matrix for any spacecraft motion during time A T .  One can represent this rotation by 

- [ d k A ~  XI RA(A r )  = e (4) 

where the true rate, 3,, is the gyro output, I(;, corrected for the gyro bias 
- 

Gk = U;- bk 

The estimate JkIk_,  = U;- bklk-l is used to approximate 3, in Equation (4). Also, for any vector v', the "cross-product 
matrix" is defined 

The reference vector also may vary during the time interval. Its magnitude does not contribute information to the 
state estimate, so only rotations need be considered. Thus, the reference vector at time tk is related to the reference at the 
true observation time by 

Ck = RY(A T) CNC (7) 

If the reference vector is rotating at a mean rate r',, then 

A  r x] RY(A r )  = e 

The sign in the exponent here is opposite to that in Equation (4) because R,, refers to actual rotation of a vector rather than 
its apparent motion due to rotation of the body frame. 

The sign of the attitude error angle Z is defined such that the true and estimated attitude matrices at time tk are 
related by 

The seven-component state error vector is 



The sensitivity matrix, H k ,  is the derivative of the observation with respect to the state, evaluated at the prior state 
estimate. One can also write this as a relationship between the observation residual, h, and the error state 

Y; = Hkxk + % (1 1) 

Note that the a priori error state is identically zero since it already has been used to update the f i t N  state vector after the 
previous observation (the actual error may be nonzero, but its estimate vanishes). Expanding & to lowest order in the error 
components (expanding about zero) yields 

y k  = 'true - ' k lk -1  

= Atruc'trur + % - Akik-1'k 

% (1' [ G k A t t  x ] ) ( I+ [akx l )AkIk - l ( I - [ r ' ,A tkx l ) ' k  - ' k l k - l  + % 

Thus, the sensitivity matrix is 

Hk = [-['kIk-l '1 '3x3 -3k~k-lx('tlk-l-Akik-lik)] 

If one simultaneously observes two vectors, 3' and i C 2 ,  (e .g. ,  using two star trackers) to estimate the timetag bias of only 
3 l ,  one obtains 

where all quantities are a priori estimates ( k l k - 1 ) .  

State Transition Matrix 

The time evolution of the attitude and gyro bias parts of the error state is described in References 1 and 3.  The 
attitude error is rotated at the rate 3, with a correction due to the gyro bias error and a noise term. The gyro and timetag 
biases are represented using random walk models. The timetag bias may be more properly modeled as a random constant, 
but the random walk leads to a somewhat more robust filter and prevents the covariance ftom underflowing. The evolution 
equation is 

where A ?  here is written more generally as ap-component vector, representing timetag bias errors for p different sensors. 
The vector, q,  is the white noise source driving random walks in the attitude, gyro bias, and timetag bias. 



Assuming the angular rates are constant during the propagation time interval, At = t, - t , ,  the transition matrix is the 
exponential of the evolution matrix F times A t :  

with 

and 

These sums collapse into well-known, finite expressions for 4 and $I ( e . g . ,  Reference 4). Finally, the transition matrix, 
along with the process noise Q-matrix obtained from q ,  is used to propagate the state error covariance over the time 
interval At  (References 4 and 5). 

3. Observability 

The observability condition for an nIh-order, constant coefficient, deterministic, discrete system is that the matrix 

be of rank n (Reference 5). If there are two vector observations (six components) per update as in Equation (14), 'H will 
have dimension 6n x n: the rank n requirement then is that there be an n x n  nonsingular submatrix (it.., its n remaining rows 
or columns must be independent after deleting 5 n  of its 6n rows). 

N 5 

This can be related to the batch solution for the epoch value of a state vector, x,. The state is observable if xo is 
uniquely determined by a set of n distinct observations, fi, made on x, and the propagated states akx0. From Equations 
(1 I )  and (19) one has 

H 

Ha' 

Ha2 

HW-' 



where the noise term has been dropped (it is not usually important for obsewability). Left multiplication by XTw,  where W 
is an arbitrary, positive-definite weight matrix, yields an n x n  square matrix, KTwK, on the right hand side. Now, if X 
has full rank, 3CTwX can be inverted to obtain 

and xo is recovered. 

When the attitude, gyro bias, and a timetag bias for a single sensor (p  = 1) are estimated, there are n = 7 error state 
components, and one obtains from Equations (14), (16), and (19) 

where the reference vector time derivative, 7, has been assumed negligible. 

Note that the assumption of a constant coefficient system was made to keep Equation (19) simple. Thus, the vectors i3' 
and 1 3 ~  were taken to be the same after each propagation. But if they are constant in the body frame, they must refer to 
different inertial frame vectors (assuming @ * I ) .  So, Equation (22) represents the state obsewability after measuring n 
distinct vector pairs. 

To make sense of Equation (22), evaluate it explicitly for a set of vectors with a geometry similar to that for the 
Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE). Let 



and assume At is small to simplify 41 and 9 .  Then, 

Several features can be identified. First, if one is solving only for the attitude (n = 3), only the leftmost 18 x 3  submatrix 
applies. One can see that the first, third, and sixth rows are independent and span the three-component vector space. Thus, 
as expected, a single pair of vectors is adequate to determine an attitude (it is not necessary to use rows beyond the sixth, 
so additional observations are redundant). 

Second, if one is solving for attitude and gyro bias (n = 6), the leftmost 3 6 x 6  submatrix applies. Again, rows 1, 3, 
and 6 span the attitude part of the state. Then rows 7, 9, and 12 span the gyro bias components. So this state is observable 
after two distinct observations of two vectors each. 

Third, ifone is solving for attitude and time bias (n = 4), the 2 4 x 4  submatrix consisting of the leftmost three columns 
and the rightmost column applies. One can span the first three components, with no admixture of the time bias column, 
by using rows 1, 6, and 7. Then, row 3 completes the set. 

Finally, the entire 42 x7 matrix has only rank 6 .  There do not exist seven independent rows. (This holds with the 
full 4 and @ ,  not just for the small At  approximation.) The seven-component error state is not observable under the 
assumptions of a constant coefficient system and the EUVE-like geometry given in Equation (23). One can estimate the 
attitude and either the gyro bias or the timetag bias but not all three. 

In Equation (23), the rotation rate and observed vectors in the body frame are coplanar. The unobservability of the 
seven-component system actually arises from this degeneracy. If they are noncoplanar, 'H does have the f i l l  rank 7. In 
addition, the state is observable if the system is time-dependent. Then, different rates effectively appear in subsequent 
rows, enabling all the components to be disentangled. Thus, for EUVE, slewing the spacecraft can improve observability 
both by introducing a time-dependence and by shifting the rotation vector out of the plane defined by the sensors. 



4. Test Cases 

This section presents test cases showing when a timetag bias can and cannot be determined, and how it affects the 
estimation of the rest of the state vector. Most of these results are summarized in Table 1. For all cases listed in the table, 
except where indicated, the state vector consists of attitude, gyro bias, and timetag bias. 

The EUVE flight data cover a two-orbit timespan for December 16, 1992, when the spacecraft was in Survey Mode, 
rolling about the body x-axis at 3 rotations per orbit (rpo). Performance statistics reported below are obtained as mean 
values or root-mean-square (RMS) averages over the second orbit of the data set. The simulated EUVE data cover a 4000 
sec timespan with characteristics similar to the flight data. Mean and RMS values for these cases are obtained from the 
second half of the timespan. 

Two Timetag Biases 

The UVF software was modified to solve simultaneously for separate timetag biases for the two fixed-head star 
trackers (FHSTI and FHST2). Simulated biases were added to the true timetags by the driver routine. Inclusion or exclu- 
sion of gyro biases in the state vector did not change these results significantly. It was found that the algorithm could not 
determine the time biases. 

Figure 1 shows the estimated biases, their error (square root of the estimated variance), and the attitude error (root 
of the trace of the attitude part of the covariance matrix). The true (simulated) time biases were -0.8 and 0.0 sec. The 
estimates were -0.4 and 0.4 sec. The error is much larger than the estimated la  error of 0.06 sec. Also, the attitude error 
is 40 arcsec, substantially larger than the 5-arcsec errors typical of the UVF in the absence of timetag biases. In addition, 
the actual deviation between the estimated attitude and the onboard computer (OBC) estimate is 250 arcsec (RMS over 
the second orbit). The corresponding deviation is only 12 arcsec when no timing errors are present (Reference 4). This 
attitude deviation comes from the 0.4-sec average timetag error times the 3 rpo roll rate, which leads to a large roll offset. 
The correlation coefficients obtained from the orbit-averaged covariance matrix are near unity between the two timetags 
and also between the timetags and the roll angle. It is interesting that in this, and several similar test cases, the algorithm 
correctly obtained the difference between the FHSTI and FHST2 timetag biases to within about 0.05 sec. (This did not 
hold for differently placed sensors.) 

Single Timetag Bias without Gyro Bias 

In all subsequent tests, the filter solves for the timetag bias for only one sensor at a time. In this example, FHST;! 
is given a time bias of -0.3 sec. The true gyro biases are compensated using values obtained from the UVF smoother (Ref- 
erence 4) and are not estimated. Figure 2 shows the estimated FHST2 timetag bias and the timetag and attitude errors 
derived from the covariance matrix. The time bias converges in a few hundred seconds and settles on a mean value dif- 
fering from the true bias by only a few microseconds. Its estimated la error is 0.005 sec (the actual standard deviation 
of the estimate is about 0.002 sec). The attitude estimates are very good (similar to solutions with no timing errors): 
estimated la  error is 4 arcsec, and RMS deviation from the OBC estimate is 12 arcsec. The largest correlation coefficient 
occurs between the timetag bias and the roll error, but its value is only 0.43. This is the only example for which the time 
bias estimation worked well without an attitude maneuver. 

Single Timetag Bias with Gyro Bias 

Figure 3 shows a case identical to that in Figure 2, except that gyro biases are also estimated. Comparison with 
Figure 2 indicates that the convergence is much slower, and, in fact, the time bias is moving in the wrong direction for 
much of the last few thousand seconds. The true simulated time bias is -0.3 sec, but the mean estimate (for the second 
orbit) is -0.25 sec. The estimated l o  errors obtained from the covariance matrix are 0.02 sec, 12 arcsec, and 0.03 deg/hr 



for the time bias, attitude, and gyro biases, respectively. These are significantly worse than the 5 arcsec and 0.007 deghr  
attitude and gyro bias errors obtained without timetag errors. The RMS deviation from the OBC estimate is 26 arcsec. 
In addition, the correlation coefficients indicate that the solution is unreliable, several being over 0.9. These results show 
that EUVE's attitude, gyro bias, and timetag bias together are not observable without maneuvers. 

Having established that the filter can correct either the timetag or the gyro biases, but not both, iterative methods were 
attempted. Data with both a gyro bias and an FHST2 timetag bias were processed repeatedly, solving alternately for the 
gyro and the timetag bias. The results do not converge. Similarly, the iterative solution for two separate FHST timetag 
biases fails to converge. Thus, as expected, the observability problems that spoil the simultaneous estimation of two time 
biases or a timetag and gyro bias cannot be circumvented by estimating them separately and iteratively. 

Timetag Bias Estimation During Maneuvers 

A series of tests using simulated EUVE data were performed to show the influence of attitude maneuvers on the state 
observability (attitude, gyro bias, and timetag bias). The simulations include 0, 1, or 2 slews of roughly 30 deg at 
0.1 degtsec. The first slew is about the body y-axis. When there are two slews, the second is about the body z-axis. Both 
slews occur during the first 2000 sec. 

One advantage of simulation data is that the noise characteristics are known exactly, so these tests also offer an 
opportunity to look briefly at the effects of filter mistuning. The filter is precisely tuned when it agrees with the simulator 
on the strengths of the white noise sources. These are the process noise q in Equation (15) and the sensor noise n' in 
Equation (1). In these tests, the simulated timing error is a constant ( q r  = 0) while the filter's timetag noise parameter is 
set to a small nonzero value. All other noise parameters were tuned exactly. In this case, the actual solution deviations 
from the true values agree very well with the expected l o  errors. When the spacecraft undergoes maneuvers, these errors 
decrease in parallel. The l a  timetag error decreases from 0.024 to 0.009 to 0.006 sec for 0, I, and 2 slews, while the 
actual mean deviations go from 0.021 to 0.012 to 0.004 sec (see Table I). The attitude errors and RMS deviations from 
the truth model both decrease from 14 to 7 to 5 arcsec. Most importantly, the largest correlation coefficient decreases from 
near unity to 0.77 for the two slew case, indicating that the separate state components have become distinguishable. 

When the filter is mistuned, the l o  errors and actual deviations no longer agree so closely. For this test, the FHST 
noise parameter was set to 0.005 deg rather than the true 0.01 deg used in the simulator. This causes the expected errors 
to decrease while the mistuning should cause the actual deviations to increase. With no maneuvers, this is exactly what 
is found. The timetag deviation increases to 0.032 sec and the attitude deviation increases to 18 arcsec. What is interesting 
is that with two slews the solution is much less sensitive to this mistuning. In this case, the actual errors revert to near 
their tuned values, 0.004 sec and 5 arcsec. (Some degradation is expected, but this can only be seen by averaging results 
from many runs using different random number sequences and initial conditions.) One concludes that state observability 
is an important part of filter robustness. 

Estimation of Variable Timetag Bias 

For the final tests, the filter is asked to solve for a single, but time-varying, timetag bias. A sawtooth function with 
amplitude -0.5 sec and a period of either 60 sec or 3000 sec is added to the true FHSTl timetag. Gyro biases are not esti- 
mated; the rates are corrected using the true gyro biases, determined separately. 

If the filter memory time is too long, it will not be able to follow a varying time bias; it will converge instead to an 
average value. The process noise needs to be large enough to produce an uncertainty roughly comparable to the sawtooth 
amplitude in a time equal to the period. The timetag process noise is characterized by the parameter at, obtained from 



the two-time expectation of the white noise source qc appearing in Equation (15): 

A range of values for a'f from 0.01 to 0.001 sec2/sec leads to similar results. (All other test cases where the timetag biases 
were constant used 03 = lo-' sec2/sec.) 

Figure 4 shows the timetag bias from a typical 400-sec timespan for the more rapidly varying case. The estimate is 
shown as a solid line and the true timing error as a sawtooth dashed line. When the observability is good (stars available 
in both trackers), the estimated bias can follow the sawtooth with a residual of roughly 0.05 sec or less. However, the 
overall performance is not very good since the sawtooth quickly moves away from the estimated time bias between star 
identifications. 

In spite of the rather poor timetag estimation, inclusion of the time bias in the state vector does improve the attitude 
determination significantly. The RMS deviation from the OBC attitude is only 11 arcsec, as good as tests with no timing 
errors. Without time bias estimation, the sawtooth timing error causes an RMS attitude deviation of 74 arcsec. 

When the period of the sawtooth is increased to 3000 sec, the filter has much less trouble following it. Figure 5 
shows the timetag bias estimate (solid) and the slowly varying true bias (dashed). The RMS deviation from the OBC is 
1 1.5 arcsec in this case. 

5. Conclusions 

It has been shown that, without maneuvers, attitude sensor timing errors onboard EUVE and spacecraft with similar 
geometry can be solved for only for very limited circumstances. Examination of the %-matrix shows that the attitude, gyro 
bias, and timetag bias are not simultaneously observable. A Kalman filter solution leads to results with large correlation 
coefficients. These solutions are not robust: filter mistuning changes the results and iterative methods lead to radically 
different estimates or diverge altogether. The timetag bias can be accurately determined only if the gyro bias is not solved 
for and is compensated using an accurate independent estimate. 

Similarly, when there are timetag errors on two sensors, the filter algorithm cannot distinguish them. Large correla- 
tions between the individual sensors' timetag biases indicate that their estimates are unreliable. Additional tests are needed 
to examine cases with three or more sensors, with and without attitude maneuvers. 

The observability improves dramatically when the spacecraft undergoes attitude maneuvers. The correlation coeffi- 
cients decrease and the state estimates improve for each slew. This only holds, though, with fairly large maneuvers. Tests 
with recent EUVE flight data having a pair of 2 deg slews showed no noticeable increase in observability. 

Even when the gyro bias has been compensated, the filter does not do well estimating a short-period, time-varying 
timetag bias. However, the problem here is probably insufficient data relative to the bias time scale (period equal to I 
minute in this test case). The filter has no trouble following the long-period variations in the final test. In either case, 
estimating the timetag bias improved the attitude estimates significantly. If a particular sensor has a known short-period 
timing problem, a better sensor model could be developed to estimate, for example, the period, amplitude, and phase as 
three new state vector elements, rather than trying to follow the time-variation using a single timetag bias with a large 
process noise. 
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Abstract 

We present a generalization of the Euler angles to axes beyond the twelve 
conventional sets. The generalized Euler axes must satisfy the constraint that 
the first and the third are orthogonal to the second; but the angle between the 
first and third is arbitrary, rather than being restricted to the values 0 and 
f l ,  as in the conventional sets. This is the broadest generalization of the 
Euler angles that provides a representation of an arbitrary rotation matrix. 
The kinematics of the generalized Euler angles and their relation to the 
attitude mamx are presented. As a side benefit, the equations for the 
generalized Euler angles are universal in that they incorporate the equations 
for the twelve conventional sets of Euler angles in a natural way. 

Introduction 

It is well known that a rotation can be represented by a single rotation about a single axis, 
where the rotation axis is allowed to vary according to the rotation [l-71. It is often more 
convenient to represent a general rotation as the product of three successive rotations about axes 
whose orientations are specified a priori. These parameterizations of rotations, well known as the 
Euler angle parameterizations [ l-71, can be written 

where the carets denote unit vectors, and R(B, p) represents a rotation by angle A n *  B, about axis 8. 
For the conventional Euler angles, the rotation axes are selected from the set (1,2,3) where 

The conventional Euler rotations are generally designated by the three indices, for example 



If the Euler sequence is to represent a general mtation matrix, two successive rotations cannot be 
about the same axis, which is to say that iil # fi2 and i2 # fi3. This leaves twelve possible sets of 
conventional Euler axes: six symmetric sets designated 121,232,313, 13 1,212, and 323, and six 
asymmetric sets designated 123,23 1,312,132,213, and 321. 

We show in the present work that the Euler angles can be extended to a much larger set. The 
generalized Euler axes can be any three unit vectors such that both the first and the third are 
orthogonal to the second. The angle between the first and third axes is arbitrary, rather than being 
restricted to the values 0 and d2 as is the case for the conventional sets. We show that this is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the generalized Euler angles to provide a universal 
representation of rotation matrices. We derive expressions for the generalized Euler angles in terms 
of the rotation matrix and kinematic equations for these angles, and discuss the 'gimbal-lock' 
singularity of this parameterization. 

Necessary Conditions for the Generalized Euler Angles 

For the generalized Euler angles to represent a general rotation, it is necessary and sufficient 
that the rotation matrix of equation (1) be capable of mapping any unit vector 6 into any other unit 
vector i .  That is, there must exist angles 9 ,  29, and w such that the equation 

has a solution for given iil, ii2, i g ,  ii, and i .  In order to show the necessity of the conditions 
on the rotation axes, we can take ii equal to il and only look at the component of this equation 
along ii3. That is, it is certainly necessary that 

where we have used equation (1) and recalled that the axis of rotation is invariant under a rotation. 
Inserting the explicit farm of the rotation matrix [5] 

-AT 
R(P, 6) = cos 6 - sin flii x] + (1 - cos 6)nn , 

with 
0 -5 n2 

[ii x] = 

gives the necessary condition 

ig i = iij [cos 29 iil - sin 29(ii2 x 81) + (1 - cos 6)i2(G2 I] 
= (82 ii3)(P2 9,) + sin d[ii3 ( i l  x i2)]  + cos 6 ( i 2  x i3) (82 x 81). 

(8) 

Now let 
P (fi2 fi3)(fi2 fil) (9) 



and B be the positive square root of 

It is clear from the final expression that B I 1. Now equation (8) can be written as 

where 
A = AT AN^[^^) l (fil x i2) ,  ( i 2  x i 3 )  l (82 x &)I. 

As t9 varies over its range, the right side of equation (12) takes only values between p - B and 
+ B , so a solution will exist for 6 only if 

However, i3 l ? can assume any value between - 1 and + 1, so it is clear from equations (9) and 
(10) that the coefficients p and B must have the values 

B = l  and B = 0  
This means that 

i l 2 = O  and i 2 e f i 3 = 0  

or equivalently that xi2 be perpendicular to both il and i3. With this restriction, equation (12) 
simplifies to 

A E AT AN^[^) (PI x i2) ,  h3 c ilk] (16) 
and then 

fi3 = COSA il +sinA(il xii2) = ~ ( i i ~ , A ) h ~ .  

Thus A, is the angle of the rotation about i2 that takes il into i3. 

Sufficiency of the Generalized Euler Angle Parameterization 

The rotation matrix can be written as the product 



If this is to represent an arbitrary proper orthogonal matrix A, we must be able to find angles g , 
6 ,  and y such that 

or, equivalently, to find angles q>, 6' = 29 - A , and y such that 

The matrix on the right side of this equation ranges over the group of proper orthogonal matrices as 
A ranges over this group. Thus our generalized Euler sequence can represent an arbitrary rotation if 
the matrix on the left side of equation (20) can represent an arbitrary rotation. To establish this fact, 
it is sufficient to show that this matrix can take the vectors in some orthonormal basis into an 
arbitrary onhonormal triad. We will take this basis to be {il, i2, i1 x ez}. Thus we must be able 
to find angles g , 6', and y such that 

where i1 is an arbitrary unit vector, and 

where 62 is a unit vector in the plane perpendicular to il , but is otherwise arbitrary. Then the 
proper orthogonality of R(& ,iiz,hl; p, 6', y)  ensures that it will map fil x ii2 into il x i2. 

Equation (21) can be written, using equations (1) and (6), as 

il = R(iil, y)[cos 6' iil - sin zr)'(ii2 x iil)] 

= cos 6' iil + sin b'sin y ii2 +sin b'cos y(iil x ii2). 

Since {il, 82, 8, x h2} is a basis, it is clear that 6' and y can be chosen so that il is an 
arbitrary vector. Equation (22) gives 

i2 = R(iil, y)R(ii2, 6')[cos g h2 - sin g(B1 x ii2)] = cos g iil + sin g i t ,  (24) 
where 

il = R(iil, y)~($, 6')i2 = ~ ( i i ~ ,  y)i2 = cos y ii2 -sin y(S1 x P2), (25) 
and 

P2 E -R(el, y ) ~ ( f i ~ ,  6')il x 62 = - ~ ( 8 1 ,  y Xcos d'(iil x i 2 )  - sin 6' hl] 

= sin 29' iil - COS 6'sin y ii2 - cos 6'cos y(iil x ii2). 
(26) 

It is clear from equations (23), (25), and (26) that Pl and ii2 farm an orthogonal basis for the 
plane peIpendicular to 61. Thus equation (24) shows that g can be chosen such that i2 is any 
vector in this plane. 



This completes the demonstration that the generalized Euler angles, subject to the constraint of 
equation (IS), can represent an arbitrary rotation. Since the conventional angles are a subset of the 
generalized Euler angles, it incidentally provides an explicit proof that the conventional Euler 
angles are similarly general. 

Relation to the Conventional Euler Angles 

Each of the conventional Euler angle sets is a subset of the class of generalized Euler angles, 
characterized by a specific choice of axes and a corresponding value of the angle It is easily seen 
from equation (12) or (17) that the symmetric sets of axes (121,232,313, 131,212, and 323) 
have A = 0, the even permutation asymmetric sets (1 23,23 1, and 3 12) have = a/2, and the odd 
permutation asymmetric sets (132,213, and 321) have 2 = - z/2. With these substitutions, all the 
equations derived in this paper are applicable to the conventional Euler angles. Thus the results of 
this paper include universal formulas applicable to all Euler angles, conventional or generalized. 

Extraction of the Generalized Euler Angles 

The rotation matrix is simply defrned in terms of the generalized Euler angles by equation (1). 
We now turn to the converse problem, the extraction of the generalized Euler angles from a rotation 
matrix. Equation (1 I), with the constraint of equation (14), gives 

We recall from equations (4) and (5) that ir = Asl, where A is the rotation matrix that is being 
parameterized, so this equation can be solved for zT), yielding 

where ACOS denotes the principal value of the inverse cosine function, which returns a value 
between 0 and z. The twofold sign ambiguity in equation (28) is present in the conventional Euler 
angle representations as well, but it is usually avoided by restricting 6 to the range 0 S 29 S z for 
the symmetric sets of axes or -a/2 I 6 5 z/2 for the asymmetric sets. A similar resolution of the 
ambiguity for the generalized Euler angle case would be to take the sign of the second term in 
equation (28) to be positive for l I 0 and negative for A > 0. This would ensure that the values of 
6 for any particular choice of axes would always be in some interval of length zof the range 
-a < 29 5 a. We will not assume that this convention has been adopted, however. 

Equation (28) is analogous to the procedure for finding the second Euler angle in one of the 
conventional sets in terms of one of the elements of the rotation matrix. The other angles are 
expressed in terms of the other two elements of the same row or of the same column. This 
motivates us to consider the four quantities 

T 
&4il = [cos v i2 - sin y(iz x G3)] [COS 6 el + sin B(Gl x iZ )] = sin y sin( 6 - A), (29) 



(s2 x P ~ ) ~ A ~ ~  = [cos y(P2 x P3) + sin P2]T[cos 9 C1 +sin 9(P1 x P2)] 
(30) 

= -cos y sin(9 - A), 

T 
i $ A i 2  = [cos 9 i3 + sin 6 ( i 2  x h3)] [ C O S ~  i2 - sin 9(C1 x i2)]  = sin psin(8 - A),  (31) 

and 
C ~ A ( C ~  x P2) = [cos d 63 +sin 9(P2 x ~ ~ ) ] ~ [ c o s  p,(il x C2) +sin p i2] 

= -cospsin(8 - A). 
(32) 

Define aas  the sign 
a = sign[sin(b - A)]. (33) 

This sign is not a variable, but is fixed for any set of generalized Euler axes. It is, in fact, the same 
as the sign of the second term on the right side of equation (28). With this definition, we can find 
the other two generalized Euler angles by 

p, = ATANZ[O~$AP~, - 0 PTA(fil x C2)] 

and 
y = AT AN^[^ B ~ A C ~ ,  - a (P2 x i3)T~il]. 

The equations for the conventional Euler angles are, of course, special cases of these equations. 

Kinematics 

The kinematic equations for the generalized Euler angles are straightfarward generalizations of 
the corresponding expressions for the conventional Euler angles. The body-referenced angular 
velocity vector is given by 

o = @ 63 + &(P3, y)i2 + @(h3, y ) ~ ( i i ~ ,  9)il = R(C3, y ) ~  , [I1 (36) 

where S is the 3x3 mamx 
s=[P' i 8, i e3] (37) 

with 
i? = l?(ii2, 6)Cl  = R(i2, 19 - A)fi3 = cos(b - A)ii3 - sin(z9 - A)(P2 x C3). (38) 

The second step in equation (38) makes use of equation (17). The inverse of equation (37) gives 
the time derivatives of the Euler angles in terms of the angular velocity: 



The determinant of the matrix S is given by 

detS=6'@(h2 xii3)=-sin(z9-A), 
and its inverse is 

S-' = (det s)-'[I2 x I3 i I3 x I' i 6' x fi21T 
(41) 

= [sin(d - A)]-l[I3 x I2 i sin(z9 - A)I2 i sin(z9 - I)B3 - cos(19 - A)(13 x ii2)lT. 

The kinematic equations for the conventional Euler angles are special cases of these equations. 

Singularity of the Parameterization 

It is clear from equations (39) and (41) that the kinematic equations for g, and y are singular 
when sin(29 - A) = 0. It is also clear that the kinematic equation for 29 is not singular at this or any 
other point. The mathematical singularity reflects the fact that the axes 6' and h3 coincide when 
sin(29 - A) = 0, so the rotations about these two axes are not independent. This situation is known 
as gimbal lock, since it is related to the serious problem occurring in gimballed inertial reference 
platforms for which the Euler angles are physical gimbal angles, and the required infinite rates 
cannot be attained by physical actuators. It is worth mentioning, however, that the numerical errors 
accumulated in integration of the kinematic equations through the gimbal-lock singularity can be 
surprisingly small in practice [8]. 

It is interesting to note that the combination cos(d - A)@ + Ij/ is nonsingular in the limit that 
sin(z9 - A) = 0 ,  so that this combination of these two angular rates continues to be significant. The 
formulas for extracting p and yl from the attitude matrix, equations (34) and (33,  are both 
undefined in this limit, however. It is possible to extract information from other elements of the 
rotation matrix to give a correct value to the linear combination of p and ty that remains well- 
defined, and an explicit procedure to accomplish this has been worked out for the conventional 
Euler angles [9]. The generalization of this procedure to the generalized Euler angles is 
straightforward. With a moderate amount of effort, we can derive the following relationships 
between the 'matrix elements' of A and the generalized Euler angles: 

f i T ~ 8 ~  = cospcos ty- sin psin ylcos(fi - A), (42) 

i i T ~ ( f i ~  x ii2) = sin p cos ty + cos p sin yrcos(8 - A), (43) 

and 
T (i2 x h3) A(& x h2) = sin cp sin y - cos pcos ylcos(e- A). (45) 



Now we can either find 9 from equation (34) and y from 

I = A T A N ~ [ C O S ~ ( ~ ~  x h31T Aii2 + sin q ( i 2  x ii31T A(i1 x P2), 

cosq 8$Afi2 +sin q P$A(P~ x 82) ] , 

or, alternatively, we can find y from equation (35) and then q, from 

9 = A T A N ~ [ C O S ~  i$A(fi1 x 1 2 )  + sin yr(i2 x i31T A ( P ~  x i2 ) ,  
(47) 

cosy 8 $ A i 2  + sin y (12 x h3)= A i 2 ]  . 

Note that both equations (46) and (47) are well behaved for all values of 19. The use of one of 
these alternatives guarantees that the well-defined linear combination of q and is determined 
accurately even when the solution to equation (34) or (35) loses numerical significance. However, 
these methods are more computationally expensive than using equations (34) and (35) together, 
and it is best in practice to choose a set of Euler axes for which the gimbal-lock phenomenon will 
not be encountered. 

Discussion 

We have shown that the Euler angles can be generalized to encompass sequences of rotations 
about any three axes subject to the constraint that axes of successive rotations be perpendicular. 
Thus the second rotation axis must be orthogonal to both the first and the third, but the angle 
between the first and third axes is arbitrary. This angle, the 'new angle' promised in the title, can 
take on any value rather than being restricted to the values 0 or f ld2 as in the conventional Euler 
angle sequences. Kinematic equations have been derived for the generalized Euler angles, as well 
as equations for extracting these angles from the rotation matrix. The generalized Euler angles have 
the same 'gimbal lock' singularity as the conventional angle sets. Means for circumventing this 
problem developed for the conventional cases have been extended to the generalized Euler angles. 

All the equations in this paper can be applied to the conventional Euler angle sets in a 
straightfornard fashion, so a side benefit of this work has been to supply universal formulas 
applicable to all Euler angle pararneterizations, conventional and generalized 
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Abstract 

The Passive Aerodynamically Stabilized Magnetically Damped Satellite (PAMS) will be deployed from the Space 
Shuttle and used as a target for a Shuttle-mounted laser. It will be a cylindrical satellite with several comer cube 
reflectors on the ends. The center of mass of the cylinder will be near one end, and aerodynamic torques will tend 
to align the axis of the cylinder with the spacecraft velocity vector. Magnetic hysteresis rods will be used to 
provide passive despin and oscillation-damping torques on the cylinder. 

The behavior of the hysteresis rods depends critically on the "B/H" curves for the combination of materials and 
rod length-to-diameter ratio ("1-over-d"). These curves are qualitatively described in most Physics textbooks in 
terms of major and minor "hysteresis loops". 

Mathematical modeling of the functional relationship between B and H is very difficult. In this paper, the physics 
involved is not addressed, but an algorithm is developed which provides a close approximation to empirically- 
determined data with a few simple equations suitable for use in computer simulations. 

I. List of Symbols 
1 1 

Magnetic Flux Density (primary dependent 
variable) 
Slope (dB/dH) on the "major loop" 
boundaries 
Remanence 
Saturation value of B 
Magnetizing Field (primary independent 
variable) 
Coercive Force 
Value of H on the left side boundary curve 
(H-HL) I (2Hc) 
A TBD constant 

9 Boundary slope multiplier 
90 Value for q for f = 0 

O 5  . .-Cam3 Pdm BLANK NOT FliYUr 



11. Motivation For Analysis 

A few years ago, a proposed Gravity and Magnetic Earth Surveyor (GAMES) spacecraft design included a small, 
totally passive subsatellite which would be released to fly at controlled distances behind the main spacecraft. It 
was to carry a single laser-reflecting comer cube which ideally would be pointed directly at GAMES and provide 
a target for a laser-ranging experiment. 

A novel subsatellite passive attitude stabilization method, using a combination of aerodynamic and magnetic 
torques, was proposed by Dave Skillrnan and Jim Abshire of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The work 
reported here concerns the behavior of magnetic hysteresis rods which were to be used for subsatellite despin and 
oscillation control. 

Although a GAMES new start did not materialize, the Project recommended, and received approval for, a Shuttle 
test flight of the aero/mag stabilization concept. Preparations are currently underway for the flight of the Passive 
Aerodynamically Stabilized Magnetically Damped Satellite (PAMS) in 1996. 

111. Development of the Boundary Curves 

Magnetic hysteresis rods (long, slender, cylindrical samples of a permeable material) become magnetized when 
exposed to an ambient magnetic field. The "magnetizing field" (H) is the component of the extemal field parallel 
to the axis of the cylinder, and the "magnetic flux density" (B) developed in the material produces a magnetic 
moment parallel to the axis. The interaction of the magnetic moment and the extemal field produces a torque 
which is sometimes used to despin satellites. 

For the type of materials used, there is a significant phase lag between B and H and most physics books show 
plots of "B/H curves" or "hysteresis loops". The function B(H) is extremely nonlinear and multi-valued. 

There is no physics addressed here. The mathematical model suggested merely attempts to reproduce empirical 
B vs. H behavior in a form suitable for use in computer simulations of dynamic systems which employ magnetic 
hysteresis rods. 

We begin with the familiar function y = tan(x) shown on the left below in Figure la. Interchanging the axes 
produces the not-as-familiar function y = arctan(x) as shown below in Figure lb. 

angle in degrees 

Figure la  y=tan(x) 
tangent 

Figure l b  y=arctan(x) 



We now let x = kH where k is a selectable constant 
and H is an independent variable. We also let y be 
proportional to a dependent variable (B) and wish to 
have the values of B limited between "saturation 
levels" -Bs and +Bs. The appropriate relationship is 
given by 

n B 
Y=--. (1) 

2 Bs 

In terms of the new variables, we now have the 
function 

2 
(2) B = - B, tan-' (kH) . 

K 

Figure lc  shows this function, where k has been H 

arbitrarily set to 5.92 and B, to 9872. Figure lc B = - 2 B, tan-'(kH) 
n 

Figure l d  shows the result of shifting the previous 
curve to the left by an amount H, arbitrarily set to 
0.135 units. Note that, where this curve crosses the 
ordinate axis, we let B = B,. The equation for this 
curve is 

For H = 0 then, we have 

or equivalently 
H 

2 
Figure Id B = - B, tan-'[k(H + H, )] 

n 



Figure l e  shows the function 

obtained by shifting the original curve to the right 
by the same amount H, 

H 
2 

Figure l e  B = -8, t an - l [k (~  - H,)] 
II 

Finally, in this construction sequence, we 
superimpose the last two figures to obtain Figure If 
which bears a close resemblance to the "magnetic 
hysteresis loops" shown in the Electromagnetics 
chapter in most elementary Physics books. Usually, 
H is called the Magnetic Field Strength and B is 
called the Magnetic Induction. The units involved 
are discussed in an Appendix to this report. Note 
that the left boundary curve crosses the ordinate axis 
at B=B,. In textbook B/H curves, this value is called 
the Remanence. The right boundary curve crosses 
the abscissa at H=H,. This value is called the 
Coercive Force. 

H 
Figure If "Hysteresis Loop" 

IV. Initial Magnetization Phase and Behavior Inside the Boundaries 

Most Physics texts mention an initial magnetization phase in which B(O)=H(O)=O and H is gradually increased in a 
positive direction. Figure 2 shows a typical "S-shaped curve showing B first slowly increasing, then rising more 
sharply, then asymptotically approaching some upper limit. 

Here, we assume that the slope dB/dH of this curve and that of any point within the boundary constraints 
depends on the horizontal distance between the current point (H,B) and the boundary curve which the point is 
moving away from, in this case, the left side boundary. As an example, suppose that the slope is zero coming off 
the left boundary and approaches the boundary slope as it approaches the right boundary. Note from the 
previous section that the two boundary curves are always 2Hc apart in the horizontal direction and define the 
fraction 



where HL is the value on the left boundary curve 
corresponding to the current value of B. Since the 
left side boundary is given by 

2 
B = - B, t a n - ' [ k ( ~ ~  + H,)] , 

K 
(8) 

then, 

Magnetizing Field 

Figure 2 Initial Magnetization Phase 

Now, Let B' be the boundary curve slope (either boundary) corresponding to the current value of B. 
Differentiating the previous equation with respect to H, we find 

Now, a simple function providing the desired behavior could be 
dB - = f  B'. 
dH 

Another possibility would be 

where p is an exponent of the fractional distance f. 

Actually, in the specific example addressed below, the slopes at the left boundary seen in the test data were small 
but non-zero. To account for this possibilty, a more general expression (with one more selectable constant) was 
used in fitting the data. We let 

dB - = lq0 + (1 - q o ) f ~ ] ~ '  
dH 

(14) 

where qo B' is the slope dB/dH near the boundary. 

V. Specific Application 

Some empirical B/H curve data was generously provided to the author by Frederick Mobley of the Johns 
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL). Tests were run on a long, slender rod made from AEM 
4750 material, a nickel-iron alloy. The magnetizing field was oscillated between nine different peak values 
ranging from +/- 0.04 to +/- 0.50 units. At the higher levels, boundary curve limits were clearly achieved. 

Examination of the boundary curves showed immediately that H,=0.135 units and B,=4240 units were reasonable 
approximations. Placing these values and H=O in the left-hand boundary curve 



produces an equation showing a required relationship between k and B, i.e. 
2 

4240 = -B, tan-'[0.135k]. 
X 

Another point on the left hand boundary was located at (-0.5,-7150). Using these values for H and B, respectively, 
produces a second requirement for k and B, i.e. 

These equations were solved numerically to find B,=9872. With this known, we can compute k = 5.925. The 
resulting boundary curve then becomes 

2 
B = - (9872) tm-'[5.925(~ f 0.135)] . 

X 
(18) 

Figure 3a shows a reproduction of some of the 
hysteresis rod B/H test data received from APL. 
The outermost contour was obtained by cycling the 
magnetizing field (H) between the limits of f0.5 
units and plotting the resultant steady-state B/H 
contour curve. The peak values of B observed were 
+7150 units. Points on the left-hand boundary curve 
were used to determine appropriate values for k and 
B, for the math model described above. 

The outermost contour of Figure 3b shows the math 
model output for the same k0.5 units input. Note 
that the test data slope appears to have a fairly large 
linear range compared to that produced by the 
model. The arctangent model shows more curvature 
and flattens out a little more at the extreme values 
of H. 

Figure 3a Test Data 

Figure 3b Model Data 



Figure 3c shows test data for a smaller range of H 
values, i.e. fO.l units. The outermost curve here is 
the same as the innermost curve of Figure 3a. This 
curve was used in the selection of the other two 
model parameters, p and q, Values of p = 4.75 and 
q,= 0.085 were obtained by a trial-and-error iterative 
procedure which matched a peak value of B of 637 
units and an ordinate crossing value of 275 units as 
observed in the test data. Figure 3d shows that a 
very close match was obtained. 

The four parameters selected above were then used 
in the model andB(H) contours were generated for 
the other ranges of H for which test data was 
available, i.e. M.4, M.3, M.2, kO.15,+0.08, kO.06, and 
M.04 units. All test data and model outputs are 
shown in Figures 3a through 3d. 

Figure 3c Test Data 

Figure 3d Model Data 



VI. An Algorithm for Determining dB/dt 

Given B, H and dH/dt, with k, q, and p predetermined constants, 

1. Compute HLI the value of H on the left boundary curve corresponding to B. Since this curve is given by 
2 

B = - 8, tan-'[k(~, + H, )] , we find 
7r 

HL=TAN(PI*B/2/ BS)/K-HC 

2. Compute B', the boundary curve slope corresponding to the value of B. It may be shown that 

3. Find f, 
F=(H-HL)/2/HC 

If dH/dt is negative, measure f from the right hand boundary, 

IF (DHDT.LT.0) F=1-F 
4. Find q, 

Q=QO+(l-QO)*F**P 
5. Find dB/dH, 

DBDH=Q*BP 
6. Find dB/dt, 

VII. Appendix on Magnetic Units 

The use of units for the variables B and H has been avoided in the body of this report. The history of magnetic 
units is long and sometimes contentious and it was feared that including a discussion of this subject would 
introduce an unnecessary distraction in the presentation of the mathematical modelling of magnetic hysteresis. 

As mentioned in the body of the report, empirical B/H curves were received from Mr. Fred Mobley of The Johns 
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of Silver Spring, MD. The data referred to here was 
produced during testing of a rod made from a material known as AEM 4750 (a nickel-iron alloy) with a length of 
of 58 inches (1.47 meters) and a diameter of 0.1084 inches (0.00275 meters). The independent variable, the 
magnetizing field H, was expressed in oersteds and the dependent variable, the flux density B was given in 
gauss. 

In modem times, people have become comfortable with magnetic fields in tesla, magnetic moments in ampere 
meters-squared and torques in newton-meters. A magnetic hysteresis rod in space will have a certain magnetic 
moment M and will interact with the Earth's magnetic field B to generate a torque T, with the pertinent equation 
being the familiar cross product law T = M x B. 

In this Appendix, we attempt to bridge the gap between raw data in the form of B/H curves, with B in gauss and 
H in oersteds, and computer simulations of the performance of magnetic hysteresis rods in space. 

An immediate possible source of confusion is the fact that the letter B is now commonly used for the external 
magnetic field, where historically, the letter H was used. In early-space-age literature1 and textbooks2, when 
magnetic materials were exposed to a magnetic field strength or magnetizing field H, a magnetic flux density or 



magnetic induction B was developed in the material. The unit for H was oersted and the unit for B was gauss. 
These unit names honored two of the early researchers in the field, Hans Christian Oersted (1777-1851) and Carl 
Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855). 

With a magnetic hysteresis rod, the magnetic moment or dipole moment depended on the flux density and the 
volume of material with the governing relationship being m = BV/47c. Here the magnetic moment m is measured 
in pole-centimeters and the volume V is in cubic centimeters. Pole-cm is a unit probably familiar to most readers 
and many have probably used the conversion factor of 1000 pole-cm = 1 ampere-meter-squared. Why this is so is 
probably not very well known. 

The ampere-meter-squared unit is probably the simplest and most obvious magnetic unit. With a current in 
amperes flowing in a loop enclosing an area in square-meters, the magnetic moment is simply the current times 
the area. Now, the magnetic field in the vicinity of such a loop is of interest. The physics involved is expressed 
by the Biot and Savart equation 

d H = I d s x r / r 3 .  (19) 

In this differential equation, H is the magnetic field, I is the current, ds is an incremental length of coil and r is a 
vector from ds  to the point of interest. Unitwise, with rand ds in centimeters, a current in abamperes produces a 
magnetic field in oersted. There are 10 amperes in one abampere. 

Figure A-1 shows a circular coil of radius "a" 
carrying a current "i" (in amperes) and a point R in 
the plane of the coil at which the magnetic field is to 
be determined. For points far away from the coil, 
the following analysis shows that the magnetic field 
is given approximately by 

H = na2 i/10 R-3 (20) 
1 

oersted "into the paper". 

Figure A-1 Current Loop 

The elemental length d s  is in the 1-2 plane, with the components ds, = - a sin(0) d0 (21) 
and ds2 = a cos(8) d0. (22) 

The vector r (also in the 1-2 plane) has the components r, = R - a cos(8) (23) 
and r, = - a sin(8). (24) 

The vector ds x r is obviously in the 3 direction with a magnitude of a[a-R cos(0)]d0. The quantity r2 is given by 
R2+a2-2aRcos(0). The strength of the field is then obtained by integrating (from 0 = 0 to 2n) the differential 
equation 

dH = i/10 a [ a - R cos(0) ] d8 / [ R2 + a2 - 2 a R cos(fj) I3l2. (25) 

Far from the coil. i.e., for R>>a, the denominator in this equation may be approximated by R"1-3(a/R)cos(B)] in 
the denominator or by R-3jl+3(a/;l\jcos(8)1 in the ~~umerator. This makes the approxin~ate differential equation 



Of the four terms here, only two will contribute to the integral, so we can let 

Integrating this equation produces 

Now, fictitious "magnetic poles" were commonly employed in the teaching of magnetics years ago. They came in 
two varities, positive poles and negative poles. The force between two poles was inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance between them and was measured in dynes when the distance was in centimeters. A dyne 
was the force required to accelerate a mass of one gram to a level of one cm/sec2. Forces were either repulsive or 
attractive, depending on whether the signs were the same or different. If a positive pole and a negative pole were 
placed one centimeter apart, they formed a unit dipole, with a magnetic moment of one pole-cm. Collections of 
"p" positive poles and "p" negative poles a distance "c" apart formed a dipole with a magnetic moment of m=pc. 
Now, a unit positive pole in the vicinity of this dipole would experience an attractive force toward the negative 
end and a repulsive force away from the positive end. The magnetic field (in oersteds) due to the dipole at this 
point was defined as equal in magnitude and direction to the net force vector (in dynes) acting on the unit pole. 

Figure A-2 shows the dipole described above and a 
point R at which we would like to determine the 
magnetic field strength. It will be shown below that, 
for R>>c, and with R perpendicular to the dipole 
axis, the field is approximately H = pc/R3. Assume 
now that the fields due to the coil described above 
and the dipole described here are equal. We then 
would have na2i/10=pc. Now, let A be the area of 
the coil in square meters. Then a2=104A, and we 
have 1000Ai=pc. Therefore, one ampere-meter- 
squared = 1000 pole-cm as stated above. 

Figure A-2 Magnetic Dipole 

Initially, let R=Rr be a general point at a distance R from the center of the dipole, with r a unit vector. Let m be a 
unit vector from the positive pole to the negative pole of the dipole. Let P be a vector from the test point to the 
negative pole of the dipole and let Q be a vector from the positive pole to the test point as shown. We can write 
R+P=mc/2 and Q=mc/2+R. The force (in dynes) acting on the test pole will be pQ/@ + pP/P3, where P and Q 
are the magnitudes of the vectors P and Q. 

Now, P2=PdotP=(mc/2-R)dot(mc/2-R) or approximately, with R>>c, P2 = R2- c mdotR. Obviously, we have 
introduced the operator "dot" to indicate the scalar product between two vectors. Similarly Q2 is approximately 
equal to R2+ c mdotR. The force then becomes, approximately, 

= (p/R3) [ Q ( 1 + 3/2 c/R mdotr) + P ( 1 - 3/2 c/R mdotr) ] 

= (p/R3) [ P+Q - 3/2 c/R (P-Q) mdotr] 

= (p/R3) [ c m - 3 c r mdotr ] 

= (pc/R3) [ m - 3 mdotr r ] 



Recalling that the force in dynes is numerically equal to the magnetic field in oersteds, this equation represents a 
concise expression for a dipole magnetic field. It is similar to that shown in Wertz3. 

At a point on the dipole equator (which is what we were initially interested in) the field reduces to simply pc/R3 
as was stated above. 

Getting back to the computer simulation of magnetic hysteresis rod behavior, we have the following rule: 
nsitv (B) in ~ a u s s  . a Given a magnetic flux de nd a volume of material (V) in cubic centimeters. the mayetic 

moment m modem (SI) units will be M = BV/4000n amuere-meters-sauared. 

Another perhaps familiar expression from the magnetics section of physics books is B = kH, where p is the 
permeability of the medium. This equation converts H in oersteds to B in gauss. With the now obsolete (but still 
widely used) system of units, the permeability of free space was unity. Magnetic fields in space were then 
expressed in gauss and were numerically equal to magnetic fields in oersteds. This latter unit soon became rarely 
used and the Earth's magnetic field strength was stated in gauss (or milligauss) for some time. The unit gamma 
was also sometimes used in the early days of orbiting spacecraft with one gauss being equivalent to lo5 gamma. 
When the emphasis on SI units arrived on the scene, "gauss" gave way to "webers per square meter" with the 
conversion factor of lo4 gauss per wb/m2. This unit name was selected to honor Wilhelm Eduard Weber (1804- 
1891). Some time later, this latter unit was renamed the tesla in honor of Nikola Tesla (1856-1943). This made one 
gamma equal to one nanotesla. 

A second rule to be followed then in dealing with B/H data in gauss and oersteds is: 

work in^ with magnetic hvsteresis rods in mace, the "H in oersteds" reauired for the math model would be 
obtained bv multivlvine the mametic field in tesla bv 10000. 
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Abstract 

The  Small Satellite Technology Initiative (SSTI) "CLARK" spacecraft is required to  
be  single-failure tolerant, i.e., no failure of any single component or subsystem shall result 
in complete mission loss. Fault tolerance is usually achieved by implementing redundant 
subsystems. Fault tolerant systems are therefore heavier and cost more t o  build and launch 
than non-redundent, non fault-tolerant spacecraft. 

The SSTI CLARK satellite Attitude Determination and Control System (ADACS) 
achieves single-fault tolerance without redundancy. The attitude determination system sys- 
tem uses a K d m a n  Filter which is inherently robust to loss of any single at t i tude sensor'. 
The at t i tude control system uses three orthogonal reaction ~vheels for attitude control and 
three magnetic dipoles for momentum control. The nominal six-actuator control system 
functions by projecting the attitude correction torque onto the reaction \\heels while a 
slolver momentum management outer loop removes the excess momentum in the  direction 
normal to  the local B field. The actuators are not redundant so the nominal control law 
cannot be  implemented in the event of a loss of a single actuator (dipole or reaction wheel). 

The spacecraft dynamical state (attitude, angular rate, and momentum) is controllable 
from any five-element subset of the six actuators. \llith loss of an actuator the instantaneous 
control authority may not span R~ but the controllability grainian 

retains full rank. Upon detection of an actuator failure the control torque is decomposed 
onto the remaining active axes. The attitude coiitrol torque is effected and the over-orbit 
momentum is controlled. Tlie resulting control system performance approaches that  of the 
nominal system. 

'The C L A R I i  attitude determination system is designed to test State-Of-the-Art attitude sensors by com- 
paring performance of sensors with a star tracker-gyro precision reference. The CL.4RK Kalman filter 
estimates spacecraft attitude, angular rate, and gyro bias. These state variables are observable from any 
-4' - 1 subset of tile -2' attitude sensors. The system is, as such. inhere11~1y robust to I O C I  of any single 
scnsor. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, several attitude estimation designs are developed for the Tropical 

Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) spacecraft. A contingency attitude 
determination mode is required in the event of a primary sensor failure. The hnal 
design utilizes a full sixth-order Kalrnan filter. However, due to initial software 
concerns, the need to investigate simpler designs was required. The algorithms 
presented in this paper can be utilized in place of a full Kalman filter, and require 
less computational burden. These algorithms are based on filtered deterministic 
approaches and simplified Kalman filter approaches. Comparative performances of 
all designs are shown by simulating the TRMM spacecraft in mission mode. 
Comparisons of the simulation results indicate that comparable accuracy with 
respect to a full Kalrnan filter design is possible. 

Introduction 
The TRMM spacecraft is due to be launched in 1997 with a nominal mission lifetime of 42 months. 

The main objectives of this mission include: (1) to obtain multi-year measurements of tropical and 
subtropical rainfall, (2) to understand how interactions between the sea, air, and land masses produce 
changes in global rainf.. and climate, and (3) to help improve the modeling of tropical rainfall processes 
and their influence on global circulation. 

The spacecraft is three-axis stabilized in a near circular (350 km) orbit with an inclination of 35'. The 
nominal Earth-pointing mission mode requires a rotation once per orbit about the spacecraft's y-axis. 
The attitude determination hardware consists of an Earth Sensor Assembly (ESA), Digital Sun Sensors 
(DSS), Coarse Sun Sensors (CSS), a Three-Axis Magnetometer (TAM), and gyroscopic rate sensors. 
The attitude control hardware includes three Magnetic Torquer Bars (MI%) which are used to provide 
magnetic momentum unloading capability, and a Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA) which consists of four 
wheels in a pyramidal arrangement to maximize momentum storage capability along a preferred axis. 

Primary attitude determination is accomplished using the ESA and gyroscopes. The DSS is also used 
twice each orbit in order to update the yaw position estimate during mission pointing. The allotted 
attitude knowledge accuracy is 0.18' per axis. Simulation studies indicate that the primary attitude 
determination system meets the knowledge requirements [I]. In the event of an ESA failure, a 
contingency mode is used to allow for the continuation of the scientific mission. Attitude determination 
for the contingency mode is accomplished using the DSS, the TAM, and gyroscopes. The allotted 
attitude knowledge accuracy for the contingency mode is 0.7' per axis. 

The algorithm chosen for the final contingency design incorporates a sixth-order Kalman filter [2]. 
This filter estimates both attitude error angles and gyro drift trajectories. However, due to initial 
concerns in software coding size and computations, the development of simpler and less software- 
intensive algorithms is required. A number of algorithms is presented in this paper, including: an 
Isotropic Kalman Filter (IKF), a steady-state Angles-only Kalman Filter (AKF), an Enhanced TRIAD 



Algorithm (ETA), and an Enhanced QUEST Algorithm (EQA). AU of these algorithms utilize magnetic 
field measurements, digital sun sensor measurements (when available), and gyro measurements. The IKF 
is a simplified Kalman fitter in which an approximation is made where the rank deficient projection matrix 
is replaced by the identity matrix. This leads to attitude and gym bias covariances that are the same in all 
directions in space. The AKF is a steady-state Kalman filter which estimates for angles only, with no 
gyro bias estimation. The ETA is essentially a first-order filter on TRIAD 131 determined attitudes. 
During solar eclipse, the ETA relies exclusively on model propagation using gyro measurements. Also, 
during sensor walignment the filter gain is automatically adjusted so that the filter relies more on the 
propagated attitude. The EQA is similar to the ETA, but uses the QUEST [4] algorithm for attitude 
determination. This allows for weighting of individual attitude sensor measurement sets. 

The organization of this paper proceeds as follows. First, a summary of the s p a c d t  attitude 
kinematics is shown. Then, a brief review of the standard Kalman filter used for attitude estimation is 
shown. Next, the equations and properties of the IKF, AKF, ETA, and EQA are presented. Then, these 
algorithms are used to estimate the attitude of a simulated TRMM spacecraft. Fmally, results are shown 
which compare each new algorithm to the full Kalman filter. A number of factors is considered, 
including: telemetry requirements, on-board requirements, coding size, and attitude accuracy. 

Attitude Kinematics 
In this section, a brief review of the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion for a three-axis 

stabilized spacecraft is shown. The attitude is assumed to be represented by the quaternion vector, 
defined as 

with 

where is a unit vector corresponding to the axis of rotation and 9 is the angle of rotation. The 
quaternion kinematic equations of motion are derived by using the spacecraft's angular velocity (g), 
given by 

where Qg) and l d  are defined as 

The 3x3 dimensional matrices !&XI and [p,, x] are referred to as cross product matrices since 

axb=bx]b, with - 



(5 )  

Since a three degree-of-Wom attitude system is represented by a four-dimensional vector, the 
quaternions cannot be independent. This condition leads to the following normalization constraint 

The measurement model is assumed to be of the form given by 

where &, is a 3 x  1  dimensional vector of some reference object (e.g., a vector to the sun or to a star, or 
the Earth's magnetic field vector) in a reference coordinate system, BB is a 3x1  dimensional vector 
defining the components of the corresponding reference vector measured in the spacecraft body frame, 
and A ( ~ )  is given by 

which is the 3 x3 dimensional (orthogonal) attitude matrix. 

Kalman Filter Review 
In this section, a review of the basic principles of the Kalrnan filter applied to attitude estimation is 

shown (see [2] for more details). The state error vector has seven components consisting of a four- 
component error quaternion ( 6 4 )  - and a three-vector gyro bias error A&, given by 

The error quaternion is defined as 

where - q is the true quaternion and - is the estimated quaternion. Also, the operator @ refers to 
quaternion multiplication (see [3] for details). Since the incremental quaternion corresponds to a small 
rotation, Equation (10) can be approximated by 

which reduces the four-component error quaternion into a three-component (half-angle) representation. 

The true angular velocity is assumed to be modeled by 

where g is the true angular velocity, cog is the gymdetermined angular velocity, and b is the gyro drift 

vector, which is modeled by 



6=3 (13) 

The 3 x 1 vectors, q and q , are assumed to be modeled by a Gaussian white-noise process with 
-1 -2 

Using the reduced error quaternion in Equation (1 1) and the gyro drift model in Equation (13), the 
state error equation may be written as [2] 

A g = F A x + G g  (15) 

where 

@=6I,-h 

State-observable discrete measurements are assumed to be modeled by 

r k  = hk(*k)+l!k 

where 

h t ( z t )  = A ( ~ ~ ) B I ,  

and y, is assumed to be modeled by a zero-mean Gaussian process with 

~ { l ! k }  = P 

~ { x k  xT} = 8 u 9 
The sensitivity matrix can be written as 

H k  =[ !k  i 03x31 

where 



The extended Kalrnan filter equations for attitude estimation are summarized by 

Isotro~ic Kalman Filter 
In this section, the equations for the IKF are shown. The state vector consists of an incremental 

quaternion and gyro bias. The gyro propagation portion of the IKF is identical to the full Kalrnan filter 
shown in the previous section. However, the assumed measurement in the IKF is given by 

where is the measured unit vector from either the TAM or DSS in the body frame, and 4 is the 
corresponding expected value, obtained by mapping the inertial reference to the body-fixed coordinate 
system using the estimated quatemion. Also, from Equation (23) P = Q ,  since the cross product of a 
vector with itself is zero. The sensitivity mamx of the measurement model in Equation (23) is determined 
by using the attitude mamx of the angle error. This leads to 

where is an incremental error angle. Using the approximation 

leads to the following measurement model 

Therefore, the sensitivity matrix, which contains partials with respect to the error state, is given by 

where 

This matrix is the projection operator onto the space perpendicular to i, which reflects the fact that an 
observation of a unit vector contains no information about rotations around an axis specified by that 
vector. Therefore, H, has rank two. Also, if the measurement errors for each sensor are assumed equal 
in all directions, then the measurement error covariance is given by 

R = r H ,  (29) 



where r is a scalar. Equation (29) indicates that there is no uncertainty in the length of the measured 
vector. The IKF is derived by making an approximation of replacing the rank-two sensitivity matrix in 
Equation (28) by the rank-three identity matrix, which leads to 

This approximation leads to attitude and gyro bias covariances which are equal in all directions in space, 
or isotropic. Therefore, the covariance matrix has the form given by 

where P,, P,, and Pb are scalar quantities. Also, the state transition matrix is approximated by 

where A is the sampling interval. Equation (32) ignores spacecraft rotation, which is irrelevant since the 
covariance matrix in Equation (31) is isotropic. The covariance propagation equations are now given by 

where at and a: are the scalar covariances of the gyro-drift ramp noise, and the gyro-drift rate 
measurement noise, respectively. The Kalman gain matrix is given by 

T 
K = [ka 13x3 i kb 13x31 

where 

Therefore, the Kalrnan covariance and state update equations are given by 

Pa,+, (+) = r ka 

PC,,, (+) = r kb 



Since, Equations (37a) and (37b) depend on the cross product measurement @ x i ) ,  the updates to the 

quaternions and biases are still perpendicular to despite the approximation to the sensitivity matrix. 

Steadv-State Angles-onlv Kalman Filter 
In this section, a simplified version of the full Kalrnan filter is shown. The AKF estimates only the 

quaternion, and not the gyro drift. The covariance and state transition mamces are the upper 3 x 3  blocks 
of the corresponding mamces in a full Kalman filter. Therefore, covariance propagation is given by 

where w is the assumed scalar level of the process noise. A full angles-only Kalman filter rapidly 
approaches steady-state using the covariance propagation in Equation (38). Therefore, a steady-state 
covariance is used. An investigation of the eigenvalues of the covariance mamx shows that there is one 
large eigenvalue ( P - ) ,  and two nearly equal smaller eigenvalues ( p - ) .  Also, the eigenvector 
corresponding to p ,  is found to always be within 2.5 degrees of the sun vector in the body. This 
reflects the fact that the more accurate sun sensor cannot reduce attitude errors along the sun line, which 
must be estimated using the less-accurate TAM. Therefore, the covariance matrix is given by 

where 5 is the sun vector in the body frame, and p ,  and p,, are constants. The minimum eigenvalue is 
given by p,, and the maximum eigenvalue is given by p,, + p,, . 
Sun Sensor Update 

The sensitivity mamx and measurement covariance for the sun sensor are given by 

Hs = [$ X] (40a) 

Rs = rs 13x3 (40b) 
where is the estimated sun vector in the body frame, and r, is the scalar (isotropic) measurement 
covariance. The Kalman gain for the sun sensor update requires the computation of 

- - rs + Peye 13x3 + p y ; i T }  

Therefore, the Kalrnan gain matrix is given by 

- 1 - {peye '3x3 + P s m i i ~ i ( l x l T { 1 3 X 3  + 
rs + Peye 

- - [h xlT 
's + Peye 

If the measurements are processed at a given time by accumulating an incremental error angle g 
initialized at zero, without re-computing the quaternion between updates, the state update becomes 



Peye 
a_(+> = a(-) + { ~ x f  -(13x3 -liT)d-1) 

' s  + Peye 

where is the measured sun vector in the body frame. 

TAM Update 
The sensitivity matrix and measurement covariance for the TAM are given by 

H, = [& x] (Ma) 

*, = r, 13x3 (Mb) 
where $ is the estimated magnetic field vector in the body frame, and r, is the scalar (isotropic) 
measurement covariance. The Kalman gain for the TAM update requires the computation of 

The inverse in Equation (45) is computable in closed form, but is complicated. An approximation is made 
which assumes r, is much larger than both p ,  and p,,. Therefore, Equation (45) is re-written as 

The Kalrnan gain matrix is now given by 

The state update is given by 

where @ is the measured TAM vector in the body frame. 

Enhanced TRIAD and OUEST Algorithms 
In this section, the ETA and EQA are developed. These algarithms are essentially based on an 

"alpha-type" [5] filter applied to deterministic methods. The TRIAD algorithm [3] involves the 
construction of two mads from a pair of orthonomal vectors, g and E, with basis vectors given by 

U X V  
1)2=- - 

lux4 
n = l x m  - (49~) 

The basis vectors are constructed for both body measured vectors E, and vB, and for the inertial 
reference vectors and v l .  Two orthogonal 3 x 3 matrices are then constructed, given by 

ME =[!,  m, 181 (50a) 

MI =[!I  r n ~  n,] ( 5 0 ~  

The attitude matrix maps the inertial reference to the body frame, and can be determined by 



An accurate method for extracting the quaternions from the attitude matrix is given in [6]. 

The TRIAD method (as well as all deterministic) methods requires at least two sets of vector 
measurements to determine the attitude matrix. This method subsequently fails when only one set of 
vector measurements (e.g., TAM data only) is available. Also, deterministic methods fail when vectors 
are cealigned (i.e., 1rr.A = I). These difficulties are overcome by combining the TRIAD determined 
quaternions with a gyro-propagated model and a simple first-order filter. The ETA is given by 

where q is the propagated quaternion, ) is the estimated quaternion, and f,, is the quaternion 
-P - 

extracted from the TRIAD determined attitude matrix. The scalar gain variable a is given by 

where a, is a constant gain. The filter gain in Equation (53) is automatically adjusted to accommodate 
periods of vector co-alignment (i.e., as the vectors become cealigned, the gain approaches 0). Also, a, 
is set to zero when only one measurement set is available. 

The ETA is essentially a first-order "additive" Kalrnan filter. In general, this approach will not 
maintain quaternion normalization [7]. To investigate how the ETA affects quaternion normalization, 
Equation (52b) may be re-written as 

where I, is the identity quaternion. If the propagated quaternion is close to the TRIAD determined 

quaternion, then Equation (54) can be approximated accurately by 

where 69 is the angle vector between q and llriad. -P 
Therefore, since a, is very small, normalization is 

maintained to within first-order. For numerical precision, the quaternions are explicitly normalized. 

The EQA is similar to the ETA, but uses the QUEST [4] algorithm to determine attitude. The 
QUEST algorithm minimizes the following cost function [8] 

where w is a set of unit vector observations in the body-frame, is a set of unit observations with respect 
to the inertial frame, and n is the total number of vector measurement sets. The constants a, serve to 
weight individual sensor measurements. Shuster [4] has shown that the maximum-likelihood estimate of 
the attitude is obtained with weights given by 

where a, is the standard-deviation of the measurement error process for each sensor. 



TRMM Simulation and Results 
In order to compare the algorithms developed in this paper, a simulation study is performed using 

TRMM orbit parameters and performance criteria. The simulated spacecraft has a near circular orbit at 
350 lan, and completes an orbit in approximately 90 minutes. The nominal mission mode requires a 
rotation once per orbit (i-e., 236 deglhr) about the spacecraft's y-axis while holding the remaining axis 
rotations near zero. The "true" magnetic field reference is modeled using a 10th order International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model. In order to simulate magnetic field modeling error, a 6th 
order IGRF is used to develop "measurements." TAM sensor noise is modeled by a Gaussian white- 
noise process with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.5 mG. The two DSS's each have a field 
of view of about 50°x 50'. The body to sensor transformations for each sensor is given by 

Each DSS views the sun when the sensor view is greater than the cosine of 50'. The two DSS's combine 
to provide sun measurements for about 2/3 of a complete orbit. The DSS sensor noise is also modeled by 
a Gaussian white-noise process with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.05'. The gyro 
"measurements" are simulated using Equations (12) and (13), with a gyro noise standard deviation of 
0.062 deglhr, a ramp noise standard deviation of 0.235 deg/hr/hr, and an initial drift of -0.1 deglhr on 
each axis. 

A plot of the roll, pitch, and yaw attitude errors for a typical simulation run using the full Kalman 
filter is shown in Figure 1. A plot of the corresponding gyro-bias estimates is shown in Figure 2. From 
Figure 1, the roll and yaw attitude errors show a strong dependence on orbit rate which is centered at 
zero, and a pitch error which is biased. This error bias may be due to non-Gaussian modeling errors in 
the magnetic field "measurements." These nonlinearities cause an error in inertial space which is not 
zero-mean and is largely along the sun line. When these errors are mapped into the body frame, 
sinusoidal motions occur in roll and yaw which are 90' out of phase from each other. Also, a biased 
error occurs in pitch which has the same magnitude as the sinusoidal motion, since the sun vector is 45O 
off the pitch axis. This can be shown mathematically by redefining an inertial reference fixed on the orbit 
plane with the x-axis tangent to the orbit plane, the z-axis pointed nadir, and the y-axis completing the 
triad. For a zero rotation, the inertial reference corresponds to the body frame. Therefore, from Figure 1 
a starting value for the inertial reference can be chosen such that the z-axis is zero, and the remaining axes 
equal in magnitude. The mapping to the body frame for a rotation about the y-axis is given by 

where p is the true anomaly, 6 is the magnitude of the error, and s is the direction of the sun vector, 
given by. 

Clearly, a sinusoidal motion and constant bias is shown by Equation (59). This effect is also seen when 
using a Kalrnan filter on other spacecraft (e.g., UARS and SAMPEX). However, the full Kalman filter is 
able to estimate attitudes to within 0. lo, and estimates the gyrodrift fairly accurately. 



A plot of the attitude errors for a typical simulation run using the IKF is shown in Figure 3. There is 
no clear orbit rate dependence in roll and yaw for this algorithm, but all angle errors are now biased This 
may be due to the fact that the IKF assumes that the attitude covariance is equal in aU directions, so that 
any biased errors are translated into all axes. The gyro-bias estimates (shown in Figure 4) are estimated 
more accurately using the IKF, as compared to the full Kalman filter. However, comparing magnitude 
attitude errors in Figure 3 to Figure 1 shows that attitude accuracy is no better than the full Kalman filter. 

A plot of the attitude errors using the AKF is shown in Figure 5. The errors in roll and pitch are 
biased, while the yaw error has a mean near zero. These errors are likely due to not correcting for gyro 
bias in the filter. This is further depicted in the attitude covariance matrix, which is an order of magnitude 
larger than the full Kalman filter attitude covariance. However, attitude accuracy is still comparable to 
the full Kalman filter (i.e., within 0.1'). 

A plot of the attitude errors using the ETA is shown in Figure 6. The peak errors seen predominately 
in the pitch and yaw errors are due to periods of sun un-observability. During these periods, the filter 
gain (shown in Figure 7) is set to zero, so that attitude is determined from gyro-propagation solely. Also, 
the gain clearly shows a sinusoidal motion. This motion compensates for measurement vector co- 
alignment. Attitude accuracy for this simple approach is within 0.15'. Also, the EQA improves the 
attitude accuracy slightly, but not to any appreciable amount. 

Table 1 shows a summary of telemetry requirements, on-board table (initialization) requirements, 
code size, and performance results for each algorithm described in this paper. Clearly, comparable 
performance with respect to the full Kalman filter is possible using either the IKF or AKF. Also, the AKF 
requires less telemetry and table values, and requires less coding size than either the full Kalrnan filter or 
the IKF. The ETA requires the least amount of telemetry and table values, and requires the least amount 
of coding. Even though attitude accuracy is slightly degraded as compared to the full Kalman filter, the 
simulation study indicates that the 0.7' attitude knowledge requirement is clearly met. 

Table 1 Telemetry and Table Values, Code Size, and Performance 

Conclusions 
A number of alternatives to using a full Kalman frlter for attitude estimation was presented in this 

paper. In order to quantify the performance of these proposed algorithms, a simulation study was 
performed for the TRMM spacecraft. The results of this simulation study indicated that comparable 
accuracy with respect to a full Kalman filter design is possible. In particular, the ETA was shown to be 
an effective attitude estimator, while at the same time dramatically decreasing coding size, and telemetry 
and on-board requirements. Although the full Kalman filter was chosen for the final contingency mode of 
TRMM, the study presented in this paper provided valuable alternatives for future attitude estimation 
schemes. 
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IKF 
-25 values 
-20 values 
<4K 
4.1' 

Full KF 
-40 values 
-30 values 

<6 K 
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-15 values 
-1 5 values 
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-5 values 
-8 values 
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-5 values 
-5 values 
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ORION - A SUPERSYNCHRONOUS 
N95- 27804 

TRANSFER ORBIT MISSION 

I M Walters, J F Baker, I M Shurmer* 
Matra  Marconi Space Systems Plc, Stevenage, UK 

ORION F1 was launched on 29th November 1991 on an Atlas IIA launch vehicle. It was designed, built and 
delivered in-orbit by Matra Marconi Space Systems Plc and was handed over to ORION Satellite Corporation on 20th 
January 1995 at its on-station longitude of 37.5"W. The mission differed significantly from that of any other 
geostationary communications satellite in that the Transfer Orbit apogee altitude of 123,507 km was over three times 
geosynchronous (GEO) altitude and one third of the way to the moon. 

The SuperSynchronous Transfer Orbit (SSTO) mission is significantly different from the standard Geostationary 
Transfer Orbit (GT0)mission in a number of ways. This paper discusses the essential features of the mission design 
through its evolution since 1987 and the details of the highly successful mission itself including a detailed account of 
the attitude determination achieved using the Galileo Earth and Sun Sensor (ESS). 

THE ORION SYSTEM 

The ORION Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) nas 
the first use of the Satellite Control Centre at MMS, 
Stevenage. This was the first LEOP Control Centre built 
in the UK and was designed and built in-house in 
preparation for the ORION launch. All of the LEOP 
operations were perfomled by MMS staff. The Control 
Centre made use of the ground stations at Perth, Allan 
Park and Chilwvorth for TM/TC and tracking from the 
TELESAT network, and the newly built ORION station at 
Mt. Jackson, VA. 

QUARTZ, the Flight Dynamics softnare used during the 
LEOP was written specifically for, although not limited to, 
the ORION F1 mission. It consists of a VAX workstation 
based environment with a central database and a high 
quality MOTIF user interface. Many of the algorithms had 
been well tested pre\iously nithin the mission departnlent 
of the company and these were brought together into an 
integrated suite of Flight Dynamics software. 

The ORION spacecraft weighed 236 1 kg at launch, 1200 
kg of which was liquid propellant. Injection into the 
various transfer orbits was performed using a 490 N 
Marquardt Liquid Apogee Engine. The spacecraft \vas 
passively spin stabilised at 12 rpm during the Transfer 
Orbit phase. The propulsion system is combined \\ith the 

on-station thrusters so that any propellant saved during 
Transfer Orbit was used directly to extend life. 

Because of the special nature of the super-synchronous 
transfer orbit, before describing the results of the LEOP 
itself, some of the pertinent aspects of the mission design 
are outlined below. 

MISSION DESIGN 

The following points provide the reasons and the logic 
behind the supersynchronous mission design. 

The launch vehicle selected for the ORION mission was 
the Atlas IIA manufactured by Manin Marietta 
Commercial Launch Services. Due to the latitude of the 
launch site, the injection orbit \vould have an inclination 
bet\veen 23 and 27.5 degrees. 

If ORION had used a standard transfer orbit (i.e. apogee at 
GEO altitude) with such an inclination, the propellant 
costs would have been prohibitive and the lifetime 
requirements would not have been met. Although the 
escess launch vehicle propellant could have been used to 
reduce the inclination funher. the lifetime would still have 
been less than 7 years. 

now at Vega Group Plc. Harpst~den, UK. 



Table 1 Nominal LEOP Burn Strategy 
By selecting the SSTO, the propellant costs to GEO were 
significantly reduced. In SSTO the majority of the plane 
change is performed at apogee. It is most eficient at 
apogee because this is where the spacecraft is moving the 
slowest and it is close to the ascending node. The higher 
the apogee the lo\fler the spacecraft velocity and hence, the 
more efficient the plane change. 

Pushing out the apogee radius to 130,000 km, making use 
of excess periormance available from the launch vehicle, 
made the plane change for ORION much more efiicient - 
see the comparison below: 

AV to reach Drift Orbit 

Ariane standard GTO appros. 1505 m/s 
ATLAS IIA GTO greater than 1750 mls 
ORION SSTO 1473 mls 

The SSTO mission therefore significantly decreases the 
AV required by the Liquid Apogee Engine (LAE) and 
thereby enabled ORION to achieve the lifetime 
requirement. 

Figure 1 shotvs the SSTO relative to the geostationary 
orbit. 

SSTO 

Burn Apse Naturr AV ( d e )  Transfer T - T O  (h) 

1 A1 Prograde 643.93 SSTO-ITO1 24.04 

2 A2 Prograde 131.89 ITO1-IT02 86.86 

3 P4 Retrograde 329.12 rr02-IT03 190.17 

4 P6 Retrograde 367.87 ITQ3-DO 264.67 

The ORION spacecrafl has linearly polarised telemetry 
(TM) and telecommand (TC) bicone antennas with their 
boresights in the spacecr& XY plane. During the critical 
Sun and Earth Acquisition manoeuvres in Drift Orbit 
(DO), which involved the spacecraft rotating about its X- 
asis, it was necessary to have a ground station which 
could operate in circularly polarised mode to ensure 
continuous TMA'C access. There was only one ground 
station from the tracking net\\lork ivhich could provide this 
senrice - Allan Park. This ground station also covered the 
on-station longitude. 

Thus it was decided to design the nominal strategy such 
that in the e\.ent of having to adopt a bum back-up 
scenario, it \vould always be possible to re-target the 
longitude of the final perigee bum (entry into DO) to be 
close to on-slation and hence above the horizon at Allan 
Park. 

Various scenarios were investigated, but it uras decided 
that two perigee burns, separated by two orbit revolutions, 
provided the longitude re-targeting flexibility required. By 
varying the proportion of the first perigee bum, the final 
burn longitude could be adjusted. Not only did this provide 
the flesibility for the burn back-up (BBU) scenarios (see 
Table 2), it also provided the ability to correct for any 
errors from the t~vo apogee burns in the nominal scenario. 

Figure 1 SSTO and GEO 
Table 2 Nominal & Burn Back-up (BBU) Strategies 

The overall strategy to transfer from the SSTO to GEO is 
to perform a bum at apogee to raise the perigee to 
geosynchronous. A retrograde burn at the perigee of this 
Intermediate Transfer Orbit (ITO) then lo~vers the apogee 
down to geoq-nchronous. 

To further minimise the propellant usage during LEOP, 
two apogee bums were selected rather than one. This 
improved the mission's robustness to uncertainties in the 
LAE performance and the attitude determination. 

Two perigee burns were also selected at perigees 4 and 6 
(see Table 1). The reasons behind this decision are as 
follows: 

Strategy AV1 AV2 AV3 AV4 A V ~  Final 
(mle) (mls) (m/s) (m/s) ( d s )  Longitude 

Nominal 643.9 131.9 329.1 367.9 - 332.5.E 

lBBU 644.4 132.0 332.1 364.8 - 332.6' E 

2BBU 643.9 131.9 254.9 442.0 - 332.5. E 

3BBU 643.9 131.9 303.2 393.8 - 332.6' E 

4BBU 643.9 131.9 329.1 53.2 314.6 332.5. E 

Note that always having to achie\se a certain longitude 
with the final burn drove the fourth burn back-up (4BBU) 
strategy to have 5 burns - an extra burn was added to 
allow longitude re-targeting (see Table 2). 



Adoption of a multiple burn super-synchronous strategy 
was unavoidably going to result in a transfer orbit duration 
much greater than ever experienced before. The impacts 
on the spacecraft system design were potentially 
significant and had to be carefully studied during the 
spacecraft design phase. In order to minimise the impact 
of the extended duration, h e  number of revolutions 
between bums was kept to a minimum. 

The spacecraft Earth Elevation Sensor (EES) cant angle 
was carefully chosen such that. during any one transfer 
orbit revolution, two EES data passes (used for attitude 
determination) were available - one at perigee and another 
on the ascent to apogee (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2 EES Apogee and Perigee Passes 

To be able to minimise the number of orbital revolutions 
between bums. it was decided to use the perigee ESS data 
passes as well as the apogee passes. Ho\vever i t  is not 
advisable to use the ESS below an altitude of 25.000 km. 
so the first apogee bum was sized to ensure that the 
perigee altitude of IT01 was at least 25.000 km. 
Therefore, after the first LAE firing all perigee ESS data 
was deemed usable for attitude determination purposes. 
This resulted in a fised 85%: 15% apogee bum split. 

Major Technical Issues 

During the proof of concept phase of the mission a numbcr 
of major technical issues. themsc11.e~ a product of the 

super-qnchronous stratea. had to be addressed and 
resolved satisfactorily. The points below summarise the 
most significant issues: 

jl~tifude Deferttlinafion: ORION was to make use of 
both perigee and apogee ESS data passes (see Figure 
2) for attitude determination during transfer orbit. 
The super-synchronous strategy had raised some 
interesting questions that had to be answered: 

The apogee ESS passes occur at altitudes in excess of 
100.000 km. The sensor had never been used at such 
extreme altitudes before. The major effect is that the 
earth appears much smaller in the sensor field of view 
- hence the earth chords are much smaller. On the 
other hand, the spacecraft is moving so much slower 
at the high altitude that each apogee pass lasts for 
several hours - projiding much more data that ever 
pre\.iously obtained. 

Thus. for the apogee passes. the amount of data was 
not a problem. the questions to be ans~vered were: 
How \\,auld the sensor beha1.e \\.ith such small chords 
and ho\v would these small chords affect the attitude 
determination solution ? 

Thus a detailed analysis had to be performed, which 
involved modelling the sensor, to prove that the 
spacecr'aii attitude could be determined to smcient 
accuracy for manoeuvre planning purposes. 

TAi/TC Link , \ iq ins:  The ob\.ious effect of pushing 
the apogee radius out to near 130,000 km was to place 
considerable strain on the link margins. It was 
essential lo guarantee adequate link margin since the 
critical LAE burns \\.ere to be performed when the 
spacecraft was at its greatest distance from the earth. 
Detailed analysis had to be performed, tvhich involved 
calculating the link margins at every point in the 
orbit. to prove that links \\.ere a\.ailable for these 
critical operations. 

Long T\L.TC Ouroges: ORION'S M C  antenna 
configuration consists of M C  +Z horns plus 
TMiTC bicone antennas uith their boresights in the 
spacecraft XY plane. The resultant M C  nulls 
about the spacecraft are illustrated in Figure 3 .  

Due to the M C  null at the rear (-2) of the 
spacecraft. M C  outages nere esperienced in every 
orbit on the descent from apogee. These outages 
ranged from 1 hours in SSTO up to 19 hours in ITOZ. 

Substantial nnnl!sis \?as performed to demonstrate 
th;tt ihc spncecraft \ \ as  robust to fn~lures nnd hnd 



sufficient autonomy to cope with such outages. An on- 
board applications program was developed-to increase 
the spacecraft's autonomy during outages. This 
program was configured from the ground prior to 
outage entry. The analysis concluded that the risk 
presented by these outages \\*as acceptable. Note, in 
the event of a spacecraft anomaly which prohibited 
the spacecraft being out of contact with the ground for 
any extended period, the back-up solution was to 
perform a slew manoeuvre to the orbit pole to avoid 
the outages. 

I / 

Null 
+z 

Null 7/ 

Figure 3 TMITC Antenna Nulls 

Orbit Determination: The orbital geometry associated 
with the super-synchronous mission was significantly 
different to any experienced beforehand. SuiXcient 
analysis had to be performed to confirm that the orbit 
could be determined to sufficient accuracy, within the 
time available. This was performed using an 
observations generator to simulate tracking data and 
using the QUARTZ orbit determination software to 
establish the attainable accuracy. 

Launch Window: Efforts were made to provide launch 
opportunities on every day of the year. As it turned 
out, this was not possible. 

The eclipse seasons presented some interesting 
problems. Midday launches were ruled out, since 
terrestrial eclipses lasted 6 hours around apogee due 
to the fact that the spacecraft is moving so slo\vly. To 
achieve a midnight launch opportunity during the 
eclipse season, it was necessary to bias the eclipses 
away from perigee and hence away from the perigee 
bums - burning in an eclipse ~vould have meant 
having no spin rate or nutation data during the burn 
which was not acceptable. This biasing had major 

impacts on the allowable Solar Aspect Angle during 
LEOP. 

Another consideration, unique to the super- 
synchronous strategy, was the effect of lunar gravity 
on the injcction orbit. Depending on the relative 
positions of the moon and the spacecraft's orbit, the 
lunar gravity could have the effect of raising or 
lowering the injection orbit perigee by hundreds of 
kilometres. The IBBU strategy (see Table 3) results in 
the spacecraft spending 1.5 revolutions in the 
injection orbit. Potentially, the lunar gravity could 
lower second perigee to an altitude below 167 km 
(nominal = 185 km) at which point the resultant 
heating elTect on the spacecraft would be 
unacceptable. Hence, the launch window would be 
closed due to these lunar gravity effects. 

Table 3 Nominal & BBU Strategies 

Strategy Burn Apses Total AV Transfer Orbit 
Imls) Duration (hrs) 

Nominal Al&?.P4,P6 1472.8 264.67 

1BBU A2,A3,P5.P7 1473.4 312.53 

2BBU Al,A3,P5.P7 1472.8 336.48 

3BBU Al&?,P5,P7 1472.8 336.48 

4BBU Al.M.P4,P7P8 1472.8 336.47 

The LAE Burn Strategy 

Figure 4 shows the LAE Bum Strategy and the resultant 
intermediate orbits bettveen SSTO and Drifi Orbit 00). 

Figure 4 LEOP Nominal Burn Strategy 



Table 4 Nominal Strategy - Orbit Dctails 

Orbit SemiMqjor Eccentricity Inc. (deg) Period (hm) 
h i s  (km) 

SSTO 68223.95 0.9038 26.0 49.26 

rrOl 80240.39 0.6005 3.12 68.83 

rrO2 85296.20 0.5056 1.10 68.86 

IT03 56627.42 0.2553 0.63 37.25 

The following points should be noted from the SSTO 
Strategy tables: 

The possibility of missing any one of the nominal 
bum opportunities is taken into account in the design. 

The total LAE AV requirement is approximately 1473 
d s .  

Going to any back-up strategy results in a negligible 
propellant penalty. 

The same final sub-satellite longitude is achievable 
regardless of the burn strategy adopted. (The on- 
station longitude for ORION F1 is 322.5 East). 

The sizes of the two apogee bums are effectively 
fixed, while those of the two perigee burns can vary 
significantly, from one bum strategy to another. 

Almost all the orbital plane change is performed by 
the two apogee bums. 

The duration of the transfer orbit can range from 265 
to 337 hours, i.e. 11 to 14 days. 

Once h e  spacecraft achieves Drift Orbit the operational 
activities required to achieve three-axis stabilised, Eanh 
pointing, normal mode are relati\fely standard for this type 
of spacecraft, i.e. Sun Acquisition, follon~ed by Eanh 
Acquisition, entry into normal 3-axis mode and then 
station acquisition. 

perfect by the Atlas launch team. The second Centaur 
burn was retargeted to reduce the Transfer Orbit 
inclination from 26.9' to 25.7' as the on-board computer 
estimated a Propellant Excess of 45 Ib. due primarily to 
favourable winds during the Atlas phase. As the 
rctargeted Transfer Orbit would mean the spacecraR 
would rise in a different place as seen by the Penh Ground 
Station, thc Atlas launch team relayed the new targeted 
inclination in real-time to allow Perlh to relocate their 
Antenna position before Acquisition. 

Spacecraft separation occurred on time at 1051. The 
telemetry beacon was detected by the Penh ground station 
t\\clve minutes later as it rose above the horizon, and 
telemetry lock ufas achieved a1 Stevenage at 11:04:08, 
exactly as predicted. No search pattern was required, 
hinting at an accurate injection by Centaur. The Atlas 
launch team estimated a spin rate at separation of 5.053 
rpm, confirnm one hour later from the spacecraft sun 
sensor at 1.937 rpm. 

At 11 :25, the Atlas launch team provided their estimated 
Transfer Orbit parameters and attitude prior to separation. 

The retargeted and achieved Transfer Orbit parameters 
were: 

Target Achieved 

ra (km) 129. 885 130,233 
rp (km) 6563.1 6563.5 
i (deg.) 25.700 25.686 
n~ @%I 173.6 173.5 
(0 (deg) 179.98 179.98 

After 23 hours of tracking we \\,ere able to confirm this 
orbit to within 4 km which was within the error of the 
estimate. Confirmation of the attitude had to wait until an 
orbit match was performed through the first apogee firing, 
and \\as found to be within 0.5' of the target, well within 
the 1.5' specified. 

The follo\ving operations then took place in the next five 
hours: 

RESULTS OF THE ORION MISSION 

The Atlas IIA flight designated AC110 launched at the 
opening edge of the 81 minute ivindow at 10:21 UT on 
29th November 1991. The first attempt on 2 1 st November 
was delayed due to adverse \\leather and the second 
attempt on the 22nd was aborted four seconds before lift- 
off due to a launch vehicle minor mechanical fault. 

The ascent phase of thc Atlas and both phases of the 
Centaur upper stage powercd flight \+!ere dcscribcd as 

Immediately afier initial acquisition by the tracking 
network, the spacecraft undenvent a health check of 
all subsystems. 

The spacecraft \\,as configured for transier orbit by 
switching on the attitude control equipment and 
pressurising the propulsion subsystem. 

The payload reflectors \!,ere then dcploycd once the 
injection spin rate \+*as confirrncd. This decreased the 



spin rate to 4.3 rpm due to the increase in spacecraft 
inertia. 

A spin-up manoeuvre was then performed to the 
nominal transfer orbit spin rate of 12 rpm required for 
stability during the LAE firings. 

With the spacecrafi now ready for its first LAE firing at 
Apogee 1, Flight Dynamics activities were to determine 
the orbit and attitude and to optimise the sequence of 
firings. The following sections describe the orbit and 
attitude determination and manoeuvre planning in more 
detail. 

ORBIT DETERMINATION 

Range, azimuth and elevation data was received from the 
TELESAT network via the Ottawa hub. The data was 
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filtered and smoothed by QUARTZ before being passed to 
a standard Weighted Lead Squares algorithm for the orbit 
fitting. 

The software allo\+.s for azimuth, elevation and range 
biases to be solved, considered or fixed for up to three 
ground stations at once. The software can also solve for 
the attitude and AV of an LAE manoeuvre during the 
obsenfations, or the Transverse, Normal and Radial 
components of a station-keeping manoeuvre. Solving for 
the attitude of the manoeuvre is referred to as orbit- 
matching. Pre-launch analysis showed this to be 
potentially very accurate and this was seen during flight. 
All orbit matches compared well with the attitude 
determined using the Earth and Sun Sensor, and in 
general the orbit matched attitudes were used as the 
attitude on \srhich to optimise the forthcoming manoeuvre. 

Figure 5 Range, Azimuth and Elc\*ation Residuals prior to LAE 1 and bctween LAE 1 and LAE 2 



The convergence properties during the LEOP were 
excellent, Qpically converging in three or four iterations. 
Various forms of weighting were available, namely: 

Covariance scaling: this scales the solution covariance by 
the sum of the residuals divided by the number of 
observations, in an attempt to account for the residuals not 
being truly Gaussian white noise in nature. Note this does 
not affect the solulion, only the covariance matrix. 

RMS weighting: this uses the RMS of the measurement 
residuals from the previous iteration to \veight the 
measurements of the current iteration. This will affect the 
solution, since it alters the relative weighting of the 
observations. It was only used once the solution had 
already converged as it could lead to instability if used 
initially. 

Model weighting: this adjusls the weighting of the 
measurements according to the size of the correction 
predicted by the tropospheric model - in other ulords, 
measurements with large corrections are weighted less. 
This ensures that errors in the model do not significantly 
drive the solution. 

Results obtained during the LEOP were excellent. White 
noise in the measurements was smaller than pre\fiously 
noted in GTO. Time-varying trends in the residuals were 
rarely greater than 300 m, again smaller than seen in 
GTO. Figure 5 sho~vs the residuals obtained before and 
after the first LAE firing. 

It was concluded that orbit determination for the SSTO 
mission was not significantly different from GTO. 

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

ORION F1 uses a Galileo Earth and Sun Sensor to 
produce sun and earth measurements for attitude 
determination whilst spinning. The sun sensors are the V- 
slit type which produce a single pulse when the sun passes 
through the field of view of the meridian sensor and 
another pulse when the sun passes through the field of 
view of the oblique sensor. The earth sensors are 2 pencil 
beams canted 4" apart and sensitive in the 11 - 16 mm 
wavelength range. They produce a pulse for space-earth 
and earth-space horizon crossings based on the deri\*ative 
of the energy throughput of the detector and the \value of 
Lhe last threshold measured. 

The ORION AOCS pre-processes these measurements 
before telemetering them to the ground where the 
QUARTZ software converts them into the basic 5 
uncorrelated obsenlations. These are: Sun Phase, the angle 

between the meridian and oblique sun sensor pulses; 
Chord Widths. the angle between the space-earlh and 
earth-space horizon crossings for each sensor; and 
Separation Angles, the angle bct~\leen the meridian sun 
pulse and the centre of the t\rSo earth pulses for each earth 
sensor. All angles are rotation angles measured around the 
spin axis. 

The QUARTZ attitude determination software uses a 
Gauss-Newon ~veighted least squares algorithm to 
minimise the residuals between real and simulated 
observations and produce an updated attitude estimate. To 
reduce the errors on the simulated obsenlations, both the 
earth sensor field of \iew and electronic delays caused by 
the components of the earth sensor are modelled. This 
procedure is fully described in reference 1. 

The softlwrare identifies the attitude state by an inertial 
representation of the attitude along with biases for each of 
the obsemations and the earth sensor cant angles. Any 
number of these parameters can be optionally solved for, 
or fised to a-priori values. (Chord width biases are not 
actually contained within the solution state - estimation of 
these values is made based upon minimising residual 
values still further once the \VLS iteartion has been 
completed). 

Rcsults Summary 

ORION has a small misalignment (about lo) between the 
spacecraft spin-axis and the body Z axis, which also varies 
with propellant fill fraction. Measuring this dynamic 
imbalance angle (\vobble angle) was particularly 
significant for attitude determination since the angle 
bet\veen the sensor and the spin axis contains a component 
of the \vobble. With the help of apogee and perigee 
attitude data passes, this value \\,as able to be refined in- 
flight, removing a significant error source from the 
Attitude Delenuination. 

The solution method adopted \\,as to fix only the sun phase 
bias and solve for all other biases (cant angle, separation 
angles and chord width). This method proved to be both 
consistent and robust. 

The attitude determination results are shown in Table 5. 
All values are in degrecs. From the table it is apparent that 
the attitude determination solutions are consistent with the 
orbit match solutions. The largest discrepancy between 
determined solutions and their subsequent orbit match is 
0.32 degrees (AD A3 & PJ Orbit Match) for any of the 
data passcs. I t  is interesting that the spin-axis right 
ascension secms al~nost as difficult to solve for as the spin- 
asis declination - this could be attributed to a residual 
~vobble angle error. 



Table 5 Comparison of Attitude Solutions from Attitude Determination and Orbit Matching 

* Data incomplete due to LAE firing during data pass. 

The perigee passes generated solutions which were closer 
(0.12-0.24 degrees) to the respective orbit match solution A scleclion of residuals from the mission are shown in 
than the solutions generated from the apogee passes (0.21- Figures 6 to 1 1. Only the eanh sensor residuals are shown 
0.32 degrees). This is consistent with pre-launch as the sun phase residuals are similar to typical GTO 
covariance analysis that predicted that the apogee pass missions and shouf very \ttell the obsenlation quantisation 
accuracy would not be as good. This is described more (in this case 0.01 1 dcg). 
fully in Reference 1. 

Solution 

GD Injection 

A1 AD 

A1 Orbit Match 

P2 AD 

A2 AD 

A2 Orbit Match 

Biases Attitude 

Dog Leg Slew + Trim 

RA 

136.793 

137.169 

137.275 

137.117 

137.102 

137.230 

Cant Angles Dec. 

-15.901 

-15.925 

-15.991 

-15.998 

-16.083 

-15.958 

ES 1 

P3 AD 

A3 AD 

P4 AD* 

P4 Orbit Match 

A4 AD 

P5 AD 

ES2 

Separation Angles 

0.074 

-0.100 

0.127 

0.094 

ES 1 

Chord Widths 

137.510 

137.354 

137.570 

137.491 

137.58 

137.568 

Trim (2 pulses) 

ES2 ES  1 

0.079 

7.675 

7.145 

7.578 

7.436 

7.459 

7.508 

-0.115 

0.109 

0.063 

ES2 

-0.149 

0.191 

-0.012 

0.128 

A5 AD 

P6 AD* 

P6 Orbit Match - 

0.013 0.093 -0.026 

0.317 

-0.103 

0.399 

137.594 

137.516 

137.445 

-0.014 

-0.168 

0.185 

-0.012 

0.112 

7.898 

7.769 

0.394 

-0.041 

0.491 

7.634 

0.011 

0.297 

0.000 

0.289 

0.223 

0.043 

0.206 

0.428 

0.081 

-0.031 

0.116 

0.302 

0.505 

0.309 

0.115 

0.077 

-0.044 

0.090 

-0.181 

0.064 

0.308 

0.526 

0.417 

0.627 

0.039 

-0.034 

-0.169 

0.068 

0.034 

-0.012 

-0.090 

0.061 

-0.098 

0.059 



Figure 6 A1 Earth Chord & Separation Residuals I Figure 7 P3 Earth Chord & Separation Residuals 

Figure 8 A3 Earth Chord & Separation Residuah Figure 9 A4 Earth Chord & Separation Residuals I *.I] 9 o * ,  
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Figure 10 PS Earth Chord & Separation Residuals Figure 11 A5 Earth Chord & Separation Residuals 



The passes shown are: altitude of 120.000 km, the residual patterns show 
virtually no random features apan from the noise at all. 

Fint apogee (Al)  altitude 123,000 km 
Third perigee (P3) altitude 25,000 km 
Third apogee (A3) altitude 123,000 km 
Fourth apogee (A4) altitude 65,000 km 
Fifth perigee (P5 )  altitude 36,000 km 
Fifth apogee (A5) altitude 65,000 km. 

Looking at the residuals from the mission, the 
overwhelming first impression is of the clearly defined 
symmetric patterns in the SSTO, IT0 apogee residuals. 
Their magnitudes are at least as small as GTO \vithout the 
usual increase at the ends. This nondivergence at the stan 
and end of coverage allowed the processing of all data 
from the apogee passes without having to cull any data. 
The perigee passes have less structure and are more 
similar to GTO but have estremely snlall separation angle 
residuals, barely exceeding 0.03 deg. The level of noise is 
similar for both apogee and perigee and is of the order of 
O.O1° and with at most 14 data points smoothed into one 
value the 'cleanliness' of the data has not been artificially 
introduced. 

The patterns in the apogee data residuals are very definite 
and there are clear similarities between residuals patterns 
for data produced at similar altitudes. The patterns 
generated at 120,000 km (A1 & A3) have a shape very 
similar to that produced by the field of view and electronic 
delay models and therefore these patterns could be 
attributed to mis-modelling. It is quite significant if at 
super-qnchronous altitudes, these modelling errors are 
the only significant source of error. 

Discussion of Attitude Determination in SSTO 

The geometry of the transfer orbit was favourable being 
closer to the winter solstice and avoiding sun-orbit-eanh 
coplanarity. The large declination of the sun allo~aed good 
definition of the attitude to offset the slo\vly varying 
separation angle partial derivatives due to the low 
inclination. 

I1 was thought prior to launch that diurnal eanh 
luminance variations might produce unstable and unusable 
observations during the apogee passes. In fact the residual 
patterns are more ~ymmetrically structured at super- 
synchronous allitudes which iniplies that the diurnal 
luminance variations (not siniulared in QUARTZ) 
decrease with altitude above geosynchronous. Above 
geosynchronous altitudes, the re1atij.e size of rhe sensor 
field of vie\v is larger with respect lo the apparent size of 
the earth and the variations in the infra-red profile across 
the earth's surface are thus 'smoothed out'. At the highest 

Concerns were also raised that for apogee passes, very 
shon chord data, at the beginning and end of each pass, 
may not be usable, and because the eanh would appear 
smaller, it niay be necessary to cull a larger percentage of 
data lhan in GTO. Pre-flighl analysis had shown us that 
our sensor modelling ought to allow us to use all the data 
from each of the apogee passes, frorn b e  first chord to the 
last and the mission proved that this was indeed the case. 

In fact, it turned out that the edge chords were extremely 
well behaved (compared to the simulated values) and no 
edge chord data had to be routinely culled, suggesting that 
the modelling is adequate. Modelling the electronic delays 
in the eanh sensor reduces the errors in modelling small 
chords \\!here the two horizon crossing pulses may merge, 
but even this is unlikely to occur at 13 rpm since the 
sensor transfer function is optimised up to spin rates of 90 
'-Pm. 

The chord width biases in GTO missions have tended to 
sho~v a similarity between sol\eii for values on odd revs. 
and even revs. It has been postulated that this is because 
the scanned earth longitudes are similar on alternate revs. 
In SSTO, two pauerns emerge; here is a similarity 
between apogee passes (negative biases) and perigee 
passes (positive biases); and the biases are smaller in 
absolute value, when the data is produced funher away 
from the eanh. The explanation for the first pattern is not 
clear. The second pattern is explained as a seasonal earth 
luniinance variation where this apparent change in eanh 
size varies as an angular measure with distance from the 
eanh. 

GTO residuals often exhibit random patterns within 
themselves which vary frorn one pass to the next. They are 
thought to be due to diurnal variations in the earth's infra- 
red profile. The general 'W' or 'U' shapes seen in the 
residuals are most likely caused by modelling errors 
increasing when the scan of the sensor crosses close lo the 
earth limb. The SSTO apogee residuals show very 
pronounced patterns which are estremely symmetrical and 
seen1 to depend on allitude, the GTO-like patterns re- 
emerging at lower altitudes. Apart from white noise, there 
is \rirtually no random fluctuation at all. 1t is therefore 
assunled that most of the residual patterns in SSTO are 
due lo modelling errors. 

We can conclude that the methods and modelling 
employed for GTO can be transponed wholesale to the 
SSTO case. The enormous amount of data produced in 
SSTO can be reduced to manageable proportions with an 
enicient smoothing process, and the representation of the 



attitude state and sensor modelling are still adequate for 
the purpose. 

The mission design of not relying on any passes of apogee 
data to produce an attitude solution can no\+! be seen to be 
over-cautious because the solutions generated from the 
apogee data passes were very consistent will1 the solutions 
from the perigee passes and \vith the orbit matclles. 

MANOEUVRE OPTIMISATION 

Optimisation of the four firings of the Liquid Apogee 
Engine required a more sophisticated approach than 
adopted for GTO. For each firing, the attitude, burn 
duration and start epoch were to be optimised, giving a 
maximum of si~7een optimisation variables. 

The algorithm selected \\.as the Multiple Shooting 
Algorithm. This divides up the Transfer Orbit into a four 
segments (the four coast arcs between firings) and matches 
the interface betlifeen segments as a set of estra internal 
constraints. At each interface, the sis keplerian elements 
and the spacecraft mass must match. This leads to a total 
of 28 internal constraints. 

Although the method is first order and progress to\\.ards 
the optimum slows down as the optimum is reached, it is 
nevertheless robust and does not rely on computing second 
order differentials. Progress map be slo\v, but i t  is 
guaranleed (given a suitable selection of the tuning 
constants). This turned out to be cost efiecti\.e, since \ve 
were able to speed up the convergence after de\~elopnient 
by upgrading to a VAX Workstation 1000190. The 
software now performs a typical convergence of 100 
iterations in four minutes. 

Options available were to opriniise all four parameters per 
bum, to fis those parameters to a given value or in the 
case of bums 2 and 4, to set the attitude parameters to 
those on the pre\ious bum. This latter option allo~vs the 
optimiser to keep the attitude the same bet\veen the r\vo 
apogee and the two perigee burns, thus mininlising rile 
need for an attitude manoeuiVre between these firings. 
This strategy resulted in no trim being required bet\rcen 
the two apogee bums, and only a 0.3' trim bet\vcen the 
perigee bums, which in turn allo\ved a greater reliance to 
be placed on the attitude solutions achieved from the ESS 
and the orbit matches, since the attitude had not been 
altered significantly. 

The manoeuvre optimisation became progrcssi\tcly more 
simple with each firing since their were less nlanocu\.rcs 
to optimise and less constraints to nlcct. Op[imising tllc 

first firing was the niost intensive, and many cases were 
studied in the t~venty four hours leading to the first firing. 

The nominal cases for LAEl were referred to as the 
OPOP, OOOP, FOOP and FPOP solutions. These 
nomcnclarures refer to whether the nianoeu\.res were 
oplimised, fised or set to pre\-ious attitude, with one letter 
ior each burn. Note that in all these cases the third firing 
is al\\,ays optimised (since i t  must be slewed to anyway) 
but the fourth firing is assumed ro be the same attitude as 
the third. The penalty in assuming no trim between LAE3 
and LAE4 during the LAEl optimisation was shown 
bcfore launch to be negligible (< 1 gram). 

FPOP represents the worst case by not trimming the 
attitude before the first or second firing. OOOP represents 
the best case by trimming before both. OPOP uims before 
the first firing but keeps this attitude for the second firing, 
i~rhilst FOOP fises the attitude for the first firing but trims 
before the second firing. 

No difference \\,as found bet\\.een the OOOP and OPOP 
cases shoiving there \vould be no penalty in adopting a no 
trim bet\veen apogee burns strategy. H~\\~ever,  there was 
significant uncertainty in the attitude prior to LAEl, so 
that trimming to an optimised attitude was not considered 
viable. 

Given an uncertainty in atlitude, the best strategy was to 
defer any attitude trim to before LAE2. This a l l o ~ s  the 
AD solution to be compared to the orbit matched solution 
once the first burn has taken place. 

As \\.ell as optimising the nominal case, studies around the 
optimum \\!ere performed by \.aqing the attitude in Right 
Ascension and Declination. Grids of 7 by 7 points were 
performed, each point being a full optimisation of 50 
iterations, so that a contour plot could be produced of the 
artirude sensili\.ity. These studies took about an hour to 
run on a VAX 4000190 Work Station. 

For the first firing. the follo\\ing results were obtained for 
propellant penalties \rrith respect to the optimum OOOP 
st rategy: 

OOOP 0 grams 
OPOP 0 grams 
FOOP 29 grams 
FPOP 51 grams 

As the masimum penalty was only 51 grams even if no 
trim before LAE2 was performed, then it was clear that 
sta).ing in the separation attitude for both apogee bums 
was an acceptable strategy (54 grams of propellant is less 
than one day of life on-station). 



This situation did not change between the first and second 
firing and in fact no attitude manoeuvre \+,as performed 
until after the second firing. when a slew was necessary to 
achieve the perigee firings. 

THE DOG LEG SLEW 

Convary to normal multi-burn GTO missions, a 22" sleiv 
in declination betiveen the second and third firings is 
mandatory. In order to collect attitude data through 
perigee 3 close to the optimuni LAE3 altitude, the sle\v 
was performed as two segments separated in phase by 70'. 
This strategy is referred to as a Dog-Leg Sle\v and allo\vs 
the calibration of both phase angle and precession using 
only solar aspect angle data (Reference 4). Once both legs 
have been performed and the calibrations made, the final 
attitude can be computed and a trim back to the target 
attitude can be performed. 

An additional tactic employed to mininiise the possibility 
of any subsequent trim was to calibrate the phase angle 
only after the first segment. 

The first segment of the sleiv was performed five hours 
after LAE2 and the second segnlent two hours later. Thc 
results of the calibration for the two segments \$,ere 0.97 
for the precession calibration and 11.8 msec for the phase 
calibration. The required trim was 3.3' in declination to 
the target LAE3 attitude - this manoeuvre was perforn~ed 
two hours before perigee 3 and allo\ved the attitude 
determination to be performed in the LAE3 attitude. 

STATION ACQUISITION 

The spacecraft was eventually placed in a Drifi Orbit 1" 
West of station with a 234 km apogee bias and a -162 km 
perigee bias, resulting in a drifi rate of 0.3OW per day. A 
drift rate away from station \itas chosen to avoid any 
possibility of passing in front of TDRSS? located 3S0W of 
station, since the intense and time critical operations 
associated with acquiring Earth pointing may have caused 
RF interference with that spacecraft. 

Two West manoeu1,res were performed to remove the 
apogee bias on the 16th and 19th of December. This 
resulted in a drift back toward station of l . lOE per day. 
Three East manoeu\,res were then performed to renio\,e 
the perigee bias and slow the spacecraft, on the 22nd and 
23rd December. The spacecraft \vas finally placed in the 
centre of the station-keeping box with a drifi rate of 
O.OlOE per day. This resulted in a full station-keeping 
cycle, with no further Easl-West nianoeu\.res required 

until 6th January 1995. The eccentricity vector was 
correctly initialised for the sun-pointing strategy, with an 
eccentricity of 2 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  and perigee towards the sun. 

CONCLUSION 

The ORION SuperSynchronous Transfer Orbit mission 
\\.as a complete success. T.he strategy of employing two 
apogee and t\vo perigee burns resulted in maximum 
spacecrafi life. A multi-burn strategy also allowed the final 
burn to take place at the On-Station longitude with a near 
zero drift rate after the final firing. This is desirable to 
avoid any RF interference ~vhilst drifting past esisting 
spacecraft in this crowded GEO sector. 

The main conclusions for attitude determination are that 
 he Galileo ESS can cope with the smaller energy 
throughput and smaller earth size typical in super- 
synchronous transfer orbits and produce sensible data. 
Both apogee and perigee data can be processed on the 
ground with no upgrade from modelling suitable for GTO 
to produce accurate solutions, and no data needs to be 
routinely culled as all the data in apogee passes is accurate 
enough to be used. Finally, apogee and perigee chords 
together all0111 the determination of the wobble angle, 
remo\.ing a significant error source from the attitude 
determination. 

On the dotvn side, the Transfer Orbit phase is long 
compared to GTO. Five and a half revolutions took just 
oIrer eleven days, compared to a GTO mission of between 
t\vo and fix days. Although in many ways the mission 
\Itas more complex than a srandard GTO, the longer orbit 
periods did allo~v the intensive Flight Dynamics activities 
to be performed in the greater time available. 
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